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A'og tract

In a eub].ur,id to toniariu e..uatoi'ial area of southvjost Uganda, 
landccape devc-lopr',cnt rjroceuded in phases dictated by differential 
npuarp ■.■;ithin a r;;a;or coj'tinoritol uparchirp and by differential 
litholopy.

by a prolonrsd pauce caused the- dissection of tiie initial (pre- 
Terlit^ayp planed I-v.-aaparE Surface and the differentiation of a 
lu'./or planed Caya-aa Surface in the proto-JIatonsa basin, throur^hout

hesunption of continuous noderate i'iltinr resulted 
in the differentiation of a third - Sanya Syrface uhioh, in its turn,

A j.'hase of considernhle upviarp and deformation follov.’ed

K
3ts iioat of the area.i?
Is
If v;aG dicsected n;air.ly throu^jh litholoyic.i'l uifferontiation by the 

Icot ero.-ional phaGe oilov;lcnd e::j:anGion.
is!

The li'.r.cscape, consecuently 
ccnci;.ta of upT^.nd forr.icd of resiGtant litholo^~y and r.reaerviny on

liiis;>s
Si hsSl'S

its crests remnants of throe consecutive levels, and of lou-lrnd 
developed upon incompetent litholoyy.

She relatively ra.pid developimont of a planed lov.’land surface 
-■llo'..-cd for relatively ea.rly deceleration of yeomorphic process'^,deep 
•..•eathcrir.y and retr rdr.tior. of jiedoyenesic, v.'hile upland •■■.•as beiny 
constantly dissected. Active dissection of the uplaaid prevented the 
preservation cf extensive I'oianr.iits of ancient l.aterite duricrur.ts

itII
'I

iiii ;,yia.:

i upon crests isr.i enabled constant active podsyencsis. As a, result 
soils of t: c older upland ^nriaces are of a more youtiifull ol’.aractcr f Aa;:

t’ssn tho.,e of t;.e younyer lo-..land surface. The former are relatively >' 
unstable, actively forminy soils uhich reflect the current clim.-itic 
environment. The latter are sedentary, uevelor^ed on pro-v.-eath-sred 
jstari'l and preserve properties of a former, more humid climate.

lov.ler.d p,fcriphery, '..-iiere soils ;'rs relatively younyer and 
tecretson of a.ateria-l from erodiny upland slopes occuras, tho:;e

.sdified and loalsnu soila, are i:oro simil'r to upland
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Ve_^e-'..: tion. i., correlated to t: is pattern of soil distribution. 
S' pr. aent clii.:: i ic cc.sditior.c ti:o predominant fori.ation on deep
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v’ell-dr-iiineG lioils th^t of a cci;;;^:ound~leaf .'Javanna v;ith a v/ide~
V’ithin the nacro-clin:atic fra::ieoprecd thichet elernent, 

cor.ir.iunities are controlled by interaction of 'moisture availability, 
base saturation and reaction in t};e soils. Consc quently,

communities on upland soils resemble tiose of foothill pediments
snc lo-.;er interfluve sloj-es in mid-lov/land due to the similar 
chemical properties of hi^h base saturation and mild acidity. They 
differ from communities of mid-lov;land interfluves v.’here soils are 
strongly leached and acid. V.l-ere upland crest soils are relatively 
better supplied v;ith moisture, such as in the heavier soils of 
bread crests, they carry communities \:hich are found in the lov.’land 
only on especially favo’irnble sites such as depositional fans at 
gully moutiis.3
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Choice and Location

The choice of the area for the present study was guided by tv/o main
principles.

It v;as thought that in order to be able to study as large a range of 
correlations as possible, an area must be chosen v;here the greatest 
variety of morphological features can be found in the closest proximity. 
Furthermore, it v;as thought that for this purpose it vjould be best to look 
for an area in v;hich the greatest number of the erosion-surfaces, recognized 
or postulated in DgEinda, can be found in close juxtaposition. An inclusion 
of one of the older surfaces seemed desirable in order to study, if possible, 
any influence the relative age of the morphological feature may have.

She second principle v;as based on the assumption that in order to study 
influences of landforras on the distribution of vegetation, it would be 
sary to eliminate, as much as possible, the climatic effect. This meant the 
restriction of the study to a more or less homogeneous climatic region.

!'■

V.'

IS®neces-

Another basic assumption was that the study of the subject would bring better 
results in areas v;here a decisive limiting factor of the climatic environment 
is relatively marginal, so as to emphasize changes caused by topographical 
features and soils.

1
The most decisive limiting factor in the equatorial 

region being moisture, it seemed necessary to choose a relatively dry area. 
The driest parts of Uganda are situated, according to the available

!

i,.?

I
ff

rainfall data, in the district of Keranioja, in the north-eastern part of the 
country. The mean annual rainfall in this area is in some parts, lower than 
20 inches, while almost the whole of the district receives less than 55

1?
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inches annually. Another dry area, of less than 35 inches mean annual 
rainfall, is situated at the bottom of the Rift Valley, around Lakes 
Albert, 2dv;ard and George.

Both these areas are of relatively uniform landscape and have little 
variety of geomorphological features. Also, no more than two of the pos

tulated erosion-surfaces could be found there in c"’ose juxtaposition.
It seemed, therefore, necessary to choose a third area v;hioh, though 

not as dry as the tv/o former - having up to 45 inches of raeaii annual rain

fall - contains v/ithin its limits a greater range of geomorphological 
variety and at least tiuoc (possibly four) of the five postulated erosion- 
surfaces (Haps 4,4(\).

This area forms a part of an easily definable climatic region of Uganda 
in eastern Ankole and the neighbouring western Kasaka, being, as it is, a

.-i;:

r

in li'
t

region of drier savanna country bordered on three sides by regions of higher
rainfall and semi-evergreen forest or v;oodland. It is, in fact, a contin-i

nation of a similar climatic region in the Karagvre province of north-westernt'

Tanganyika and eastern Ruanda.
'.'ithin this region there are two centres of greater aridity in which the

i--
mean annual rainfall is less than 35 inches. Of these the southern onei- »

seemed to be more suitable because of the more variable landscape and great-i:
H
13 er possibility of distinguishing a number of erosion surfaces.

The actual size and limits of the study area viithin this chosen region
v;ere to some degree imposed by tine and technical limitations. Scarcity of 
rll-weather roads made raost of the area accessible only on foot or only inK

The nature of the subject when combined v;ith lack of anyt ie dry seasons.
}3
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help in actueil field v/ork, limited the area that could be covered in a
<

So that in fact the limits of the area v;ere reached, 
rather than predetermined, in the time available, 
from several chosen centres which seemed to be representative of the

suitable manner.
1."

But they were reached

various natural complexes present.
The present study, thus, embraces an area of rectangular form about 

fifty miles long, from north to south,and forty miles v/ide - i.e. roughly, 
an area of 2000 square miles.

It is bounded, approximately, by longitudes 30° 40' and 31° 12' Bast 
and latitudes 0° 22' and 1° 00' South.

i

Its southern boundary coincides, 
throughout most of its length, with the Uganda-Tanganyika border. More

i-';-

exactly it is boimded by the longitudinal grid-lines 240 and 300 and the 
latitudinal grid-lines 9890 and 9960 in sone 36 U of the UTM Grid.
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Geology

(Kaps I«i*; tables d<3)
Se^itooi i-B> »

The geology of the area shares the characteristic feature of the East
African Inland Plateau naaely - the enormous stratigraphical gap between
the predominant Precambrian formations and the late Cainosoio and Recent, 
mostly unconsolidated, deposits of aggraded valleys and drov/ned lowlands.

&

V,
r:

A special position shoiild be assigned to the remnants of laterite sheets
acting as ironstone caprooks, which may be of different ages but apparently, 
according to most authorities, are. not older than early-Tertiary.

The Precamhrian is represented vdthin the area by three formations: the 
Basement Complex and the Toro and Karagv/e-Ankolean Systems.
Easement Comnlex¥

tv :t'¥v
Basement Complex rocks are exposed due to the stripping of presumed 

former netasedimentary cover in about a third of the area. In fact, the 
inclusion of these rocks within the Easement Complex may be at least par

tially erroneous and it is possible that they embrace also rocks of younger 
age absorbed and incorporated by late nietasomatic activity. This is imp

lied by the v/holly granitoid nature of this formation v;ithin the area, 
comprising none of the paragneissess, inetacalcareous or metanuartsitic and

.'O

1: charnockitic rocks and the basic masses which characterize this formation
elsewhere. Furthermore, the granitoids of this formation present, in the 
area, a certain pattern of distribution and structural evidence indicating 
a relatively late process of granitization of pre-existing metamorphics.

The centre of this magmatic activity v/as, apparently, in the area of the 
Ishura lowland, -where the most advanced stage of the process in the form of

ki

i
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coarsely porphyritic granite, is represented. To the south, on the margin
of the lov/land, the granite appears to be overlain by a successive narrow

belt of granodiorite and granulite representing the replacement seo.uence of 
granitization. The pattern is less clear on the northern flank of this 
centre, v;here granite is still predominent, but occurrences of orthogneiss 
and of gneissose granite perhaps point to another sequence. Similarly to 
the east of the porphyritic granite, outcrops of intermixed fine-grained 
granite and granodiorite appear in the Euyojwa inlier of the Koki Hills. 
Since granitization appeairs to have affected metamorphic rocks and not the
earlier Basement Eedij.'.tr!taries, it must have been a relatively late

19 59
rence. However, late as it may have been, Phillips (ibiJ., P»26) maintains 
that structural evidence sugcests that it occurred long before the depos

ition of the sedimentary formations.

OCCUT-

Structural evidence of magmatic activity is present in the form of 
shearing and silification, pointing to the fact that tectonic activity 
curred even after exposure and solidification (Phillips, 1959). Shear 
foliation coincides approximately with the primary foliation of the granite 
(ibid, p.22) i.e, - v;ith the main trend of strike prevalent in all the 
ancient African shields - H. to Is,', v.'hile the major joints seem to be co

incident with the cross-trend or, in any case, to intersect the strike of 
foliation.

re-

Shear zones grade, as silification progresses and recrystal

lization continues, from granulated granite v/ith lenses and stringers of
i-

'

quartz through silicified rock with bands of grains and elongated masses 
and veins of ccaj’sely crystalline quartz to very large bodies of this tec-

t
tonic quartz. Thus, parallel quartz belts of greater or lesser extent or

? :
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regularity, occur v.-ithin the granite following the main (Ishura-Nyabushozi 
lowland) or the cross trend (Kazinga lowland) or appear in isolated masses. 
Toro and ICarag-we-Ankolean Systems

The Toro System* is only poorly represented in the area. Consisting 
entirely (within the area) of inoomp3fete*/quartz-sericite 
ordinate muscovite-schists. The areas supposedly underlain by them are poor 
in outcrops and deeply buried by soils and alluvial deposits. According to 
the available information (Geological Survey of Uganda 1:2500tO,
Sheet; Sheet 87 (Hakai) 1:IOCOCO). they underlie the western and southern 
parts of the liasha arena and the Bv;arkasani lowland in the southwest.

I
schists ivith sub-

Kbarara

-d, ■■

'.vhile the Toro age schists are regarded as a product of regional def

ormation of unsorted arenaceous and argillaceous material, the overlying, 
basal quartz-muscovite and muscovite schists of the Karagwe-Anltolean System 
are thought to have resulted from the transformation of shales and, perhaps, 
micaceous sandstones. Consequently, a gradation can be discerned from the 
schists to the overlying succession of arenaceous and argillaceous horizons, 
i'.ica-schists pass into quartz-mica-schists, then into micaceous quartzites 
interbedded with mica-schists, schistose quartzites with micaceous laminae
and schistose phyllites and finally, into quartzites and phyllites. 
is also a horizontal gradation of laeta.v.orphiEm from west to east and

There

arpar-

It involves I apparently, mainly the arg

illaceous members of t'-.e succession while the vertical gra-’e affects mainly

ently also to northeast and north.
-r-

•(Combex, 1945). Fallister J- F.arnes (1954) suggest that since the sediments 
included in this formation have never been adequately defined except as older 
than the Kararue-i-nkolean anl younger than the casement Complex, they should 
not, os yet, be elevated to a 'ystom.

til
F?!'
li
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8
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the arenaceous members. The interaction of both gradation series results
in a complicated lithologic pattern, in which upper horizons in the west
have a higher oetamorphic grade than lov;er horizons in the east. Beyond 
a certain eastern and north-eastern limit, metamorphic change appears only- 
in arenaceous members due to vertical grade, /irgillaceous rooks grade from
phyllites and slates into shales and mudstones.

V/hile it is possible to draw a generalized boundary between predominance
V.of shale or miidntones and that of phyllite it is often very difficult to

distinguish between highly reorystallized shales or cleaved mudstones and
the lov;er grades of phylJttes. -\l50, both mudstones and shales are locally
associated with phyllites. Gradation of arenaceous rocks appears to he
independent of the original nature of the sandstones. In the lower grades 
the original quartz grains are still discernible in the interstiial material

1

which was recrystallized into sericite and microgranular quartz and at times
still contains relics of felspar. The higher grades produce massive medium-

: '■

grained quartzites composed of distinct colourless quartz grains in a v/hite
silica matrix with few sericite and muscovite flakes. The highest grade.
found in the west, produces blue-white, entirely recrystallized quartzite,

it prctfcoV
matrix'T :::ven here some detrital muscovite flakes mayin which no cementing

be found lyin^ parallel to the bedding.
It is, hov.'ever, the successional pattern, as preserved today, and st

ructural peculiarities in each part of tJie System, that determine the pres

ent lithological characteristics, differences in succession reflect both 
initial differences in thickness, v/ith a general eastv/ard and northv?ard shal-

hi;

i-A

lowing of ancient bacinG, ar.c sucGeouent tectonics and resultant differential

r
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erosion of upper horizons. A tentative successional sche^.e is presented 
The Hwarapara-Gayaza succession is, perhaps, 

correlated in its lowest horizon of ouartizite with the uppermost horizon

in table 1 to illustrate this.

of the Kasumba Synoline, but the relations between both areas are obscure.
Structurally, the Karagv/e-Ankolean System may be divided into two or three 
complexes (Hap . The Hwampara-Gayasa-Iishara area is dominated by simple, 
ramified and sub-parallel major folds of both trends which, in the study-

j!b

area, tend to be more longitudinal. They constitute a northern extension 
of similar structures in Karag^ie (Tanganyika) which swing sharply back to
the northeast to connect with the more complex structure of the Isingiro 
area (Combe, 1932). This structural complex is based on two major syn

clinal structures, pitching in opposite directions in a latitudinal cross-
trend, from a central main-trend anticlinal structure at the approximate 
junction between the Kasiuaba and Rugaga hillraasses. The Kasumba Syncline 
pitches Eouthwestwards towards the Karagwe structure, with its axis exp

ressed in the Bigasha lowland; the Rugaga or Kakoraa Syncline pitches north

eastwards towards Kold., with its axis possibly expressed in the lower 
Ryaltagera valley. T)iere seems to be no doubt that the Koki structure is a

-ii:

A.C, ■'

shallower, broader continuation of this major Isingiro eyncline (Hiillips, 
1959), though the elements of such a continuation can be discerned only with 
difficulty. In both areas the major structures are associated with a sys-
tem of subsidiary and minor structures of varying pattern and magnitude which 
makes for a very complex lithological and structural features (hap 2).

i .v'

'■u

if
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Tsble 1 : A Scheme of Karsgwc-Ankolean Succession

A. Hweanpara-Sayoza Area

IIshvmgezi-Karabeisi Bungura Gayasa

•r ba a ba

5400*Phyllite

3

■■ ■ ' • ti'
l8co.'.uartsite

6CC0Phyllite Phyllite 0000*

Z.“..

Phyllite 1000*Suartzite 2400 3400Quartzite

Quartzite 200

Phyllite 300

S .■-uartzite 300 IhCO:yllite Phyllite 1500

Shyllite 5C0

Quartzite 300

3400Quartzite ;<.uartzite 3000 Phyllite 500

400^uartsite

!Phyllite Phyllite ? ? ?
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B. Isingiro jirea

I-lasmba Synclins Hugaga Syncline

a b a b

Phyllite and C^uartzite 5800*

Quartzite 80c

Quartzite 9000’ Phyllite and Quartzite 1100

Schistose Phyllite 
and Quartzite

i200

r
Quartzite 5600

Quartzite 2'tCO

Schistose Phyllite 
and Quartzite

8C0
Kica Schist 2'l00

j

Quartzite 400

i;ica Schist 800

liica Schist 1000 Quartzite 1200

iiica Schist 7000

i-iUartzite 2500

a. Pock Pype
b. .'.ppro-i.T.ate thiclrness in feet 

denuded uppc-r iiorizon
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Table 2

Chemical Composition of Hocks*

1 42 5 5

21,054 20,182 20,183 20,184Serial Vo. 20,185

3;

67.00SiOj 72.21 70.00 70.9672.00

0.63 0.38

19.82

0.16 O- VTiO 0.15 0.122

Al^Oj 15.6419.29 13.83 15.84

0.61 1.52 1.650.70 1.1523
FeO 1.96 1.40 1.62 1.40

HnO Trace 0.02 0.05 0.17 0.02

;:go 0.29 1.05 1.4o1.75 0.70

0.38CaO 1.98 1.98 2.47 2.47

:;a„o 0.50 2.29 2.46 2.872.192

'■2° 1.81 I.7S 1.671.97 l.4l

II^O.

H,0-

3.5'* 2.45 1.943.00 1.80
::to

0.18 0.46 0.4o 0.27 0.532

P-0 0.080.33 0.080.232“5

99.77 100.79 95.79 99.63 99.15

•Geological £ui"/ey of Uganda - Hock .•-nalysis from the Zastern Ankole 
'..■estorn Ilasoka area (in lift.)

Phyllite, Kicai, hoki (sheet 8?) C, Du Bois 1959

Fine grained grar.ulite, Leke r-jchern area (sh.eet 37) C. Du Bois 1959 
3. Marginal type granite 

Foliated granite 
5. Granite, i a -ni „ ^ p-vp

«

1.

2^

.'■t

l'4 ti II ” ’.’.J. Phillips 1959
4.

It It II II II

II II It n
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PhysiocraDhy

Belief and Drainage (lAc.p 5)

In general, the area is divided into two topographic units: a high 
dissected, plateau-lilce upland and a relatively low undulating country

Ihe two units are separated by a prominent slope,v;ith flat-floored valleys.

3C0-I,luci ft high with an average slope usually exceeding 15° and a pediment 
slope of about 5° or less at the base. Both high and lov; ground are sub-
ject to a regional east directed slope, much more prominent in the unland. 
The lowest part of area is situated in the south, where the Kagera valley 
is incised below 4,000' a.s.l. But generally, main drainage lines in the 
lowland have a consi.stent altitude betv/een 4,000' and 4,100' a.s.l. Lov;land 
interfluves are mostly 4,100-4,300' a.s.l. but on watersheds may reach 4,500' 
a.s.l. Only in a narrow belt along the western margin of the area lowland

Isolated ridges and 
lov; hills v;ithin the lowland, whose disposition is clearly adjusted to geol-
altitude is, on the average, about 100-200 ft higher.

^ -
-

u
ogy and not drainage pattern, may be higher than 4,5C0 it a.s.l. but none,
except in the western margin, exceeds 4,700 ft Ci'yabishoni Kill in the Hasha 
arena). Upland altitude is much more variable and submits rise in the south 
from 5,096 ft a.s.l. in the eastern part of the area (iCinota, '.-Jestern Koki)
to over 5|90C ft a.s.l. in the v/estern part (rungara, Eastern Pv/ampara). 
./here upland extends longitudinally there is also a decrease in upland sum

mit altitude in a northv/ard direction. In northwestern Koki summits are just 
over 4,800 ft (Kabula) and in Central Cyabushosi - over 4,700 ft (Cmulcate).
General crest levels are usually 100-3CO ft belov; summit elevations and 
sidering the relative unifor-.-itv of lo’jlnnd altitude the amplitude of

con-
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available relief ranges between 600 and 1,800'
Except for its northwestern corner, the study-area embraces parts of 

two catchment basins, both tributary to Lake Victoria. They are separated 
by a watershed which runs along the main ridge of the southern upland, div

iding runoff to the south into the Kagera Hirer' from that to the north into 
an extensive drovmed latitudinal valley choked with swamps and flanked by a 
series of larger and smaller lalies, in lateral valleys. The largest of 
these are the Hzdcivali, Hburo and Kachera and, beyond the limits of the 
- lake Kijanebalola flooding the lower end of the main valley. The surfaces 
of Lalces Ilakivali and Hburo stand at about 4,060 ft a.s.l., that of Kachera 
at kUOkO ft a.s.l. and of Kijanebsaola - at 4,025 ft a.s.l. 
of approximately 30 miles betv/een Lakes liakivali and Kijanebalola, the gra

dient is very small and there is scarcely any flow through the papyrus 
chocked valley. This is also evident from the fact that alone among the 
large lakes the Kijanebalola, at the lowest part of the basin, dries up com

pletely at times, which suggests that it is mainly dependent on its own cat

chment area. Consequently, even though the whole Lake System is regarded 
as directly tributary to Lake Victoria through the Kibale River which drains

-area

''VVl'ith a distance a.w-.:

fa;

-

the Kijanehalola basin it is, in fact, an internal drainage basin. ■■ =!:.The

level of the western lakes is fairly constant, probably due to the Huizi
River vdth its extensive catchment basin, which is the only perennial and 
unaggraded, and the larger.t tributary of the Lalie System. Another signifi

cant peculiarity of this basin is the nature of its watersheds v;hich are
•S, obviously little related to the present drainage. Even the southern water-
■f

shed, clearly^ an ancient one, in either fully or partially breached in at
I
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least three places, of which the through-valley of the 
Orichinga is the most prominent one. After very heavy- 
rains, especially after several consecutive years of
heavy rainfall, water from iahe Hakivali revives this dr

ainage line and flows dovrn it to the Kagera.
Physiographic Units

A physiographic regionalization of the area, based 
on the prevalent viev/s on its geomorphic nature, must 
start with an attempt to plac e the area within a larger 
scale of physiographic pattern (f.iap 4)- 
brief but admirable scheme of physiographic regions 
posed by McMaster (1962) for Uganda, the study-area emb

races parts of two major regions: the Katonga Plateau 
(including the hoki Hills) and the Southwestern Highlands: 
of the former - the southwestern part of the Katonga Plat- 

proper subregion and the western part of the Koki Hills 
subregion; of the latter - the eastern part of the Anlcole 
ridges and downlands subregion.

According to the

pro-

5"ItSi

S'l

eau

;

The basic division betwe

en two regions is unquestiombly sound though the 
for details are unavoidably obscure.

reasons

It seems more proper, 
on geological and geomorphological grounds to detach the 
Koki Hills subregion, that for some reason is supposed to 
include also the Isingiro Hills, from the entirely differ-

.J

%
*

ent Katonga Plateau and attach it to the Ankole ridges and 
dov.nlancs subregion.if ■Ihis subregion v/hich may be desig-

r
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nated also as the South Ankolean Highland subregion can 
be further differentiated according to the proportion of 
upland, its altitudinal range and orographic character into 
several units: the South Ankolean Highlands - including the 
Rwampara Hountains, and the Isingiro Hills; the Koki Hills; 
the Northern Dovmlands and Outliers - including the alter

nating arenas or arena-like lowlands, their flanking and 
Intervening upland masses ana features and the Nshara up

land; the Inter-Upland Valleys - like the Orichinga and 
the Nyabubare - which almost completely intersect the 
South Ankole Highland, as lowland gaps; and the Southern 
Downlands embracing the Arenas and lowlands flanicing the 
South Ankolean Highlands on the south. Each of these units 
possess a certain specific combination of geomorphio feat

ures and geological fundament. Each can also be fitted 
into one or more of the erosion-surface schemes postulated 
for Uganda. In the iCatonga Plateau, differentiation is 
more difficult but several coc.plexes of geomorphic features 
and geologic control may be distinguished (Map Ac).

¥
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Climate

Data of elements of climate in tlie area are available 
from only two stations: libarara and Lyantonde, both either 
marginal to the area or just beyond its limits. Bain 
gauges were supposed to be stationed at Hugaga, within the 
area, and in Kjf^ohura close to its northem limit, but in

formation collected in these localities was(^ stated to be 
unavailable. Gonseguently, in regards to the study-area 
the rainfall maps of Uganda, published by the East iifrican 
Meteorological Department, probably depict an extrapolation 
from data of surrounding areas. Data gathered from various 
sources, none of them referring directly to the area or to 
climate, are not always in agreement with that supplied by 
the maps and it appears also that data compiled from mean 
monthly rainfall maps is not in complete agreement with 
the mean annual rainfall map (Llap 5 ; Table 4).
Temperature

?•

Is

i:.

Temperature varies very little during the year, its
Seasonal fluotuat-

y.-.

main variation being due to altitude, 
ions of mean monthly temperature do not exceed 1.0° C with 
the coolest seasons in June-July and Hovember-December and 

the warmest months in March-April and August-September. 
Since there is no direct record of temperature from elev

ations in the ai'ea higher than that of Mbarara, an estimate 
of altitudinal fail of temperature had to be extrapolated

fc

1

i?
f
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from other areas. Mean annual temperature data from stat

ions at various elevations in Uganda reveal a definite 
influence of alitiude. It is, however, not a "remarkably 
regular" influence as maintained by MoKastsr (1962). There

appear to be at least one critical altitudinal level at 
"ihich the rate of temperature fall changes abruptly, 
low 3,5UO ft a.s.l. the rate of temperature fall appears 
to be in the order of 0.8-1. 0°C per 1,000 ft.

C-

Be-

Above

iiiiSs4,500 ft a.s.l. mean annual temperature drops by approxim

ately 3°C/1,000 ft. If this calculation is applicable to
the area then mean annual temperatures of the upland will 
be in the range of 17° - 19°C, and those of the lowlands 
20 - 22°C. An indirect and partial confirmation for this 
limit is given by Snowden (1953) who, while follov/ing 
Henderson (1949) in delimiting the Tropical Zone at 5,500 ft 
a.s.l., maintains that change of vegetation from tropical 
to subtropical communities commences at 4,500 ft a.s.l., 
so that the interval of 4,500 — 5,500 ft a.s.l., represents 
a transitional climatic belt.

t
■Vf:-:

fiainfall and moisture supply

Hainfall is characterized by the bimodal distribution 
typical of the zone of inter-tropical convergence, 
this the climatic regime of the area compares closely with 
other equatorial regioais of the country (Pig. 1), all 
having their rainy seasons in March-May and September-Hov-

«
In
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ember. A more exact definition of rainfall regime depends 
on determination of the terms 'rainy' and 'dry' season, 
v;}iich apparently differs between regions. Thus, in Buganda 
the term 'rainy season' appears to apply to those months 
in which mean rainfall exceeds 100 mm. (4"). It is only 
in this case that the designations of 'long Bains' (mid- 
Harch to mid-Hay) and 'Short Bains' (September to early 
October) can be applied. However, it seems difficult to 
use the same limit in relation to the study-area.

It is a characteristic feature of equatorial Uganda 
climate that in areas not affected by lake Victoria the 
second rainy season exceeds the first. In the v/estemmost 
stations this involves both more protracted rains and high

er monthly peaks. In the region of the study-area, however, 
the higher peaks occur in the first season, although they 
do not exceed those of the second in the same measure as in

T:-

■: :CS

i:the lake region. The greater amount of rain in the second 
season derives, consequently from a greater duration. Ad

opting the 100 mm., limit the rainy seasons will be very 
short: the first, only one month (April) and the second - 
tv;o (October-Hovember). An arbitary lowering of the limit 
to 75 uM., which appears to fit the present region better^ 

will make the first rainy season 2-3 months long and the 
second 3-4 months long.

!
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Y/et Season Dry Season Wet Season Dry Season 
Harch-aay June-August September- Deoember-

November February

ilbarara 303.4(11.94) 108.2(4.25) 316.6(12.46) 185.0(7.28)
(mm/in.)

Lvantonde 286.2(11.26) 98.8(3.89) 329.8(12.98) 185.2(7.29)

■0 .

The mean annual rainfall map (Map 5) of the region is 
slightly modified from that prepared by the Uganda Region 
of the East African Meterological Department. The modific

ations involved concern mainly the depiction of a 30” isoh- 
yet in the south-central part of the study-area extending 
from the Western Isingiro to V/estem ICoki and northward to 
the Nakivali-Mburo area. They also concern the indication 
of lesser certainty of the isohyets to the east of the 
study-area, shown by broken lines. The first results from 
an isolated record of 25 - 30" of mean annual rainfall at 
Rugaga (Harrop, I960) and from comparison with rainfall 
maps of Tanganyika and Bvanda, both showing areas with less 
than 30" mean annual rainfall adjacent to the Uganda border. 
The second expresses doubt as to the validity of rainfall 
data from Rakai*v;hioh caused the inexplicable westward 

extention of the isohyets in the Koki Hills area Euid may

- -

f

♦The map is baseo on inforiaation available up to 1956, i.e. 
a record of only 5 years from Rakai. By 1964 the mean an
nual rainfall at thao station (over 55" in the map) has 
been modified to 47".
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have EOdified the depicted pattern of rainfall within the

area.

The climatological position of the area, as part of
p.

an extensive zone, recording less than 40" ,^a trending 
roughly south-south-west to north-north-east from Karagwe 
ana eastern Rvvanda to southwest liengo, emerges clearly.
In this zone the study-area constitutes the northern part 
of the southern centre of greater aridity. The patterns
of annual anti raonthly rainfall distribution provide an ex-

tion to the existence of this subhumid region. * Thepi a. Via

equatorial zone of Uganda is affected by two main sources
of rainbearing air movements, both apparently controlled by 
the migration anu configuration of the I.T.C.Z. : the south- t '

east trade from the southwestern Indian Ocean and the west

erly South Atlantic Tm airmasses. In both cases, these 
originally moist airm.asses are much modified while trans-

‘■1

r,versing extensive continental : reaa. Mevcrtheless the
south-east traded although it has a shorter distance to s?

travel is apparently more modified than the westerly Atlan

tic air.mass by the tine they reach Uganda. This is presum

ably due to greater loss of moisture on ascent of the 3ast

African Plateau (and possibly - in j.iadagasoar) whereas the

*The validity of the loilovving explanation has been questio
ned in relation to metjorological interpretation, but still 
appears to ooiistitute the best basis for a clii-tatic 
exposition.
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latitu-^inax ooui-^a of tiie Atlantic air carries it over the
hUEiin eQuaroriai forest of the Congo basin, 
by the southeast trade of the great expanse of Lahe Vic

toria replenishes its depleted moisture, but the northward 
deflection with approach to the equator limits the effect

The passage

r,;
of this resuscitation to a relatively narrow belt along
the western shore of the lade. At the same time, theJ

.«»■ ■ ■westerly flow of South Atlantic air is forced to release 
its moisture and prevented from extending its influence 
eastwards by the longitudinal alignment of the Rift shoul

der. The hastem Anicoie-Westem iiiasaka climatic zone rep-
,resents, therefore, a gap between the spheres of relatively 

abundant moisture supply.
The seasonal pattern is, therefore, clearly apparent. 

April is the rainiest month ail over Bast Africa (over 2") 
marking the passage of the l.T.O.Z. over the equator and 
the full effect of both sources of moisture on the equat

orial zone of Uganda. It also indicative of the heating 
of the larger i;.asE of the latiji.tudinally aligned northem- 
heiai-continent ana, consequently, of the relative enhance

ment of the southeastern source of rainbearing air movement 

In September, when the heating of the siriailer, southern 
haif^ of the continent cootences, the southward curving of 
the I.T.C.Z. results in the relative ascendancy of the 
Atlantic air£.as£, which Sittains its farthest eastward in-

.1

, t>

S' :

^ *
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eurtjian in October. At t}iat time tile centre of relative 
ariiiitj- is situateci on the shores of the lake. It is this 
pa-ctern which explains the relative enhancement of rainfall 
of the second wet season in T/estem Uganda. Dry seasons 
occur \vhen moisture supply from both sources is weakened 
at tho solstices. Ihe greater intensity of the northern 
solstice drawing the South Atlantic air northwards and the 
southeast trace into the nonsoonal system of southern Asia 
results in a .more pronounced dry season in June-July than 
in J-nuary-Debruary.

It is the dry season of June-July, in which average 
rairh'ail falls below the limit of ecological efficiency 

(25 mm.) (Philips,]. 1959), added to the general variability 
anc low reliability (9:1 confidence iinit; less than 40" 
in all rhe zone; less than 30" in the centres of relative 

aridity) of annual rainfall (iJarmiiig 1951, 1956; Glover et
1954) that Qetermine the ecological nature of the area. 

The rainy seasons oroviae little or no effective moisture

j-

.'O.

»

O'

surplus to carry plant growth through the dry seasons 
(SansoEi, 1954). Consequently, woody vegetation acquires a 
specific seDii-deciduous aspect, ana graS-& cover is doiiinated !

*
by coimiunities of relatively sl'iort grasses.

'iVithin the lii:.ic.' oi th= stuay-area, orographic effect 
on rainfall appears uo be limited to the Hwampara i'!ounta.ins 

and, perhaps, to a seigiit f&lm effect east of the Rv'/ampara,
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increasing the aridity of the Isingiro area. The main 
oliffiatic differentiation concerns the rainfall gradient
from the south central part towards the periphery, 
the details of the various isohyets are apparently only 
tentative for lack of sufficient meteorological data, the 
pattern of vegetational and floristic distribution appears 
to support at least a northward gradient of increase in 

rainfall.

While

I

f-o:
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Table 't

;:eteoroloGical data for two stations in the area

jjjantonde
*H50 ft aslI'carara (47314 ft a.s.l.)

Relative
Humidity 
5. (6yrs)

Painfall 
(60 yrs)

Rainfall
(25 yrs)Temperature

Yrs.
C° ?°of 0600 1200 inch inchir.m. mm.

record

Yean annual 21 20.0 6S.0 January 86 
February 86

55 44.3 1.74 51.9 2.04 
2.49 63.1 2.48 
3.80 97.5 3.84 

60 124.9 4.92 120.6 4.75

53 63.2
;\ean annual nia:-:im. 26.2 97.2 March7 85 55 96.5

87April

13.0 55.4 Kay>1 tl minira. 7 85 59 82.0 3.23 68.1 2.68

48 24.6 0.97 21.5 0.85

43 21.0 0.83 19.8 0.78

46 62.5 2.46 57.5 2.26

57 96.3 3.79 99.1 3.90

62 105.0 4.13 112.8 4.44

£5 115.3 4.54 117.9 4.64

June 83

Highest recorded 21 53.3 92.0 July 78

80August

10.0 50.0 Sept.Lowest record 21 82

October 83

'lighest monthly 
mean* (April) 19.0 66.2 Movember 867

iecember 87 55 77.5 5.05 70.2 2.76

Lowest monthly 
nea.n* (July) 1S,0 64.4 Year 84 55 913.2 35.95 9CO.O 35.42

;:.ast --.fricon : eteoroli-^icrd Sepai-tncnt, Uganda Hegion (in litt.. 1965)

pe diprepancy in rel-tioa to meaj; annual temperature is due to difference 
in r.u.Jier of rpori yepp The mean annual temperature for the last seven 
record years (’"f'-lf't) in 18.7^0.
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Geologic Control of Landscape Pattem
BlementB of lanascape pattern

The landscape of the region bet\veen Lake Victoria and
the Bift Valley is very clearly differentiated into tv;o

distinct elements which may be described as 'upland' and 
'lowland' systems of relief features:
1. The upland element includes relief features whose rel-
ative elevation above the aejacent lowland usually exceeds 

ana which tent) to have relatively flat orests and 
steep slopes. Crests of proxijnate features are apparently 
accordant at one or several levels.

300 It • 1

2. The loY/land element is represented by foothill pediments
and low interfluve rlcges separated by wide, flat-floored 
valleys. Crest elevation is, usually, less than 300 ft., 
above the valley floors and .slopes are gentle to moderate.
Crest-form is variable and may be bevelled, domed, gently 
rounded or "tor" - topped.

It is the cifferential spatial relationship between 
these eiements and the differential nature of the features 
of each element that give each part of the region its dis

tinctive character ano form the basis of physiographic reg

ionalization within it. The study area, as stated, extends 
across a transition between two such physiographic regions, 
one of which is eoisirs-ted by certain types of upland and 
the otlier - by certain types of lowland. The transition is
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expressed in the presence oi an intermediate belt of 
country' in ..hicli upland ana lowland alternate both as 
landscape units and as individual features.

The differentiation into elss’ents and their spatial 
relationships ano resultant lanoscapa pattera, correlate 
very closery with the geologic pattern, upland is formed 
miainly by sedin^entary or metaseo.i.montarj' foriiLations v.hich 
in the present case, belong exclusively to the haragv/e- 
Anlioiean Systen;. Lov/land is formed, as a rule, by granit-

1

: d/,;

oid rooks, whether intrusive or of the Basement Complex, 
by the schists of the Toro Systen or those basqi to

'i/here upland features consist
an.'.

■z: ■

the };aragv;e-j\nlcolean System, 
of granitoid rocks or schists they are preserved by a cap-

a-

rock of laterite duricruot.
Landscape patterns reflect the extent and continuity of 

the sedimentary cover over the underlying platonic or sch- 
fhe tran.= itional character of the land-istose base.nent.

scape appears to reflect a decrease in the absolute or 
relative*ffr) original thioJ:ness of the resistant sediments 

Another possible factor affecting the 
pattern is the m-etanorphic grade of the sediments influen-

‘Ihe patterri of the land

scape oi the study-area, no aoubt inaicates the graduaiity

an,j metasediiuents.

cirig their relative coii.pctence.

* relative thicmness - the position of the contact
between the resistant ana non-resistant iom.ations 
ill ■elation to the controlling bass-level.
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Tile South Aakolean Highland andimplied hy these factors, 
the Koki Hills, occupying the southern part and the eastern:'-Ci

extensive and continuous belt 
extensive and continuous area of 

The Nyabushozi or

margin of the area form an 
of upland representing an 
thick ICaragwe-^nkolean formations.
Hatonga plateau in the northern part of the area is an ex

lowland underlain by Basement granitoid rocks.

O'

hi

Intensive

between these two belts, in the intermediate aone, upland 
units and features represent discontinuous reDinants of a 

thin metasedimentary cover while the lowland units and
represent exposed plutonic or schistose formations, 

extent and geographic position of upland and lowland 
correlates with the original magnitude of meta-

The extent and position

fiii;
; a?

:'v-:features

The *. £
uni'ca, thus

sedimentary and sedimentaiy cover, 
of lowland units reflects the degree of the stripping of 

Consequently, the diversity of loviland land-

- -
. ■

;

this cover.
much on the basis of theirscape can be recognised, not so 

extent, as on that of lithologic and structural diversity
;#

The extent of uplandand consequent geomorphic evolution.
on the other hand, a decisive characteristic ofunits is, 

the landscape and 
existence of t\;o txijor types of upland landscape: blocks 
of uplanu in which upland features are contiguous over an 
extensive area c.n- represent areas where the original ab—

the above correlation is reflected in the

h ■ ^

r.oiutci 01 rel;Ltivo i.'u-gnitude of the sedimentary cover has
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considerable; residual upland in which upland feat-been

separated by various extent of lowland features 
where the original cover has been

ures are
and representing areas 
of siaaller proportions.
lithologic and structural control

variability of landscape within these general- 
elements is conditioned both by lithologic

ff:
Further 

ized types of 
diversity and structural nature.

lithologic diversity is associated with differential 
weatherability and the suspectibility of the different

components of the landscape is clearly reflected 

topographic pattern and the nature of the landforms.
of lithologic and structural control is 

prominent in the resistant stratified sedimentary 
than in the incompetent massive plutonic ones.

v: •

lithologic

in the
Naturally, effect

much more
formations

Consequently diversification of lowland landscapes is less
than that of upland and they should be classif-conspicuous

different level and treated separately.
A tentative order of suspectibility of the area's

ied on a
com-

nonent lithology estimated on the basis of the existing
of decreasing weatherab- f

relief is represented in a series 
ility and erodibility, as follows*:

*l'he table altOudiLl^nte^als.
ated from
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1 owland IiithologyPpland lithology

metamorphicplatonicargillaceousarenaceous;; :

Tectonic
quartzite

Coarse-grained 
massive granite
Granodiorite

Foliated granite

Coarse-grained
quartzite

Phyllite

Slate

PSt-'.

Fine-grained
quartzite

Gneissose granite
i

GranuliteSliale
Quartz-schistMudstone

:.?= ■■

Mica-schist
Schistose and 
micaceous quar
tzite

not included in the above table since itLaterite is
occupies a special position in relation to weatherability 

Due to its specific genesis and relativ-and erodibility. 
ely small age it is always present in small amounts in

other lithologic formations and occupies onlycomparison to
Consequently, while the magnitude of any 

formation has bearing only on the sum of its
laterite duriorust it appears to be as

Dvidenoe from

certain sites.
lithologic 
v/eatherability, in a
important as the specific ’.veatherability.

laterite duricrust acquires thethe area suggests that a
Si

geomorphic significance of a protective caprook only where
certain limits, presumably dependent 

Actually it is
its thickness exoeecs

of the underlying rock.on t.hp c.'^T'.T)' tcnc-*
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rarely possible to determine these limits in the field, 
itself is usually related, among other 
weatherability of the underlying rock.

since thickness 
factors, to the It

, reasonable to assume that incompetent
and schists will be scarcely coin- 

thin laterite crust.

is, for instance 
rocks such as granitoids 
parable in resistance even to a very

a laterite crust appears to be the only type of
3 .■>

In fact.
upland features in areas of exposedrock which preserves 

Plutonic and schistose rooks, but attains over them, almost 

invariably, considerable thickness. On the other hand.

evidence from the study-area shows that on quartzite, th-
3ven 'where it does ffii:of laterite is usually small.ickness

considerable proportions there are clear indications 
is not the competence of the crust

reach

to the fact that it 
■which protects the crest of a quartziie hill, but that of

Presumably, to 
that ofVa laterite crust

the quartzite which preserves the crust, 
attain a resistance comparable to

As to the competence of laterite in 

other lithologic forniationi, situated between
shoula be very thick.
relation to
these two extremes, ohe impression gained from the evidence

laterite crust, 3-4' thick, is 
intermeaiate in competence between phyllite

of the study-area is that a 

approximately 

ani shale.
Coarsely crystalline quartzite also occupies a special
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position in relation to the competence of other rocks.
series isIts position at the head of the competence -

Hot only is it the most insoluble ofsomev/hat deceptive, 
rocks but the difference between it and the next rock in 
the series - phyllite, is much greater than that between

Its very high resistance makes quar- 
of the most important factors in the moulding of 

It forms, in fact, the framework of the

phyllite and shale.

tzite one
the landscapes.

Upland features formed of quartzite or of other
considerable number 

by few massive beds of quartzite are,

upland.

lithologic formations interbedded by a

of quartzite strata or 
usually, higher than comparable* features formed of phyllites

In the lowland, where quartzite 
much smaller area, either interbedded

shales or mudstones alone.
outcrops occupy a 
with the Karagwe-Anlcolean basal schists or as tectonic veins 
in the plutonic haseFoent, it always stands out above the 
surrounding country and its relative abundance, area and

of the criteria for distinguishingpattern nay serve as one 
types of lowland.
Geologic control of upland features *

■The proportion of quartzite in the lithologic succession 

is a leading factor in the determination of upland pattern. 
V/here it dominates the succession, it preserves, besides 
altitude, the topographic continuity of the orographic pat

tern throughout th'o uplano block.
Uomparable - uii;n-ieo in . , ^ j
regional up-.varp . 0 oh.t ics effect may be uisregarded.

'■1

Ridges are formed 
Daraliei to the axis of the maximum
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hills and crests are usually oontin-rather than separate
Where interrupted, eitlier hy cols or hy an abruptuous.-t

interiuption is never profound enoughbreak in slope, the
This pattern of inter- 

and contiguous ridges forms what may 
Y/here quartzite is 

- where the argillaceous succession

to disrupt the unity of the ridge.

connected, continuous 
be termed an upland mass (Pig. 2).

O

absent or scarce, i.e. 
includes only few, thin and discontinuous quartzite beds J

topographic continuity of the pattern is disrupted.
dissected into series of hills aligned

the

Former ridges are
ridge-line but separated by sharply defined cols, 

south Ankolean Highland blocks form upland mas- 
other hand, are mostly "hill-

along the
Host of the <a' ■

1' The Koki Hills, on theses.

Chamburara upland block (Pig. 3) an^
of the Lower Ruizi basin

as is theseries" J

perhaps, also, the upland features 

in the Hshara block.
Structural control is added to that of lithology in

Thefurther diversification of landscape patterns.
is found in two main combin-

the

upland mass type of landscape
structural design and lithological succession;

r

ations of
in the first geologic type, 

and quartzite, in which the 

in the thickest
ply ramified major folds extending over 
tances ana usually aevoid of subsidiary folding.

f

a mixed succession of phyllite 

latter is subordinate (40-45^ 
succession) is arranged in a system of sim-

oonsiderable dis-

ijs:
)
f
i-i-

The■ \

?- ■
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t-pi is jJ by th^ ibvampara fountains.
Si;C3iiJ T,ype, exe.apliiied by the Isiagiro Hills, quartsite 
pre:'.o: inatas in the succession (95-97^^ to 53-60f in the 
UTioer part of the succession above the basal, lov.’land, 
schists) '.•.'hich is arranged in a complex synclinal structure, 
cos.posed of naiij' oivergent, main anc cross-trend subsidiary 

though the geolog;, of the Isingiro Hills is not yet

in the

folds.

fu.-ly clarified; the ovarall ia.pression is th-at it repres- 
of the laragv/e-Ankolea.n succession,ents the lo'.var part 

denuded of the or’'.o;.inatel;, argillaceous S.vainpara succes- 
fhe few, linitaa, patches of phyllites overlying 

the quartsites in minor synclinal stouctures ana the incr

easing extent of upper phyllites towards the eastern parts 
of the Isingiro Hills, v/here the ina.ior structure and the 
succession as a -.dnole become shallower, seer, to support this

sion.

Another c ns.nicading feature of the geologypossibility .

is tho fact that within the succession the m.etai..Orphic grade
of the cuartsito is not unifon.: '.vith several strata approa-

chiSig sanos:tone.
Structural co.ai;r:,aL is, of course, ;::or.' readily evident

lae relief is ole; rly inver-i;: the firs i t; e Ji ge.;-Oay. f

tea -..'ioh oh- . adoi' sy.-C-io:os forsina gi-Oaps of high ri-ges 
'..hj. e cr-sts •_ la, ; up„orte . by eusa-tsite, usually in several

be_s (r'l,.. -jitic.:-ineE, constitute the int-suci .;Sa iv

liiore a platonic coreerva-: e-, rOupE .
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surrounded by a schistose aureole intrudes into the anti

clines, iov.lana esibayments may be formed within the upland 
mass. Individual ridges within the synclinal structures 
are usually separated by upland subsequent valleys in the 
less competent phyllites. Both ridges and valleys are, 
thus, conditioned by the strike of the structure and tend 
to be long and narrow, (Pig. 2). faulting appears to ex

ert little control probably because the effect of differ

ential lithology tends to erase or mask it. Only in few
Jr

cases can the topographic pattern be related to a fault

line origin and this only where the strike of the fault 
happens to coincide with the strike of a quartzite bed on 
the upthrow side. The effect of structure is less apparent 
in the more complex geology and homogeneous lithology of 
the Isingiro Hills. The orographic pattern does not con

form with the major structure and structural control is 
observable to a limited degree in only a few places where 
spur and valley patterns reveal a subsidiary fold structure. 
V/hile there is some correlation between the pattern and the 
strikes of the quartzite strata, the complexity of the 
structure makes it much less regular than in the previous 
case with the ridges broader and shorter. Towards the per

iphery of the hill-masses, however, the thinning out of 
the resistant succession anti the inter-bedding of less

-ji'

•r.-.

resistant strata such as phyllite, schistose phyllite and
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schist causes the pattern to be more similar to that of 
residual upland. The effect of faulting is more apparent 
in this geological type v/here faults may exceed the dimen

sions of many minor structures or transect the larger ones. 
The mein influence appears to he in creating lines of 
wealmess along which denudation may breach a resistant 
stratum and act upon a less resistant one (Pig.5). In fact, 
a considerable part of the dissection seems to be controlled 
to some degree by faulting.

t-*

i;

manifestations of structural control in the 'hill-series I■W-

.itype of upland, such as the Koki Hills are,as indicated by 
the scarcity of quartzite, limited and can be observed 
mainly on a local scale, 

crops of quartzite occasionally determine the configuration 
of slopes and crests and the location of spurs and gullies 

(e.g. Chamburara Hill), 
shallov; parts of the succession may cause the exposure of 
the Plutonic or schistose foundation and the formation of a 
lowland unit within the upland (the Burakati and Buyojwa 
inliers, Phillips, 1959).

i!.
'T'lilinor folds associated with out-tv-

- .
t:

Larger anticlinal structures inr'-

ii.
Kf- In major, very extensive, struc

tural systems with a consistent trend of a strike and dip, 
an outcrop of a quartzite bed extending over great distances 
results in a long ridge-lino breached into a continuous ser

ies of elongated, narrow-crested ridges (Kamengo-Payonza

Ki

•5''da

ridge line). On the whole, however, the nature of the

u
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lithology - usually of comparatively low metamoiphic 
grade - tends to obscure structural control.

Pragmentary evidence renders the interpretation of 
structure in the residual upland at best difficult and

i

S..

r

tentative. Specific circumstances connected with the

f lesser magnitude of the sedimentary sheet, undoubtedly 
condition the formation of specific upland features but 
geological control by this formation is at times difficult ilSis
to discern. One of the major characteristics of this helt
of residual upland is the intrusion or doming of granite 
into the sedimentary succession and the creation of a sch

istose aureole or - originally - a schistose envelope in 
This relative uplift of the base of the

L .
r..

its basal part.
resistant succession has brought about the formation of
enclosed or semi-enclosed areas of low ground which 
Wayland (1921) has termed 'arenas'. Plummer (1860) suggests 
that the intrusion is connected with an extensive doming 
or with a broad anticlinal structure flanked by synclines. 
lYhere situated between two such domes these flanking syn- 
clines are characteristically narrow and their axes swing 
arouiid the dome structures. The small breadth of the 
synclines results in'the breaching of the resistant meta- 
sediments preseivea in them and the break-up of the original 
ridge into a range of hills separated by gaps of lowland 

or very low cols. V/here thick ouartsite beds are situated

4-

,4
'4'

fa
n-' ■

fa'
if

i
I
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in tha upper part of the local succession the individual 
hills may attain a considerable relative elevation. The

Kyamitsindo ridge-line separating the Itlasha arena from the 
Lower Euizi basin and the Bihunya-ICabulangire-Eishasha
range, separating the Hasha and libarara arenas, exemplify 
this situation. (Figs. 6,7).

Another type of residual upland is exemplified by the 
Lower Ruizi basin itself and by the Sanga Hills to the nor

th of it. It is characterized by the separation of upland 
features by tracts of lowland - usually, pediment-flanked, 
flat-floored valleys. The upland features of the Lower 
Ruizi basin differ from those of the Sanga Hills in the 
preservation of an orographic pattern. The hills are as 
yet aligned along the original ridge-lines as they are in 
the 'hill-series' type of upland blocks, but the ridge-lines 
are separated by lowland pedimented valleys. The Sanga Hills 
are situated on the margin of the sedimenta2?y sheet, where 
its thickness is, apparently, smaller. Accordingly the 
orographic pattern has been at least partially disrupted

5|S1@
'L'.'

K' and the individual hills no longer have a consistent topo

graphic coherence along ridge-lines. Towards the margin of 
the Basement, where the basal schists are exposed, the north-

1

enmost Sanga Hills have special geologic traits which 
distinguish thei;i from other upland features within this unit. 
They are either coi.^posed of tectonic quartz or preserved by

f',

■ ■■■ i:-'' ■
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a fairly thick laterite crust. Such a crust is a common 
characteristic of most features in this type of residual 
upland but in the northern Sanga Hills it is the sole 
reason for the preservation of upland features on the high

ly incompetent schists.
Separating the Lovjer Euizi basin from the Sanga Hills 

is the Ntarwete - Kakunyu ridge, constituting a singular 
and outstanding feature of the residual upland. V/hereas, 
in the Lower Ruizi basin and the Sanga Hills metasedimen- 
tarv quartzite is entirely absent, the succession in this 
ridge consists of a very thick quartzite stratum overlying 
a mixed sequence of argillite and quartzite. The upper 
quartzite forms the whole of the twenty miles long broad 
crest and confers on the ridge its outstanding altitude 
and continuity.

The structural basis of these landscape units is as 
yet attended by doubts, though Hummer's as yet unpublished 
report may include as explanation of it. The Lower Ruizi 
basin represents, perhaps,a preliminary phase in the pro

duction of another arena. It has the basic topographic

id.

iiilS

liiii
5'

li
III r- .
k'#

attributes of such a structure and the argillite of the lov/ 
ground or, perhaps, even the soils of the lov;land valleys 
may be unaerlain by a schistose mantle at no great depth.■|kk'

The i■itr.^weteSka.^;unyu ridge, bounding the basin on the north 
ana east, .;oes not, apparently, represent a single simple

d;-

fk

fk
t
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structure as does the Hyamitsindo synoline bounding it on 
the south and west. Plummer (I960) implies that it consists 
of a system of parallel major folds, 
hers of this system, the longitudinal ridges of Ktarwete on 
the east and ICishakazi-Chai on the west, are fully repres

ented, whereas the intermediate ones are observable only

w'-
Only the flanking mem-

'■IK
i

parKally in the meandering lineament of the latitudinal
Plummer also implies that the Htarvete fold■ S? Kakunyu ridge, 

assemblage is related to the folded structures of the 
IJ.-.-ampara and Gayaza to the south, but the relation is asI'

yet obscure.
A few isolated features appear solitary within the low- 

fhe majority of them are situated north of the Sanga 
Hills in the central part of the Katonga divide. The pat

tern of their distribution, however, does not coincide 
with the latitudinal alignment of the divide. On the con

trary, with other similar features to the north of the 
study-area, up to hiruhura ih central Kyahushozi, the pat

tern is decidedly longitudinal, along the higher midrib of 
ilyabushozi separating the iilbuga lowland on the west from 
the Eastern Hyabushozi lowland on the east. Common to all 
these hills is the thick iaterite crust surmounting a deep

ly weathered layer of granitic or gneissose rock (e.g. 
Omukate). A somewhat nifferent type of a solitary upland 
feature is Ti^presanted by the ',/arukiri Hill on the border

iiilil. lakS'
' I*; land.

--

ft-

[fti
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of the Ishura lowland, east of Lake lilburo. 
teots, here, basal mica-schists but is apparently bolst

ered by a fairly extensive outcrop of quartzite, 
principal difference, however, is in the location of the 
feature aside from the main divide of the lowland which, 
characteristically, carries no laterite even at higher.el

evations .
Geologically conaitioned upland landforms

Laterite pro-

;;
The

.

Slope form and dissection
A closer investigation than the present one is neces- 
in order to isolate the numerous factors and varioussary

in which geology affects the evolution of slope forms 
3ven rock-types as grouped above, can-

ways

ana uplan:; valleys, 
not be usea as a key for classifying anl explaining these

V'‘&

forms, since no sijigie rock-type is entirely homogeneous 
within one upland unit or one type of succession, 
complexity of some structures also causes numerous variat

ions in form, cifficult to ..lassify ana isolate. Consequ

ently generalisations of geologic effects have many excep

tions and are, necessarily, schematic.
Nonetheless geologic heterageiiei-cy does not obscure 

ifferential effect of iuajor geologic assemblages, 
seems possible to base gericralisa-tions of slope form and 
erosionai neveioijment on the oisposioion of the major up- 
iano ncm-t.vpes, namely - quartzites and argillites within

The

il
Hs

It thus.i

11

v;V,
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the Eiacrostruotural frame ana on their specific weatherab- 
ility as conaitioned by chemical composition and roicrost- 

ructural properties.
Iiletasedimentary quartzites ox the upland, besides being

i

extremely insoluble are also massively beaded and possess
Consequently, quartzite outcropsi ■ -A open joint lattice, 

ten., to break-up into boulders and generally coarse v/aste, 
v.'hich in turn decomposes directly into grains.

an

£|:
Variations tf

in met amorphic grade are reflected in the size oi primary
fragments so that a rock approaching sandstone decom-

Hate of weathering and erosion,

r;'
■

■: 'i poses directly into grains, 
thus, changes with the change of metamoiphic grade v;hioh

si is expressed, in certain oases, in an admixture of soluble 
micaceous minerals and acquisition of schistose microstru—r

Argillites, though including several rook-types, 
have as a group a close-latticed interstice pattern, beside

They decom-

oture.

being chemically more soluble than quartzite, 
pose into a comparatively fine waste at a speedier rate. 
Shale and mudstone tend to disintegrate as a whole, direo-

. 5'
5V*'

r

Ktf} tly into very fine waste, while phyllites and slates first 
break into fragments along interstices planes.

Under the climatic conditions of the area, the ratio 
of waste production to waste rerxoval is apparently low on 
unproteotec slopes whose angle exceeds a certain limit 

(approximately lo“ - 15°)-

■ t

!:■

F

Pine waste is speedily removed

r
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leaving the bedrock of the backslope relatively bare as 
it is deposited on the gentle footslope. Coarse waste of 
large fragments, blocks ana boulders, on the other hand, 
is retained upon the slope, mantling the bedrock, preserv

ing a high angle of rest and maintaining a relatively ab

rupt angle with the footlope. A Coarse Waste mantle on 
thr. slope serves also to impede the removal of finer waste.

: ■ .ST-

obstructing its downelope erosion and protecting it in the 
inter-fragmental spaces, 
may promote denser vegetation and consequent differential 
v/eathering and formation of benoh-like flattening of the

Such slight flattenings may be formed also through

Such accumulations of finer waste

* 

S-i

slope.

differential subsidence of the coarse waste with removal of

supporting finer waste.
The main process of upland dissection and slope evol-

Gully distributionution is gully erosion and development, 
on slope is primarily related, as observed by Savigear

iie'i■r
■ 'V.

(1960), to their steepness, but also appears to have a st-
Contary to Savigear's (ibid)

f

rong direct geologic control, 
evidence from V/est Africa the differentiation of gully-

F-

distribution into linear and irregular patterns is not 
simuly govemed by respective bedded and massive structures. 
Both types appear on subhorizontally bedded slopes and are 
related directly to macrostructure and lithology or indir

ectly through the geological effect on the average angle

iS

of dope.
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3trit:e-slope£ are,’ as a rule, proiair.ently steeper than those cut across 

the trend cf the strike. This results presumably from the fact that slopes 
cut across the st&e are usually shorter and present a larger surface to er

osive action. The phenomenon is apparent mainly in simple structures where 
the strike trend has a consistent continuity over considerable distances. A 
conspicuous eXariple is derived from the comparison of the outer eastern slope 
of the Hwampara liountains with the northern and southern ridge ends, 
fluted aspect of the steep striSce-slopes, incised by a sub-parallel linear 
pattern of oblliesi is a characteristic landscape feature of the area. It 
is less apparent in a complex structure or where lithology prevents consis

tent coincidence of strike trend and slope lineament.

The

i'ff
/.'i'A;:.

i

Nevertheless, v;hcrovor 
short distances the slope are characteris- 

Generally spealcing then, simple structures of
such coincidence occurs, even over
tically rt»Gp and fluted, 
major suh-parallel folds show a linear pattern of initial gully and a subso-
quent upland dissection while complex structures of minor folds show .an
irregular pattern.

basic difference in the nature of slopes formed on quartaito and■?;

The
Vtie Onargillites entail differential gully development and upland dissection, 

a theoretically homogeneous quaxtsite slope with a steep angle of rest of the 
debris mass against a convex bedrock face, gullying starts by abstraction of

Usually the waste-mass does not 
A scarp-like outcrop of a quortsito-

;• ’..r

runnels v/inding through the waste-mass.
t
■S.li. the whole of the bed-rock face.1 cover

bed is left above it, at the junction of the backslopo and the crestclope.
ini^ion of gullying by the 

interstice and the break of angle.
The scarp-like effect is also conducive to the
concentration of seepage through the open 
Gullying is, thus, unequal, its initiation being dependent on angle andI and nassiveneos of the out-crop bod.height of slope

The process of gullying is initiated by incision into the waste-mass
Obviously this phase is at-i

-1 and dovjncutting until the bedrocl; ic reached, 
tainec- earlier on upslope part of th-e debris cover, -..-horo the thickness

dcwnslope diminution in the rate of down-Thea
i
i

of the v/acte-meas is a..all. 
cuttin^r is matched by n similar 
into the lees resistant

diminution in the rate of l.nteral erosion
d.;:ris At the flanlcs of the gully.

a
I?
r'
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Simultaneous headvard erosion from the outlet of the gully on the foot- 
slope will impart to the well-deTeloped gully a characteristic profile 

It will possess a funnel-shaped cliffed gully-head and a
V/here

and form.

fan-shaped outlet, with a narrowing cross-section in between, 
the cliff-lite q,uartzite at the gully head is initially absent, back

ward erosion of the gully-head will encroach on the crestslope in a 
shallow depression of converging incisions and steepen abruptly at the 
eroded junction with-toe baokslope, (Pig. 8). Where gully dissection 
is closely spaced waste mass is soon consumed by lateral erosion and

i”:.:

i -

. i

-
the bedxock of the gully interfluves is graded to reflect the profile

V/here spacing is wider, theof the gullies to which it is tributary, 
interfluve may develop new independent gullies or evolve through oon-

There is, thus, a continuing waste-production and runnel erosion.
retreat of the whole face of the slope without fundamental0 tinuous

change in the average angle, effected by continuous discrepancy in
backward and lateral erosion of constant or intermittent 

gullies, until the crest is consumed and different conditions of

i
the rate of* - j..

1. i i height and angle attain.
theoretically homogeneous argillite slope, gullies may be 

initially of''linearfpattern 
strike slopes are on the average

3 On a
3 r;steep strike slopes though argillite 

less steep than on quartzite and 
Since waste cover never attains oon-

3, onIa
IS
II

gullies axe more widely spaced, 
siderable quantities the rate of downcutting and backward erosion isasi!l and lateral erosion gains upon it only after

on argillaceous slopes
S3 not subject to change 

the profile is graded. Consequently, gullies 

soon develop into valleys

1i
II dissecting the upland mass and the contin-

'Tv:
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Gully heads aie not oliffedulty of slope lineament is disrupted.
rule and usually ascend smoothly up into the orestslopes 

(Fig. 9). Since the microstructure of argillites is rarely evenly 
spaced, lateral erosion in headward eroding gullies soon favours per

pendicularly trending weaker belts, especially if they coincide with

as a

f-

the strike so that regularity of dissection pattern is not destroyed. 
Instead of the approximately simultaneous and eq,ual erosion of the 
whole front of a quartzite slope, the argillaceous slope is reduced 
by deep dissection and fragmentation into progressively smaller upland

■■

■

features> attached and consumed on. all sides.
observed^lithologically homogeneous slopes are rarely met with 

and the preceding outline of geological effects on slope form and ev-
It serves only as a

As

S':'
olution is largely theoretical and schematic, 
basis for an attempt at classification of actual slope forms.

;ia

i ■;';h

ii In simple structures such as the Rwampara Mountains and the
strike-slope forms derive from the nature of the suc-

4:-''

:3 Gayaza hillmass,
cession which is either alternate quartzite and argillite beds oritI The alternatewholly argillaceous in the centre of the structure, 
succession, however, differs in nature as to number of quartzite beds

Variations

pi;
E|

i
and their thickness and slope forms differ accordingly, 
of alternate successions may be abstracted into three generalized

In the first, the thickness of beds of different rock-types 
not differ significantly and several quartzite strata outcrop 

a single slope. In the other two types the succession consists 
thick quartzite stratum which either underlays or tops 

an argillaceous layer of leaser dimensions, which may be interbedded

f
types.

does
fS

on

of one very

i'
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"by thin quartzite strata.
In the first type, well-exemplified in the northwestern slope

of the Gayaza hillmass, inter^lly profiles represent a composite 
Each element consists of an upper quartzite

7'-"

of several elements*
■?

outcrop,- surmounting a hackslope of debris and a gentler slope of 
underlying argillites, terminating at the outcrop of the next quar

tzite band. The gentler slope of the sirgillaceous layer may enable
Angles of the differentdeposition of finer waste as a footslope. 

facets of each element obviously depend on the surface area of each
rock-type outcrop, the higher value being associated with the smaller 

Gully profiles are less affected by the lithological altern

ation and are, as may be expected, controlled by the quartzite mem- 
Since the dip of the strata in these struct- 

is quite steep the overall development of the profiles is char

acterized not by parallel retreat of elements and facets but by a

area*

i
bers of the succession.

tires
§1

diagonal downward regression coinciding with the angle of dip. In

the interfluves correlates with a
'.an

■Ms consequence, a qaartzite facet on 
lower outcrop in the gully bed (Fig. lO).

m
1

Dissection of the upland in such alternate successions follows a
>a
i breach of a higher quartzite band by the gully and capture of the

There is then a change in incision pattern at
ir
i crestslope drainage, 

right angles to the direction of the initial gully and following the «

With the retreat of slopesubsequent trend of the argillaceous band.
remnants of the lowest quartzite band may be preserved in thesome

outliers to the mass, or as semipositions of former interfluves, as
3'

.1/
■■p
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isolated parallel ridges.

Similar outliers conditioned ty relatively thin quartzite tands
occur where these form part of a lower succession underlying a mas- 

The Ntarwete ridge of the Hshara Mountains, is 
Slope forms are dominated hy the

sive quartzite hand, 
an example of such a succession.

sa
quartzite, whose dehris partially covers the underlying argil

lites and produces a typical quartzite slope, except for the several
In the

upper
ij¥a
I
SI

outliers revealing the alternate nature of lower successions, 
opposite case, such as the Hshungyezi ridge, where quartzite forms the- 
lower f of the succession, the slope differs from the typical quart-

1 s;!Ss
»

S. zite slope in the absence of the characteristic quartzite scarp and 
the presence of a smoothly convex upper slope similar to that found in

The altitudinal limits of the upland within

m
;

it
sS an alternate succession, 

the area, usually preclude the preservation of another complete quar

tzite hand above this argillaceous bed, in such a type of succession.

i
1-i :Sft-m
ft¥f Remnants of such a band occur forming as a rule part of the crest, and 

in certain cases they are represented by abberant orest-elements. i'a #,s ■a

if clearly controlled by lithology.
a

Forms of slope and dissection on complex structures are mostly 
In part this is due to the fact that the oom-

si
1 difficult to explain, 

plex structures of the area possess special lithologic characteristics 
entirely different from the simpler structures.

a
Ii f

Is
and in this respect are

succession in theThe lithology of the predominantly arenaceous 
Isingiro Hills is, apparently, much 
aceous members in the Rwampara, Gayaza and Hshara upland.

» heterogeneous than the aren-more

I Lithology

Ir
!
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loal reaction to geomorphic processes though similar in details, res

ults in different landforms. Minor structures explain many peculiar

ities of form and dissection hut not all of them. Lesser resistance;
of lower grade or schistose arenaceous strata and admixture of sus- 
pectible minerals explain other peculiarities hut do not combine with 
structural characteristics to form a comprehensive explanation. Some, 
of these inexplicable features are probably derived from geomorphic 
evolution which has erased geological diversity and no doubt the still

a
1r:*'

9I
ii
ia
if
p

incomplete knowledge of geological detail hampers understanding too. 
Similar problems arise in the predominantly argillaceous succession 
of the Eoki hills which are composed from relatively incompetent sh- 

But in these areas geology is better known and
1

ales and mudstones, 
the general impression is that peculiarities of landform derive mainly 
from geomorphic evolution of the landscape and are geologically con

ditioned only in few oases such as the straight range of narrow ridges 
produced by an isolated thin quartzite band east of Kinota and the 
Buyojwa lowland Inlier derived from the exposure of granodiorite

1 ifisslaes
......... '

SiIa
is1 isasii

pp;':

basement in an eroded anticline.%ii
In the Isingiro Hills, slope profiles and valleys forms axe in

altitude which may presumably
i
1

fluenced to some degree by a lesser mean 
represent a result of both geomorphic history and less competent geol- 

the whole the mechanism of their development seems to com-
s
1 *,%4 ogy, but on

bine processes typical both to resistant and non-resistant lithology. 
Vftiere some slopes are formed on uniformly resistant strata, such as

1
t ia

the Karuruma valley and the western slopes of thea the slopes of
Wemeriti ridge, the profile is essentially similar to the generalized

i
»■

ai
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type outlined atove, except that its average angle is closer to that 
of the argillaceous slopes and it has only intermittent scarp-features. 
Apparently, however, this is not a widespread occurrence. Usually 
angles of slope are noticeably lower than can he expected on resis

tant rooks and gullying is comparatively widely spaced. Although

mantles most slopes, it is thinner and of smaller frag- 
mentr-size and is frequently supported hy an outcrop of resistant rook 
at, the base of the slope. The prevalence of deep dissection, guided

structures and faults and the occurrence of semi- 
and outliers add to the evidence of successional

4
I
74

S
i:

4':Amn
icoarse waste

V.ati
Si;s
If

. -
irregularly by minorat

5S isolated spurs
4 llllfheterogeneity.

A special type of slope is produced in the area by the occurence 

of thick duricrust cappings on individual hills, 

will be discussed below, are

sIi1a Such occurrences.a a.-'i concentrated in certain parts of the
as

study area, where comparatively thick laterite is found mainly on
case at least, on a hill formed

1a ■js;I argillaceous hills but also, in oneli
In both oases the profile of the hill-slopesI “by a q.uaxtzite vein, 

differs significantly from thea classic laterite profile described in
While

IS
0

within the northern lowlands of the area.
flat crest and lacking the typically convex up-

i Buganda and found 
possessing a nearly 
per slopes 
never very 
edge of the crest 
laterite cappings found on 
a different mode of erosion than

7

the laterite scarpi 
certain distance away from the

is that the thick

of other upland features of the area, 
high, is always situated a

4a; f'fa
(Fig. The general impression

these hills have both a speedier rate and
ia4
i

The duri-9: the underlying bedrock.

a
'll . p. 1&4
3

1
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crust certainly forms a scarp-like edge which tends to disintegrate 
into coarse fragments and hlooks. 
retreat of this scarp-, and this retreat has overtaken the re-treat of

As can he deduced from this feat-ura

It is eroded away through the
gi.
tv

1 the underlying bedrock slope, 
the laterite crust in these cases is not associated with the typical 
underlying mottled and pallid zones and rests directly on fresh rook. 
This fact, of course, has important hearing on the origin of the

a
3m

■ *tiI thick crust.;

.-i-a
i

Poland valleys*

Upland valleys differ from the lowland valleys which penetrate 
or intersect the upland mainly hy the absence of easily recognizable 
valley floor pediments as different from footslopes of deposited fine 

Except in major strike valleys or denuded minor anticlinal 
structures, upland valleys lack even footslopes and appear youthful 

In most cases even major wide-floored upland valleys 
have ungraded long profiles, with one or severalkniokpoints.

3'

-aaa IBiita-
S waste.

Si?''-

pf in section.

S
if

As observed most of upland valleys are geologically controlled
Drainage pattern can be

1as! B^vident especially in simple structures, 
easily (wiliathe strike of argillaceous bands in alternate successions

or of

s a
si
8

comparatively incompetent lithology in more homogeneous sucoes- 
subsequent stream-beds are, in most cases,

resistant bed.

1isi Bions. KWickpoints in these

i correlated with change of direction and a breach of a
of the Isingiro Hills, geological control

1.aa In the complex structure 
is also evident in most cases, with the valleys correlated with faults.i

i
with the strike of a relatively Incompetent3 with minor anticlines or3

11
I
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However, as stated, geological conditioning cannot explain the pattern 
or form of all the valleys.. The only area in which dissection pattern and 
form apoe.ars to he only suhordinately correlated with geology is the Koki 
Hills where, as observed, lithological incompetence obscures geological

bed.

■

IIS€ control.

.. J* Cross-section of the strike-valleys dissecting the alternate success

ion are markedly asymmetrical. Valley sides on the "consequent" flank are 
usually more gently sloping than on the "ohsequent" flank, 
istance and erosion on both flanks is associated with downward lateral mig

ration of the stream bed, increasing the asymmetrical effect, 
valley crosses the strike of a resistant band it narrows and its cross-sec

tion tends to be more symmetrical as are most valleys at right angle to the 
strike (Fig'^'lS). Faults coincident vdth strike reverse the profile of the 
cross-section where they are aligned along the "consequent" slope as in part

Differential res-

•.■Jhere the

... Ifis

msii
f:

of the Koharo valley of the Gayasa hillmass or accentuate it if they are
The lack of data on detedlsaligned along the "obsequent" slope (Fig. 15i. 

of geology prevents accurate analysis of valley forms in the Isingiro Hills
that there is a wide rangeI ^

at the present stage hut on the v;hole it seer.s
lithologic competence and valley forms derive from differential

Structure

fia: of variation in
interplay of lithological and complex structural characteristics.

flank of the valley, where 
while the opposite slope on a less com- 

This is apparent. 

The only case in which a

c ocr.,sictent, though by no means general, influence

i
J!

cay have a procinont effect on the slope of one
it is cut across a resistant stratu.c,

::tructur3l effect cay be entirely obscured.potent stratum,
for e:':a;.'.ple, in the hikcca anO ilararumn valleys.

structural feature e::ert 
on valley form i.-, a;: ob.served -bove, u-here a fault creates a weak line

a

s
* f. +7
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resistant stratum to a succeeding less-resistant one. Against

as differ-
across a

background of factors independent of local geology, suchthe

ential local base-levels in the surrounding lowland and changes in climat-
the wealth of variety in valley-ically conditioned geomorphic processes,

necessitates closer scrutiny for adequate generalization,, (rig. l4).
■..‘i

fora

Geolop:ic control of lov/land features

■ % ‘

Combination of incompetent lithology and the absence of macros- 
truoture against, a background of prolonged geomorphic evolution, tends

Geomorphicto minimise the effect of geolo^ in lowland landscapes.
lowland units and features of diverse geologicdifferences between

never of the same order as those of the upland and 
lowland is essentially similar in the whole of

nature are, thus. ■i 

■*
the landscape of the
the study area.

lowland landscapes results from geomorphic evolut-
very

Resemhlance of
similarly Incompetent, lithology and the development of a 

deep weathered mantle which equalizes lithologic diversity and masks
nonetheless initial geologic diversity

ion of
>0

can
structural peculiarities, 
be discerned in the nature of several geomorphic features and in their

pattern of distribution.
Lowland,

basement granitoids and overlying 
On the whole, it appears 
- Hburo and the Ikariro - 
ief than those formed on basement rooks, 
is less diverse and drainage pattern

V;'" ■

two main types of lithology - 
schists of the sedimentary systems.

e.g. the Nakivali 
subdued rel-

as observed, is formed over

f

that the schistose lowlands,
Bwarkasani lowlands, have a more

Certainly, relative altitude 
regular and these consistentmore
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characteristics cannot he related solely to the pattern of geomorphic 
The schists underlying the lowland form, as mentioned, theevolution.

hasal part of the Earagwe-Ankolean succession and the Toro System pro

bably representing argillaceous strata metamorphosed over an igneous
Co:iseq,uently, quartzite bands may be interbedded with them.

Prominent-

basement.

etched out as ridges rising above the surrounding lowland.
the Mulambiro^n the eastern Hafcivali lowland, south of 

Lake Euma, which is separated by almost two miles of lowland from the

a.-
B:

examples are

- 'b
Eugaga hillmass to the south, or the I-Ihala ridge in the western Ikariro

A less prominent example, sit- -lowland south of the Hugaga hillmass. 
uated closer to upland units is the Rwambisengera-Biharwa range of low

at the foot of thehills in the south-western part of the Kasha arena.
It represents a basal stratum of the Toro System,

Generally speak-
Hwampara Mountains.
separating it from the plutonic inlier of the arena.

intra-lowland quartzite ridges, except perhaps.ing, however, all these 
the Biharwa Hills, are much less altitudinally prominent than could 

The basal quartzite of thehave been expected by their lithology.
Karagwe-Ankolean system, outcropping broadly north and northwest of 
Lake Kazuma and between it and Lake Bwala, is not very noticeable in

not result in greater relative reliefIn any case it doesthe relief, 
than that of the porphyritic granite 
sibly, due to the nature of 
the closer proximity to

Schistose lowlands are perhaps 
which usually have a metamorphic

This is, poB-to the north of it. 
metamorphism within the schistose zone and

' f

the underlying igneous activity.
genetically related to arena-lowlands

schistose aureole of varying extent.
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It is possible that they represent an intermediate stage in the geo-
! morphio development of an arena, following the erosion of overlying 

phyllltio strata and preceding the exposure of the underlying plutonic 
An earlier stage is perhaps represented, as already observed. 

The possibility is attested by a strong

iv.'
‘ 1 core.

'■ ' 'r-

by the lower Euizi basin, 
similarity in the nature of the upland slopes, surrounding both

'.G-i;

arenas

lowlands all of which show consistence of angle, height.and schistose
and lineament, indicating equivalent development in spite of geological 

In true arenas, where the granitic core is exposed, meandiversity.

relative relief is greater than that of schistose lowlandJ, attaining, 
compared with 200-250 ft in schistose lowlands.as much as 350 ft as 

The irregularity of the drainage pattern which may be associated also
more noticeable.massive nature of the lithology is evenwith the more
at the margin ofschistose aureoles of arenas and schistose zones

characterized, on the other hand, by the oo-
The

the sedimentary cover are 
casional presence of quartz veins, probably intruding from the under

basement through the thinning cover of sohiftts.
s'.:

As a rule they
lying 
form

over 400 ft.
example within the study-area; 
the westermost of the Sanga Hills.

In the granitoid lowlands 
tonic quartzite are disposed in belts 

Host of them are

relative relief ofsharply conspicuous ridges that may attain a
is a conspicuousThe Uyabishozi Hill in the Masha arena

another example is the Kyibega Hill,

I.'
quartz veins and other outcrops of tec

following the tectonic trends of 
aligned along the main trend forming

I •

the structure. t
characterized by smoothly curved

of prominent hillsridges or ranges
r
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Some of these belts can be traced over long distances as forcrests.

instance, the Buringhanira ridge, in the eastern Ishura lowland, west 
The number or density of such belts, their continuity 

and trend may be used as criteria for classifying granitoid lowlands.
of Lyantonde.

since their expression in the relief is very conspicuous and oharacter- 
Thus, the libuga lowland in the northwestern part of the area 

beside being of more subdued relief is characterized by relatively few 
(juartz veins following the cross-trend to the NHE, while the Ishura low

land in the centre of the area is transacted by as many as seven belts
of them continuous over more than

istio. :i:
* ^ c

(Philips, 1959) of (luartzite, 
five miles and all following the main-trend between NW and HBW.

some

The

Hyabushozi lowland reveals intermediate characteristics.
A feature which distinguishes arena lowlands from other granitoid 

associated with outcrops of the bedrock and the formation
The evolution of these landforms 

The most applicable

lowlands is
of a "tor" -like inselberg landscape.
has been investigated and discussed elsewhere.

Linton (1955) are Savigear's (I960) in Westtheories, both based on 
Africa and Ollier's (i960) in Uganda. "Tors" or other types of bed- 

in arena lowlands of the study area. Theyrook outcrops rarely appear 
are abundant in the 
regularity of distribution.

Ishura-Hyabushozi lowland and possess a discernible 
Measurements of joint and foliation planes

insufficient to attempt a study
and density in the granitoid rooks 
of this distribution, but the application of Linton's theory seems very

are

lowland disposition of hill-top "tors" isIn the Ishuraappropriate.

closely correlated with the 
the distribution of quartz ridges, usually appearing on intervening

withpredominant tectonic trend and thus -
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In the llbuga lowland they are oonsiderahly less abundant,s ridges.

both cases being accordant with the distribution and abundance of
Absence or scarcity of outcrops in the arena lowlands 

(they are abundant in other arenas, such as the Chitwe 
in south Ankole), axe probably related to more homogeneous close- 

latticed microstructure of the granite and to younger erosional history.

quartz veins.
of the area
arenaiiS

The Mature and Distribution of Levels
The differentiation of landscape into two major elements - upland

and lowland - and the indication that each of those elements is char

acterized by a relatively planed surface, brings to the fore one of 
major problems of geomorphological study in Uganda and in Africa

significance of planed surfaces and their evolution to 
The main aspect of correlation between 

and vegetation is associated with the differentiation
Hultiplicity of altitudinal 

also differences in age and implies the

the

as a whole. The 
the present study is obvious, 
landforms, soils
of level and inclined surfaces and sites, 

level surfaces may indicate 
attendant diversity in the genesis and nature of associated soils and

■v:'

ft.
;ftthe consequent differentiation of vegetation.

In the preceding chapter 
ds a primary factor in the 
ief and of types of landforms

the importance of geological control
differentiation of the main elements of rel-

At the samewithin them, is discussed.
manifestations of general

!:

time it was implied that there are many 
and of individual landforms that cannot be explained by 

Host of these are associated with 

accordant crests of upland features and the

landscapes 
geology alone or by geology at all. 

the level and apparently

fft^
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of different levels of crests on geologically similar fea-presence

tures and, consequently, indicate the effacement, of geological dif- 
through prolonged geomorphio evolution and the formation of 

planed surfaces truncating competent and incompetent
ferences

ti'-one or more
i" .-i
t£C:.lithologj- at the same level. 

The following chapter is concerned with the elucidation of the
‘ ,distribution of these planed surfaces in the study-area, 

this elucidation is based on extensive previous work, it
review of relevant ideas and theories.

review and

nature and
But since
is necessary to preoedefit by a

Erosion Surfaces and landscape Evolution -

't’i

comment'

llli'geomorphology has always been and still isThe study of African 
concerned mainly with aspects of cyclic landscape evolution as ref-

region, of a num- 
of varying heights and 

of this focus of interest 
the interpretation of

: :
characteristic presence, in any one

lected in the
distinct surfaces separated by scarps 

Ho doubt, the maintenance
iillSifher of

prominence. 
stems from the lack of general agreement in 

and the solution of the problems involved in it.i

these surfaces ;<
cycles represented, the mode

include the number of stages or
and development of the surfaces, their dating and correl-

interrelations within w

These

of origin
region to another and their

nature and significance
atlon from one 
each region and, also, the 
oslts, notably, laterite.

of surface dep-

" Riirfaces fTabJe ^ngenda's "Classical1.
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(a) The sequence of surfaces
The concept of a seq.uence of stages in the evolution of Uganda's 

landscape was introduced by Wayland (1920, 1921, 1926) who later es-
These he originallytablished the existence of three major stages, 

thought to have been terminated in the formation of peneplains and, 
accordingly, designated as PI, PII and Pill (1951. 1933. 1934)-

accepted and supported with further evidence by Combe

This

sequence was
(1932, 1945) working in South Ankole and, later, by Pallister (1954).

also extrapolated by Lepersonne (1949.working in Buganda.
1956) to the area of northwestern Congo and adjacent parts of Uganda.

It was

rMcConnell (1955) attempting a country-wide correlation recognised 
five surfaces (four - within the area relevant to the present subject), 

conform to the continent-wide seauenoe and ohronol-which appeared to
established by Dixey (1939. 1945. 1946. 1955, 1956b)and L.C.Kingogy

■ ..(1948, 1951, 1953, 1962) who subsequently quoted McConnell in sup-
Vmile this continent-wide, five-stageport of their postulations, 

sequence appears to have gained fairly general acceptance by the beg-
■r-

inning of the present decade (B.C. King, 1953), McConnell's views
It was, however, onlyimmediately opposed within Uganda itself.were

i.y.
surfaces that was challenged and therethe validity of one of his

exist considerable agreement as to the validity of the other 
realized that postulation of surfaces

seemed to
'f;

At the same time it was 
in Uganda and in Africa as a whole, encounter serious difficulties
four.

f;

be met by the prevalent views.which cannot
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(b) Limitations of surface correlation
established already by Wayland (1929) and other earlyIt was

la
i . workers that the landsurfaoe in western Uganda has been strongly 

deformed by warping associated with the formation of the VJestern 
Being of regional extent only, the deformation obviously 

presents difficulties in fitting the regional surfaces within the 
Moreover, the differential upwarp of the

r:

i il'i i • ,

Hift.

continental sequence.
shoulder and downwarp of the lake Victoria hasin render ».he 

correlation of discontinuous and isolated surface relicts a highly 
uncertain, if not an impossihle task even within one region.

difficulty results from the fact that many residuals 
of older surfaces have "been preserved on resistant formations.

Rift

:S:

An-

iSilf

r, *■i -■other basic
I

This is especially conspicuous in southwestern Uganda where the 
distinct relief units of upland and lowland are associated, 

respectively, with highly resistant phyllites and quartzites and
The older surfaces

two

-y
with easily weatherahle granitoids and schists. 

(Wayland*s PI and McConnell's 
tified exclusively on

i

Ankole and Koki surfaces) are iden- •fi.

S'
the raetasedimentary upland crests while the

schistose and plutonic low-
a more competent lith- 
in altitude" does not 

It is on both these grounds 
nomenclature for his young- 

Aoholi surface to the flat-bottomed

recognized mainly onyounger ones are
,4,

^fliere a higher surface is cut across 
ology than a lower, adjacent one, a ’’step up 

"a step back in time".

lands.

i..-
*

necessarily mean
that Pallister, who adopted McConnell's

est surfaces and extended the
iq'i9 i960), objected to the Koki surface 

valleys of Mengo (1956b, 1959, j

4 fS

■tfl.

4:-

!
t'' 4
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which, he maintained, represented an upv/arped and a lithologically segre

gated part of the Buganda Surface, (1956c).
Undoubtedly the differential v^eathering and erosion and differential 

v;arping can result in a multilevel topography devoid of cyclic significance. 
This v;as clearly appreciated by L-C. King and Dixey v;ho, consequently, consid

ered the cycles they recognised as major stages applicable on a continental

'.1

T

;■ ■'

scale and regarded at lezist the higher residuals as reflecting raultiple-level-
It has, thus, long been rec-

r-
ling of surfaces upviarped on a regional scale, 
ognised that in regions of tectonic instability the absolute altitude is of

limited value in correlation of surfaces and that other additional criter-

5

3
}

very

ia should be used in their identification and characterisation. Among these 
the association of surfaces vri-th laterite v/as early regarded as being

r

significant.

(c) The Association of Laterite
The significance attached to the association of laterite mth erosion-sur

faces springs from the prevalent view as to the r,ature of laterisation.
thick accumulation of I'ateritio materials occurs only where the

Accor-

ding to this a
surface has undergone prolonged plantation. The presence of flat-lying thick

i-'

laterite sheote upon upland crests, thus, clearly indicates the existence ofo 
surface and the plotting of laterite residuals becomes, in fact,

The occurrence of thick iat-

■ {

former planed
the plotting of an ancient peneplain or pediplain, 
erite duricrust as cappings of flat-topped hills is

of the lal:eside region of Uganda. V/ayland, Pallister and

t'<m
■ K of the most prominentone

landscape features
kcConnell all associated thicl: laterite with the same PII or Buganda Surface 

associated it also vdth his Koki Surface. All three agree also 
that the younrer surface (PHI; Tanganyika Surface) is associated vdth Laterite 
of a different nature; whdle the Buganda Surface laterite represents relicts of 
an extensive sheet subsequently dissected, exposed and hardened into a massive

ironstone duri-

and kcConnell

I
i

i!
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crust, the laterite of the lower surface is still found within the
original soil-regolith profile. The surface being only imperfectly 
plained as yet, laterite occurs only where topography is favourable. 
It is thick only where it is flattened and is well-indurated only 
where the surface is dissected by the younger, valley, cycle. Ag

reement is less clearly stated as to the laterite on the older sur-

f;

K
fi
.3

face: but it does appear to exist. Wayland associates laterite 
with his PI surface but considers it to be present only is paiohes 
(1934); Pallister does not mention laterite in relation to his 
Buta-3hilaga surface, as he does in relation to the lower surfaces 
(i960); McConnell states that his Ankole Surface "does not as a 
rule carry laterite" (1955).

Even if none of the three workers referred to it, a general

!

. 'ri

picture of surface laterite relations does appear to emerge from
4'4-

these observations. The original laterite cover of the older sur

face has been, at least partltilly, eroded and its stripping did 
not affect the preservation of the surface Itself. This seems to 
indicate that the bedrock across which the surface has been cut is 
more resistant than the original laterite cover. The intermediate 
surface, on the other hand, i^resented only where the original 
laterite cover has been preserved. Irtoerever it was stripped away 
the surface was speedily modified (Pallister 1956a,b). Laterite 
on the younger surface is not, as yet, fully developed.

sI a

I

a
t
1
I
i It is
iti apparent that laterite is regarded by these authors only as a

The decisive criterion remains thei
€ supplementary criterion.
Si

a
I
ft‘f
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!
altidunal disposition of the surfaces, and the topographical discontinuit- 

This is reflected mainly in McConnell’s assertion of 
.arity between the nature of laterite on both the Koki and Buganda

It is the dependence on altitude, v/hether relative or absolute, 
as a decisive criterion that provoked the main criticisms of the "Classical 
Uganda Surfaces”.

Recent Approaches

ies between them.
siini'^

Surfaces.
!

2.

Ca) The tv;o-surface concept
As outlined above landscape in Uganda falls into two distinct groups

of landfornis. In a survey of a limited area it is always one major upland 
crest surface that it apparent. Other even surfaces are usually limited in 
area and may be identified either on the few features rising above the gen

eral crest level, or on bevelled spurs and foothill fringes below it. VUien

11
S*

IV : . : 
SliliSii
i»si
liSliil

r-:

■ u

the prevalence of this dual aspect of the landscape is added to the diff

iculties in correlation entailed by tectonic instability and lithologic dif

ferentiation it is not suprising that serious doubts were stirred as to the 
validity of the "Classical" surfaces. These doubts were entertained even

rM'

ii

K
by some of the earlier writers like V/illis (1936) and Solomon (1939) who, 
mainly on tectonic grounds, disputed the existence of evidence for more than 

Later, P.uhe (195*>, 1956) reached similar conclusions 
and formulated long-recognised views in a thesis that seems to be shared by 
many recent worltcrs.

ill Sir-
!

!two major surfaces.
1

r
Me points out the inadequacy of altitude as a criterion f

of correlation in regions of tectonic instability and the importance of sur

face continuity, ccnstancy of relations betv/een surfaces and anolqgy of 
face deposits.

ft,-- ;
sur-I
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i
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(b) Laterite surfaces
ft The same thesis was independently developed, by De Swardt and 

Trendall (l96l) and Be Swardt (1964) who attributed a major signif

icance to the nature and distribution of laterite.

ft
I
iS This is reflected. I?

in the avoidance of the term 'erosion, surface' and the substitution of
'laterite surface:' in its stead. They recognise two such surfaces of 
laterite accumulations: (l) an Upper laterite - characterised by a un

iformly distributed thick ironstone duriorust; of primary origin, and
i
ii:
g.
il relatively old age (2) a lower laterite - characterised by unevenly dis

tributed thinner and less indurated accumulations, largely of secondary 
origin and younger age. To these they added a yotmger erosion surface 
dissecting the lower laterite and lacking etltogether, designated as the 
Flat-Bottomed Valleys surface. Obviously this surface is ejjquivalent 
to the Acholi Surface as defined by Pallister while the lower laterite 
corresponds to the Tanganyika Surface of Pallister and McConnell or to 
Wayland's PHI. The Upper laterite, however, is stated to embrace all 
other, older surfaces - Waylands PI and PII, Pallister's Buta-Bulaga 
and Buganda and McConnell's Ankole, Koki and Buganda surfaces. This 
considerable altitudinal range attributed to a single surface is envis

aged not only on an interregional (difference of approximately 4OOO ft 
between Buganda and Kigezi) but also on an intra-regional and even a 
local scale (500-700 ft in Koki, Ankole and Kigezi within individual 
topographic units). Regional deformation while constituting an impor

tant factor is not regarded as the cause for the great, altitudinal 
range of this surface. In fact, it is denied that several surfaces

ifli
ii
10

Mi mi

ft-
'■ft

1
ft^li■:
;a IfS:
11s
.,5*
g*

can be distinguised within the upland and that any evidence of an an

cient planed surface, if it ever existed, has survived. The basic pr

emise for this assertion is the presence of a thick laterite sheet up

on this upper surface regarded as, virtually, diagnostic (and, oonse-
1tffg?

quently evidence asserting lack of laterite is emphatically denied, 
cf. 1961, p. 41; 1964, p. 323).i Laterite is considered to representIf
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the residue of a gradually eroded great mass of overlying rock.
This is regarded as the only possible source of such a great amount 
of lateritio materials and it is argued that the lowering of the 
landsurface during the cycle that resulted in the laterite

■>

I accumul

ation was of the order of "hundreds if not thousands of feet" (ibid, 
1961, p.44.). Differences in amount of reelief, in different parts of 
the surface are, presumably, attributed to difference in lithologic 
competence.

'I

-VI',It is probable, accordingly, that the resistant Karagwe- 
Inkolean sediments always effected a greater relief than the Basement

i
',.Complex and Intrusive granitoids and that the ancient relief at the 

start, of the cycle was not much different than the present one.
The uniform presence of a thick laterite sheet upon, a highly un-

a'
it -si:m even siirfaoe, is, thus an essential premise of the hypothesis, 

existence of remnants of several bevels within the upland, and con

sequently, the possibility of

TheB mVIi-.-V."

a single laterite sheet simultaneously 
blanketing several pre-existing surfaces, is rejected: it is asserted

V -

VI
that a statistical treatment of summit elevations showed no maximo^ 

and produced no rational pattern of such surfaces. Moreover, it is
stated that "though it shows considerable relief the older laterite j-’:,
surface is remarkably smooth and there are no marked breaks in slope, 
except at the margins of extensive quartzite outcrops". Considering 
the local scale of this very uneven relief this would mean that lat- . bvlg
erite is regarded as accumulating thickly through gradual lowering, 

on quite steep slopes. This view, which is contrary to previous 
cepts of laterization, is supported by examples from Buganda where 
differences of about 100 ft in the elevations of laterite surfaces are 
asserted to exist on individual residuals and from Ankole, where 
Phillips (1959) is cited in evidence of 3OO-4OO ft differences in

Since the main

, ' - ■V-
:

If con-w-m
uts
II thick laterite sheet elevations over single remnants, 

tectonic events in the area are supposed to have occurred after the. 
three surfaces were already in existence, it is suggested that the 
breaks in slope separating the two laterite surfaces and the flat-

bottomed valleys are related to cessation of laterization and incis

ion of f drainage caused by change from humid to arid conditions.

IIi «
U:
ft
&
fI
I
If
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(c) Landscape sxiifacea
Recently Boornkamp and Temple (I966), adopting the same prin

ciples reached similar conclusions as to the number of stages rep

resented in southwest Uganda. Their approach and their conclusion 
as to the evolution of the landscape are, however, different’ from 
those presented above. Laterite is scarcely mentioned and evidently 
if any significance is attached to it, it is only of secondary impor

tance. The "upland landscape" corresponding in extent to the above; 
Upper Laterite, is regarded as representing residuals of an ancient agtfSaali
initial surface. It is envisaged as having some relief and even oar- >!*X

S‘:m
rying few modified residuals of a former surface but it is a subdued a

late-mature relief, entirely different both in amount and form from
The lowland surface corresponding to the Lower Lat

erite is regarded as a product of an erosion-cycle initiated by reg

ional uplift associated with the formation of the Rift Talley, 
tonic movements are, thus, considered to have occurred since mid-Tert^

the present one.

Teo-

iary times, if not earlier, and to have caused the sequence of stages 
There is no attempt to correlate these stages 

with the continental sequence suggested by Bixey and L.C. King or to

es

in landscape evolution.

It is reo-regard them as having more than a regional significance.
ognised that the upland landscape has a multi-level aspect but it is 
attributed to differential warping within the regional uplift and to
lithologic differentiation. Only one major tectonic phase is envisaged

ii^ial one) and is regarded(the upland landscape being treated as an 
as being prolonged (? late Oligocene - later Pleistocene) and conour-
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rent with the development of the lowland landscape, 
face, the infill or aggradation landscape, is conseqtuent upon rever

sal of previous drainage hy continuing rise of the uplift axis. 
Problems of landscape evolution

The third sur-

3-

5 (a) Mode of surface development
Divergence of opinion as to the mode of surface development

I
in Africa does not, except in one case, transcend the generally 
ceded concept of cyclic evolution.

con-

Within the limits of this concept 
the main point of dispute is identical with the more general geomor-
phlo controversy between the Davisian and Penokian schools of thought, 
in itself based, partially at least, on data derived from Africa.
A summary of this controversy, in relation to Africa, has been pro

vided by B.C. King (l957» 1958) and need not be reviewed here except 
for one observation that appears to indicate the need for

i
S'K

b:
an open

mind toward both schools of thought.
Africa, among them that of Pallister in Uganda (l956a,b) suggest that 
"whereas scarp retreat may be important in the earlier stages of the 
evolution of a new erosion surface, the later stages will conform 
more closely to the pattern of the 'normal' cycle, once remnants of 
the older surface have been eliminated from the divides (of, Dixey,

Studies of different areas in

ii
E?'

i'
1955, p.272)" (ibid, 1957, p.674).

■K
B.C. King does not mention a somewhat different view on the

mode of surface development originating in Uganda. This view was 
first presented by Wayland (1934) who introduced the term "etchplain" 
to indicate the result of a rapid stripping, upon uplift, of a thick

i'.a
EllaHi

F'
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mantle of deeply weathered, easily eroded, rook and 
underlying, relatively even, hasal surface of fresh rock.

exposure of the 
This rel

ative eveness of the "etohplain" necessitates the assumption of an 
initial, stable, planed surface to allow for the uniform depth of‘S'

■

lit:..
weathering. Accordingly Wayland suggested tentatively that his PI 
represented a peneplain while both PII and Pill were etchplains.
The view was adopted by Willis (1956) who used the term "etching" 
to describe the process culminating in the "etohplain". notwithstand

ing Thornbury's (1954) doubts as to the applicability of the process 
on a rogional scale, the hypothesis - at times modified - seemed toi

1: have gained several, more recent, adherents. Pallister (i960,p.27) 
considered the term, if not its exact Intended meaning, to be "pec

uliarly apt, for Mengo". Ollier (i960) used the hypothesis as a basic 
for his views on inselberg formation in Uganda.

is'if

He modified ii,
however, very significantly in assuming that the soft rotted rook1
mantle is not virtually stripped to expose extensively the basal 
surface but is eroded away, mostly through incision and slope retreat 
of laterite capped hills, exposing only irregularities of the basal 
surface. The modification is better suited to meet the facts of the 
Uganda lowland landscape but tends to make the hypothesis of doubt

ful value, nevertheless, Thomas (1965) empaslzes the importance of 
deep weathering and etching in the geomorphology of tropical envir

onments, baaing himself mainly on observations in southwestern 
Nigeria. Earlier, Bakker and Levelt (1964) extended the concept to 
ancient landforms in Europe. It should be noted that all writers.

W
IfI
If iilf"ISiii' s®s-

ssiv"3
I .i is1

■
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if'
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including also Berry and Huxton (1959) refer, when they speak of 
the deep weathering and its geomorphologioal oonseq.uences, mainly 
to areas underlain by granitoid rooks, 
lusion to deep weathering of less weatherable rocks of the type 
found in southwest Uganda,

The exception, mentioned above, to the cyclic concept of land-

l

These seems to be no al-

€.1:3
yi

scape evolution, is the hypothesis of ’Apparent Peneplains’ presen

ted hy Hrendall (l9^2). According to this hypothesis, the laterite-

i capped, flat crests of Buganda hills do not represent preserved rem

nants of an ancient, planed, erosion-surface. Each one of the hills, 
together with the surrounding pediments is regarded as a single in

evitable product of a continuous interplay between two concurrent

liAmm
processes of erosion - laterization and surface wash, both causing 

a general but differential lowering of the landsurface. The flat 
crests, in other words, are not related to some ancient base-level
but to the same one with which the foothill pediments are associated; 
the scarp and slope separating them do not Indicate a separation of 
two stages in evolution but of a predominance of laterization from 
a predominamce of surface wash.

mm
i
Kir

The combined process was initiated 
by a long-past major lowering of base-level and involved progressive 
flattening of Interfluves associated with progressive accumulation 
of laterlte, and gradual steepening of convex slopes, 
equilibrium is finally reached when flattness of crest prevents

ii

li A point of 9

i
II fiurther surface wash (removal of non-lateritio solubles) and expos-
IS lire and hardening of the thick edge of the laterite accumulation

If
■f
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above the slope prevents further dovra-wearlug. Beyond this point 
the present typical profile develops - flat, laterite-capped crest, 
scarp of the duriorust and the concave back-wearing slope. Landscape 
is, thus, entirely divorced from the concept of cyclic evolution un

less a very ancient previous cycle is postulated terminating in an 
even peneplain hundreds of feet higher than the present hill crests 
and of which, of course, no evidence survived.

3

i
3^ It may be noted that although the hypothesis accords in many 

respects with the postulated propounded by Be Swardt and Trendall 
(1961) it differd significantly in uniting the Upper and lower Lat- 
erites within one cycle.

i--x:

m
'■‘3

M-
The difference between them is one of 

phases of the same process: the lower Laterite has been presimably 
formed after equilibrium was attained and slope retreat began, 
are several other characteristics accruing from this hypothesis that 

Flattening of convex interfluves associated with

i ’ There

y

If
should be noted.

laterization and selective removal of soluble rock constituents neo-
■bO r ''‘i

» essarily means that the thickness of residual laterite is greatest 
in the centre of the crest, where the greatest amount of rock 
removed.

a
was

The process is conceived as applied to an area xmderlain 
hy granite and its rate ajid amount are calculated according to the

f

la
If
SI
I

composition of these rooks. It appears to fit also, at a slower
*■

rate, the hill-forms common to the Karagwe-Ankolean metasediments 
(convex

■i

upper slopes, thin laterite edge below crest-line) in 
those few oases where the hills are lithologically homogeneous and

s

ii the surrounding pediments are cut across the same lithology. It is

^ Ii
:r
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difficult to fit the theory to the more common oases where the lith

ology of the pediments and the hills differs sharply, but it cert

ainly accounts for the great relief of a single surface extending 
on different lithologies.

f-'

f;
f,

(h) Bating the surfaces

In absence of direct evidence, the "classical" surfaces of
Uganda were usually referred to the Tertiary deposits, bearing 
Burdigalian mammal fossils and overlying unconformably the i>re- 
Cambrian rook-surface in Kavirondo Gulf. This dat\im was early cor

related by Wayland (1929) with the PII Buganda Surface in Uganda
which - he considered - has been formed by late Oligocene times. 
Accordingly, PI was dated comparatively 'on general grounds' as end-pi(:'v

IS Cretaceous (Wayland, I951, p.s) and PIIl/Tanganyika Surface - 
Pliocene (l934, p.78).

as

Despite some difference of opinion as to 
whether the datum surface underlies the Miocene deposits or trun- 
cates them (B.C. King, 1957, p. 678, citing Kent,/Dixey,1945 and

S'
SI

fei. Shaokleton|195l), agreement with this comparative chronology 
to have been fairly general. Willis (1936) regarded the Buganda 
surface as

seems

IS
'late' Tertiary, either Miocene or Pliocene. Bixey 

(l944f 1946) correlated it with thela main mid-Tertiary or sub-Miocene 
peneplain he identified in Central Africa; Pallister (i960) also ac

cepted this basic chronology, tentatively dating his Buta-Bulaga 
surface - by analogy - as late-Cretaceous or early Tertiary, the 
Buganda Surface - as mid-Tertiary and the Tanganyika Surface - as

ISs
IS?3CE11
II

end-Tertiary or Pliocene. Similarly, McConnell (1955) ascribed to
S'

."'I#r
>
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his surfaces the following ages: Ankole-Jurassic; Koki-Cretaoeous; 
Suganda-mid-Tertiary; Tanganyika-end-Tertiary and Acholi-Lower 
Pleistocene.

The discovery of a Lower iliocene fauna in the voloanios of

1.;

I

;
a

Hapak hy Bishop (1958, 1961) at Kadam, initiated a reappraisal of 
the chronology outlined above.

5$M-1
It was found that the surface under

lying the voloanios, designated as the "Kyoga" surface hy Trendall, 
is unlikely to he correlated with any surface higher than the Pill/ 
Tanganyika surface.

*
is
Is Since it is shown to have existed already in 

liiooene times (De Swardt and Trendall, I96I, p.2l), the older Bug- 
anda Surface may prove to he pre-Miocene and possibly Pre-Tertiary. 
The Kyoga/Tanganyika surface has been modified by pediplauation (and 
laterization ?) since late Tertiary up to the present, as evidenced 
hy the presence of 5O-I5O ft high 'pedestals' of Preoamhrian basement.

tsi .-s
f
.'i[■.

^ fi-

...

iiliiise
preserved under the suhvolcanio sediments (Bishop, I966). As Bishop 
points out, if such a rate of modification is accepted, 3 consider

able re-investigation of erosion-surfaces formation will be

■i

'.fe.

necessary

before former, unburled remnants of surfaces can be considered as miipi■II e

virtually unmodified.

Consequent upon these conclusions, the correlation of the 
Kavirondo subvoloanio surface with the Buganda surface was subjected 

Bishop (1962, 1966), brings convincing 
ments that the evidence for correlation is insufficient in itself

‘■b

to severe criticism.
■ l5

argu-

E tand also in view of the tectonic and volcanic history of the region. 
His arguments imply that the surface is entirely unsuitable to 
as a datum for any chronological determination.

Iserve

The conclusions out-
fEr
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lined above are also corroborated by recent evidence from the Western Rift.
It is generally recognised that the surface represented on the uplifted Rift 
shoulder corresponds to the PIII/Tanganyika surface regarded as end-Tertiary. 
It was considered that the Plio-Pleistocene rifting has downthrown a part of 
this surface into the floor of the Rift Valley where it was, subsequently, 
covered by younger sediments.

■■

mfi
■:

5.; Results of the surveys in 1956 (Harris et al, 
1956) suggest that the Plio-Pleistocene deposits of the Rift Valley resti

r-:
upon pre-Pliooene sediments and not upon Precambrian basement which underlies 
only the latter, 
rifting and the TangcUiyiha surface.

Hoth de Swardt and Trendall (I96I, 1964) and Doornkamp and Temple 
agree in their postulations with this revised chronology. De Swart's Lower 
Laterite is stated to represent a modified Kyoga (=Tanganyika) surface except 
of course, that the modification is ascribed to laterization and the surface

In other words, insofar as the laterite 
is used to define the surfaces their age is younger than that of the original.

The Kyoga erosion-surface underlying the voloan- 
ics, on which laterite has nowhere been proved, was probably defined in pre- 
Ifiooene while the laterized present surface is younger than Hiocene and is 
still in the process of formation. Similarly Doornkamp and Temple have 
assigned a late Oligocene age to the initiation of their lowland landscape 
which attained its present state by ndd-late Pleisooene, and an early Tert

iary or, possibly, a pre-Tertiary age to their upland landscape ( Buganda 
surface).

if
This indicates a probable pre Miocene age for borh the0

i

iBiit-

iiiitii-'

f:3:
is regarded as a laterite surface.

m - 0 ' .■unmodified, erosion-surface.

iliSSsfi»w
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(c) Drainage Pattern
It has been long recognised (W.U. Simmons in Wayland 1931, 

p. 41) that drainage pattern in Uganda reflects an antecedent sys

tem, originally directed westwards and subseq.uently reversed and 
modified by the uplift of the Western Eift Shoulder. Eeversal and 
downwarp have caused the impounding of lake Tiotoria and the drown

ing of what is regarded as the former upper parts of the two main 
systems of Southwestern Uganda - the Katanga and Kagera Elvers.
The main continental watershed, preceding the uplift, is placed 
°ast of the lake and somewhat to the west of the Eastern Eift 
(Teale 1950, Cooke 1958, B.C. King 1958, Bishop I966).

While there is almost a complete agreement with this inter

pretation, since it is clearly supported by the west-directed pat

tern of drainage, it still involves several problems of detail, 
especially as to the drainage of south-western Uganda, 
to be associated with the striking inconsistency of drainage pat

tern with geologic arrangement as reflected in the relief, 
early publication Dixey (1946) who apparently agreed with the 
tulation of westward-flowing drainage in Uganda, expressed doubt 
as to the general possibility of east-west drainage lines trav

ersing the ancient high country on the western flank of the Eift 
Talley and oonseqLuently deduced that it is probable that the west- 
directed Uganda drainage was tributary to the Nile, which is 
sistent with his views on the early origin of the Eift. Although 
Dixey did not refer to the eastern flank of the Eift,the same doubt

'f-
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may be applied to it, in the highland areas of Ankole.
Trendall (1962) raises just this question in regard to 
and Kagera Rivers, both possessing a much greater relief in their 
lower parts than in the upper parts of their basins, 
is a3so consistent, with his view of an initial surface of consid

erable relief.

In fact
& the Kuizi

i
This douht

I
It is obvious, however, that such a consistent and 

pronounced lack of adjustment of drainage to geology as is found in 
the region can be explained only by superimposition from an ^tially 
planed surface on which geological diversity has been smoothed out.

Ill
> :
t'.J

i::F

This was recognised by Boornkamp and Temple (I966) who based 
their interpretation on a single initial late-mature surface, sub

sequently uplifted and warped.

mmsmm
However, this interpreation, pres

ented as a general outline, is necessarily simplified. IllillIt assxuaes,

for instance, that the present drainage pattern is basically the
et'

same as that of the initial surface. The modifications recognised 
are all related to uplift and warping and subsequent reversal and mr,

.

,iitP
sil’^

infill. They involve mainly the changes produced in the proto- 
Euizi and proto-Orichinga systems of drainage which cannot be doubt-
ed. Except for these basins the alignment of stream oourses and 

watersheds is regarded as virtually unchanged since at least early 
It is only the direction of flow and the affinity of 

or-itenia of basins that has changed.

■U

II.
Oligooene.

Examples relevant to the study area are^ the present lower 
course of the Kagera, from Hsongezi to the Lake and the present, 
divide between the Katonga-Mpanga and the Nakivali-Kijanebalola

ff
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lake system. In both oases the present alignment is regarded as 
virtually identical with the initial In the case of the div

ide it is at present very tenuously defined across a lowland and 
quite frequently and broadly breached by wide shallow valleys, 
over, the disposition of flat crested upland features, presumed to

one.

teMore-

liSm.;..'
it

represent remnants of the initial surface, does not coincide with 
the latitudinal alignment of the watershed.

- -

ilfcOn the contrary, theyPI
appear to extend across it, far to the north, 
the Kagera is at present incised into laostrine deposits of 
cient arm of Lake Victoria.

The lower course ofS :

K an an-
While it is apparent that this arm had

flooded a pre-existing valley, there is no direct evidence as to the 
original direction of this valley or its nature. b : '•

iiiip
' ‘ ' " ,3 ■

5 It is, perhaps,

due to this fact that Heinzelin (1962) followed by Gauthier (I965)
traced the upper course of the proto-Kagera approximately in its 
present south-north alignment and related its present, lower course 
to a tributary of the northwesta^d flowing upper proto-Katonga. In 
this, of course, these writers ignore or deny the validity of the 
evidence on the submerged channels shown by soundings in Lake

According to Teale (1950) the Kagera mouth is linked by 
such a channel to the Jiara Hiver on the opposite shore of the Lake.

The fact that both these examples are associated with areas of 
lowland and, thus, of incompetent lithology appears to be significant. 
Preservation of an antecedent virtually unmodified drainage pattern 
during a very long period of uplift may well be envisaged where it 
has been superimposed upon “very resistant lithology whose rate of

s

.
Victoria.
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uplift or warping was slower than the rate of downcutting, 
he possibly preserved, in a more modified form, where incompetent 
lithology was exposed at a relatively late stage and is consequent

ly of relatively limited extent (e.g. - arenas) so that available 
time and effect of proximate superimposed drainage would have enab

led only little modification, 
of modification would depend on variable factors like differential 
warping, differential resistance and proximity and intensity of suc

cessive new base levels.

It mayhi

itr

*

Even in "both these cases the amotmt'j

i :I: r ..."r-S Kimmi

S:
f't Tilhere exposure of plutonic and schistose rooks and consequent ■■

lowland landscape are extensive it is reasonable to assume that the
Ifs

incompetent lithology was devoid of resistant cover already on the 
initial planed surface or possessed only a thin cover stripped at

It would seem that in such a case 
there is a possibility that fantecedent drainage pattern, even if 
initially superimposed in an unmodified form, will be subsequently

is
an early stage of the uplift.•' s-

iif

iieiisa»s
modified with shifts of divide and stream alignment and even a

tl This would be es-ohange of pattern on less than a regional scale.
Ss

pecially true if uplift and differential warping were intermittentKre
and multi-phaaal allowing fox phases of stability and surface dev- 

Modifications of drainage pattern would occur, in this
r're

elopment,

, through the relatively rapid denudation of newly exposed 
of the unevenly underlying basal or basement rocks.

It must also be noted, in this connection, that the initial 
surface must be regarded as possessing some amount of relief.

case

I
I

-ti areas

.4'r
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Booxnkamp and Temple admit to the poasihility of as much as 900 ft 
of relative relief on their initial surface, seemingly hecause 
of the features they regard as remnants of this surface still

I. some

poss

ess this relief even within a single remnant (e.g. the Hshungyezi- 
Bumnga ridge in the East Hwampara). It may be expected that the

E'

i greater amount of relief on the initial surface will he associated 
with the more resistant lithology.
sheds will he associated with the greater relief and since the

It is also obvious that water-
hi

pos-

tulated surface is late-mature and its drainage well-integrated it 
can he assumed that maior divides will tend to he associated withK.-

fS
the location of greater relief. Thus, the alignment of the major 
proto-Katanga - proto-Kagera divide across an area of incompetent 
rooks, and the tracing of the main course of the proto-Kagerais across.

the area of very competent rooks and the greatest relative relief 
It appears more reasonable to suppose that the 

major divide has shifted northwards due to later modification of 
lowland drainage and that the proto-Kagera did not constitute as 
major an artery on the initial sittface as it was supposed to, 
other words - that the proto-Kagera did not originate in the ancient 
continental divide hut somewhere to the south, in approximately the 
same direction from which its upper part flows at present, 
may he taken of Bixey's (1946) mention of a mid-Tertiary divide in 
Tanganyika trending from the vicinity of Tahora towards the western 
flank of the present Eastern Kift - e.g. - towards the ancient con- 

Its western continuation is not known hut it might

must be doubtful.
K*

I-
r: or in

-

Note

a
If
ta

tinental divide.

Iar
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have had some connection with the upper proto-Kagera. 
of the channels on the bottom of Lake Victoria does not

The evidence
appear to

this writer to be conclusive in itself and neither does it fit 
the coastal morphology of the lake as well as does the postulation

with

of a northward trend for the former drainage.
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Surfaces and Levels in the Study-Ay^
Considerations of TJ-plift and ¥arT)ing

It is obvious that knowledge of the nature and magnitude of 
tectonic events is essential to the understanding of sxirface ev-

Si olution^.

ITganda have, undouhtedly, failed in many cases to take proper ac- 
oomit of tectonic instability or to state the measure of influence

Theories on the sequence of surface in southwestern
i'-t

&
5? lISS

■o-i.

s' F

ii it may have had. Altitudinal correlation seems to have been too
la much depended upon in postulation of erosion-surfaces and oonse-
3i: : 
pi'V

quently justified criticism were induced that may have caused too
extreme a rejection of these theories.P

An antecedent drainage pattern is, no doubt, a significant 
clue to the occurrence of uplift. But, as intimated, it must, beft.

employed with caution. It can be used to estimate the nature and

B P'
:t- ‘ • ‘fi 
P'-P- '
'; B,

magnitude of regional uplift only where the lithology upon which it 
imprinted itself is similarly resistant throughout the region im

pressed by the uplift and where such an imprint is clearly unad

justed to geology, vniere these circumstances do not obtain on a 
regional scale it will be possible to ascertain the magnitude of 
the uplift only locally, where they do. The differentiality of 
regional uplift and warping will be then difficult to ascertain 
and application of other lines of Investigation seriously hampered. 
Where lithology is similarly resistant across the uplifted region, 
valuable data may be derived from the study of relative altitudes.

tel
: - 
ete’

if
13:

3

In oases where antecedent drainage is clearly present throughouts ;
fl
3''

the area of resistant lithology, relative altitudes will enable an

' fff
)
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r.:'
estimate of the position of the pre-uplift Burfaoe-.and permit calciaations 
of uplift and differential warping. Otherwise use of altitudinal data 
must rest on certain pre-suppositions. It must be assumed that the surfaces 
whose altitude is being measured and compared represent remnants of the in

itial pre-uplift surface or that the amount of crest lowering by erosion 
has been infinitosemal. Furthermore, a straightfon^ard conparison rests on 
the assumption that uplift v;as continuous and not intermittent or that in 
case it was intermittent and intermediate surfaces developed, the compared 
surfaces do not represent them eind are all remnants of the initial, pre-uplift, 
surface alone.

i-.C

’t:

S illfr'
lit., 
imi

^3

illli I-
H
i

PI
•3- ^

Relevant viev;s of uplift and v;arpinga
is Host viev;s on the geomorphic evolution of Africa, expounded 

continental scale mainly by Dixey and L.C. iCing, envisage a prolonged stage 
of continent-vri.de stability culminating, by early Cainozoic, vfith 
raouE, extremely smooth peneplain or pediplain upon which limited remnants of 
an earlier, Mesozoic planation were preserved mainly on divides (L.C. King, 
1962, 1967). This continent-vri.de, uniform surface is regarded 
datum for the definition and delimitation of later or earlier surfaces.
Cooke (1958) agrees with Willis’ (I936) early estimate that the general in

clination of this surface amounted to about Ift/ndle and calculated that the 
elevation of the continental divide on this surface, at present in the region 
of the Eastern Bift, was ale!oc-t about l£00 ft a.s.l. A simple calculation 
of the average inclination, puts this surface in southwestern Uganda between 
1300 ft in the Hasalca area and 1200 ft a.s.l. in the Rift shoulder area of 
Western Ankole.
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The tectonic events that have led to the deformation of this 
'African' or mid-Tertiary surface and its subsequent dissection and 
erosion are envisaged hy I.C. King as a series of hroad,r

'oymaiogenic',

upwarpings within each of which differential warping controlled geo-i|ft 1:
morphic evolution on a regional scale, 
present study, differential warping consisted, according to the evi-

i In the region relevant to the

IK dence, of the upwarping of the Rift shoulder and the downvarping, be

ginning at a later stage, of the Lake Victoria basin.
i

Theoretically,

then, a certain belt of country in the western lakeside region, 
ained, over and above the general uplift, at approximately the

It1ft rem-iIt same-■|s

i relative altitude. Since general uplift may be regarded as roughly 
uniform on a regional scale, this belt may be used as a regional dat-sfl

It appears, therefore, that the main problem associated with theuia.

ft?
estimate of regional upwarp rests in the identification of upland 
nants in this datum belt with the surface preserved in the area of max

imum uplift on the Hift shoulder.

ift rem-

ft?

If such an identification is possi

bly an estimate of uplift magnitude is easy to attain.i
itirthermore,

since different upland and lowland levels are easily distinguished by 
geomorphic characteristics as separate erosion surfaces, the differen-

0ftl
f3
if
i?: tial measure of altitudinal Interval between them clearly indicates 

differential warping.
Boornkamp and Temple (1966) have shown convincingly how a table 

of mean comparable altitudes of upland and lowland at selected locat

ions along a profile of the upwarped region, may be used to establish 
a rough estimate of relative uplift and differential warping, 
their conclusions rest on the unsubstantiated assumption of identity

If

0
3 ''ft
lift

if;
P'li

But,

IIr;;sr
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between the Hasaka upland level (lakeside region) at 4300 ft a.s.l. and the 
Gift shoulder upland level at 6600 ft. Such an assumption, representative 
of the tv;o-level concept in the theory of Uganda's landscape evolution is, f

I
of course, at variance vri.th the 'classical' postulations. The authors sug

gest that this initial surface is equivalent to the 'classical' Buganda Sur

face or L.C. King's 'African' (early-Cainozoic) surface. Except for two 
isolated quartzite summits (Singiro and Marangara) they recognise no remnants 
of former cycles such as VJayland's PI, McConnell's 'Ankole' or L.C. King's 
'Gondwana' and 'post-Gondwana' Mesozoic surfaces, in the area of the Hift

M3I
1 shoulder of V/est Ankole.

That such a view may be merited in regards to this limited belt of 
imum uplift is evident in the two examples cited by the authors. The drain-

max's
l:?

Lv age pattern of the Kasharara, Kandekye and upper Ruizi rivers show coii5>lete 
inadjustment with geologic pattern and cannot be e2q)lained except by super- 
imposition from a planed surface* Since upland features in the area of sup- 
eric^osition possess only a single accordant crest-level it is reasonable to 
assume that this level represents the initial surface.

ii;
S'

3
»- It must be noted,

however, that these examples are the only undoubtful ones in the belt of 
imum uplift in V/est Ankole. It is only in these oases that a west-directed 
drainage pattern is superimposed upon resistant lithology and traverses the 

In other, apparently similar cases in this 
inadjustnent to structure is associated exclusively vn.th incompetent lithology 
and a lowland landscape cind definite conclusions as to the original align

ment and nature of the drainage are impossible.
spicuous occurrences of ouperinposition in resistant upland landscape, 
notably in the Sanga Hills and the Ilshara Mountains.

‘3
3 max-3^
13
3-■Ias strike of the structures. area
»II:
: •
: 3There are other, less oon-

In theseIf
3
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oases, however, the natirre of the structure is not clear as yet and 
the upland landscape possesses a multi-level aspect, 
not certain that superimposition was initiated on the initial planed 
surface and the altitude of thejupland crests cannot be used to 
ate the amount of uplift. In the other parts of the region the drain

age pattern has- the resistant upland is clearly adjusted to lithology 
and structure and may not be regarded as antecedent or as reasonable 
proof of an itial planed surface and may not be used in estimates of 
uplift magnitude. Therefore, the assumption that the early-Cainozoio 
planed surface is represented oniiupland crests throughout the region 
cannot, to the writer's opinion be considered as proved by evidence of 
superimposition. Reasonable certainty exists only in regards to the 
limited area of the maximal uplift. In other parts of the region ad

ditional evidence must be examined.

It is therefore
1

I
estim-

ifcvI

r.'

Hiii
.f'j.ii

At the other end of Doornkamp and Temple*s profile, in the Kasaka
area, identity of present upland crest-level with the initial, pre

uplift surface, is even less clear.pf
As presented in their table, the 

vertical interval between the Masaka upland surface and that in the

1:® vicinity of Lake Kijanebalola in Eastern Koki, is about 500 ft. 
vertical difference, however, is not gradually attained over the 15 
miles of latitudinal distance between these localities, as would be

This -■

;
!'■

:'i:^
E

expected if a differential uplift is involved, 
an abrupt, high escarpment coincident with the lithological boundary

It is attained through

of the Koki Hills. The elevation of the upland features in the inter

vening area is markedly accordant with that of the Masaka upland up

w
/
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t.o the foot of the escarpment. Differences in competence between 
the I'lasaka plutonics and the Koki quantizes and argillites no doubt
contributed to the altitudinal differences and theoretically, at 
least, it is possible to assume that both levels represent the

?

f,
same

But certainly only plantation could have obliterated eff-
in such a

L; surface.

ects of uplift at the foot of the escarpment and resulted 
consislent accordance of crests, 
red after the initiation of the uplift, and 
so preceded the initiation of thekowland surface.

n

ri Such a plan%ation must have oooxir-

was caused by it. It al-
This must at least

oast doubt as to the identity of the Hasaka upland surface with the 
initial surface and on its validity as a datum surface, 
to this problem may lie in the adoption of Trendall's

ii
i. The solutioni-

'apparent pen

eplain- theory (1962) and the estimate of the possible original elev-Si

ation of the upland according to the thickness of laterite cappings;, 
or it may be achieved by the application of evidence from other parts 
of the profile.

K
A correct, choice of a profile intended for examination of up

lift and warping, seems to be highly important, 
ove of the Masaka area reveals the way in whloh%rofile

Ii The example cited ab-
1Ii of diverse

lithology may prove misleading. Since effects of factors other than 
uplift and warping must be excluded as much as possible, the best pr-

P
5#
If

ofile for study would be one cutting across a continuous formation 
of resistant lithology. Doornkamp and Temple's profile is, there-

a^-e-CK

fore, the only possible one in the region, except for thefekst of 
Any other profile of the area will be transecting areas of 

tensive lowland with relatively few residual upland features, in

Koki. ex-

a
If
r

...
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which estimate of uplift is either impossible 
tainties.

nifioaut features of the tectonic event' such

or wrought with uncer-
However, an examination of a single profile may ohsoure sig- 

as a possible different-
iality of warping in more than 
lift; being continuous in

one direction or the possibility of up- 
oue part of the,region and intermittent inpi

another. When the single profile represents a possible area of greater 
relief and watershed on the initial surface, as is the case in question, 
such dangers are accentuated. The necessity of being confined to a 
single profile must, therefore, be compensated by examination 
lc™entary data from other parts of the uplifted region, 
from the region may illustrate this point.

;ia
liiiiifof supp-

S An example

SsjggSSfgaJsS;3
i'

If the warping of the region is judged to have been differential
■j

only along the latitudinal axis, it is reasonable to assume that long

itudinal axes, parallel to that of maximum uplift will represent 
roximately equal magnitudes of warping.

a'■^131Kf app-

The upland features of Central 
Hyabushozi preserved on plutonic rooks and the Eastern Hwampara Moun-

a
w

tains are aligned on such a longitudinal axis and are both regarded by 
adherents of the two-surface concept as remnants of the same initial 
surface.

' "

a
3|a

’.a

Yet, the mean altitude.' of the former is about 47OO ft a.s.l, 
and that of the latter - about 5700 ft a.s.l. on the main watershed

i
i

ridge. This difference implies several possibilities. The initial 
surface may have possessed a considerable relative relief of at least 

In this case, it certainly possessed a considerable north

ward average inclination of 33 ft/mile which contrasts sharply with the 
supposed smoothness of the surface. Upwarping may have been differen

tial also along this longitudinal axis and, lastly, the compared up-

I fait 1000 ft.li-
i
i
si
i»
3"
f
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i.'.
land features may represent distinct erosion-surfaces of continental,
regional or local dimensions resulting from a major cycle or from
stable phases of an intermittent uplift within one cycle, 
bination of all or two sets of circumstances, all of which suggest 
northward drainage and southward erosion, is also possible, of

It also seems that a generalized profile of the sort dictated 
by the scope of Doomkamp and Temple's paper, based on only five lo

cations in a hundred miles, may possibly conceal significant features; 
of the landsurface and that a more detailed profile is needed to 
arify the nature of uplift and warping and their effect ofi surface 
development (Table 6; Pigs 16, 1?).
Analysis of the Upland Profile

A oom-

course..€•

ISSIIfc- ■i
«
IIS

-:;S S
ol-ay.

ii
f
i
i A profile of a differentially upwarped region about a hundred

,miles long, outlined by remnants of the original surface, may be 
reasonably expected to present a smooth curve, probably steepening 
at some intermediate point and possibly flattening out again in the ' 
area of maximum uplift.

m
m
if

Any breaks in such a profile must be relat

ed to factors other than regional uplift imless a very complicated 
and unlikely differential warping is assumed.

i
iiS'

s' -sm

V
■

a Several such breaks are apparent in the profile of the present 
Kagera-Euizi watershed and its postulated extensions. The most pro-

el
&minent of these are associated with abrupt descents of mean upland 

surface in two areas - Central Koki and the Cham^ara-Bastern 
Upland units.

Hugaga

In neither case lithological causes can be invoked. 
Whereas the shales and mudstones of Central Koki, poor as they are 
in interbedded quartzite, are probably less resistant than the quart-

!i liII
i!u ir.
fir

iS
If
■?"
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i
zlte heights of Eastern Koki and the more phyllitic hill series of 
Western Koki, their relatively lov upland crest-level is clearly ac-

In other words, Icordant with a similar level in both these areas.
the upland of Western and to a lesser degree Eastern Koki is distin

ctly differentiated into two well-defined levels (also Phillips,1958)
of which the lower one, at times abutting against the slope of the 
higher, accords in mean altitude with the Central Koki upland.

!l
1In

I |ithe Chamburara-Eastern Hugaga area the absence of lithological cont

rol is even more conspicuous. The Uhamburari>,hill-series do not dif-
i

fer lithologically from the Western Koki hill-series, whose mean
I-

crest altitude is about 200 ft higher. At the same time they differ
altogether from the predominantly quartzitio Eastern Hugaga ridges

Moreover, the topographicallywhich are of the same mean altitude.
icontinuous and geologically similar upland of Western Hugaga is ap

preciably higher as a result of a rather abrupt rise of landsurface.
In both cases accordance of upland crests is not as even as in the 
Hasaka area and there is a slight inclination of upland surface to

wards central axes, but since there is no geological evidence of min- ij 
or downwarps an erosional origin must be presumed in the period bet- 

the initiation of uplift and development of the lowland surface.
Other prominent irregularities distorting the smooth curve of 

uplift axe associated with breaks between the Western Hugaga and 
Kanumba hillmasses and between the Hgarama hillmass and Eastern Hwam- ; | 

A comparison between profiles of summit elevations |

!

li!

ween ! i

para Mountains.
and of mean upland altitude reveals that whereas the latter break is

the former is conspicuous in bothsmoothed out in the summit profile I

■ -
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i 'hThe difference is associated with the fact that summit el-profiles .

evation in the Ngaxama hillmass exceeds mean crest altitude hy about
300 ft while in all other, flanking, upland units the difference is

Similarly to the Masaka-Koki transition the sharp \
only about 100 ft. 
rise in both summit and mean altitude between Western Hugaga and Kas- 
umba is attained by a high escarpment also coinciding with a lithol-

In the same way crest altit-ogioal boundary though not as profound, 
ude of Western Rugaga shows no apparent effect of uplift up to the

iitfiII
foot of the escarpment (a distance of 7 miles) and must again indic-

ate erosional leveling.
A combination of summit and mean altitude profiles reflects in 

fact two stages of landsurface development. The summit profile may 
be expected to represent a position closer to that induced by the up- 

and the mean altitude profile - to impart an Impression of the
further modified through factors 

the Western Isingiro (Kasumba and

itiii
i:warp !■

way the uplifted landsurface
In the case of

was f

It
other than upwarp.

hillmasses)the summit profile indicates that the transition !fir

11Egarama 'I
coincides with the steepening of upwarp

smooth continuation 
the erosionally induced depressions 

will show that 
than 10 ft/mlle from 

From Western

curve
from Western Hugaga

'M:transition to Eastern Hwampara forms a 
Kxclusion of

while the
of that steepening, 
in Central Koki and uhamburara-Eastern Rugaga areas, 

consistent rate of rise of less
j' \

crV

there exists a
Western Koki to Western Rugaga.

approximately doubled up to
!'Eastern Koki, through

t-: ■

Rugaga westwards the rate of rise is
it reverts to the

't
S',

original amount in the area
Central Hwampara where
of maximum uplift.

; ■ :i ,.: -
> ‘ll •
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The position of Western Isingiro in such a critical area of the 
be expected to be reflected in the nature of the evolving 
And, indeed, the profile of mean crest altitude expresses

upwarp may 
landscape.

a comulex situation whose explanation is not easy to formulate.
eastward descending, steplike pattern of surfaces consis-

!■

=1
It

reflects an
ting of the Kastern Hwampara at 5700 a.s.l., the Western Isingiro at 
5500 ft a.si and of Western Rugaga at 5000 ft a.s.l.

ii:Ui

t
Undoubtedly Wi

have contributed to the altit-the differential nature of geology may
between Eastern Hwampara and Western Isingiro since

/■I)

Ih:udinal interval
iHifsuccession of Isingiro is, on the whole. |i!as indicated - the arenaceous IIi'Butthan the alternate succession of the Hwampara.

between West Isingiro and Western 
must be related to the effect of 

Another complicating fac- 
continuity between vrestern Isingiro and

rless competent
there is no geological difference 
Hugaga and the differential altitude

I
i StiH

il!!|;
sharp steepening of the upwarp alone, 

tor is the absence of upland 
the Hwampara associated with the specific nature of the Orichxnga

the

Is:i;
I

18
iiIS'Valley. iiiIsharply defined low- 

intermittent direct
This valley which at present forms

Gouthern highland, and an
a very

III
i1land gap traversing the 

link between the Ruizi - Lake Systems drainage and the Kagera River,
It is, probably, this 

held view that the lake Sys- 
proto-Kagera upon the pre-uplift 

clearly coincides with a geolog- 
longitudinal major structures of the 

the complex latitudinal

il

s Stillimpression of superimposition.

led to the generally 
tributary to the 

Yet, the Orlchinga Valley 

ical boundary, separating the 
Eastern Hwampara alternate

imparts a stron{j 
impression that has IK

i!ten drainage was
li

1
surface.

succession from
i
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■i!The structural rel-structure of the Isingiro arenaceous succession.
of these two ucnits have not yet been explained and there-

Its

!
J

ationships

geological nature of the valley is as yet unclarified, 
lithology is assumed to he argillaceous hut the exact nat- 

ahsenoe cf outcrops; its transitional
It is known, however, that the 
the Huko valley - represents

thefore I

underlying

of it is uncertain due to 
structural character is also in douht.
ure

iirnorthern continuation of the Orichinga - 
a denuded anticlinal structure and thus, lends weight to a suggestion i;

1;:
af

of relating the Orichinga Valley to a belt of geological weakness.
The possibility arises, then, that the impression of superimposition

initiated by a

I C.
I fiyiliIbe conceived that the valley was

contrclled by the belt of oomparat-
is deceptive. It may iiIrelatively rapid headward erosion 
ively incompetent geology. With uplift a greater development

H ithan
1:
1-:lines ensued which subseq,uently res- iithat of similar adjacent drainage iSuch aupland intc the lowland beyond.

ulted in a breach of the
new, lower, base-level forInevitably established a Ibreach would have

lowland and possibly initiated a large
ISscale modification of its 

late development of the 
humble origin of the Orichinga

!i! fithe

drainage pattern, 
lake-system drainage and to a possible

This points to a possible
!
11

f'?ion the initial surface.
A rapid development of the Orichinga upon

the differential geology

iifintermittent^warp would 

of its flanks. SitThe
have been controlled by
less resistant eastern - ligararaa-flank

of several levels, while the

profoundlywould have been more
resistant Rwampara flank

i

modified in one
In the Ngarama anyescarpnent-lihe slope.

would develop into an !•,
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remnant of the original surface would, thus, tend to he preserved 
from the immediate vicinity of the valley floor while in theaway

Rwampara it may adjoin the escarpment to the present.

i

L-;

I

iii
3

^5

5
U

5
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Kvidence of other landscape units

example of Central Hyabushoai, cited above, illustrates 
comparative unreliability of residual upland features and

as evidence for definite conclusions 
But, as observed, these

The i:
;ithe ii

I?extensive lowland landscapes,
the nature of upuarp and its effects.

provide valuable information to supplement the evidence 
of the continuous upland in the southern part of the recion.

IIs-,rr

on

features

i

I
The Lowlands i1. ii

lowland alone the Lake System-Buisi axis, 
as shown by Doornliamp and

The profile of the 
based on mean

%Ialtitude of interfluves,
estimate of differential warping to be ijTencle, enables a roueh

Since it represents the product of a relatively late stage
out must be regardedmade.

irregularities that comein the upviarp, any
late geomorphic development -

as evidence of late tectonics or 
later than the development 

Eoornkamp and Temple'o 
differentiality.

Thus,of the general lowland landscape, 
simplified profile reveals a significant 

The rate of land-surface rise from the Lake
Lake liakivali area is very slight (approx.

!•

even

f
i

to theKijanebaloln area 
6 ft/mile) but further west it is more 
up to Lake Kunyere area, and then

than tripled for 3C miles. 1
flattens again in the belt of r

well with the differential rise }
This accords suiteuplift.

detailed profile odds to theA more
of this basic pattern (Fig. l6).

half of the profile, the lowland areas along
altitude of

of the adjacent upland. ri
accuracy

: s
In the eastern

oximately the same mean
the whole Lake System have appr

The rise of low-discernible westward rise.i interfluves, wit:. 
1r. d L u r f

no
with the tranition from theI ..ce along thi- axis begins

the kasha arena and isi O

Jii.'
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Its H-

This acceleratedespecially prominent in the arena itself.
of rise decreases considerably again in the Hbarara

Lithology must 
The transition

rate

Lowland and even more so in West Ankole.
: :i

ii IH:
i! is!!:contributed to this differential rise.

the eastern and western parts of the Masha arena
■ ithava

ii-:!;betv/een
coincides with the lithological boundary between aureole mica- ill

the Nalcivali lowlandschists and the exposed granitic core; 
which barely rises at all, is formed v/holly upon nasal schists.
It is clear, however, that the abrupt rise within the Masha arena 

attributed to litholog-i cal differentiation alone.

i
iiicannot be

The fact that the Mbrara lowland, to the west of Masha and also
schists, maintains a substantial rise up to the maximum 

uplift, though at a reduced rate, is indicative of the major role
to be little doubt that the

II
Or’formed on

illmillTherefore, there seemsof upv/arp.
coincides with the location of aarea of the Masha arena

IfIt suggestsconsiderable buckling effect in the process of upwarp.
continued after the development of the lowland

and that the buckling at this
If

that upwarping Isurface reached an advanced stage
different area than the earlystage occurred in a somc\/hat 

buckling of the upland, 
lov/land profile, is that the 
formed at a late stage, after the

Another impression imparted by the I
Ilakivali-Mburo lowland was also 

lowland surface v;as well- 
formed by further modification 

nouth\jestern base-level, and
I that its west-directed 

interfluves and reversal of

Ii IS i
11■?

:riIt seems to have beendeveloped, 
of the lowland surface towards a i'ju •J;

subsequently, differentially uplifted so 
reduced to eveness of : Ii gradient was 

the drainage.
i.'o similar deviations from a 

in the northern lowlands 
The rate of rise increases from

■5'

gentle westward rise can be 
of Jiyabushosi and Mbuga-Bubale. 

7 ft/mile in the transition

:h:

obcorveu

h:
I-

^ «'
'iimm m fiSiSdhtsi:'';.
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Eastern and Central Hyabushozi to 8 ft/mile between
Further v;est it

betv;eenj

!
the latter and the Kbuga-Bubale lov;land. 
acquires a greater rate of 1<t ft/mile to the foot of the

If rise of landsurface is indicative of the I I isif!Buhweju highland, 
nature of uplift, this would suggest that differentiality of

r- m
effected not only in an east-west direction but also 

the southern part of the region and its north and centre.
upvjarp vjas 
between
The buckling effect of the lowland upwarp does not, in any case.

I of the northern lov;lands.extend into the present area

i!
2. Hesidual upland

IResidual upland, having no latitudinal continuity, provides
This evidence is SK

Ionly partial evidence of landsurface rise.
complicated by effect of differential lithology, and since 

crest altitude of residuals represents a relatively small
4 further

I4 mean !.
If, it may reflect lithological effect over that of upwarp.

preserved due to thick resistant quartirzite and.
area

I!any residuals are 
consequently, can not be compared with distant argillaceous resi- 

aocounting for these difficulties the overall
is less

I IS

duals. Yet, even 
impression is that, as 
noticeable in the 
blocks.

with the lowland, effect of upwarp i11residual upland than in the southern upland
summit elevation of close IThus, v;hile 'Jestern Koki has a

crest altitude of 't,900 ft, the residualI
i
r;

to 5,100 ft and a mean
, 20 miles to the west are, 57500ft and 5,000 ft. (The 

obviously residual quartzite heights.
iishara Kts 
highest summits are tv;o 
rising 300 ft above Comparison of the ifthe adjacent crest level).

Koki with the latitudinally equivalent
ii>•

northern part of V.’estern 
Oanga Kills, shows similar relations on a 
other hand, conparicon betv;een

On thelower level, 
the Kshara residuals and those of 

v/ith a sumrait- ■;the Eihunya-ilabuiangire range
iv'^

(tl ■
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i.!
elevation of 5,600 ft and a mean crest altitude of 5,200 ft,

This may, perhaps, bereveals a much greater rate of rise, 
attributed to a northward extension of the late buckling effect

ii:

A similar rise in the northern ridges of the 
the southern side of Masha (Hwebihungo and Kashaka

this

in the Kasha area.
Rwarapara, on
ridges and the Eubeya quartzite mass), seems to support i

iSii
isuggestion.

Both these landscape units of residual upland possess a 
longitudinal continuity with the southern upland blocks and may, 
therefore, provide evidence as to the nature of the upwarp and

. The Bihunya-Kabulangire range reveals a gradual;^ rise

i
■i

I

I its effect
of crest altitude from a pronounced lov;land gap in the area of 
Kabale, both for a short distance southwards and throughout the

;

:|
i If the premise of alignment along an area ofrange, northwards, 

late buckling is correct, then the Kabale gap or its higher
!
i

precursor must have existed at an earlier stage, and the prevalent 
headv;aters of the proto-Euisi originated in thisview that the

The possibility that the Kabale gap 
headward breach of the narrow range by the

range must be re-examined.
represents a former 
proto-Euizi, formed long before buckling and reversal, implies

local reversal of drainage unrelated to tectonics may have
I

that a■!

due to erosional change of base-level.occurred within the arena
extensive residual Hshara upland presents an entirely 

It is continuous across the Eugyeye lowland 
at present) with the Gayaza Hill 

structural continuation of the Swampara and contig-

1

\
i The

different pattern, 
gap (draining the Kasha 
nasc v.hich is a 
uouG with it. 
have cor^parable mean 
longitudinal dictance of about fifteen miles.

i:'
■

arena
1

The Gayaza hill mass and the high lishara features
crest altitudes of 5,000-5,100 ft over a

As previously

..'i
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Jr3quarti;zite heights, representing residuals of
about 500 ft above it (Kyamitsindo, 

thus abuts against the

mentioned, several 
a modified former level rise to

!■;

1;

jiThe Gayaza hill mass 
Eastern Hwampara main ridge with a rather

and Kakunyu).Ihunga 
northern slope of the

flK'
iiiii

crest altitude. A similarabrupt change of 600-700 ft in mean
be clearly observed in a fringe of foothills and spurs 

to the west of Gayaza, where a very marked

%
■1 P;change may

of the Eastern Hwampara 
accordance of even crests exists at a similar mean altitude of

I
I5,000-5,100 ft.

Another, lower, level of mean 
as observed, in the Sanga 
of Central Hyabushozi. -

altitude can be distinguished.
I liHills and the isolated upland features IIFeatures of a similar mean altitude of 

the form of distinct upland features or 
found throughout this belt of residual

area,

K!.11
4,700-4,800 ft, either in ii
a^rosional benches, can be

concentrated mainly in the Sanga-Hyabushozi
to the north and east of

I
IThey areupland.

in the Lower Huizi basin and in the area IICommon to this level(Bugarama ridge, etc.).
towards the higher ridges of the

the Gayaza hill mass 1
is the gradual rise of surface 
previous surface, terminating in a 
an abrupt rise of several hundred

is always associated with a

iwell-marked break of slope and 
feet which, in contrast to the 

massive band of quart-

ii:
Hi!)

higher surface 
zite.

I I
at times complicated by the .iThis regular pattern is Pi

quartzite bands below the massive 
of the Kakunyu ridge.

, a pattern of three 
clearly erosional in

existence of several thinner
as in the northern slopeupper band.

There is, thus in the Gayaza-Hshara area q •

surfaces whose separate levels aredistinct
lithology (lower level) and are

origin since they truncate diverse
similar geology (two upper levels): the

differentiated upon 
Eastern rv-Trir-rra main 
::tarv;ete-Kal:unyu level 

l--vc

- 5,700ft a.s.l., the Gayaza-ridre level 
- 500-5100 ft a.s.l.; and the Hyabushozi-Sanga- 

The remarkable accordance1 - 47CO - 45CO ft a.s.l.

■|
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ii
yof even crests in each level, especially that of the intermediate 

level as it abuts the slope of the upper one, probably led Combe 
(1^52) to postulate his famous 'two-peneplain' concept of this area. 
It points, in any case, to an erosional development v;hich occurred 
later than a possible early differential upvjarp or buckling along 
the longitudinal axis of this area and was unaffected by any 
possible late differential upwarp or buckling.

(

•"s
5. The Koki Hills iisThe Koki Hills, with a similar longitudinal extent, present 

Three levels of crest elevation can also
!

a more complex pattern, 
be distinguished here, but their altitudinal relationships and
spatial pattern are not as clearly defined or as regularly arranged. 
The upper level, at a mean altitude of 4,900 ft a.s.l., 
discernible only in Western Koki, merges gradually with an inter

mediate level, at 4,700-4,800 ft, in the northern part of Western
At the same time it rises quite

i
and

!

Koki, and in the Chamburara area, 
abruptly above the low level at 4,500-4,600 ft.
Central Koki, where the higher level is absent, there is a gradual

In Eastern and

lower levels and any abrupt breaks between them aremerging of the
clearly attributable to lithology, 
conspicuous accordance of flat crests which characterise the upper

These lower surfaces lack the

1As mentioned, they have alevels of the Gayaza-Hshara area. if

perceptible inclination towards medran axes.
The upper level may be, possibly, correlated with the

But such a correl-

i;:

itintermediate level of the Gayasa-hshara 
ation can be valid only if no significant differential upwarp 
occurred in the intervening area, either during the formation of

area- ;!
ii

The two lower levels can be correlated with 
a^emnonts of a single

t.'ic level or l.uter. 
the lower level in the Gayaza-IIshara area

ii

E"
r
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surface resulting from a continuous regional uplift
The lov;er

uneven

moderately differential in an east-v/est direction.

Koki level thus represents a v/ell advanced modification of the 
extensive upper Koki level (equivalent to the Gayaza-Nshara 
intermediate level).

I;-:';

i
On this surface the Chamburara-Eastern Hugaga ■inii'

and the Central-Eastern Koki areas represented the upper parts of
Its middle parta broad erosional depression trending northv/est.

: ■'i

should be sought in the Ishura and Eastern Myabushozi lov.Tands 
as is, perhaps, indicated by the isolated upland feature, of Warulciri 
(4,500 ft) at the margin of the Ishura lowland.
in the Goyaza-Ushara area, represents in this case the elevated 
western fringe of the depression rising tov/ards the residuals of

The noticeable break between

ViriThe lov/er level

MiillIPli iiis'the higher level or on the divide, 
the levels in some areas of \7estern Koki, notably on the flanks il

If;of the drowned lowland gap connecting the Karunga and Kijanebalola
seems to indicate a later stage. HI:ilowlands across Western Koki 

corresponding to newly developed base-levels and changes in drain- 
The differential nature of the geology and the

i;
|i:

illage pattern.
consequent differential rate of geomorphio evolution between the 
sedimentary upper parts of this depression and its plutonic middle ii|'

It
and lower parts, may have a bearing on the development of this 
later stage and the resultant modification of both these areas.

'V

4. The Southern Kirhlands
of the southern highlands in the Eastern ■-rr-,'-A longitudinal profile 

Hwampara Htc. or the V/estern Isingiro Kills reveals a conspicuous
side of the main divide ridge.

ii:
In

asymmetry of relief on either 
both cases the main ridge is situated in the northern part of the 

of the subsidiary ridgesupland block cind the orographic pattern
absence of ridges on the northern side

consists of short ridges or

,1 f."
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On theand long, extensive ridges on the southern side, 
northern side the upland terminates in an abrupt high slope,

the southern side there is a gradual lowering of orest- 
The crest altitude at the southern

while on
surface over a long distance, 
end of the upland block may be as lovi as 4,900-5,000 ft. a.s.l..

a

ii
- about 800-900 ft below that of the main ridge. The gradual 

elevation is most apparent vihere the longitudinal
e.g.

iiilowering of oresc 
orographic pattern is controlled by structure and where coincident 

the continuity of the subsidiary ridge.

fi::.ite-I Pii:
I lit
■l^V

quartzite bands preserve 
V/here argillites predominate and where the structural pattern
swings into a latitudinal trend, deep dissection distorts the 
gradual slope of the crests v;hich becomes apparent only as an If•r

i

average value.
While the crest surface reveals no differentiation into • iifedistinct levels and no significant breaks in slope except v;here

differentiation
1':
■tlocal lithological control is evident, such a 

appears in the upland valleys, notably in the Kuhurubuki vallpy.
strike valley following an argillaceous band between the

the east and the Katanzi-
iI i'-

iiThis is a
Wshungyezi-Chevdro quartzite ridge on 
Bubingu ridge on the west, 
bench-like series of flat-crested spurs, diverging from the Katanzi-

i' i:Along its western flank there is a h
]

The crestBuhingu ridge and abutting against its western slope.
slopes southward in close conformity withsurface of these spurs 

both adjacent ridge crest and thalweg gradients, but at an inter-
to be found in the upperSimilar features are

since this valley has only a short upland
mediate elevation. 
iCyabaganda valley but 
course there are only few of them.

in
It appears, therefore, that georaorphic evolution differed 

both sides of Hwampara main ridge. The erosional 
seems to have been

ji 1 .
considerably on 
phase activated by an early stage in the upwarp i :

...
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In other words, theindependent on each side of the divide, 
fornation of the intermediate Gayaza-Kshara surface was subject
to an entirely different base-level than that of the spur-level 
in the Huhurubuki valley and there was no direct drainage link 
between both sides of the watershed. This oasts further doubt 
on the role of the Orichinga valley as an initially major drainage 

It also implies that the southv/ard slope of the crest- 
surface represents a similar slope of the initial surface on v;hioh 
the proto-Huhurubuki already formed a shallow valley along the 
same argillaceous band. Therefore upuarp along the longitudinal 
axis of the Eastern Ewampara was not differential, 
oiation or very indirect connection of the northern and southern

11‘

line. li:
!

i
1:The disso-
i|..
8drainage systems is evident also in the absence on the southern 

side of any .parallel to the third, lov/est, Gayasa-Nshara level. 
Since this level, as suggested, did not result from a relatively 
abrupt buckling followed by a stable period, but from a moderate 
continuous regional uplift, the effect of the distant new base- 
level did not penetrate into the southern basin.

The nature of the initial surface south of the Ewampara divide
But the

I Ir
1
I
i

H I
s

If
{

I!Iis undoubtedly related to the proto-Kagera drainage, 
premise of a considerable relief in this area of the initial

associated with resistant lithology and a major watershed,

*
-s:

surface

does not favour the vew that the present alignment of the river
I

I
t’

The structural pattern of the
extended southward

was a major course at that time.!
I

Karagwe-Ankolean system in this area involves an 
trend of the Isingiro synclinal axis into the Karagwe region of 

-..'here it joins the Eastern Rv/ampara axis in a sharp
(j

■f:

Tanganyika 
northward swing. This indicates an extensive continuous area of
resistant geology-

!lilr:
11 j ■
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Judging by the slope of crest-surfaces in the Rwarapara and Karagwe 
could not have been entirely planed and there are no . ;

this area
grounds to assume that it vms already traversed by a major drainage 

reasonable to presume that the surface3, It appears moreline.
a subsidiary stream, directed across the structuresloped towards

by the general westward slope of the land surface but originating
■JiM- ^a:i;

witi.in the area of uneven resistant lithology.
i ■

AHnnclusicns on uplift and upwarping ItKtl
ii I;activity which has affected the region at present 

Victoria and the Western Kift, was part of an
II1. The tectonic 

betv;een Lake
4 III;

il:the crust in East and Central Africa, which 
continental scale, the erosion cycle culminating

The effect of the

extensive arching of
ii

initiated, on a1
in the development of the lov;land element.

limits of the region may be regarded as
m

§i
arching within the 
consisting of two elements: Ia general uplift uniformly affecting 

estimate is accepted this general 
in the order of 5,000 ft) as part of the I'ithe whole region (if Cooke's 

uplift must have been 
continental arching; 
general uplift, which decided the

it
■4

a a regional, differential warping above this 
nature of the cycle within the/•

!•;

region.
fi part of the continental 

general west directed inclination
inclinations and drainage within 

of watersheds in 
Watersheds reflected areas of

The initial, pre-uplift, surface was'5 2.

slope and as such possessed a
But actualand drainage pattern.I

controlled by the dispositionsthe region were 
relation to regional base-levels.

1

1
I certain amount of relative 

the main watersheds was located 
South Ankolean Highland.

resistant geology which retained a 
Consecuently, the node ofrelief.

in the area at present represented by the

■j

il'
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1

The region v;as divided into tv;o major but unequal drainage basins. 
The largest part of the region drained into the proto-Katonga,

■I;

’.vhich formed a regional base-level at the northern margin of the 
Most of the drainage of this basin was direct, flowingreriion.

northv/ard, but apparently part of it, draining the southeast of
1 indirect floviing south and southeast intothe region, was

tributaries of the proto-Katonga, in the region of tne present : l

S The western and southv/estern parts of the regionLake Victoria.
drained into the northwest directed proto-Kagera, possibly ill

IP-Thus, the major divideremotely connected to the proto-Katonga. 
on the initial surface had a predominantly longitudinal alignment. lilifei with two main subsidiary divides branching from it latitudinally

the
1!

5

;fe-along the present axis of the South Ankolean Highland:
separating the direct and indirect drainage of the

the western-the direct proto-Kagera drainage from
eastern one

IIproto-Katonga; 
that of its tributary - the proto-Euisi. jt

ril;Regional slopes were, therefore, asymmetric already on the 
initial surface: with the highest divide area located in the 
southern part of the region, the northern slope was very long and 

southern shorter and steeper, probably of the same

1 ,1
■i liigentle and the 

order ac
southern slope of the highland.

in v.'hich these regional slopes

that represented by the present crest-level on the
It is difficult to visualise the ;r

1

imposed upon the 
The relative relief in the 

not such as to disrupt the

werei manner

general continental slope to the west.
of the southern divides was 

general late-mature aspect of the surface but a very smooth, low- 
relief planation, equally truncating competent and incompetent

advanced only to the western margin of the 
direction of the continental base-level.

area

geology has apparently 
region, from the ■!

i.;

11 f'

-]■■■■ ^ ■■
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i

Upuarp above the general uplift has been irregularly 
It apoears to have occurred in tvjo forms^ a

3-
differential.

regional differential upvrarp which raised the western margin of 
the region by about 1,000 ft in excess of the eastern margin; and :

|i|
a buckling effect of a leas than regional scale which uplifted 
the southwestern part of the region in excess of the regional

There is evidence thatI
total amount of about 600 ft.

differential also on a longitudinal axis,
upv/arp by a
the regional upwarp was

- that the southern divide area was uplifted in excess of the

i

'5 I iii;i.e.j

I but an estimate of thisuplift in the Katonga base-level area, 
differential necessitates an investigation of other regions to the

ji!

ailIfito have had a more extensive spatialj
i

Generally it appearsnorth.

scale and a lesser magnitude than the latitudinal differential. 
Defomation appears to have occurred twice - in an early phase and

The early deformation affected
il:
1■i ji

at a very late phase of the upwarp. 
a larger area and was of greater Kagnitude, possible causing 

to 400 ft in the area west of Kasumha.

3 SIan ■S'.I
The.i

excess of upwarp of up 
late deformation seems 
with an upwarp of no more 
have been intermittent

ii ito have affected the area west of Kasha
Hegional upwarp appears to 

in at least two phases with a fairly
i I

than 200 ft. i5iS3

mIThe first phase culminated 
slov/ enough to permit

1 prolonged stable period between them.
:iSI in the early extensive deformation and v;as

in the western margin of the region. The1 iKlantecedence at least
continuous and slow tiiroughout mosti

second phase v;no apparently 
of its duration allowing the progressive expansion of the lowland 

its end further deformation and concurrent

•i

Only towards 
or subsequent deceleration of upwarp
surface.

occurred. ih!

I
5I
I

■i

11 I'
i >3
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liS;
This complex sequence of tectonic development resulted 

in the differentiation of several surface-levels which may be 
recarded as phases of a single major cycle of a continental 
scale (Kap 6).

Of the initial early-Cainozoic (?end-Cretaceous), pre-uplift,

k.

'M
a.

■ i'
surface only those parts associated with the most resistant geology 
and, thus, with the greatest relief, have been preserved. Ho 
remnants of this surface are to he found to the north of the

or to the east of the Kasuraba

I
'•4

:2
Ewampara-V.'est Isingiro main ridge

V/hile it is by no means possible to assume that atpain ridge.
this Rwamnara surface represents an unmodified remnant of illpresent

the initial surface, as will be discussed below, it appears that III
relative relief not much different from the originalit retains a

i h
!one.

¥ phase of stability following the first stage of upwarp 
deformation enabled the development of an extendive surface

base-level of the proto-Katonga to the north and 
be identified at present in the

b. The

and

controlled by the I
Relicts of this surface caneast.

i Koki and the ’Jcstern Eugaga, in the inter- 
and the northern fringes

SIupper level in V/estern 
ncdiate level of the Gayasa-Ushara area irlis

Rwanpara and perhaps also in the higher hills of the
Planation of thia Gayaza Gurfa_ce appears

Hi5 of the
Bihunya-Kobulangire range. Hifairly advanced except for several modified residualsto have been
of the initial surface preserved on resistant quartaite, and,

inclination towards the north and east.probably a general gentle 
In the proto-Kagera basin the development of this surface did not 

valley-floor levels due to
iii;

advance beyond the formation of new 
indirect and remote control of the new base-level.

y.n

p
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■;With the initiation of the second stage of upwarp a newc.
i surface began to develop along the main drainage lines which were 

still predominantly directed northv/ard or eastviard to the proto-
It is probable that the developmentKctonga and its tributaries, 

of this Sanga surface was simultaneous v;ith the progressive3
J

5
li ■

expansion of the lovdand as the Uneven underlying basement grani

toids and based schists became exposed. Since upwarp was
continuous, even if of small magnitude, prominent scarps separ

ating the developing surface from the former one are found only 
where lithological differentiation obtained, as between the 
lov/land surface and upland features or where massive quartzite

Continuous upwarp also
i| r:
IIIformed part of t;-e Gayaza surface, 

prevented advanced planation of the Sanga surface so 
able rise towards the divide areas was retained.

i

that a notice- 11I i
Where the fI

5 underlying basement was exposed in the early phases of development, 
in the lower parts of the region, new erosional

I
I

over domes or
controls obtained which may have induced an accelerated rate ofI iili

ifdevelopment or even changes in drainage pattern.
expansion of the lowland surface attained a well- 

end remnants of the Sanga surface were reduced to
ill 'illd. As thet inadvanced stage

margins of former residuals and divide areas, the erosional 
development of the lowland became progressively more subject to 

lithological differences v;ithin it, and of newly
the v;riter that the breach of

I

1

the control of iiiW!'t
It appears toevolving base-levels- 

the southern upland, at this stage, by the Oriohinga, bringing into 
and lower Kagera base-level, brought about a

I
I'i1 control the closer 

very profound modification of the drainage pattern, affecting in
mica schists flanking the upland

I

s the first phase the loss competent 
on the north and later the

I already deeply weathered Ishura lowland.i 'hy.

.ii
i/
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A capture of drainage on such a scale caused the migration of the 
major divide northwards, to a possible alignment across Central 

it probably resulted in the dissection of the Sangaliyabushozi;

Eirface, the antecedence of drainage across the present Sanga 
Hills and the capture of the upper part of the Hbuga-Bubale

iv,:Possibly it also reversed the drainage of the Mashadrainage.

arena through a newly formed breach in the Kugyeye gap, but there
5

I indications that this may have occurred earlier, before the 
That the latter may have been the case

are

breach by the Orichinga. 
is attested by the topography of the Sanga surface in the Lov;er 
Huizi basin and on the flanks of the Hugyeye, which is showing an

I
ii

SI{In this case, two' stages in the 
area must be envisaged.

eastvjard directed relief pattern.
development of the drainage system in this 
The first did not involve a change in the regional base-level but 
only n change in the rate of erosion due to the rapid southvjard

I
!£

I/;
expansion of the Ishura lowland whose rate of planation must have 
been faster than that on the surrounding sedimentary formations. iiiSuch a development may have resulted both in the evolution of the

dnd the Lower Euizi if3 eastward trending drainage of the Kasha arena 
and.a as intimated above, the capture, of the Central FCoki drainage

Only in the liit.a by that of the Chamburara-Eastern Rugaga area.
did the breach of Orichinga modify the drainage to

ii

i :

Jr.
second stage
its present pattern by a complete change in regional base-level.

of erosional development of the lov;land3
The whole of this phase 
may be regarded as part of a regional or even continental stage 
of evolution which has caused a general valley incision below the 

It corresponds, therefore, to Pallister's Acholi 
"Valley Bottom" surface

4
!

t V. 1IV■1
iov.’lend level.
surface or, Be .V-.;arut's

The cauce of t..ic incision, v/hich 
clear.

nowhere is very deep, is not){

I
:.t

i-
y
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pallister, by adopting KcConnell's nomenclature, (1955) intimates r
!rthat Eift faulting and formation of the new !Iile base-level may

This seems to be supported by 
De 3v;ardt and Trendall (1961, p.55) state

have initiated this phase.
Eoornkamp and Temple, 
that "it is difficult to visualize the conditions under v;hich 
the flat-bottomed valleys v;ere initiated", a difficulty perhaps 
due to their basic conclusion that the phase vjas completed before 
the main movements along the Western Eift.

The last stage of landscape evolution involved the acceleration 
of differential v/arping, especially along the axis, or the area 
west of the Kasha arena, where it was associated with, a moderate 

Accelerated upuarping brought about the drastic

7

j I'i
1

I

I•i
e. I■i

1 Ideformation.
> ireduction of gradients in the stream courses, the reversal of the 

v/hole drainage system east of Rift shoulder, and the consequent
It is not knovjn

1.1I
1 Iaggradation and ponding back of the Lake-System, 

if the accelerated upv/arp v;aE associated v/ith deformation also in
1

;!
other parts of Uganda, but tiere seems to be no doubt that defor

mation, even if relatively slight, became a significant factor 
in the evolution of the drainage system in the area west of the 

There is a very definite belt of country in the

i 5

i Masha arena-
vectern part of the arena in uhich gradients of sraall valleys have 
been reduced almost to nil and into which headward erosion of the

ij
:13

a steeply graded parts of the drainage to the east have not yet 
Cn the other hand, the major artery of the Lower Suizi

more 
reached.

has already breached the divide of the Bihunya-Kabulangire range 
in an as yet ungraded course, and captured the whole drainage basin 
of the r.uizi in the Kbarara Lowland and beyond.
(Eoorr.kamp and Temple, 156s), that prior to this capture the 
reversal and ponding up caused the formation in its old headwater 
valleys of a "Lab.e Ruizi", subsequently drained through the new

Li;
T*
■',1*

There is evidence
iSL/

!

brc-ac;.. I :

lij.
i .•
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Deiorcation in this area vfould explain the deep incision of the 
Huizi Kiver south and east of Hharara and the relatively light 
ag radation or even cociplete absence of aggradation in the major, 
east-directed valleys of the central Masha arena in contrast to 
the heavily aggraded, tributaries. Absence of deformation above 
the differential upv/arp to the east of Kasha, v;ould explain the 
very indefinite nature of the drainage in the Lake System, v;ith 
its extremely lovi gradient and intermittent renewal of connection 
with the Kagera.
wrought even more profound changes, 
superficial impression, that the terraces of Ksongezi and Kikagati 
v;ere controlled not by Lake Victoria but by a presumed "Lake 
Kagera" to the west, proves correct, then the development of the 
present Kagera system has been similar to that of the Suizi. A 
first stage of upwarp resulted in the ponding back in the headwater 
valleys and only further differential warping, including the 
downvjarp of the Lake Victoria basin initiated reversal of flov;, 
the draining of the "Lalce Kagera" and the drowning of the Lake 
Victoria basin.

i

-;ri|iiyvf

II•i

i
ia

I iiIn ti.e Kagera basin itself reversal of drainage 
If Cookels (1958) admittedly

i
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Altimetric Analysis and Laterite levels '4'Jisi

Ir''4.'
The existence of a multi-level topography and the sequential

are essential factors in the understanding 
At the same time they have

I
pattern of its evolution, 
of soil and vegetation correlations.I liftlately the subject of disagreement among geomorphologists 
investigating the area and very strong doubts have been cast upon 

validity of previously postulated surfaces and on the

# ii|been

ill1 Is3
the
possibility of outlining the pattern of their evolution.

As reviewed above, most of the recent investigators in the

1?ii
I isli

'two-surface' IIPrelevant region have come to uphold the concept of a 
landscape, asserting that, on a regional scale, no more than two

continental cycles of erosion have affected the land-
4 IIHa
I mof the major 

scape.

previous ones
the correlation of surfaces on a regional or 
that is the concern of the present subject but the validity of

However, the issue between this school of thought and 
is not decisive in the present context.

1:I iIt is not 
a continental scale

=1 iI ii
S

I Their presence seems
Combe's (1952)

their existence A^ithin the studied area, 
impossible to refute according to field evidence.

to the existence of a "two-peneplain" topography
subsequently reaffirmed (ibid,

4

I1 Iwas flview as II3
3 founded on such evidence and

as asserted by Doornkamp and Temple (1966), this multi-
the result of a phased

,1 aI f ICertainly, !!I level topography may be envisaged as 
development within one major cycle, implying that due to the

instability the various levels do not 
with surfaces outside the region.

;!Pi4 lii4:I
4 regional extent of tectonic 

necessarily correlateS!

-4the "two-surface" concepts only Dei-i4 or the other adherents of
and 4:closely investigated the relevant area

the view of a multi-
1 fuardt and Trer.dall have

it is their conclusions v/hich strongly oppose 
As outlined above their conclusion rests on twolevel topograpliy.

r-

.e-" -
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i main points of evidence: the uniform nature of laterite on all 
unland levels and a statistical treatment of heights of summits 
and smooth-topped hills. It is asserted by these authors that 
’■even after corrections were made for tilting, no rational picture 
emerged and the senior author v;as forced to conclude that he v/as 
dealing with a single, uneven older surface without any relics of 
flat surfaces of any extent" (1961,

Since De Swardt and Trendall's as yet unpublished, and De

3 i:
!;

a

Sv/ardt's (1964) papers propounded an entirely new approach to the 
nature of the landscape in southwestern Uganda and since their 

rejected what to the writer seemed to be implied by his 
subjective view of the field evidence it was thought necessary to 
recheck their assertions in order to find out in what degree they

The rechecking consisted, thus.

1 viev;s

apply to the investigated area, 
of a survey of laterite both as to its nature and its altitudinal a

a.1I
distribution and of an altimetric analysis of topography.

P I

■>i

.1

j
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4
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Altimetric Analysis
1Saciiile Area

As observed by Clarke (1966) it is obvious that regions of■ i.

warping could present considerable problems of interpretation by 
It is, therefore, necessary to eliminate as

«

altiraetric analysis.
;

such as possible the probable effects of warping, mainly by 
choosing a sample area aligned along the axis of the minimal

this indicates a choice of area alongI In the present case
axis of the region, which, as observed, has

SItilting..1

If;the longitudinal 
undergone differential warping to a lesser degree than the

Since there is no argument about the validity

i I It
Sit5 i II latitudinal one, 

of the lov/land as a 11!I distinct erosion surface the analysis may be 
It is also reasonable to select an 

within which the whole range of possible upland surfaces should 
effect of upvjarp prevents straightforward

I1 confined to upland surfaces.
:*■

area
1 illV/hereas the K;be included.

Ialong different longitudinal axes and
an element of sub-

I comparison between areas 
corrections for tilt can be only theoretical.

If fl-lif
fti
II This areais unavoidable in the choice of a sample area. K l •jeotivity 

must not be of a too
I ! !

extensive latitudinal width and the interpre

take account of the possible effects
I
I iftation of the analysis must slUlI of warping.
i
3

y -■
there seems to be only one 

It is that same area in which the
Subject to these stipulations

tf
ftchoice within the study area.

"two-peneplain" topography was, presumably, recognised by Combe
not hampered by

1

li and in which, it seems, visual Judgements 
deceptive appearances due to 
dictar.ee. It

are s■r

1 combined effects of perspective and
3’?;= 44 includes the Eastern Suampara Kts, their northern

and the hshara upland to the
I

i foothill fringe, the Gayara hill mass 
north. (Mai. 7). small amount ofIf the postulation of a very

during the secomistaEe of uplift
iii the area eest of Ilasha ,iiupv." rp

ic correct, then the ten miles maximum width of this area prevents
1-:

f-y

Ji3j
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the need for substantial correction for tilt, since the differential ob

tained iri.thin the area falls short of the available contour interval.

Method and prelinanary consideration
dfcpe.nA&

nltinetric analysis by any methodfon the availability of topographic
!i

of sufficiently large scale, and the scale of 1:50000 which is the
Iffi

naps

largest available for the area is deemed sufficient for the purpose, 
other hand spot heights whether instrumentally measured or othervd.se, are not 
uniformly distributed and sparse. Consequently, any method depending on 
frequencies of spot or summit heights, such as was presumably used by De Swardt 
and Trendall (no details of the method were given by the authors), could not 
be depended upon, and a much more laborious method of area measurement had

■t-On the

ii
la:
fr

y
,5
ii

I
I"

I:'
1=I to be chosen.

Since the aim of any altimetrio analysis is to demonstrate the exis

tence of surfaces or levels and since the generally accepted premise is that 
remnants of such levels are represented by crests of present topographic

ii|

I
if

i

J
USsi

1i
features an attempt was made to confine measurements to crest surfaces alone 
(in the present case - upland crest surfaces). This was done by the sys

tematic mapping of all upland crests within the sample area, with the help
With outlines of crests

the area enclosed

11
4 Hi

I
i of air-photcgraphs and verification in the field- 

traced upon the topographic maps it\was possible to measure 
between each of two hundred-feet contours, with the aid of a planiraeter. 
V/ithin continuous crest surfaces units of measurement were defined by a Hrait

1

i

'if:':f

1
i An interval of lessof slope angle an expressed by the intercontour interval.

break in the crest-surface continuity and exclud-
l

than 5 cm was regarded as a 
ed from the calculation; and the separated parts were measured independently.

f

:
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In such a way a series of tables was obtained, each representing 
a discrete and relatively small crest-surface area. These tables were sub-

mject to comparison and regroupings within their landscape units and among 
different units in order to attain one or several reasonable patterns. In

order to do this certain preliirdnary assun^tions had to be made concerning
ili li;No definite limits ofthe amplitude of relief upon the measured surfaces, 

postulated relative relief have been set for different degrees of planation 
and definitions of amounts of relative relief on a ploned surface are highly

1

i
It seemed, however, reasonable to assume 

that a surface vdth a predominance of relative relief not exceeding 500 ft
'fliere crest-surfaces possessing such a relief

variable vdthin certain limits.i
i ilii t
•«

1 ifmay be regarded as planed, 
within a certain class of contour intervals can be correlated upon vddely 
separated upland features of the sample area, there exists a strong case 
for regarding them as parts of a single planed surface.

It is, however, possible that crest surfaces do not represent remnants 
of a planed surface and in this case no predominance of a 300 ft class of 
contour-intervals can he eiroected to show in the tables or the associated

1
'i

fi^ iit

Ii
t

t I
I if if

11i :I
■ A

i; T,ihistograms. This may be also true in the case of a planed surface subject 
to continuous uplift where no consistent scarp emerged to separate it from the 
new surface. Such surfaces may be e;qieoted, however, to retain some pattern 
Of relief in accordance with^feainage pattern existent upon them. Consequen

tly, altimetric analysis should reveal local patterns of sloping surfaces
It must also be remembered that

i. iSif'BiS ■I
:= I
;s

:ri
; !

■ri-. --.

1
1 controlled by some central drainage line, 

totals of intercontour areas nay be deceptive if several surfaces are present 
since it in logical to expect each older surface to be represented by a lesser jBi:

total area. It is therefore the lower levels which tend to stand out in a

•(ViM
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upper, older level, 
the junction of tivo surfaces is usually not abrupt and even a 
classically planed surface cay be e-xpected to have a certain rise toviards

of the total ana, at times obscuring the existence of an
This may be further complicated by the fact that

I:

it.

Pircussion and interpretation of the histograms
jin;-}

The histograms are presented in a sequence ivhioh, it is hoped, 
will demonstrate the procedure that has led to the identification

Discrete surfaces are identified by percentage I:1 of separate surfaces, 
nealis of intercontour area separated hy v/ell defined gaps of lover

jjiy uneven surface ivhen devoid of a cyclic patfern -sillpercontageu.

tend to have a single peak at some level, hut the peak will merge in
In contrast, aa smooth curve viith the other intercontour intervals, 

histog.'-am of a single planed surface, will have a promine^nt peak flanked
It appears that the

;

f
1 8by rather abrupt dips in the percentage curve, 

main problem associated with these generalisations is that of defining I
81■(

the altitudinal class-intervals, allowable within the term of a planed i:i II surface. The vertical interval of ICO ft, afforded hy the available mpps,
author&tive

if:i 11ft'Oiild seD:n to be very low and, as observed, there is no 
definition of any accepted limit of relative relief within planed surfaces.

i HI
Consequently such limits were arbitarily fixed in tv;o parallel criteria- 
A surface poscessins a relative relief of no more than 300 ft in no 
less than of i-s area and of 200 ft in no less than half its area, 
was considered to represent a reasonably planed surface. It was felt that 
the use of such a double criterion will serve to eliminate any inccn-

K.1

kiI
■I

:: : 
i ■ :

>1
S
i
IS

sistencies due to incolculoble factors of geomorphio evolution.
The hiotograns may be divided into three groups, 

of the first group, which consists of histograms representing the

,s 5;|:is The purposeri yI
a
a

i
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total crest surface of the sample area and of a limited composite 
part of it, is to shov/ the emergence of several distinct surfaces 
Vvithin the area. The second group, v/hich consists of more than
half of the number of the histograms, represents one physiographic

Thisunit within the sample area - the Eastern Hwampara Hts. 
unit presents the greatest difficulties in analysis, and 
necessitated a greater number of combinations. It is assumed that 
it can serve as an example of the principles and, therefore, makes 
it unnecessary to treat the simpler physiographic units in as much

■d:i.

liii
Eii

HI:
ii lil;These units are represented in the third group ofdetail. i

Since they are units of residual upland, crest features 
scattered over and intermixed 

The emergence of these surfaces in the

histograms, 
representing distinct surfaces are

; :

throughout a large area, 
histogram of the total area made it unnecessary to present a Is

si

separate histogram of the total residual upland and it was also 
deemed unnecessary to include all the histograms of the separate 

Consequently, only the concluding histograms of each

M m
r iifeatures. ii

surface area presented.
It can be seen already in the histogram representing the total 

crest surface of the sample area (Fig. iB), that two class-intervals 
stand out as peaks v;ith the higher one less prominent and less well- 

Cuch a pattern may represent an expected decrease in

ii•i
3
•5

11
i?. 1defined.

aret. of progre.:.cively older purfccco and, thus, does not invalidate
In the sane v.-ny, the gradual

1:1;.’!

the probability of tv;o curfaces. 
decrease in percentage of higher intervale may bo docoptivo and illi Iin !!
conceal Hhe presence of an older, higher surface, represented by a i:i :H|:

The obvious way to overcome this difficulty 
is to examine c smaller, rei;resentative area and the most logical
relatively small area. ! fii!;;

f.

ti
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iir::h
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Ilf
choice within the sample area seems to be that landEoape in vjhich 
a multi-level topography is visually prominent in the field, namely 
that extending from the watershed ridge of the Eastern Ev;ampara 
northward, dovm to the Eugyeye lowland (Hap 7).

In the histogram representing this landscape (Fig. 19) the 
peak emerges very clearly with well-defined 300 ft 

intervals between the three peaks. The lower peak's reduced 
percentage is, no doubt, due to exclusion of a large proportion of 
the lower surface's area from the histogram, is taken-into

If this is

....
‘ ■■■

r

llM
I •

S'third, upper,

li;-’ :f* ‘5 ■

^ri
talien into account the graduality in the area of successive surfaces 

The highest of these three peaks representsis quite distinct, 
exclusively the vratershed ridge of the Hwampara and is not only the

aI
lecst proniinent but also the least v;ell-defined, 'The relatively 
high percentage of the intervals adjoining this peak, and the lack 
01 a conspicuous southern limit to the ridge, indicate that the 
physiographic unit of which i: forms a part merits a closer inves-

lis-• r
iif 1I
IIJ •nltigation.

The histogram of the total Eastern Kwampara crest-area (Fig; 
20) shows two peaks of which the subsidiary one represents the 
lowest inter contour interval and is separated from the main peak 

This points to the probability that it

Si:k i-MIfiI t Si■s

by as much as 6C0 ft.
-ISrepresents an entirely separate surface that should be excluded from 

In ouch a case the histogram shows a single peak .:ii rI

the histogram.
and, conse ,uently, lends itslof to an examination according to the

■.

ii
IN

ISince the limits setpredeter.mincd criteria of surface definition, 
by these cz’iteria are not met with, a further specification of the

i, N'

ii ii
The Eastern T.uarpara Hts consist of three main iiunit is necessary, 

topography- elements: the ■..■atershed ridge, the southern subsidiary ii
Theridges and the northern subsidiary ridges and foothill spurs.

ii
N.'
(iiiiii 1

1^7
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Siindicating continuity of the creat surface between these elements 
It appears that the only conclusion that can be drawn 

these facts is that the crest-surface of the Eastern Evmmpara
(Fig. a'l-).

from

does not represent a former planed surface, but an inclined one,
of greater relief on a regionally planedperhaps indicating an area 

surface.

ii

-.I'’0
The features of the sample area which produced the intermediate fOI'O

peak on the composite histograra and the higher peak on the total 
area histogram, whose combined crest-surface has been termed above

grouped together to produce a single peak
6

1
li
IS

?
- the Gayaza Surface, are 
histogram (Fig. 25), but fail by a narrow margin to attain the I

K
A closer investigation of the component 1predetermined limits* 

features, shows that lower class-intervals cannot be reasonably
On the other hand, the higher

I inIseparated on any geomorphical grounds, 
class-intervals appear to be produced by two distinct topographic I i
elements: high summits of hills rising prominently above general 
crest-level or of isolated residual upland features, and a belt of 
sloping crests at the junction with the northern slope of the 

The first element can be regarded, on lithological

il HiI il
SiJ

hi

:
IRwampara.

grounds, as representing modified residuals of a higher surface*
the surface towards the junction v;ith the

!:

The second - as a rise of
If these elements are excluded, theslope of that higher surface, 

resultant histogram (Fig. ZC) depicts a surface within the assumed ii
'.3

An examination of the relationship between this Gayasalimits*

3-rface and the adjacent part of the Swampara surface, according Sy: ir I '
i 'g

to the 300 ft class-interval criterion (Fig. 27) reveals a clear 
discontinuity of 200 ft with the total Gayaza surface and of 300 ft Ily I•with the planed Cnyoza surface. If'I

i I {

! iiI
■ 3
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This discontinuity is regarded as indicatinE both the distinction 

surfaces and the circumstances of their differentiation
riJi
HHof the tv:o

(tectonic stability following uplift and deformation).
liH

The histogram oombininE the features of the lov/est surface •H
‘■U

(Fig. 28) shov/s the remarkable planation attained by this Sanga
It is however, deceptive as to the details ofsurface as a whole, 

the surface, in the sense that the amount of planation revealed 
in each physiographic unit of the surface in much less pronounced

I
iI

and it is only the average values that produce the outstanding
Furthermore, eachpredominance of certain class-intervals, 

physiographic unit appears to lend itslef, by the distribution of

!

its component features to a rational pattern of altitudinal belts,
(Kap 7). Again, an examinationroughly semi-concentric on low 

of the relationship with the higher Gayaza surface, shows contiguity
area

Ui
The picture that emergesof dominant class-intervals (Fig, 29)- 

is of a new cycle dissectinE a surface planed in a former cycle 
under conditions of continuous slow uplift (indicated by the

il
ii
4The different physiographic units incontiguity of the surfaces), 

which this new surface dominates, vjo..ld seem to have been marginal i:
I
I

to the main planation, representing a marginal belt of rising 
landsurface or subsidiary headwater Irainage basins whose surface 
dopes gently from the outlet of the basin and its main drainage Ii
line, to its v.atershed.

In conclusion it appears, therefore, that altiraetric analysis 
reveals the existence in the sample area, of three surfaces disposed 
in a pattern which lends itself to reasonable explanation:
1. The hwampara -urface which is inclined oouthwards risinc from

5,100 ft to over 5,S00 ft a.s.l. with only 39:- of ibs area

il
li:

I
approx.

within the 5CC ft limit of the 5,500-5,600 ft interval. ■■'i "iIt f
Iii

i

alf? -
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Ilit
possibly represents an area of initially considerable relief upon 
resistant lithology. ilfl: 

it a:
2. The Gayazg Surface is adjacent to the former on the north and 
separated from it by a pronounced vertical discontinuity,ra“period 
of stability during its development.

■: '-i;
s

Except for a few modified 
residuals of the former surface and a rise towards the juncture 
with its slope, it is a fairly even surface having more than 75/-' 
of its area within the class-interval of 4,900-5,200 ft a.s.l.

GI
fG

ei

In3. The Sanga Surface represented by numerous, relatively small, 
residuals, snows a general accordance of crest levels within the 
class-interval of 4,600-4,900 ft a.s.l. and is, thus, altitudinally 
contiguous viith the former surface, denoting development concurrent 
with continuous uplift. It may represent marginal parts of the

i
I IG

i’:
I
l[ifmain activity of the cycle.

In other parts of the area the Hv/ampara surface is represented 
only in the '..'estern Isingiro \;here it is much lov;er indicating, 
perhaps, an eastward inclination of this surface in addition to 
the southward inclination; 
this surface.

i
i
!or representing modified residuals of 

Otherwise only the equivalents of the Gayasa and 
Sanga surfaces are represented and, taking into account tilt and 
deformation, and differential geomorphic control, it is possible to 
discern a reasonable and explainable ^attern of their distribution.

i.

1

1:1
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The ii'atiire and l^istribution of Laterite
Aspects of lateriaation and Sevelotiinent of Laterite

In the li£;ht of the various, at times contradictory 
assertions made as to the nature and distribution of laterite 
in the area and the differences in the interpretation of its 
significance, it seems necessary to precede the discussion of this 
phenomenon v;ith a reviev; of the basic concepts and theories 
concernini- laterite upon v;hich the present study was based.

I

..'i

I? I:
■rr

1

i;Aspects of Lateriaation
I

I1. Concepts of Laterization If f£Common to all theories of laterization is the concept of the 
individualisation of primary parent-rock constituents by hydrolysis 
with the consequent e::portation of soluble base-corapounds and, 
significantly, silica and the accumulation of secondary sesquiox- 
ides in tleir hydrated form, Laterization is, therefore, essen

tially a process of solution and subsequent leaching, I'he 
accumulating lateritic materials dor.not represent a simple, direct 
residue but a secondary product of rock-constituents altered by 
hydrolysis.

As emphasised by i-rescott and lendletor (l952) laterization 
is envisaged both as a weathering and a pedogenetic process. In 
the first instance lateritic .ma-crials represent a secondary 
insoluble residue of a certain volume of rock; in the second - an 
illuvial soil-regolith horizon. The implication is that 
laterization is not necessarily concurrent with weathering, and may 
form a late stage realised only after soil formation is well- 
advenced.

! II 1S
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i
Another implication is that laterization doea not neoessorily 
consist of exportation of non-laterifc" materials and retention of 
lateritic materials. It may involve, following individualisation, 
the mohilization, migration and translocated precipitation of 
lateritic materials, whether within the original soil profile or 
without it. Belated to these concepts, though by no means identical 
with them is the concept of relative and absolute lateritic 
accumulation developed by D'Koore (195^). He defined a selective 
accumulation in situ as relative and that resulting from lateral 
provenance of lateritic materials ("oblique leaching") as absolute. 
Kaignien (195°) defines this concept»(the accumulation of lateritic 
materials results from two distinct processes as-: (l) relative 
accumulation - the exportation of soluble constituents; (2) absolute 
accumulation - the importation of mobilized lateritic materials.

i
;■

i I-

i
II *

IS
(
t

I-'t Ii
i

t
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! 44!

2. Kobility of lateritic materials i11 rj

Since the leachin/;;; of soluble base compounds by the ordinary 
hydrolytic action of v;ater, carbonic acid and organic acids is a 
leature common to all humid climates, laterization is characterised

fi
/-i

aif ii
iiprincipally by the mobility of combined silica in relation to that 

of and Fe hydroxides. i•I Combined silica is, as a rule, electrone- 
£a-:ively charred in electrolytic solution while hydrated seoquiox- 
ides are amphoteric, tending towards the electropositive state.

4 v: \•i
i;Concequently, under aerobic conditions, silica i^obilised by 

elkalina hydrolysis while hydroxiueo are mobilized by acid hydrolysis. 
Iherefore, lateriuation

I Ii i
t;can, at least theoretically, attain 

complct;on only in an alkaline medium under atmoophario influence. 
h'nd,.r the cor.citions of abundant moisture supply and prolonged 
stability of lar.dsurfac: , which are conducive to excessive leaching

< 4Ii
li£
111fl
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'tH.inand thorough impoverishment in base compounds, such circumstances 
are limited to weathering zones and areas of deposition above 
groundwater level and to environments favouring intensive 
mineralization of organic matter.

ft I

ii{
V

aWhile an acid medium increases
IH

the mobility of lateritic materials, the measure of this mobility 
differs between the different compounds.

Ri

On the whole, Fe compounds 
and minerals are mobilized at a higher pK value of medium reaction 
than A\ compounds and minerals which, in predominantly acid 
environments, means that iron is more soluble and mobile than 
(Prescott and Pendleton, 1952). 
specific solubility is that mobilized compounds will tend to be 
precipitated under a greater range of conditions than Fe compounds. 
Where oblique leaching prevails, they will tend to accumulate

iv
k

f|i|: • IIr il
:hThe implication of this differential

Ir- :
i’-i

•ft

d

closer to their source and to be less dependent on the mobility 
of watur and, therefore, on topography. Iron compounds, on the 
other hand, will be transported further away and their precipitate 
will be scarce on steeply inclined surfaces. This means that 
primary leterite will show a greater proportion of ki constituents 
than secondary laterite.

3

11I; 3-'it!i 11I id
:

Sh3ft3
iSd!i
ilhi3- Composition and alteration of lateritic materials
■r

The evidence of numerous observations shows that composition d: r

of later.:te and lateritic materials is not as simple as suggested 
by the classical concept of laterization. The end-products of 
the process as c-nvicared by this oncept are either hydro::ides or 
free oxides of and re and the greater their proportion the more 
character.: Stic ar.d adv^.r.ced the st-ige of the process was considered 
to be.

11
I:iih ] -3

i'if i

3i;
ill

honse^uently :;.,.ch significance v;?:.s attached to the
in ti.-. composition of laterite and lateritic soils I 3 iIt-

i

I! !i
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Slid in the definition of climalic lijiits of laterization. It 
was discovered however, that what nay be called the diagnostic ocnyounds 
of laterite are consisteitly associated with the prevalence of clay- 
ainerals, especially aluraosilicate minerals. As Haignien (1953) points 
out - due to their electropositive state, hydroxides tend to combine with 
the electronegative silica and be fixed in colloidal silicate clay*.
This partcki-'.g of clay minerals in the composition of lateritic materials 
has been explained in two different ways:
(a) One school of thought regards the individualization of free 
hydroxides as only the first stage in the process of laterization. It 
is postulated that the next stage consists of new synthesis ("neoformation") 
of the clay-mineral kaolinite by resilication of the mineral /a-hydroxide- 
gibbsite. Kaolinite is regarded as the end-product of laterization

0 <

i

Mi

M- .h

rep-
reseatin.r £ stable state of ecuilibriua uiialteroble by further laterization 
('.Veegemans, 19^1). 
schematized sequence:

MiiSuch 3/.procesc can be expressed in the follov.dn^ IIt iiiliM
acid hydrolysis Itftiif If(1) K20.AljO^.£siCj + H^O 

orthoclase
Al^Oj.eiiO^.H^O ,+ KCH 

acid alurrosolicate 
r.ihaline hydrolysis 

+ 25^0 -.-Al^O^.oHgO + SSiOg 
gi bbsito 

resilication

fiiiexported base if fti?

e
i

(2) a^0y€zi0^l^0

acid alunosilicate exported silica 1ft

II 1-lift+ 23i0,
gibbsite

• Al^0y2Z±O^2n^0 ^ H^o ^ 
kaolinite ?!exported water :!

ft t;

ha:-nien, coasocuentiy, nrintains that mobility of hydroxides depends on 
their ability to ossocirt'? with certain (unspecified) soil substances, 
iorminy with thr.;. ol'ctrone^^^itive co.myl^^-ves indifferent to silica or any 
^''her el--ctrc-lyte.
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iVTiere a mildly alkaline medium ;lLi-eady exists, kaolinite is presumed 
to be formed directly on the hydrolysis of the primary mineral (Harrison,
W*)

i k:1

i
i

(1) X^'./J-pO^-SSiO + Al^O^.aSiO^.SI^O + itSiO^ + 2K0H . (

Both gibbsite and kaolinite favour ferruginization in the form of (■

absorbed thin layers of hydrated iron oxides, probably microcrystalline 
geothite (Fripiat end Gastauche, cited in Alexander and Cedy, 196i).
V/ith the addition of residual limonite and haematite, it represents the 
lateritic iron element and accounts for the red colour of the clay.
(b) Fhe formation of secoedary alumosilioate clay minerals in the 
kotar.orphic and pedoge.nctic processes in, hcvever, a common feature of all 
humid climates.

its I 1.I:i
f: t

I
lit}iiait'

According to the other school of thought lateriaation as 1

(i'

a process aotiv- under humid tropical/climate is distinguished from 
in temperate climates by the instability of kaolinite.

p’-ocesses t'

iThis view envisages, 
therefore, a further step in the process of alteration, consisting of the

dissolution of alumcsilicate clay into its component .hydroxides and silica 
ana of hydroxides into tl'.eir component alumina and v/ater. 
is, thus, represented

5'

Laterization

as a process of progressive degradation by leaching, 
reaching a core advanced stage thaui katomorihism under temperate conditions 
in f-.-iabling the complete removal of silica and possibly water.

i;
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acid ::ydrolysis

C2)

orthcclase

Al^O.-eSiO^.H^O + 2K0H
acid alumosilicate exported base -n .

1:c-iialkaline hydrolysis fi
(3) aH 0,.t£i0 .H.O + H,0

2 j) 2 2 i.

acid alumosilicate
Ai^O^.lSiO^.aH^O + 4310^ 

kaolinite

4H^0 
alumina

r i1;-X ■; -I

'v-exported silica

i:;-
T-.

(4) aI^O-.SH^O + K^O 
gibbsite

cL

Accordin-j to both interpretations, knolinite and, consequently, 
corabined silica, form an important component of lateritic materials. 
To this may be added a considerable amount of uncombined silica, 
usually ip. the form of residual or recrystallized quartz.
■..•ould susGest that the siO./E^O^ ratio is not a reliable quals'tative 
criterion of defininc laterite (Kohr and Van Baren, 1954) or 
correlating laterization with rainfall (Glangeaud 1941; Vine, 1949). 
zoroover, it is considered that this r. tio cannot be used in the 
study of katamorphic Isterisation since analytical techniques are

®r:iiiIJ
i :r;

iftThis
iidtS iif 'ii ^IrlIi!li

i'.

I ill
t

now regarded as insufficient for comparison of parent rooks and 
derived clays (Kougtrie 195B) and it

pi'

tvappears, therefore, that the 
value of this criterion is becoming progressively more doubtful.

i-
X'

I-redominance of kaolinite in the miner.-l composition of 
looeritic materials

pi

ia attested by numerous clay-mineral analysis 
ar.d normative calculations of mineral composition of laterite 
But there are other i.ast: aces which show predomiiia.noe of gibbsits 
ar.d goethite and

a!" 'fijf!.
iii

crmplcs.

even the occurence of certsin amounts of free S?'

ii ‘iialumina and iro.a-onidos Cc-.g. hohr and Van naren 1954; .Ilexander 
and Cady, 1962). i;-he fs.ct t-at all these samples originated in 
reg.ons of very -iyi. r: Ini; i: sugg ests t'nat association of kaolinite 
ritr. i terite ii . is ia-elf to a certain distributioncl pattern i2-1

lit;,!::
i! i:

jii ; ;
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a--
which correlates with climatic differentaiation, and tends to lend 
weiEl't to the theory of proeressive degradation. It implies that
chennes in the proportions of different clay minerals may indicate
not only stages in a unifirm process but also variations of the 
process, dictated by the variations in tie environment of the

'.1

process.

ifIAnother aspect of the composition of lateritio materials 
relative importance of and ?e compounds, 

appear that while the quantity of aluminium compounds and minerals 
may far exceed that of iron compounds in the composition it is 
the iron compounds which are associated with all forms and mani

festations of laterisation and, oonaecuently, may be regarded as 
diapnostio of the process (Alexander and Cady, I962).

concerns the 1It would

III: SIli
ft(3 isiiince iron
iiconpounds are, presumably, more aobile than aluminium compounds, 

they gradually gain ascendance over K
them in the composition of 

lateritio materials with the decrease in amount and increase of 
intermittence of moisture sup<ply.

M
lilIiSiIF

ifEnvironment of laterisation ! if:iiSiI
Jt follows from the above that variation in the amount and 

distribution of moisture supply effect a differentiation of 
laterisation into roughly two main forms which may, perhaps, be

hidesignated after Aubert's (1954) terminology of lateritio coils - 
ferrallinication and ferrupinis: tion. illiForrclitization, defined 
as occurring under a regime of abundant and continuous or semi-
conlinuouc rainfall, involves mobilization of both aluminium and 
iron h/droxidc-s end in its original definition, inherent in the tore;

rerruginization, on
■jj.ere rainfai: is lower' and especially where

ii'va-E the diag.noatic are. once of free alumina, 
^-he otiior I.an;3, : 5occur;

A ('''95*5) “ lov.'cr th.-n 60 inches of annual I

liji)
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ttlfc
/Fainfall seasons are contrasting, 
profound and it is n.ainly the 
affected.

The effect of leaching is less 
niore mobile iron compounds that a:l:

'5!are

The use of a climatic factor as a decisive criterion in 
definition of laterization forms emphasizes their zonal nature and, 
no doubt, laterization on the Vihole, is a zonal phenomenon, 
is, however, some difference of opinion as to the validity of its 
subzonal differentiation into ferraliitic and ferruginous components. 
Since laterization, as observed, is essentially a process activated 
by movement of water, it cannot proceed typically in intrazonal

In the

I
0SiThere

I ' ;1-t Sc i!" -

S: ■

ti;.
&
I

situations where drainage is either impeded or too rapid, 
first case, soluble compounds cannot be removed from the profile 
and ozidation, favouring immobilisation of lateritio materials, 
may be retarded;
01 the iirofile itself.

It is, therefore, only where drainage is free that differentia-

a

in the second-erosion prevents the development I
1
1®.fi

I M; ’tion into a "ferraliitic" and a "ferruginous" environment 
take place.

l:can

£SlA "ferraliitic" environment presupposes a fairly ft !;
c ntinuouE hydrolysis and, under undisturbed conditions, a fairly 
dense, shady, forest cover. 'luihese conditions ensure an uninterrup-

:■

ted and relatively rapid process of weathering and an undisturbed 
and rapid decomposition of litter.

6rlBoth these processes bring 
about a constant supply of liber: ted or individualized base

I
W' 1

c;.rapour.ds from weat)iering rook and mineralized organic matter, 
young and, const-.uently, relatively shallow soils, where the effects 
of these processes might merge and be distributed throughout the 
pro.lie, cor.'Ji lions for an alkaline hydrolysis are obtained and

liIn a

1’

I;f
l!
!|

etyi-icc l ccunulo tion of ncs.yUioniden and ey.porta:ion cf nilica are 
effected. 1 M

t..L the n-c-r thering none dijcconda v/ith the deepening of 
:i gradual change in conditions ensues.

'11; :•>ft.'ie soil n.antle, The supply 1:^:;t

\! ■ i.|!! ML•i
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i'

Si'of newly liberated basoE is no longer available throughout the 
profile and the increased volurae of water permeating the soil mass 
dilutes the soil solution. Consequently, alkalinity weakens- 

V/here rainfall is very high and its distribution eoual these
conditions of weakly alkrline hydrolysis are retained, 
reaction becomes acid enough to make migration of silica difficult. 
At the same time, intensive hydration of sesquioxides raises their 
isoelectric points and, consequently, affords more opportunity

Hedium

i
I
ii.

I illfor their cornbination v;ith the electronegative silica into clay 
minerals or ferro-eiliceous complexes.

Siih iilIhIt appears, therefore, that 
in the state of equilibrium achieved under these conditions the

y?
Si);3 S!

product of ickterisation is .^ot lutcrite but kaolinitic clay v/ith 
absorbed iron-minerals.

ji

Kore typical ferrallitisation occurs, i-' Iliapparently, v;h:re rainfall is not excessive and is unequally 
distributed. liIn the less rainy seasons there is a slov;er and more 
discontinuous movement of v;ater and occasionally a temporary

Alkalinity is enhanced and better conditions for 
exportation of silica and precipitation of hydroxides are created.
In the more rainy seasons, a more acid reaction and, thus, greater 
mobility of hydroxides prevail, 
brings about a concentration of hydroxides in a certain preferential 
horison and a differentiation of the profile into several horizons. 
The horizon of ccnceatraticn will develop into a lateritic horizon 
t.’.ough, probably v;ii:h a larger proportion of clay than of individ

ualized sescuioxides.

B:
i

dehydration. i'.i

asIIThis alternation of conditions I11^i.

I
i

:S:
!

Ihe ideal environment for lateriaation and development of
appevrs to be thr-t in which t..ere is a definite alternation 

hve-n v.'here total rainfall is relatively
laterite

of rainy .xd cry sc. sons.
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high hydrolysis is more or less interrupted. Vegetational cover
allows direct effect of insolation on decomposing litter with the 
resultant inhibition of bacterial activity. This, when added to 
the larger proportion of grassy vegetation, induces a more rapid 
huoificaticn and a slower mineralisation than under forest.

1;-

1
I ,

■

‘I-

It

is also under these conditions that fluctuations of ground water 
table are moat pronounced.

In the rainy seasons the hydrolysis effected is very acid.
V/here soils are young and shallow the humic acids may penetrate to 
the base of the profile and in deep, aged soils they augment the 
acidity caused by the reasons stated above. Where total rainfall I’;;/
IS high this entails the mobilization and exportation of both 
aluminous and ferrous hydroxides. SI

’.’here rainfall is lower only the
more mobile iron compounds are exported, 
in the weathering zone, where the supply of bases overbalances the 
acidity, or at the upper limit of raised alkaline water-table, 
carrying bases from up from the weathering 
transition periods between the rainy end dry seasons, v;hen penetra

tion of humic acids is inhibited and the concentration of solutions 
grows, alkaline reaction is asserted for a certain time, 
certainly be- more pronounced in the weathering zone and at the

They are precipitated

isiiillPossibly, in thezone.
1
lli
fttfiiIt would
4ti
i'llupper limit of the water-table, thus allowing for the release of 

silica from the cloy minerals and its removal from the lateritic 
horizon.

n«
i
i

In the upper horizons, however, it would be weaker and 
enable formation of aluinosilicate clay.

In the Jry season, with percolation ceasing and water-table 
falling, hydrolysis virtually stops and the only movement of soil- 
water IS, perhaps, capillary, though this is possible only where 
the ground water-table does not fall below a certain depth.

I

5Si
'I
1
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In any case, the desaication of the soil-regolith profile 
facilitates prolonged oxidation end iraniobilization of hydroxides 
in the lateritic horizon.

This is an environment in which soils are more subject to 
truncation by erosion, exposure of the lateritic horizon and its

! r>

ii::

i .
hardening into laterite. This is also the climatic regime under 
which the transition from a "ferrallitic" to a "ferruginous" 
environment occurs. It is difficult to fix a climatic boundary 
between the two. According to D'Eoore (1964, p.96) "ferruginous" 1

iPifor "fersiailitic" soils are found between isohyets 500-1200 
(19.5-47.5 inches).

ram

iiHougerie (1958, p.204) states similarly that 
ferruginous soils replace ferrallitic in the regions having 1000- 
1500 mra (59.0-59.0 inches), while liaignien (195c, pp 107-I10) 
describes ferruginous profiles from areas having 30-50 inches, 
the sane time, in Uganda, Chenery (i960, p.19) classifies within 
the rainfall range of 20"-40" both "ferruginous tropical soils" 
and ferrallitic soils (including the intermediate ferrisols).
It uouls seem that beside total rainfall, this boundary depends 
also cn the length of the dry season (including the difference 
between the equatorial regime of two dry seasons and the tropical 
regime of one long dry season), on elevation, which may change the 
eifcotive value of rainfall, and on tiie geonorphic-climatic history 
in the sense that ferrallitic soils in a subhumid area may rei^resent 
products of former clim.atic conditions.

lIsft
iAt
SIIiiiSi'
i!if
iiII
IIi;I

I
It seems th t as total rainfall falls below 55-40 inches 

hydrolysis becomes weak and infrequent causing only the individ

ualization of bases and som.o iron compounds.
ft:
iiH)Laterization does a

not proceed be^.ond formation of clay, probably also incompletely 
kaolir.ized. filica i^ retained and hydroxides of iron do not (I

i. 1

If Ii
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concentrate in a preferential horizon. When rainfall is over 
20" there is still accumulation of hydroxiaes and even precipi

tation of iron in concretions but scarcity of water favours 
dispersion of liberated iron hydroxides throuch impregnation or 
absorption on clay minerals.
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r;i.
Developpent of latsritE!; and its geoniorphic significance

1. The ,'laierite profile' and the derivation of lateritic materials
■; - *' 

/? i
One of the coraraonly recognised field properties of laterite 

or of a lateritic horison is its association v;ith a characteristic 
profile. The terra 'laterite profile' is not usually applied to 
the whole of the soil-regolith profile in which lateritic materials 
accumulate in a certain horison.

'P
i.

iiP.

Its application is restricted 
to that part of the profile v;hich includes the lateritic horison

i
and underlays it,
the soil horizons above the laterite have been stripped 
it was in this forra that the 'laterite profile' was originally 
recognised, described and interpreted by J. V/alther (1915).

It can, therefore, be recognized also after
away. Indeed,

IJfill
The nature of this profile is v/ell-knov;n and needs no descrip

tive elaboration in the present context. I!
It does, however, involve

icertain properties v;hich seem to have bearing on the present 
subject. if ifCf tr.o.e, the relative thicl.ness of the two main

horizons of tne profile - the lateritic horizon and the *pallid 
zone' 31^i ii?- is associated with tv/o interrelated aspects of geomorphic 
significance: the mode of accumulation and the derivation of 
lateritic materials.

if

If'
V'

The *pallid zone' of the 'laterite profile' represents, v/ith- 
out any doubt, the ma^s of weati'.ered rock from which most of the

1:
i;!:
liconstituents have been leached leavinr an almost v/holly kaolinitic 

residue.
1

This is indicated by the many instances in which 
otruotural characteristics of the parent-rook are preserved in this 
zone despite the profound che.aical and mineralogical alterations,

iS <1:
fi ifII ;1

1

!i'j
i'i

! ^s;1; !
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ki
t
iand by the presence of transitional zones betv;een it and over- 

lying laterite ("mottled zone") and the underlying parent rock. 
Since the tlickness of the laterite is usually much smaller than

[1 rr
i 3

I
that of the- underlying pallid zone, it is reasonable to assume 
that the lateritic materials originated in it.

IS fIndeed, it is
difficult of account for the large amount of iron concentrated v;ith- .i:

13
f,'in the lateritic horizon, on tbs one hand, and the paucity of 

iron in the pallid zone, on the other unless its origin is postu

lated in the great volume of underlying rock (Trendall, 1962). !

1Ko doubt, in part,e^ the lateritic materials are derived from 
the overlying soil horizons through the agency of percolating 
rainwater but the very small relative magnitude of soil mantle, 
usually much smaller than that of the lateritic horizon itself, 
can account only for a very slight portion of the accumulated 
laterite.

i
If, then, the main source of lateritic materials is in

the underlying rock, represented by the leached 'pallid zone', 
their only possible agency of upward vertical transport from the 
v;eathered rock to the lateritic horizon is a fluctuating groundwater 
surface.

3
The leaching of the rock is, presumably, achieved by 

Alkaline hydrolysis under anaerobic conditions.I
Their precipitation 

occurs where rising water-table carrying them in solution comes 
under atmospheric, onidizing, influence, assuming of course, that 
tne lateritic horizon is per.'ncable to such an influence.

It v.'ould appear that where groundwater forms an undulatingI
i i;

2'urface under an uneven landnurface, lateral movement of the water 
will er -n'.-iy inhibit the accumulation of precipitated lateritic 
materials or restrict it to the ummits and depressions of the

Pi
lif J!

Eroar.dv;ater surface. Apparently, then, an accumulation of a thick 
and extensive lateritic horizon cannot occur where the upper limit

3
i

I 5

i.
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of the water-table fluctuation does not reach the zone of
atEospheric influence or where lansurface form and lithology do 
not preclude lateral movement of ground water. f- I

In other v;ords, the 
differentiation of a 'laterite profile', especially one with a i

Mi ,i
:

'f-
,,

ff1110 lUi-i ' 
•T'

‘j

thick laterific horizon and 'pallid zone', would occur on a 
relatively even surface, at a late stace of the erosion-cycle, v;ith 
the attendant slow rate of lateral groundwater movement and waste 
removal and the consequent deep vreathering (Prescott and Pendleton, 
1952).

3
I
Ii

2. The theory of laterization as an agent of landscape development
This, apparently widely accepted principle of the theory of 

laterization has been latel;/ challenged by De Swardt and Trendall
I in their Joint (I9t^'0 and separate (Trendall, 19^2; De Sv;ardt, 

1964) papers.

•iII* rThey maintain that the volume of the ‘pallid zone* 
is often insufficient to account for the quantity of iron contained

I II s-

q.
iill

f.

in the laterite ovorlyin;; it. Trendall (1S62) has calculated that, 
assuning a 30I' loss during laterization, 20 feet of granite are 
needed to account for the iron contained in 1 foot of laterite.

Mi1;

Iit
5 il ■H> With an average thickness of 30 feet, the massive Bugunda laterites 

indicate, according to this calculation, a lov/ering of the surface 
by approx. 6C0 ft. 
envisaged as

<■

mi'li i;(j id';The process 01 laterization is, therefore. j!

i.1;J jas: ociated with a gradual dov/nwaru migration of the

t'laterite profile' resultir." from the removal of solubles from the 
underlying rock, erosion by surface v.'ash and progressive weathering 
in depth.

'4 }■} !•1 IIt ie activated both by percolating raini.T.ter and 
fluctuating groundwater, witii the latter, presumably, forming the 
decisive mechtnisr..

g

The calcul'i.icno involved are based on the assumption tliat the 
laterite is 
This, ho"

Eulated Icterifcic

IF i i
unafor: ±-j residual and accumulation uniformly relative.

At any one place accu- 'Iever, .:,ay not : l\;::.ys bo the case.
Mfil MilI'liML»-'=

' vd'-q ■':
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i
oaterials cay be of diverse origin and genesis, i.e. - partly 
imported and even secondary.

1 ^

The measure of genetic heterogeneity 
v.'ould be dependent on the evolving pattern and form of the surface

r
upon wiich laterization proceeded or the one developing in the 
follov/ing cycle.II ii

Problems of derivation arise especially where 
thick laterite overlies fresh rock or a rook-type defficient in 
lateritio elements (e.g. quartzite), 
provenance must be invoked or a denuded overlay of a different rock- 
type - an assumption which does not always conform with the 
geological evidence.

iili
Ii

In such oases a lateral

In any case, such possibilities v/ould make 
calculations of the amount of consumed rock according to the thick

ness of laterite, much more complicated.
V.’ith these qualifications in mind, the theory of derivation 

of lateritic materials from a relatively large volume of rock and

I iii
■I ii

of the progressive downv/ard migration of the ‘laterite profile' 
has much to commend it. ili

I : ;It is the geomorphic conclusions derived 
from it that appear doubtful or, rather, inconsistent, 
removal of non-lateritic constituents of the consumed rock volume 
ic an essential factor in the theory and it implies control by

Laterisation is, therefore, coincident i;ith an

1Lateralf
f

>-■

H£ isome base-level, 
erosional cycle.

r
i The initiation of this erosion-laterisation cycle

ft
did not necessarily occur only.on an uplifted planed surface, though 
the postulation of such

IIs
I
}

an initial surface uould much simplify 
the explanation of lateritic accumulation (as demonstrated by 
Trendall (T962) in his idealised description of the process, 
v;hilc- it i:: reasonable to assume the initiation of this cycle on

! ii**!
But

very uneven si:rf;ce, it is difficult to see hov; such n cycle can 
be presumed to culminate in a thick accumulation of laterite on a a

i-i

iyi!
i
I
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s* surface nearly as uneven as that of the present day (De Swardt and 
Trendall, I96I; De Swardt, 1964).

Trendall, in his theory of 'apparent peneplains', based on the flat- 
lying laterites of Buganda's hill-tops necessarily does not support such 
a conclusion. Yet, in regard to southwestern Uganda where landscape is 
more valued due to differential lithology, a theory of physiographic
development is propounded by De Swardt and Trendall (ibid.) which envisages 
the formation of a thick laterite uniformly upon a very uneven surface.
It appears, that these authors view the landscape lowering, not in the 
usual terms of a geomorphic cycle, but as a process of simultaneous, 
parallel lowering of available relief and of the associated 'laterite 
profile*.

II
iiC' “!6

Thick laterite is;, thought, therefore, to have been formed on 
quite steep slopes and, as observed, evidence of sloping laterite is 
presented and assertions of patchy presence or absence of laterite are 
emphatically denied. The occurrence of laterite is discussed in the 
following section and at this point the theoretical problem of laterite 

on slopes, and the evidence presented in support will be considered further.

I
I
I
s

5
From the theoretical point of view, it appears to the writer thatI

I De Swardt's and Trendall's view of the geomorphic process associated with 
laterization is based upon too literal an interpretation of the term 
'residual laterite'.

it
De Swardt himself notes that the progressive lowering 

of the 'laterite profile' involves constant solution and
*

redeposition of
lateritic materials in depth and replacement of the leached and porous rocks 
below (ibid. 1964).

Il5
A phase of solution is, of course, essential also 

for the individualization of the secondary lateritic materials 
primary minerals of the parent-rock.

p
i ■Ju VI from the

However short is this phase of solu

tion, it indicates that^ lateritic materials do not represent a direct 
insoluble residue of the parent-rock and are subject to the mobility of 
the solvent medium.

Ifi
■:1 !

:1ever periods of geological duration (Trendall calculated 3i

i-3
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tl.e duration of acciaziulation for Bugcnda at uzjror.. 3C^.Lilllion 
vcars, ibid. 1?G2) even the shorteot p'-ase of/oolution will result 
ir. niprction uov.’nslope. rresu-.iobly, on modei’Ete and gentle sloijes 
accumulation can occur but even in such a case its thickness viill 
depend or. the ar.^le 'of ..lope and it .'jdll be aluays relatively 
thicker dounslope. Cn a slope whoEf^anple enceeds a certain limit,

CO lonp-tsrm accumulation oi the order of Bucanda's laterites can 
be envisaged, ’."nen this basic consideration is added to the 
ir.cr.nsistenoios entailed by the invocation of a major role for a 
fluctuatin' grou-ndi/ater level under a very uneven surface and the 
difficulties involved in ucceptiny the concept of landyscsje lov;eri.ng

ilsble relief and angle of

s
i

mi
a Kmf r ill
I ili*£

I ii’without £ub-ot: Titij-l reduction of av:

G3opc, this view of the phyoio/^ro.piiic evolution southwest uVunda 
bcca::.c-o very doubtful.

IPy--"
i

'i:
"i !l 1:.s to the evidence presented to cui-.port the validity of III’I a*i'sloping thick laterite (see p.KI?), it a.s.c-ars that it is, at least 

i.a part, erroneous or misir.lorr.reted.
!■!

I ifeVithout oerscnully e:-:r.r.ininy 
t;;-3 evidence fror. hujondi. tv.’o uossibililies which no.y have boon ISs
overloolied, luy-ect tlier.jclves to the writer. 11Tallister (1959)
hex sUi:;^:ested what the thichnecs of fu^^anda. laterites at outcrop 
"is decci-'tive o-..ir.~ ^o r-.cer.t 1-aLaritiVtion which causes a nnrhe-d

I g
11i is ilshickenin,” adjacent to a cliff face or Irr^'e vertlcr;! exi-'oenres" 

(ibid. w,47-) Cn t}-.e other hand, :c above, laterite
::.ay be hc-teroyeneous

1 Ii flI:on o'- aincle r-.lict and subject to differential 
erosion conducive to the fcra.ation of a considerable slope \;ithin

?iI
ri

■

tne amcl’-nccs of ti.c laterite (It sust be noted that the ovidence
concerns hrrdened Isteritu ;,iid !:ot a latoritic horison within the 
ori-inal wrofile). .ts to the

I
evidence fro:;, southwest h'^'inda it 

h:ll':.-.se ’..•ho; e crests, accerdiny to Thillips Ii cancerns the hu-: i'i
II h

(3959) are entirel:- 
If such ,en ei 
the thichnesa of 
cup..o..eih.

'•I- r.iteted ijy a canf.nuour laterite ...hcet. Zven 
.'crticr, i.- fully jus i;ific-d, fhilliLS fails to indicate 

•'jhe.ft. hcreover, the extent of this 
I-..- reli.-t, bitv;cen the hi;he.rt and the lo\;c-':t points

aI?

;1 f: ithis
I a!3

'1I
i1
iI
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of tlie Isterite chc-et, ic 5-P miles, v;hioh v;ith a difference of 
JCO-400 ft, means a rise of 40-60 ft/mile^ or an average of ''/16 - 
scarcely a considerable slope.

Another aspect of l?rer.dall's theory of laterisation as an 
ojent of landscape development, vjhich appears in need of further 
consideration concerns the nature of the pallid none in relation to 
the thichness of laterite accumulation. According to this theory, 
it is essential that the laterite p)rofile as a whole should migrate 
downwards unchanged, and the thich.ncss of the- pallid cone, indicating 
the major source of iron-compounds, be directly related to the

f
J

w';.

amplitude of groundwater fluctuations. This appears very doubtful 
where the depth of this none is of in the order of hundreds of feet 
tsee p.l66for Trendall's evidence from the ’iasaka District). since

any fluctuation of groundwater beneath a lateritic horison 
presupposes ibs perr.-.onbility, whatever thickness it attains ^presuming 
the view that laterisa.tion is associated with lowering of the surface) 
it arp;£ers more raasonablc- to assume that deep 'weathering results

f
I

iroij a prolcng-cd state of plr.nation and deep saturation by ground- 
'.-;abor \;ith a gently undulating surface under a stable planed land 
Eusiace. Another possibility is that the weathering in depth of the

[ eallicl sono occurre-d through free Icachin^ conceuuent ux on dissection 
of the ourface mu the laterite. This, hov.-ever, seems' less likely

£

cince free Icacbinj in -real ucr.Lhc can be envisaged only \;herD 
v,'ater-table is lo-:ei'cd connidcrably, i.e, - under hic^i but 

ereally li-itod
leachiny v/ill be under aerobic ccnditic

rer::' duals. There then, a j:ossibili ty. that the
and concet.uently the 
I'allid aonea are diatin- 

'.ve:'. •'t jreat :ici;th by their relative ^-aucity of
residue will consist also of iron-orides. 
gsishou, ho-sever, 
iron.

it : ;p.;r 
letorisstJcn 
psllii

Lhereforv, tiirt aome rovicion of tl;u theory of 
; tc .'cccunt for the jreat deT.th of aone 

uL on the '.hole the enialcr.ce of such zones points 
raso:::: -ion of Interination uith a planed or a

“ 1

i.CCu;:..;

v.
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I
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J. ^laraeniiir gnJ reversal of hcrdenin;; )*

Pf"he -enesis of loterite proceeds v;ithin a soil-rop-olit): 
profile of v.'hich it forsc a lower horison, usually illuvial, 
the primary pedo£euetic process of laterisation involves gradual 
accumulation of lateritic materials, the lateri 
attai.as its characteristic irroperties procressively. 
the v.-idely feco~nised distinction botv;cen laterite and Tateritic 
soils depends on certain o.uantitotive and qualitative rropertios 
whose most r.rcnounced enpression is the ability of laterite to 
:.arden or; onposure.

nSi;1Since

1Ihorizon

Consequently

u
Hii ii!S
!i

hardening of a lateritic horiaon derrends or. enrichment, 
absolute or relative, in iron corapcuuds.

ei tr.er
It appears that the amount 

;;epGnds on the nature of the medluianecessary to er.sure harderi.ny 
in which they accu;nulate - a oovse-p-rained material with a smaller 
specific sui'face njcessitates a lesser eyuantity thun a fine-drained 

hardening seems to involve crystallisation and dehydration 
Cl Mobile, or.ori^houn or

»

edium.

i.iicroystallino, hydrated iron-oxides under 
ccwditior.s o_ exposui-o to alternate ’.rettiny and drp'ir.y, perhap-s

acco.mpanicd hy reduction and rcoxidation (.".Icxander and Cady, 1962). 
i.ore specifically, the process seems to

j
involve proyre-ssivo

aecrtase of kaclir.ite an,' Increase of crystalline yoetirite and 
haematite as well as yibbsitc. There is evidence tl:st suyycsts 

■Isnive c;;-r._es - threayh tl’.o it..at these ore not only 
of ii-or. - but

portation ii
eue also to destructio.n of haolir.ile. : Iurc:

j

i

I

i!
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!;:;.s hr.rdenir.^- co.— titutss k ,_radUEl process it nay be found in 

various stapes indicated, re-pcrcncly, by tie relative snount of

Tiicr. see!..s to be no clear evidence as to the duration 
of the hardening process.

' i

rikeolinile.

;p "
■■-aisr

Undoubtedly the rote of hardeninr differs 
v;ith coi.ditions and once it has attained a certain degree, loterite

h
-idpIaipht retain its composition and structure even after tliese conditions 

Cor.soeuently, it uould bo impossible to detera.ine 
the relative ape of hard latorite possessinp similar coisposition
no lonper obtain.

‘and ctructi-re*

i'ardeJiiii^ of lateri^e ic ucually rcgiirued ac an irreversible 
yrococs, and the -.rosio]: of a nr.csivc laLerite crust is L.or.eraily 
I'cli-jved tc involve o.nly ncchnnical dirinteijration at the eeipoced 
ed£;es. Thc-re •..re, hov;cve-r, ir.Jicih ions that under certain circun- 
si:nces,

i-ll;

Ilitp
■7'
i■'

: liyaic o-chen.ical reversal of hr-rdenin^ r.ay tal;o place, 
Alexander and tady (ibirl.) r.cntion c-naripies of crust softening- by

reir-drasicn indicated by decrease in asiount of "ibbsite and «• 
Increa-.e of hr.olinite, perhaps throu^l. rcoilication. 
revere:! :nvrlvos also dis:.ppL;arr nee of boehuite Ca product of 
:.arde:-.inr of free rluaina) :/nd reduction of haer.-'tite into i;;;eot'rite 

It appears froiu these onas.plc-s that raversal tahes 
place onlp' : fter the . c!::.r.ical dir.intcjrntivn of the r;.a.ssive crust 
into srall fri-eents, 
reduction revomi'np the effect cf 
doubtful ’..-hether 
rapid i;itiicut uisinte.prL.ticn 
v.'ell-dr' ir.ed a:; tea.

duch a
I fs
ii: f
,9!J 1

iand li.iionito. Ill •rS

i h.
IIfor u’horo it cones under v/ater (presuraably 

3: e .obilisirj onidation)• 
rehpilr: ti on ind j’csilicaticn can be- as active and

m i
It is -h !;

I?
Si • ;

I ■ini };cTe the cru . t is situ-ted on liiph-.

-i i t
Ijv.tfc;; is'so’: considerel to bo th.o r.ain c-use of

e-h: Vf i-hment of
!

rever.:.al. vegetation a-hich is re.;;rrued as 
^•-nep of cru.:.t brtak-up .-■•.a revc'rs.al of h.ardeninp.

HI
ri
7 ■Has-••c prcH::cl:. cf. ve eta.tic.-. ■iecc...._..osition conbined v;:lth a I'^.r^o 

:houL th Hb.ci ..-.oluticn of iron, and tc sor.e

” si i ';!ilt) 1:
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compounds by cora-lexing (chelation) \vith organic matter (Bloomfield,
19^1 '^955; Maignien, 1958) and under certain circumstances, presumably, 
by lowering the pH. Sstablisliment of vegetation on hardened laterite is, 
however, closely connected with the problem of laterite as a parent- 
material in pedogenesis. In most cases, it appears, soils derived from 
a thick upland laterite crust, are relatively shallow and skeletal and, 
indeed, it is difficult to envisage the development of any other tyne of 
soil on such a poor parent material, illexander and Cady maintain that 
"All soils over a disintegrating crust show additions of wind-blorm, 
water transported or colluvial external material" and admit that "for a 
crust to break up... it seems that some overlay or additional material 
that can supply nutrients and hold water for vegetation is almost essential".

Associated with the lic.rdening of laterite is the minor problem of 
definition of laterite. There is still some confusion in the literature

;

-

•i

I
fic
1at

as to the use of the terra when applied to the different products of the 
different phases in the process of laterization. It is clear, however , 
that from the point of view of geomorphio and pedogenetic significance a 
clear distinction must be made between the lateritio horizon within the Itsaioriginal soil-regolith profile which consists of a relatively soft, 
friable, earth-like material, and the hard, rock-like material, resulting 
on the exposnre of dessication of this horizon.

■1|;

It must be noted, however, 
that between these two extremes there are intermediate forms, indicating 
both intermediate phases and variations of I

process. Concentrations of
lateritic raaterials in an illuvial horizon are not the only form of 
laterization.

?i3
1)

Precipitation of lateritio materials, namely-iron compounds, 
often takes the fora of concretions within the soil medium, at times around 
soil gels or around saall fragments of unweathered rock.

i'i:aiiSuch concen-
trations of concretionary material oan attain considerable hardness and 
resistance to weathering, but if they are not cemented by a lateritic matrix 
into

I

I
a massive hardpan, they cannot possess the geomorphio and pedogenetic 

significance of a laterite crust. I4
''h I

:l!h'
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The nature of Laterite S'

Occurrence of Laterite i I

The occurrence of lateritic accumulation in lov/lands ::ii!
In lowlands of the study-area, mottled, clayey subsoil 

horizons and their indurated exposed ecuivalents occur only sparsely 
and are confined in their distribution to incised edges of drainage 

In most cases the measure of induration of these outcrops 
is relatively small and it becomes progressively los- v;ith depth. 
Also in most cases such outcrops can be clearly related to existing 
soil profiles and consequently regarded as products of contemporary

;

1
1;

'iSfv'6lines.
'■U,

I’.!,/'
i

or sub-recent laterination, at least of younger age than the lov/- 
land surface under v;hich t::ey exist. I?

This is the lateritic ; I1.
i.accumulation referreC to by De 3v;ardt and Trcndall (1961) as the 

”Lov;er Laterite” and, as indicated by them, it is at least partially 
cf second:.ry origin, v;ith the source of its materials in the older, 
higher accumulation.
is included under the term of 'laterite

mi
II

It is only if the unhardened lateritic material
li^

i':that De 3v;ardt and Trcndall *s 1:^

Statement that laterite is extensively developed in the Orichinga 
Valley (ibid, p.47) is valic. 
do exist

i!/

i;Lov scarps of indurated outcrops,
Iii h.'

I.'I 1:at the cdye of the -resent valley-floor, but only in one
rcase, on the eistern s.'de of ti:e lluko valley (the northern contin

uation of the CriciXnyo), 
described as h'..rd ironstone.

i
can the material be, soinev.’hat doubtfully

I ^•5
:?

hi■ ■(

hiHU
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Fluramer (i960) msntions fev; other outcrops of this'type and 
caintains that only a few limited outcrops of lowland laterite have 
been recorded in the area covered by Cneet 86 of the geological 
which includes most of the lowland in the study 
mentions and depicts only a very feu cases of lowland laterite in 
the area surveyed by him and included in the present study-area, 
he relates them to a young surface of comparatively recent origin. 
The conclusion that lowland laterite ooouinulations are usually of 
relatively recent origin and of rare occurrence in the 
confirmed in the course of the present study.

-ai^-the-present

y;: ::C:Ht
map

Phillips (1959)area.

;it*!
;

'5 ii

rlt.

area, was

Ck)CU2>: 44ti

II3 corf*^ r*p7i COV.g-gi Occurrences v/ere
found to be limited to edges of drainage lines in relatively close 
proximity to eroding slopes, or to formerly inundated flats (e.g. 
the north-eastern shore of Lahe l:buro).

I:2 I
The fact that lateritic 

accur..ulationG are not found in the- centres of extensive lowlands nay 
be explained by ti:e deep v/eatherin^: and prolonjed leaching of such 
areas.

i'-r
Iff

I (
l

^ince tne gruatest proportion of lov/lcnd lateritic accumulations 
c-xj.5t v;ithin their original soil profiles and largely retain 
like properties, their yaomorphic and pedogenic significance in the 
present context is

}i !|!
liEOil-

13
1
3

cc;:ss.rstively small. Ccnsequently, the usage of y 1;;
",

I 3
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the tern 'l£xterite' in the present study follov.'s that adhered to
in the nemoirs of the Research Division of the Ministry of 
Acriculture of Ucanda (Chenery, i960).

!
According to this definition, p

the term ’laterite’ applies to "ferruginous rocks v/hich are,... !

hard (thac is, they cannot be broken in the hand or when dropped)" 
and occur as "sheet and/or erratic ironstone" (ibid., pp.29-30). J'hi

biisc:Evidence of laterite on the upland

i:A consideration of laterite involves three main aspects: the 
pattern of its distribution, its form of occurrence and the nature 
of the laterite profile, naniely the thickness of the laterite 
horizon ana the presence or ab'once of 'mottled' and 'pallid' 
zones. An examination of the evidence cay start uith the negative 
statecent that there is no specific evidence in the literature of 
a case of a 'pallid' zone underlyinj- laterite on sedimentary rocks 
vdthin the limits of the study area. One case is cited by De 
Swardt and Trendall (1961, p.30) from an unspecified locality in 
the Koki Kills (Masaka District) where shales are stated to have

isii
i;!ili
181^3
i8fi
III

Ifbeen altered by leaching into fine quartz and kaolin to the depth 
of 200 ft below the laterite. 18Indirect evidence ic supplied by 
Phillips (1939) in the Uakni geolo ical mail, wliere Kaolin is depicted 18

li:as present in the luranda Kill in northern Koki. 
As observed (Table ) ‘Jayland (193^0 maintained that 

his rl, presumably repre-'Acnted on the crests of the ^nkole Highlands, 
carries only patches of laterite. McConnell (1935) asserted that 
the same surface ("Ankole Curfacc") 'docs not as a rule carry

1 P-

i;
>k.'!s

Icteri-.e' and that, on the other hand, tiie "Koki tlurface" carries 
'thick laterite'.

jir
It is of interest to note tliat both these 

assertions aru denied by other investigators.
(19GI, and He Mwardt (l9oA, p.323)i basing their view

;< 3
De Svyardt and Trendall

i; !!on I3
f, iin-If
W
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Plummer's testimony, state that KcConnell's assertion of the
absence of laterite on the Ankole Surface is incorrect and that, 
in fact, it carries a thick laterite cover. On the other hand, 
kadv/anski (19^0) p*3^)» v;hile describing the soils of the Koki trr„;=;Hills, negates KcConnell's assertion of thick laterite on the 'Koki 

Ee states that 'laterite as such, is not present on the 
He admits only to the presence of a 

surface crust of iron-oxides and a few laterite boulders v;hich he 
regards as relics of an older, and now neraoved, sheet of laterite. 
The thin surface crust is, in his opinion, a secondary product 
derived from the disintegration of the old sheet.

Surface'«

crests of the Koki Hills.

i:ii
IMcConnell does not specify the exact value he assigns to the 

designation of 'thick laterite'. liiDe Swardt and Trendall, on the IIother hand, state that the thickness of the 'Upper Laterite* 
(including McConnell's 'Ankole* and 'Koki' surface) is'probably 
between ten and thirty feet' (op.cit. p.28).

:! i
isiKore directly related
Ito the study-area is the evidence presneted by Plummer, Phillips 

and Harrop (196O). i
Plu.miiier's treatment of the subject of laterite 

is almost entirely concerned with its geomorphic significance.
The description of its distribution is stated in altitudinal terms

i;but imparts the impression of a uniform Gpai\^al presence on upland 
features. He refers to the nature of the laterite only in the I
preamble v/here he states in general terms that its thickness is "of !
a score of feet or more" (op.cit., p.1%),Vraakes such a thickness 
difficult to credit. Plummer's evidence (in. litt.) cited by De

that south and east of Kbarara he found *
Hwardt and Trendall, viz 
laterite to be so extensively developed that it masked the underlying

I• 1
■1

.‘■'S

IIgeology and seriously hampered mapping, seems barely sufficient to 
Justify their iEplied conclusion that laterite is uniformly present 
and thick.

1
A tl:rec-fcet thick cover of laterite, even a three-feet

cv ic-ovt. »(_ . iV't-vvte.v\t«ov> <j\ o ( a OAJrV*«V«_
C.ovor(^c.pji. |1

I
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deep mantle of soil, mask the bedrock geology as effectively as a 
3C-feet thick cover.

Horrop's evidence, v;hile more clearly presented than Plummer's 
is part of a general soil survey of the '..'hole '.vestern Region and, 
therefore, necessarily brief, generalized and lacking in detail.
He testifies to the presence of thick laterite on the higher crests 
of the Evjampara (e.g. ICaramrani), but, at the same time, states that 
on lov;er ridges laterite remnants are only sporadically present and 
then - less v.'ell-ueveloped than on the higher ridges.

I 1.f-f
Iv may be

significant that the type-profile of the upper member in the relevant 
soil catena (Bugamba Catena), shows phyllite as underlying the C-

-T !
fill;kl'

horizon, uith no laterite in any of the horizons. In the Isingiro 
Hills, on the other hand, Isterite is stated to be present at the 
base of the crest soil-series (Rugaga Series). The type-profile 
shovis disintegrating laterite in the lowest horizon and the presence 
of a continuous sheet of underlying laterite appears to have been 
deduced from the frequentl outcroppings of sheet patches on the 
periphery of the crests. .tt the seme time the occurrence of laterite 
under the soils of this series is admitted to he difficult to account 
for on pedologioal grounds. As to the presence and nature of laterite 
on ocher upland units, Harrop - by correlating them with the Koki 
Kills - appears to accept Eaduanski's version (ibid. pp.34-38).

Lastly, Phillips devotes a brief section to the distribution 
of laterite in the eastern part of the region, but he also is con

cerned mainly witl; the georaorphic aspects of altitudinal distribution

3
I

iS i.

I v5!i

S'- ISs;
?!

I

3)
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H

and alludes to the nrlure of Irterite only in statinr that it is 
cellul r and, in several places, thicl:, 
thick, it is (1959, p.5). 
universallv

I
He docs not specify hov/ 

Hov/ever, he identifies laterite almost 
thou;;^}; not cc^ually, throughout his area, 

tency of laterite asscciation with crests decreases noticeably from 
tne sivgo'^:j iiill^ mtss to Eastern Hoki, but even so the frequency

ii
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and extent of laterite relicts on the Koki hill-tops is such as to 
contradict Baduanski's evidence, unleaa they signify no more than 
the presence of latoritio residues. I ;

There are, thus, tv;o ooi'.tradictory statenents of evidence as 
to the presence of laterite in the upland of the area. That presen

ted by kcConnelljBadvjanski and Harrop v;ho, either directly of by 
inplication, maintain that laterite is not universally present, at

'.r

least not in the form of a thick, continuous sheet, and that presented 
by Fhillips, Hummer and De Swardt and Trendall v;ho, again directly 
or by implication, maintain that the v.hole upland surface is uniformly 
covered by a thick laterite slicet. 
last view is the recognition of the existence of such a sheet over 
the slopes connecting the different levels of the upland crest-

As observed, it is a basic premise of the 'laterite Surfaces' 
concept, that it should exist on slopes, 
cases in '..-hioh the laterite sheet extends over sharp breaks of 
slope, and is continuous beti/een levels, but apparently also recog

nises that this is not a universal phenomenon and that "a sharp 
break in slope is not conducive to laterisation" (opp.cit., p.19). 
i-hillips mentions cany oases in which laterite extends on to slopes 
and has an inclined surface, but it is never stated to connect two 
crest levels, which are treated as separate surfaces with, presumably, 
separate development of laterite.

In an attempt to evaluate these contradictory views, two 
points seem to be of importance: the context in ’which the observations 
producing the evidence were made and the curious fact that all of 
those upholding the second vie:; ore geologists 'while of the three 
upholding the first - two are pedologists, 
only De .I’.;;, rdt and Trendall were specifically concerned with laterrite. 
On the other hand, only lluim::er and Phillips were specifically 
concerned v.ith t:,e relevant area and surveyed it in detail.

id

K
An important corollary of this

.J'

surface.

ir-lummer also cites many
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and De Swardt and Trendall were dealing v;ith the problem on a 
country-vri.de scale while for Hadwanski and Harrop the area was 
only a part of a wider survey. Understandably, the vrider the scale 
of the study the less detailed are the observations, the greater 
the dependence on isolated examples and second-hand evidence and, 
perhaps, the greater is the tendency to generalise from observations 
in another area or region.

It is necessary, at the same time, to keep in mind the basic 
differences between geological and pedological surveys. A geological 
survey d^'ends mainly on superficial outcrops and its purpose is 
identificatory and interpretative. Laterite is, usually, of secondary 
importance to bedrock from the lithological, petrographic and 
structural points of view. A soil survey depends on sample-pits 
and transects of profiles and its purpose is olassifioatory and 
analytical, laterite is a factor of prime importance in the classi

fication of tropical soils according to profiles and pedogenetic 
processes. Its nature, as to morphology and composition and the 
structure of its p/rofila, is of wore significance to pedologists 
to whom it represents either part of the soil profile or a parent- 
m.aterial, than to geologists to whom, in a geological survey, it 
represents merely another surface deposit. It may he important to 
note again that the only case, in the area, in which laterite was 
identified in a type-profile of soil, it was described as disin

tegrating, its thickness was not specified and the whole phenonraenon 
of laterite underlying a deep profile of a fairly fertile soil, v;as 
deemed to be very problematical. Lastly, "cConncll may have been 
incorrect in stating that laterite was absent 'as a rule' from the 
Ankole Curface, but it is difficult to assume that he made his 
assertion v.ithout any observational foundation and that laterite is 
present overyi.s.ere cr, this surface.
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Forms of latei-ite Occurrence

5'*H*
a3i-: ;

In the course of the present study it became clear that although 
laterite as defined above, is found almost universally upon surfaces, 
it definitely does not blanket them uniformly, 
sheets completely capping the crests of upland features, which 
typical of the Buganda landscape, are confined in the study-area 
to certain landscape units and certain altitudinal limits, 
where found, complete conformity with crest area is present in only 
certain cases and the thickness of the sheet Is^usually lower than 
the average thirty feet of Buganda laterite.

The laterite found in the area is oonspiculously heterogeneous 
both morpholorically and genetically.
sheets and erratically, its accumulaticn can be either absolute or 
relative and its origin - primary or secondary, 
attributes seem to lend themselves to a topographical and altitudinal 
pattern, the described forms of occurrence are classified in this 
way. (Figi.Jo-^J.

The continuous li
are so

Even

itSi, i

HIt is found in continuous

^ince all these
liiISg4

laterite on the upper surfaces
it

a. Crest laterite
Helicts of a massive laterite sheet occur on the flattened part 

of the Rv;ampara ^iurface crests. 2}iose examined are of relatively 
limited extent (the largest being approximately tuJD acres in area), 
and pos. ess a fairly rounded form rnd lack bounding scarps. Conse

quently, their presence on the crest con be discerned only by the 
noticeable steepening of their slopes in comparison to the general 
crest surface.

^ K
iI H
if

i;

lit r
3 Their thickness seems to accord with Flummer's 

estimate of about a score of feet, but this appears to include a 
certain thickness of e' wc-;Etj,ered none preserved beneath the laterite.

3-

v-i

c

Ihe presence of laterite blocks and fragments on the slopes and at 
the br sc of

.p
V

the relict and the disposition of encroaching vegetation
ii
'Hr:
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in an irregularly linear pattern of fisEures and cracks imparts 
an impression of a diEiiiantling mass, considerably modified from its 

Fixrthermore, a fairly extensive belt of a relatively 
superficial ferruginous pavements surrounds the relictp on the 
adjacent flat crest surface and extends up its lower, gentler, 
slope, probably representing a secondary colluvial accumulation.

Helicts of this type were found only in a very few places, on 
the southern ridges of the Eastern Huampara. 
many others exist, perhaps of greater dimensions.

1 s.original fora. i'-

li:

li
In all probability 

The presence
of an extensive, thick, sheet of laterite on the Karamrani ridge 
appears from the evidence to be indisputable, 
such relicts exist in great number and cover considerable crest- 
surface areas, there is no doubt that large tracts of the Rv/ampara 
surface crest-area are entirely devoid of such a form of occurrence. 
This seem.E to apply v;ith even greater emphasis to the crests of the 
Gayasa Surface v;here, it is believed, no such relicts exist at all- 
Field evidonc'- v/ithin the study-area thus indicates that a state-

i4 I
Eut v;hether or not

5I
4

!
i

I
i 'i
i
% \*
r
> j

!ment of the presence of a continuous sheet of thick laterite upon 
the hwampara lits imT.m.rts an entirely erroneous impression which, asi I
will be argued, is not borne out by the facts of soil and vegetational 
distribution.

'y

Concecuently, V/ayland’s original assertion of patches 
of laterite, seems to accord v/ith the observational evidence better 
than any other assertion,
tne Karamrani ::.a.; simply indicate a better preservation upon the 
higher parts of the watershed ridge-

i:
The existence of the l...terite sheet on

I
I:

i i

0. Crest-Elope laterite
I1I CT much rrea.ar fre./ucncy and almost universal appearance on 

both the hv.'anp:r:- i.nu Giyasa Gurfaccs is the type of laterite
F^venent ■ saociateu v;ith the periphery of the crests, usually at
tr.e ed; c; of t'ne creat-sloyc.
^lai'j'.tly incZ:!!;.:;! aurfa.ce

4 1
i:These pavementc iiave, as a rule, a 

(1° - 5°), which may conform with or bo of
v! 1,
1
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soEeuhat louer an^le than the crest slope. In all observed oases 
such pavements emerge from beneath a soil mantle and thus, when

a.

it-

t
1

they appear on both sides of the crest, impart the impression of 
a continuous sheet of laterite underlying the soil and blanketing 

I’liere is, hoviever, strong eovidenoe to the contrary:the crest.
the thickness of the laterite at the edge of the pavement, never 
exceeded, in the observed cases, 3 ft. The edge itself, never forms 
a scarp and alv.'ays peters out before the top of the steeper hill-

in some instances laterite was observed to 
At the edges and in 

excavations, laterite is seen to rest directly on fresh bedrock with 
no mottled or pallid sones underlying it.

side slope is reached; 
lap around outcropping boulders of quartzites. ill

1i IThe morphology of laterite 
shows discernible structure of pisolitlis imbedded in a laminar

. r.stly, soil pits (see Fig.'J?**) along a section from the I!il
natri::.

crest to the outcrop of the pavement shov; a pro^jressive dovmslope 
compaction of the illuvial horizon and increase in ferruginous 
mottling and in concentration of concretionary nodules.

I liiOn top of
the crest, though it may be as much as fifty feet higher than the li¥ pavement outcrop, disintegrating phyllite is reached.at a depth of 
fifty-sixty inches or less.

There seems, therefore, to be little doubt that the laterite 
pavements do not represent the edges of a laterite cap or any 
relative accumulation, but result from an absolute accumulation of

ifi
1•f

I i
I if

obli..uely leaci.c-d, mobilized, lateritio materials of the soil mr.ntle * 
whose transport is eiiLendored by the convexity of the crest surface.
It is a process which, probably, iias been active since the develop- 
cent of the soil and is still active at present as is evident in s

I
ifiron-rich v.-ater gathering in the hollovs excavated for the purpose. 

Ereaumcbly, then, the relative duration of the process can be 
I'oughly o.-tiavted by the relc.tive thickness of the pavement, and with 
it - ;;hc- ar.iount oi reck Viu-.ncformed into soil on the crest slope

3
• ■.i
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beginning ?.nd the differential duration of pedogenesis
V/ith the retreat =:isince its

on different litholocies and topoEraphio units.
and the pruEressive truncation of the soil

I

, il'of the hillside slope 
■orofils, the
hardens into rn ironstone pavement.

created by this retreat and that the angle of the

exposed, retreating edge of the lateritio horizon
It is signifioant that noilater-

ite scarps are
Theis louer than that of the hillside slope.pavenent's edge

current mobilisation of iron-compounds, both in the perco- i:
=:

■-ti

evident

latinc water and in the ferruginous coatings on 
also lends force to the suscestion that the pavement laterite,

i
underlying bedrock,

1 isuhether inherently or because df incomplete hardening process
It is also obvious that h"

■i

:?
less competent than the underlying rock, 
the sole origin of the
imposes a limit on the possible amount of accumulation, 
retreat is assumed to predominate overwhelmingly over crest

source of lateritio

:i
lateritio materials in the crest's soil mantle5

'5 Vvhere elope
■

lilft if
lowering the volume of crest soil available as a

bigb relief, is constantly on the 
thick sheets of laterite can be expected

i|!illI caterial, never very large on 
Consequently, nog 11decrease.

on such a relief, unless the premise of relative accumulation on
The relatively meagre and incompetent

Ia
14 l!i I

steep slope is accepted, 
pciverr.er-ts cannot have the effect of 
is undoubtedly the lithological attributes of the bedrock that affect

!4■5 "freezing the landscape" and it
! 6

I- !■;

ft
the measure of the relief.

■ f 1
1

ft ftii
c. Frernients of laterite

1of laterite on the !' IiThe statement of the universal occurrence 
upper upland crest surfaces cannot aevly, therefore, to sheet or

limited to certain sites and occur

s iiIii
5

■illi paver;ent I: terite v-r;ich nro 
i nt errr.i 11 e n t ly. 
frcg.'..entr th-t i.rAic its occurrence

iiiof disconnected;a
the ;'orm 
The morphology and

It is the|trraiic laterite in 
universal.

i.i!
h

as distinct from those of erratic concretion- 
have their origin in sheet

of the fr:-.g;..cntu 
nodules, cl--s.rly inlic: tc-s that t..ey

illii

/
r-'- -
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They are found mainly in two generalized 

irregularly polygonal blocks usually larger than 15" 
irregularly shaped gravel usually less than 4"

or navement laterite. 
sire-groups:

«:!i
across.

across, and
Laterite blocks can be always associated with present or former

It appears that the mode
i

thick sheets of the type described above.
7:

such sheets involves cradling into large blocksof disintegration of
5 the edges of the sheet and subsequently disin-falling away from 

tegrating into gravel which are gradually dissolved. Presumably 
formed directly too from the vesicular and hetero-

*4I'
gravel can be

i In contrast pavement lateritegeneously composed sheet laterxte.3
produce much gravel-sized fragments and no blocks

Those
does not appear to
of pdvement laterite morphology or composition v.-ere found.

be related to pavement laterite are on the

?■

i
fragments which can 
v;hole, of
products of pavement disintegration are very

smaller size and rounder form and the most abundanti
i l!hard concretionary ISl'J1 :s .1133

nodules.
vesfeular iithat angul.-.r gravel ofit is reasonable to assume

wherever it is found, originates in the dismantling of 
thick sheets of laterite of the same II:structureI

hard and rolativelyvery

vesicular morphology and not in the pisolithic-laminar teberite
fnct thnt svch anc^lo.r gravel II' H:

Concei.uently thelaterite pavexent:;. iiilvicinity of relicts of such
i". Iis found dispersed not only in the

throughout the profile of the crest soils, seems to he 
it indicates the possible former

sheets, but 
of great sighificance, since If

;*
and Gayaza surfaces by thick laterite 

definite conclusions from the pattern
•Ml'blanketing of both the Ewampara 

sheets. An attempt to drav;
of fragment dispersion in soil-profiles throughout the area

lack of time for detailed counting and

I
It;

II 'I
hM

was
I

unsuccessful because of the 
measuring of fragi ents in a 
than v.’ere necessary 
able profiles api^eared to reveal no 
some ge-i.eralisei facts did emerge, 
specifically concentrated in any one

i 1 i
much lirgor number of crest soil-pits

Yet, while avail- 
consistent pattern of disperoio::, 
Laterite fragments are not 
soil horizon but in most oases 
horizons than in the lower;

I8 iirffor soil survey and samples.
ii 43 y

ii B :i ;

tend to be storc abundant in the upper

jj
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i that soils of the Euampara Surface crests 

laterite gravel than those of the Gayaza Surface.
detailed statistical survey is necessary 

correct then the first

on the ■■■•■hole it seems 
contain core 
Again, a more 
to verify 
fact 
soil

■

accurate and
n

these impressions but ii they are
gradual dispersion of the gravel in the

possibly indicates the
downwards from the surface and in any case, negates the

formed from the laterite. The second 
the Gayaza Surface was

it’i
that the soil wassuggestion

fact implies that the original laterite on
that of the Hwampara Surface. inot as thick as

2, Laterite on Slopes 
a. Fragir-ents of laterite

■h

as angular gravel 
hillside slopes, both on the 

shallow soil profiles or as part 
found too but in relatively 

doubt that all gravel and blocks

expected, fragments of laterite.As may be
concretionary pisoliths abound onand

surface and in the predominantly
i.

14

Blocks of laterite arefl of the debris, 
fev/ numbers, 
orijjinatcd on

i There can be little 
the crests and probably also a large part of the

distribution of laterite fragments
iIfiI!lAs with thepisolithic nodules, 

on crests.

i itneeded before any significant 1a closer investigation is !■J uincrease in numberestablished, but the expectedpattern can be
cf fragments, both on flattenings of the slope and along gully bods 

It would appear that on steep quartzitio
less integrated with

si II! ■fti

a
is easily discernible. j-

blocks of laterite are more or ;!elopes the larger 
gener-l coarse vaste-mass v;hile on

i!
the bi-re argillaceous slopes 1!

■i

Laterite gravel is subject to 
those of coarse and fine

they tend to stay on the surface, 
a dispersal pattern intermediate between 
waste and is found scattered on the surface or

i; i.'i
I;I i K
1!within the waste-mass 

amounts, exposed iI concentrated in largeron the steeper slopes and
at thii head of the gentler slopes. iiI or buried,I !

illd■1 • ;c'^tchesb. Laterite crusts and■V

laterite occurrence on slopesin problem ofhcv.’cvcr, the ! hi
' i' i

i
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!iii 1allochthonous oricinthe erratic fracEcnts whoseconcerns not
hardly he in question, but

I i

U!the e>:ict.ence of continuous ii ;• f
c£n

blanket slopes completely
umulations which are professed to

acc
to indicate continuity of seomor- t: i

=.nd thickly and, in consequence, 
chic eSolution. It is, undoubtedly, true that relatxve accumu

lation of later:tic materials may occur on surfaces whxch have some 
limitiuG ancle 'which will allow such an

and quantity of the mobilized

ili: i-:
! ;/

Theof slope.nieasure
unulation will depend on the natureacc

J ^Vere-Pore or the lithologic and climatic
lateritic compounds ana, ehere-ore, o-

It is also reasonable to assume that an absolute ■: f'i

environment.

i limitinc angle since it presupposes
relative accumulationaccumulation will have a lower

solution of compounds v.hicn in a i:
the prolonced

IkObviously, as 
EUiallt'-is the amount that

brief phase of mobility.
may have only a very 
observed, the

accumulate and beyond a
higher the angle of slope the

certain limit, it is doubtful that more 
coating will be formed. As

'.3 S:l u
. iI can

than a very thin veneer of lateritic
„ i. .. .f..»>

has been made up to the present
ftI

I Iff
this problem of laterite on slopes 111An- -air-feo IITresTT

Iff ii; i!f
:1

&5!4-9v44e*«e-
.r.r:(^ evidence

either absent or do'abtful. 
ohoets of

steep slopes isof thick laterite on
Irli
1 imost slopes of the

almost contin-
51 i;continuous laterite occur on

dnd in some cases are 
«observed (e.g. the Kagaraaa slope 
in moot instances, however, such

and their do'..'nslope limit

I•■r

Itv;o upper surfaces in the area 
uous betv/een then, as far as

i

towards the Cayasa iiillnass;. 
s'neets extend only partly down the Slope

•v;ith the ancle of slope.

1

|:i rl

On steep upper 
rarely descend beyond the 

usually continuous 
moderate slopes of tne

livis clearly correlated 
slopes of
edge of the crest slept- 
with fr.t orost-slcpo ; 
or.lllact-ouc ridges or on 
the Isingiro 'sills.

I il
::-.assive .pjartsite ridges they

and w'r.c-re presenti !I are ■ i 'i
ti On moresvements.

ITthe less competent, arenaceous ridges of 
300-400 ft belov; the

!i

ii!i
they rr.ay c->:tend as far as

I’-, T'-
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, such :■£ ths northern slope of the 
to be continuous down to 600

level (in isolated
a laterite cruet appears
crest) usually alone the upper parts of gully inter- 

downslope limit of continuous laterite, only
to be clearly related to

cases s
Isoci hill, 
ft below the 
fluves.

If
III i
riiBelow this
ilf'i; itches whose extent appearsdiscontinuous pa 

Slone facetinr, in
correlation of the distribution of these

is possible except in a negative sense

•iS;-'--'foot of the slope is reached.
shoots with

Ko general
of slope inclination 

, that they do not exist, apparently on anraes of slope exdee-
found on such slopes only

liDits
■:

napely 
ding 20° - 25°. The foot that they are

diminish the validity of the problem.
in isolated cases does not

explicable only if their nature is closely
reveals thatand their presence in 

The

If,:;:
observational evidence in the study-area

exEipined.

these are by no meansi V.'hile apparentlythieV; relative accumulations. m
led

exceeds a few inches, as is amply 
and waste gravel through the 

to be found

H liit neverof varyir-c: thickness,
151 evident by the projection of stones5 1

that the thicker accumulations are I*It appearscrust.

where bodrool: produced a small flatter 
is of laterite smoothing the :

111facet and the general effect
iiI

irregularities of the slope surface
on air-photographs comparable j It HI tilI characteristic texture Sirproducing a veryt) Ifinclusions of rco'-c 

and the typical laminated
Furthermore, the numerousto that of bare rock.

laterite fragments imbedded in the crust ^

morphology with the foreign inclusions forming nuclei oi conore
accumulation possibly largely oi

4 and r
undoubtedly indicate absolute ■i

■i

V:secondary oric-n. 
This is, material carried down-

then, a thin crust of lateritic

4
either in disintegrating 

Its redepooitionslope in solution and originating probably
leachrd crest soils.

j

i
crest accumulations or in 
on the Slone is uossibly aided by irregularities of bedrock and 
waste cove; and never attains a considerable thickness after smoothing

-t for the presence oi

j
i‘I 11a
hiI

it is not easy to accoun.
their absence on others or 
inclined slopes unless they are assumed

illthese irregularitio-. 
these crusts on so:;;'- 
iifferer.t e:

i for their I id ■Hisloiss and 
cs _d:..il^rly

it
ijIIII:i '■Ml\MW
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!i:'erosion :-nd reforrr.ed by deposition i
continuously aestroyed by 

controlled by 
Cn the

i)
to be
v;ith the bnlnnce* 
on the crest.

the difierontial amount of supply 
.,:r.olo, houevor, it should be emphasised acain

on slopes is

i’iir
f

continuous superficial crusts i!that the phenomenon of
relatively limited in entont and that,

devoid of such crusts and are
rule, the larger partsas a ;|;i!:;either bare, covered

of slopes are 
eitb debris or carry skeletal soils.

laterised to somesteep bare slopes areI'onetheless, even
of thin ferruginous coating on

Usually this takes the form 
The measure of -

degree.
this forrurinisation apparently 

available for adsorption andthe slope surface.
the amount of surfacedepends on

usually bare of soil cover
- - ^ and occurrence of

slopes is quite common

yince steep slopes are

•is-

deposition.

laterisation is most noticeable in uaste-masses 
steeply rising, heavily ferrurinined scree , _ 
on the flanks of massive quartsite ridges.

;;;;:

focsilited relief of considerable

:•a Hastudy-area 
laterized steep slopes, indicating a I r.si ssion of such a relief can be idThe deceptive imprecamplitude.

conceivably gained through the existence
scrutiny -- 

of current formation.

;1of continuous cover of
3 53 shows these to be only super- 3

I
lateritic crusta, but closer 
ficial and yrc'oablyI I

I
slopesc. Uubsoil iDterisaticn on_

I ;Valternate successionformed on an I'lAs deccribed above slopes i;E prominent elements of steeper 
have an accumu- 

These

1 of cuartnito and arciHi'^-^ posses^, 
and flatter facets and 
ration of finer v/aste

1

I
that the flatter facets may I i i

soil profile.which develops into a
s'!rta subsidiary form of lateri- !I associated with

inte.mixture of
nid-alope scilr. are 
nation consisliny of 
accumulation of both primary 
the soils are relatively shallow and in

relative and absolute 
nd secondary lateritic materials.

obviously young.

I an
^iiice ■.i1i i: i itil sod;c- cases t’l

a r ia
ii!ia

ii
■i yi3;s■}u J
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both in base content and in poorly developed horizons, it is 
reasonable to assume that the presence of a v.’ell-differentiated, 
heavily mottled, clayey subsoil horizon is largely due to the 
percolation of iron-rich v/ater from upslope* 
situ weathering and leaching also takes part in this incipient 
laterization.

completion under the conditions of severe erosional activity en

croaching on biuree sides of the spur unless v;oody vegetation is 
allov/ed to develop undisturbed.

!| 1
But undoubtedly3

t "

s

I It is doubtful, however, that the process v/ill attain I )
k

A
II iiillI 3, Lower level laterite

IS
:si iiLaterite on the langa curface crests rests, as intimated above, 

on two tyres of lithology - metasediinentary or sedimentary, 
resistant formations and schistose or plutonic incompetent rocks 
which, within the study-area carry laterite only in a few instances. 
The laterite carried on the basal mioaschists or Basement granitoids 
has, as was already observed, the general form and properties as 
has the typical Buganda laterite: a thick flat-lying cap of ironstone

%

ill
r ' ■

IK

KS
i

1

I*
f;pI i! ■'>

■■■!

underlain by mottled and a^lid cones v.'ith sharp breaks at the edge 
of the sheet and smoothly inclined, v/ell-developed pediments

In a fe\/ cases, laterite-capped hills of mica-I
bwlow the sczrps.
zchiut, cituateu at the edge of the basa.l exposure of the sedimen- 
l=!ry sheet (e.g. funge Hills) preserve uncommonly steep and high

f :• Ia aI ! I;i
ll
a

I The concentration of several such hills in a limited areaslopes.

and the close pro:;imitj of resistant formations indicate a relatively 
young dov.r.cutting and a fairly early stage in the retreat of slopes. 

The si::;ilirity of this type of laterite to that of the well-

f«f I■f i! :1i:

SII
iSIstudied Euganda laterite and its relative scarcity in the etudy- 

erea, ra.ho it unnecessary to describe it in detail, 
laterite found on the resista-r.t upland features of the Eanga Surface 
that constitute th.c main point of interest in the study-area, in 
that t; ey are entirely different from both the laterites of the 
“I-ier level.: o:.d those found on incompetent rocks.

I f
It is the S

I I ! ■

!?•I -.1I !

i I
1 U1I4

u
I up
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Kenti-on has been made of the main attributes of form of these 

laterites: the continuous sheets covering all or parts of the crest- 
surface of individual upland features and attaining as much as ten 
feet in thickness.
cans have quite prominent scarp-like slopes v;hich usually rise 
steeply at some distance back from the edge of the bedrock crest 
and have no weathered zone underlying them, 
should be added morphological characteristics distinguishable already 
in the field, which emphasize the different nature of this type of 

Cn superficial examination the laterite seems entirely 
pisolithic differing from the concretionary pavement laterite of 
the higher surfaces in lacking any noticeable amount of cementing 

It is also of much darker red-brov;n, almost black, colour 
and the individual concretions are much less regularly shaped than 
the well-rounded or ovoid concretions of the pavement laterite.

similarly to
icet relicts on the PiVanpara Surface, but somevjhat smaller in

I’o discernible fissures indicating 
the complete dismantling of the mass, are present and disintegration 
is confined to the scarp-like edges.

It Cl pears evident, even according to field characteristics

ft

It was also mentioned that these flat laterite
V'::

I
£

To these attributes

i
s":

■

laterite.

‘i 'i‘i
E
i

-
matrix.

if
itII

Hi*
iif

These laterite caps disintegrate into large blocks,
II the- siiI iMsize and of less regular form.

Ii
-£

I III!Ii 1alone, that this type docs not represent a relative accumulation in 
situ in the classic:! mode*of laterite formation.

fiiI I:*The gross
morphology of the laterite points to absolute accumulation in a 
fashion different from that found in pavement laterite or in slope 
crusts, which suggests concretionary precipitation around minute, 
rcgulr.rly chaped nuclei or around very large angular fragments, 
will be siiOwn (p,igfi), the laterite cap, evidently represents a 
thoroughly Isterized lovfcr part of a deep soil-regolith profile, 
probcbly developed on a lo\;-lying pediplar.cd surface.

.
ii.

1As ti
'i

i?
In none n;-ooial canen, thin type of laterite iu found together 

nr. tr.e oeno feature vith the vesicular type of laterite uhich apparently
:;S

5-

! I 1 ■ i 
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■--vclo'-S'i bj- relr.tive rjccur.ubation in situ z\:.a overlies a weathered 
-_n one such cac-e (e.c. Hill or. osite lCj’ibe„a in the

Hills) the pisolithic Isterite overlies the thicKer vesicular 
in a r..o;Uried patch or. the hi(;hcr part of the crest and 

orici'’- .coil cover of the underlying latcrite is clearly

i. if
Lcne.

Ir-.teritc

r!Properties oi Lctterite types
Ic:bor:itory e;:r;mination of lafcerite samples representing the

consisted of a
.?

different types deterr.ined by field characteristicc 
cherdcal analysis and a acESCCopic inspection of gross soruhology and 

Finar.cial corcidorations forced a choice between chemical a mstructure-

analysis and differential thermal analysis of mineral composition. 
It was decided to cl.cose the first since it appeared possible to

MI!
[. *: -

I::
h

normative c.inera 1 compcoltior. from the chemicaldetermine appronimato
and it was Ihougiithat these would enable better con>para\tiveil analysis 

interpretation.% to r.ahe thin-sectionc proved unsuccessful:.r. atteairt 
for lac:: of cnperience.

The c'..cor:

Ii
riiore thanit dorrticr.c; prevented the c-naninr-tion of

than ti.ree represented thc-
«’ip :'t
■asarr.plen of I'terite of nhich no rr.cro

Thin ia a very nnc-ll nur;:ber r.nd, connccpier.tly,I t or. I_Lr;.e ger.cr:-l type.
‘-ho result ehould b- 
applications. 
picture, vhic'n accords 
chare ct'jriaticw

I i
interpreted with caution and r.iry not have general 

hfcverthcloss, as ■,:ill be S:.cn, they produce a rational 
with the conclusions derived fro.m field 

and it •..mis reasoned that since the study i.s not
specifically, tlio results r.,ay bo regarded as

II It1
I'i
|i

cor.ccrnod •■ith Irtcriie 
sufficiont for the pre-uont jurpoue.

li
cr^holc Y of th.-houcriuticn '.•■nd <

vpara -.urf', co 1't to.

1^: f '■1a1

frc:.. inner face of a fincure in a dier.cntlinc 
Euhir.ru (Euhinyu-l'nt:--nr,i

hrohe
li h?

Hite--hc-et of t ns1: t e r : t e , cn i-'' ih

V
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ridge) altitude ap.ro:;. 5,7CC' a-a.l.
It has an overall pale reddish-brovm mottled appearance v.’ith 

numerous channels and cavities of varying sise. Come cavities 
filled v/ith a lighter-coloured, oclire, material; the larger 

ones are visibly coated v/ith a rust-coloured hard veneer, 
parts are blotched v/ith a variety of brovm colours, from very 
dark to very light yeliov;ish-red. The darker spots have definite, 
irregularly round shapes and appear to be very well-cemented 
concretions v/ith distorted boundaries. The lighter areas are 
mottled with rust-coloured patches. The exposed part of the 
fragment is much darker in colour than the freshly broken face.
On the whole it has the appearance of a cellular slag ('structure 
sQeiiacee', Maignien Ivb^)-

A substantial element of clay in the composition of the 
fragment, seems tc be indicated by the lighter patches and areas 
with more brittle te:iture. But, in the main, clay appears to be 
enclosed by iron-oxides, and the darker, concretion-like areas

are
Other

r;?
II .

1I 11

19!l
IiI

S!iI Ipoint to an extensive replacement of alumosilicate clay bc^ iron- 
compounds (Alexander Cady, 19^2). At the same time, differences 
in colour, from yellowish to dark-brown, apparently represent a 
decreasing grade of hydration of iron compounds (Maignien, 1958). 
The origin and significance of the cavities and channels, are open 

If vesicular laterite originates in the activity of

1

;• ■i

iI to question.
tcTQitec, as ougqectcd by irescott and lendleton (1952), t'i.en the 
property has no sitnificance except as a purely fortuitous diagnostic 
feature of this specific type of laterite since no other type has

3^^nr

1

V:I
!■:

If, on the other hand, vesioularityit to the sane decree, 
indicates a specific phase in the process of accumulation or a forra I#

I
of pcst-bardenin- differential weathering, then the suggestion of 
a process of rc-pl.-. cemcr.t of k.aolinitic clay by iron-compounds and, 
thus, of a relative acoui.'uiation is much strengthened.

3ii!
ir

?

I Vi rK5 if'i
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The iaipreosion im. arted by the morphology of this sample is, 

therefore, of a thick relative accumulation, in situ, of primary 
lateritic materials, by the process of procressive replacement in

41
Si

depth of a clayey ueathering cone and u. dom^ward migration of the 
The very Email depth of the weathered cone under the iprofile.

laterite an.T t;ie relatively inconsiderable thickness of the laterite I
iitself, suggests the doubtful role of a great amplitude in the 

fluctuation of groundv.ater table in general laterication, but it 
nay also indicate an inclination of the surface on vihich laterication 
occurred in the present case.

If
afe iiii
II111a2 II!i A fragment broken from a block of laterite lying on the surface 

of a slo.^e rising above the crest-level; on c.uartzite. ICanywagongi 
{kshungyeai-Chev.’iro ridge), altitude appro;:. 5,300 ft. a.s.l.

Very similar to the former sample in morphology, except that 
it appears to be more concretionary, and, on the whole, darker in 
colour pointing both to a somewhat larger iron content and a 
lesser grade of hydratation of iron-oxides, ilo evidence of a 
wc-ati.ered cone is found in ahe loca.lity and the underlying bedrock 
appears to he massive quartzite. Tlie somewhat higher iron content 
despite the erratic nature of the occurrence, may, consequently, 
be related to an initial lower position of the surface on the 
southward-inclined slope of the kwampara or of the lateritic 
horicon with'in the profile. Yet, according to this superficial 
ii-prossion the increase in iron content is very slight. Otherwise 
the some oonsidc-rations apply as to the previous sample. Koroover, 
the fact that this erratic block was found on the surface, high 
above a local e;:^osure of ;ave: ent laterite, indicates that the 
increase in iron cor;ter;t, if it exists, is duo to initial enrichment 
ar.d not a late lateral j.rovenance.

IIiiI ilJs
I ! Ill
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L:'.terite Gravel from a depth of 29" in a soil-pit, on 
::hyllite, Kt. Kasarama (Kain liid^e), altitude approx. 5j700' a.s.l. 

Also closely resembles sanule lal, in general morphology.
There are, hovcver, significance differences, 
iron content is lov.-er, fratture planes are lighter in colour and 
cost of the channels are filled v;ith ochre-coloured material. 
Examination under magnification reveals a possible higher content

there are only relative-

an
'v if'j

Contrary to 1a2,
.

I
tllifjI
ill'
ii,
.fp

of crystalline t^uarta in the lighter areas; 
ly fev/ dark concretionary bodies.

The impression is, therefore, that a cei'tain amount of the 
iron content has been leached from the gravel, leaving at least a 
greater residue of insoluble, initial or recrystallined quart-.
It is possible that the increased quarts and the lesser iron, content 
are initial and relc.ted to precipitation in an arenaceous or mixed 
parent-material.

5

1* 

('is
2

ii
i

'Ii iii Ijiov.'Evtr, the nature of the aauple - an erratic 
Eravol feund v.itr.in an up^ er horizon of ar, in situ soil profile - 
indicate., that leachir.E and solution have had some effect on it.

I Mii!
}

I
itGoyaaa surface latcritc:?

->
1c2 a

Laterite gravel from a depth of 12" in a soil-pit, on
Kazya Hill (hasumba Kill mess), altitude ii

aronacoouE bedroc!:; 
approx. 5,P50' a.s.l.

I1 similar to Icl both in shape (smoothed edges of angularity), 
colour and texture.

i
3 R

I/■Cain, decrea..o in iron and increase in 
ouarts is noted, but here Qn arenaceous origin is more evident. i.

s

althoug-ii it is in this. Erca. that Combe (1^43) noted argillaceous 
oeds intervenin; in ti.c arenaceous succession.

t:
a

1b-
•t

broh:;a fro:., edge of a laterite pavement on phyllite. 
dsingiro !;ill ( ;'-..;a_e i.ill.'.-.as:.;); altitude approx. 5i15CI' a.s.l.

I'r-: is
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Concretionar- bodies of round or ovoid shape possess v;hat 
looks like definite boundaries. Gome of them have a smooth
discontinuity v;ith the surroundini^ matrin, but others do not 
j-'t-ij, thr shov; the SL-nie nodular character and do not stand out in

Other inclusions ofrelief on the broken surface of the fragment, 
the natrin consist of irregularly shaped small bodies, all coated 
with iron~o::idec but have no distinct discontinuity from the6f

01 the several v;hich osG-e dissected two hadsurroundiiiE aiatrix. 
nuclei of tiny rock fracc-ents, apparently phyllite, and another - 
a Icrce quarts grain. The natrin itself is very dense, buo in
the vicinity of the inclusions is porous with nunorous snail holes. 
Where continuous, it is hc-teromorphous both as to colour and

On the whole, it is of a nuch redder brovm than/previous 
SEnples but shows mottling of darker and lighter shades, 
lir'j ter coloured p-tchoo are of a coarser texture and are apparently 

The darker areas look anorphous or very fine- 
The outer part of the fragment shows a discernible

texture.

i The
s
ia
I sore crystalline, 

grained, 
laminar structure.!

'i -qhology app-ears to be sirailar to that mentionedThis type of
by D'Hoore (19;.4, - _ tyi;ical of an absolute accumulation, except 

■laaple from the Cote D'Ivoire (Eoundoukou) detrital

a

that in hi;
ir; gmer.ts of old laterite seem to be very abundant and the origin 
of the absolute accumulation is unquestionably secondary, 
the present case it is perhaps only partially secondary since, as 
mentioned above, transect profiles along a similar crest CCayaaa) 
show a ^radue.l incroaco of lateriantion in both massive and 
concretionary form, ■,;i.ich appears to indicate a primary origin in 
the Icachinr of soils.

1
In

I
t The formation of this typo of laterite appears to consist of 

two parallel proces.-.ec, both involving solution, migration and 
subsequent procipdtation of iron-oxides. One process involves the 
precipitation efi dL^trit;,! relatively coarse nuclei of consecutive 
layers of : ror.-cnldos. The ;:ccond - the progressive adsorption 
tsd i'.,_ rogr.r lion of the soil clay fraction by an increasing amount

'i
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of cicratinL' iron-oxides. It o.npears, therefore, that definite 
nodules v;ithin the laterite indicate an earlier stage in the 
crocess, v/hen their present location was situated in a higher 
position along the transect. Less definite concretionary bodies 
indicate different degrees of concretion "frozen" by hardening on 
the exporure of the latoritic horizon by slope retreat. Differentia

tion of the r.atrii; material appears to indicate, besides greater 
degree of ferruginization, also variable concentration of detrital 
or recrystallized cuartz. The significance of the laminar structure 
in the outer part of the fragment seems obvious - it points to

i

I

i
post-hardening accretion of iron solution and deposition on the 
•jxpeaed surface probably at the margin of the soil mantle.

The conditions under v.-hich such a form of laterization may
Considerable solution of iron by

#
!

I occur can be clearly envisaged, 
the leaching of a soil profile points to come acidity of the 

The apparent differentiality in the solution of the
I

medium.

aluminium and iron seceuioxidcs indicated by the relative high 
degree of ferruginization, points to a moderately acid medium or 
to a relatively low tom-erature - in other words, to « fersiallitic 

'..'here the >;eat!iering zone is situated at no great

4
!

3
I environnent,

depth, SE on the^o crootc, the acidity of the r.edium could orij^inate 
only in an upper aource, nariely - in the deconpocition of 
vecetatior. under conditions oi lover ter.;peraturc or ^jreater effect 

There indicate a hii^her elevation or a sparser

>
B i3

I
of radiation.
vegetation cover (greater aridity) and point to conditions developed

The convexity of theI at a later stage of the area's history, 
crest slope, uhic!. was possibly somewhat steeper formerly than at 
present (see p. l^t), and the shallov.-ness of the soil caused the 
coil-profile to be .ermeated with the leaching mildly acid solvent

Consequently, at the head of the

iI

S'

devn to ti'.e v.'cati.erin;.;. none.

ti'.e n:.-.ount of Icaci.cd iron in rtill i.;earre, a lateri- 
thc fora of isolated concrotionc ond irottles of iron

Cov/ncloi. e,

• ---tion !:

in ti:c lower horizon.■vr.
r
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v.'ith the iiocumulatinc amount of leached materials, 
tion of the clayey subeoil increases.. Towards the edce of

however,

isFrC'Cna • - -
crest slope, where soil cover is shallower and vecetation more

V.’hon the, acidity is diminished and accumulation occurs.sparse

crest slope was steeper a 1: rcer proportion of the dissolved iron 
carried over the edno of the crest-slope, but with the slowwas

flattening of the slope due to weatherinc, pedogenesis and erosion, 
a growing proportion of it is deposited on the edge of the 
retreating back slope, hardening into a pavement as it is being 
opposed by soil erosion (Fig. 55 ■.

-J

1b2

side of a waterhole in a Irteriterragment broken from the upper
Apparently at a juncture of a euajtzite outcrop andpc^venent. 

overlyinc phyllite beds.I altitude appror.. 4,950'Gayasa ridge;
i

a.c.l.

similar to Ibl encept that it appears even richer in iron
There is also3

and includes large quartzite and laterite fragments, 
a relatively large channel, but apart from that the appearance of

similar to that of the vesicular
i.mbeddcd in the matrix is clearly

I
the- frc^^::;ent iu in no way 
laterite. xhe laterite 
detrital, i.aving a pale brown, mottled colour entirely different 
from the rod shade- of the matrix and ..uite definite boundaries with

ih
s
f

cimil-rly to the previous sample it has a 
smooth glossy outer face oyer a laminated crust.
the iron-o;:ide coat.

3t
r re;.

the side of another waterhole in n 
lurfea hill (Kasumba

A rr_g;;.0i-.t br.aker. from
f bedrock.laterite pave, ent on an ;rer.acocuz 

hillmass); allitude ap.rox. 5,5oC' a.s.l.3 It is less redSifters fro: previous s:;mples considerably.
crystalline in texture with, ain colowr : ::i i. ri 

considerable

; roc : ably i:;0.'e

cf yiartzose areas.
il

The paveiaent from !.ropcrtJoa
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•..■ficr. it i'-ci' bec-n tEikt-n ;::;.ot;ed to Ci 1- Tjjer extent ai;d Incko 
tie sKiootb- •eurface aa^'arenfc in tbe fcrn.er l avc-niente.
Itninnr structure nai.earE to be absent in the outer jart oi' the 
fraa.er.t and no larce inclusions of foreiftn bodies can be 
diccerned, but otherv.'ise the ;.!orpholo; ;■ of the frernont is 
sisiltr to t::ct of the previous caetpiles.

Intcrpre tetien of this rraartent a; pears difficult. The 
ejtcrent hicber co!;tent of crystalline euarts and the possible 
lesaer content of iron tiay be related to/OTenaceous parent 
aaterial, but this explanation cannot account for the source of 
vfr.ctever euantity of iron that eariats unless this is assucied to 
be an old relati'/e primary accumulation, or that the arenaceous 
parent material is richer in iron tha'.n auirtsite usually is.It's 
peaeral position or; the edyc of fne crest-slope, it's emerp-once 
free ben-eath a fairly deep soil mantle, a;id the absence of any 
discernible '..■er.thc-red scr;e also aryue r.rainst this beinp; a relict 
of old l-teri'.o. let, a.n opprareirt absence of current lateriaation.

I i ;■

1^. i1;
it iii i . |-(U-

hi

iii iSi i
II

‘’lli

f

II:

I! t

L;
h
VI

the high rbsoiute elevation ar.d a f. irl;/ prominent sc::rp edje 
iTriic'-te, pcri.epc, e. relntively old a<^:e for this pavement, 
originr.tin- in t'ne first 
of old laterite fro::- t-.e surface.

ii';i
1:

soil ...nntlo develoj.ed r.ftcr t:.e stripiiinr 
At 2 resent it has only a 

S-soll extent of crest arcs at the bad: of it and tiius a limitedI
fi

i::rovenEr.ce of terial. The nlcje belov.' it, is very moderate, 
-ormed by a broad sr.sllo-..- licad'.;a-:cr valley of the Kayar.^o vfiiOGe 
obrupt che.nye of r;rsdic-:.t dosnstrerr ii.dicst 
o-n the Gayasa Surface or the edified hr,! rs.ara Surface.

1 ‘‘’i,h .
s

es an early development 
This

i
iitIfever.ent cuiy conse-;uer.tly rc-j.reseat the up_cr part of :’r. early 

ioteritic hori; ii^son, •-xt'jr.dinr '.-.•es lv;srd s.nd by nov/ ;;iuch reduced

i

:i ' i

■:

[J1

;
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!l ji;i•b1

ll!A frc^r.er.t of iri;.:nr;;- Irteritt sheet (ae^ro.'C. 
brohen off sc- r, fi.ce, on jneis^oEe rite (?) at Osukr.te hill 
{Central hyabushosi);

The cclonr of the ireah face is vialer tl;an in any rrcvio'.o 
euSi-lc- anh vesici:l:.rity very eronounced. 
of a very few reddish concreticac ir a yello-.;-bro\.n metri;: eith 
even liy-hter patches, Vv.ry clearly cryotallirc. 
eithei’ filled v:ith v.'hitish, brittle inater'inl, showier no 
crystallinity or enpty arc coated v/it). rusty brown ferru^nined 
cruet, plainly laninar-

Hi
!■;

altitude appro::. 4,70C ft.
ill

i
The Intorite consists i

i

.:jChannels are i

iili:
!. 11 1
5:

I,
IfThe cpj.errar.ce of the whole ohoet - il^tneoo of croot er.d 

cd^e rbovc lo;w , o"00t!i ^^edir’.er.tc, the evidence of highly 
ixclinitic itcioed, joil^ lov.'er dovin oil the di.'eeoted

eoutherr., oteejer i,lo..e of the hill end t!:e indubito.ble iri-h clay

l!

it h'-' ' i
iv 5 ;

ia - 'jii li:i1 V.
content in the acn^-le itself clearly suy-est a relative in situ 
accumulation of rrir;:.-ry :..aterials,

•i;
of the clasric type and profile.

liaolithic structure appears to be related tq a greater proportion 
0: crystalline qur.rtn in granitoid rochc and the p-Tecipitation of 
iron in the weathered,

1
i

I'il if
rts - rich !:aolinitic clay.h“

■f;Csisical and Mineral Composition of harpies
ii

The results of a chcir.ical analysis for five o:;ides and 
ecsbinc-d water ar

1 !
1iresented in Table a, follo'.;ed by calculated 

-everc.l solar ratios of selected o::idcsi^ir.cral coapo^lticn. 
nr.d nir.ortls were also c-'lcul 
Pilfer

1 ;

ted ij. order to stress siynificant 
'-r.cea an:' *-iail: ritics \a.ic]. arc, in soae cases, obscured 

- 0 c p c- r c t a j e c cp: o a i
1;'

in ion.
-t a:y bo nsteci that 

^ccounteb for. 
cf

in all the Sc''i:T:l..c soac residue is not 
Tii:; residue is probn.bly csaiansblo both to the

t'ae sn is and to those ccr.pounda w]:ose content
but probably also aonc very

ly.-

not ,0 : ni 1.0^SCU J..
: ■

i
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I- iible 7 : Coir. OEition of laterj te
3 00

flIRoJlam^ft.rc^ •>ur^ace. Sftv\gcK Sorfokte,
asheet leterite Cravel onpavement latorite on

£Kte §?§""
1a, 1c 1c, 1b 1b 2^1 ’"2ehecical

rnjxosition '
?b1 2iL 3

|!
21.10 
25.1P 
51.03 

O.bP.
i.oa

15.49

ii2i0. 20.59
27.57
52.76

25.47
2«.5P

27.87
0.96

1.07

15.13

24. 58 
15.80 
46.04 
0.48

0.57
10.52

25.90 24.62
15.01

47.30
0.46

0.52
10.40

25.78 
15.42
47.52
0.52

0.59
9.81

22.30

13.91
49.86

20.18

14.56

49.74
0.49

0.55
10.06

21.55
22.56 
4o.l8
0.92

1.03
12.86

28.68A1,0, s2 2
■ Fe,0, 28.84

0.93
1.05

15.40

2 3
FeO 1.42

1.63

14.79

TiC^
n,o

9.93

98.86 98.75 98.80 99.08 98.5197.59 99.44 96.00 95.56 98.10Mineral
Coeposition
(norcativo)

Faolir.ite

Gibbsite

Geothite

Kaecatite
Ilncnite

4l 40 45 44 40 38 34 35 37 4i
1820 18 17 3 9

29 31 32 31 49 4050 50 3852
5 5 2 2 11 5 63
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2

(lUarta

Kolar Patios
(copbinad
Eilica)

GiO-ZAI^Oj

Gi0./«30,
fe.OyAljO.

•‘■aolinite/
(Sibbsite

2 h2 65 7 610 3 2

1.11
0.67
0.68

1.18 
0. 74 
0.64 
1.80

1.15
0.65

0.76

1.C7

1.22

C.75
0.62

1.96

2.00

0.70

1.86

2.CO 1.75
0.59

1.95
8.68

2.00

0.61
1.482.CO 

0.63 
2.17

0.69
2. CO

0,

2.29 1.13
3.511.55

M
ii a

i
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Ir.e linitaticnc of no.-native mineral composition are vjell 
calculated as it is on the bccic of a predetermined estimate 

It is, honever, a oontroversal problem
known
of E-iinc-ral concituer.tis.
vhetiier estinates of mineral pcrcenta^eE baced on D,T.A. or :-:-ray 
Diffraction Analysis can provide more accurate data.

It is apparent from the data presented in the table that 
rroperties of the samples are not differentiated in conformity v.-ith 
the surface upon vdiich they \vere taken. There are differences between 
sacples taken on the same surface and similarities between samples 
iron different surfaces. This fact casts doubt upon the premise of 
uniformity of laterite type on the one hand and on that of correlation 
of laterite type with surface a£;e, on the other.

1. Gibbsite-rich samples

Camples containing more than 25^3 alumina of which a considerable 
port is in hyd^j-iide form and not combined '.vith silica to form 
kaolinite, present a quite distinct croup. The hi^h content of 
gibbsite is emphasised by the very low silica/alumina and kaolinite/ 
cibbsite ratios, the first well below 1.5 the other - belov; 2.0.

Corrollaries of this property are the relatively lo\7 content of iron- 
o:ddes (expressed in a ferric oxide/alumina ratio of less than 1.0) 
end the kich content of combined v;ater related mainly to the hydrated 
alumina minerals.

As observed a hiyh content of cihbsito can be related either 
to an early sta^re of lateritic ueatherin-:, prior to resilication into 
kaolinite or to a late staple of decomposition of kaolinite. In both

cases presence of j^ibbsite indicates a silica/alumina z’atio which im

thought to be correlated with hi^^h rainfall (c.g;. - kohr and van 
Baren, 19.54). Direct formotion of igibboite by v.'eatl.crin-j of acid 
rocks is closely rollo'.:cd by resilication into kaolinite 
(Aubert, ig4l,

where conditions of 'neusral or alhalijio nicdiur. or ox ir.x^eced
1C’44, 195h; Ai.-.and^-r ct 1942) butal.

i
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]Iosication exist cue to thorough mineralisation of organic matter 
and continuous saturation by excessive rainfall, genesis of 
kaolinite is inhibited by greater exportation of silica. A greater 
amount of gibbsite is retained. Eirailar conditions, on the other 
band, enhance the decomposition of kaolinite and, thus, increase 
vhe ..roportidn of gibbsite (D'iioore, 195^). 
therefore, that vjhatever the genetic position of gibbsite, a high 
proportion of gibbsite in the composition of laterite indicates 
certain range of environmental conditions prevalent during the 

period that laterisation v/as chemically active, probably before the 
lateritic horizon v.'as exposed and irreversibly hardened (see p. 
on reversal and hardening).

i5'
it

1It appears.
I
I
ilIa

it
It is, therefore, suggested that 

the laterite represented by this group of samples uas formed in Iftl
a different, more ferrallitio environment than the present one 
and under;different conditions than those influencing the formation 
of laterite represented by other samples. Although iron content 
appears to be somev/hat high for a typically ferrallitio environment 
(Kohr & van 5aren, 195^), there are several examples in the 
literature of laterite currently forming in such an environment 
that have a comparable composition (Kaignien, 1958; Alexander & 
Cady, 1962). .

There are, however, differences v/ithin the group which must 
In fact, the feui' samples may bo grouped in t^ pairs 

differing as to amount of silica and iron-oxide - one is 
designated by la representing fragments broken from larger masses 
of laterite, the other - 1c - erratic gravel, probably detached 
by disintegration of formerly continuouc laterite and found within 
the soil profile.
inpoesiblt- to calculate the influences to which the erratic gravel 
'•'EE subject since tiieir detachment from the original accumulation, 
it IS reasonable to assume that on the type of resistant lithology

IfI
5I

5;
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!|be noted.

illillli

HIIIt is, of course, difficult to envisage and
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uilich the other pair of the e;roup io as^iooisted, in the soil iiwith

;rj Uhich the c'ovel 'were found, and with the relatively larger eurfaco 
f! ov jreaent, the acti-on of solvents, enhanced by products of vegetatio:

S'.Such an action v:ould resultdecor.rosition, was more pronounced, 
in the leacliinrt of iron compounds and the proportionate increase of IThis is apparently yhat caused the relativelyaluninium constituents, 
lower iron content in the gravel sanplos, which is the lowest anong a

Apparently alto, it was the acid medium engendered tall the samples.
bv better drainage and organic decomposition consequent upon the 
diEsection of the laterite and formation of soil which inhibited further 
degradation of kaolin and somewhat raised the initial kaolinite/gibbsite

f:
;■ ti

I:
I

ratio. Relevant to these aspects of laterite gravel composition is 
the problem of the origin of the sample from the Geyasa surface. Its 
similarity to tlie ether gi’avel sample is, indeed, very close and the 
specific properties mentioned above are’ even more emphasised in^it.
As nay have already been surmised from the foregoing, it is a basic 
frcsice of the present interpretation that the laterite gravel v;as 
found virtually in situ in the sense that there is little likelihood 
of it having been transported from a younger surface. This is 
affirmed by the fundamental chemical and mineralopical similarity of 
the gravel with the sheet laterite, namely - the relatively high
proportion of alumina or gibbsite and the lov; proportion of iron- 
oiiide. IThere e::istc, however, the possibility that sample Ic., ori

ginated in the higher, older, Hwampr.ra Surface, v/hose modified rem

nants still exist or have once existed in close proximity to the 
locality in which it was taken. yince,aE observed, no definite relicts

! 1*
I

of the initial, primary laterite of tlie Gayasa Gurfaco have been 
identified, there is no direct evidence of its nature lland it is imp- iIOfisible to determine if the similarity of the two gravel samples in- 1
iioateo sicilarity of tbs initial laterite on tbe two curfaces or the 
origin of 1c. in the Swan.para tiirfcce laterite. At the came time, 
circunctaiitial evidence in the forrn of a great onount of laterite graved 
of the

I
yEtr.e corphological type, uifisring profoundly from the adjacent 

peveaent lutsrite, /la to he found tliroughout the area of tile Gayaaa

“trface, ever, •..•here trenafer froai fro uiiper surface is much 
less likely,

::
i-ointr to ti.e possibility that
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lilinitial Gayasa Surface laterite was similar in type and, 

probibly, composition to that of the Rwampara Surface.
If this assumption is correct, it is the samples of the 
that should be reearded as representing the initial laterite 

Yet, even if this laterite was similar on both 
surfaces there were bound to be some differences. Considering

the

I
f:I

i itype 
sore closely. iI

-4 upper
the general similarity of lithology, of both surfaces, an 
identical amount of original lateritic materials should be presumed. I;
She amount of iron present in samples' taken on the Rwampara 
watershed or close to it, could be regarded only as the result of 

A rough calculation of minimal values^
!fIrelative accumulation, 

shows that the thicla»ess of approximately ten feet of laterite

originated in at least 800 ft of rock consumed during the cycle
Furthermore, considering theproducing the Rwampara Surface, 

position and the nature of the laterite relicts on present crests

it is doubtful whether ten feet represent the original thickness. 
Lowering of the surace during the Gayana phase was much less than 
this and consequently it must bo surmised that the thickness of 
initial laterite on it v/as relatively meagre even if supply of 
secondary materials from the disintegrating upper sheet is taken 
into account.

!

I
i

To conclude, this fjrnap of samples appears to represent a 
primary laterite formed through relative accumulation under a 
different climate than the present, possibly in the period 
previous to the rise of the liift shoulder to its present elevation* 
The samples supply no evidence as to whether this laterite 
developed separately on each of the t\;o upper surfaces or simul

taneously on both surfaces subsec.uent to the stripping of the 
Hwaapara initial laterite. In this latter case provision must be
cade for a consid'.rablc lowering of the Kv;amv)ara surface during 
the Gayasa phase, i'oucver, considering the length of time involved 
according to the views

'
'i

rprevalent and the evidence of lithologicalnov;

* baced on an amount ci 7e^C_.

laterite (2.7) and
in phyllite, on low density of 

on loss (oO/O. i
li
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I control - it appears [nSfe likely that the stripping of the 
Swanpara laterite was concurrent with the developraent of the 
Gayaaa Surface and its laterite sheet, to which it probably, 
contributed secondary material.

t
I5?
I
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2. paveBent laterite samples iii
The compositions of pavement laterites differ sharply from 

those of the previous group in several significant aspects.
Alumina content is, on the average, 15/" less and the decline - 
as can be seen - is assignable mainly to the absence or a low 
proportion of gibbsite while the percentage of kaolinite is 
less hy only an average of 4-5ri. fhe latter is reflected in a 
noticeable increase in proportion of silica and the parallel 
silica/alumina ratio. It should be noted, hov;ever, that if 
comparison between the groups excludes the possibly abnormal 
gravel sanples a substantial increase in crystalline silica is 
shown. Since no gibbsite is present in two of the samples this 
increase cannot be assigned to the decomposition of kaolinite and 
is possibly residual quarts or results from the reorystallisation 
of anorphouE silica on exposure of in a mildly acid medium.
Parallel to a decrease in alumina is a very noticeable increase in 
ferric oxide percentage (agerage 151- increase compared to samples 
la).

H
I
f
i
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The absence or paucity of gibbsite combined with a relatively
high content of kaolinite may be relatdd to several environmental 
conplexeo. It may indicate relative accumulation under conditions I

®;:<=essive rainfall, on e very well-drained site and under deep 
soils, whore the medium is acid enough to inhibit exportation of 
silica but v;here hydration of aluminium sesquioxido raises its 
isoelectric jjoint sufficiently to enhance its combination with silica 
(Eougerie, 1950). f IIn Luc}i circurr.Gtr-nces the chances are that 
iron-oxides acci:r.;ulatinr by c-doorption as ir.ineralG to the in

liilii
I
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aluitosilicate day, feeding of much greater solubility and 
constituting only a very small proportion of the parent crock 
(0.6/5 as against 197/ of alumina in phyllite), nil not exceed 

On the other hand, 3n:absolute high 
proportion of kaolinite can result also under fersiallitio / 
conditions where an 
and only in deep-seated weathering zones. Usually, and especially 
in the rainy seasons, it is either acid or very mildly alkaline, 
favouring the formation of alumosilioate clay. At the same time 
rainfall is usually insufficient to induce a low enough pH 
for mobilisation of aluminium hydroxides and it is only the more 
mobile iron compounds that are exported. The composition 
represented in the samples of the pavement laterite, with iron- 
oxide rainerels exceeding the amount of alumosilioate clay, clearly 
points to an addition of iron and an absolute accumulation. 
Consequently, a fersiallitio environment in which iron is

amount of kaolinite.the

alkaline medium is asserted only intermittently

mobili-ed, transported and precipitated in a kaolinitic matrix.
This supports the evidence of the morphologyis clearly indicated, 

of the samples which also suggests that lateral supply of iron
is still current. The conclusion is, thus, reached that pavement 
laterite results from both lateral and vertical provenance of 
lateritic materials and is, therefore, an absolute accumulation 
effected in a fersiallitio environment such as the present one.
Since absolute accumulation of lateritic materials must be 
associated with some relief, it seems reasonable that the formation 
of the present pavements began later than the dissection of the 
surface upon which they are found. The fersiallitio nature of 
their composition marks their probable origin in the period 
following the rise of the P.ift shoulder and the ourtailment of 
noicture supply (possibly also - some lowering of mean temperature 
due to uplift) which, as observed, means a rather late phase in 
the geomorphio history of the region. The amount of iron-oxide 
stored in the average thickness of a pavement conforms with the 
possible anoiuit of rook consumed during the Gayaza phase. However,

, ■. . . . . . . . . . . :
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the nature of the laterite does not indicate a relativesince

aocuoulation and does indicate an environment prevailing much
later than the Gayasa phase, there cannot be any doubt that much 
of it is secondarily derived from the disintegration of the 
initial laterite of the surface and only partly from the v;eathering
of the exposed bedrock.

Sample lb,, clearly represents a different type of laterite 
than the other two samples of pavement laterite, although it has 
similar basic properties of lower alumina and higher ferric oxide 
content which place it in the same category. The main differences 
appear to he the presence of a small proportion of gibbsite and 
a relatively large proportion of dehydrated iron-oxide in the 
nineral form of haematite; a somewhat larger proportion of 
crystalline silica may also be of significance. As stated, it 
appears difficult to explain these characteristics in view of the 
foregoing discussion of the other pavement samples. As described 
in the previous section (p.105) it is the geomorphic position of 
the pavement that may provide a tentative explanation to the 
composition of the sample. As asserted in that section this 
pavement nay be older than those represented by the other samples, 
and may have been formed at the first stage of dissection of the 
Gayaza Surface and in closer proximity to modified remnants of 
the Hwampara Surface. Such an assertion would make the character 
of this sample, appcctr more explicable. Presence of gibbsite is 
apparently assignable to decomposition of kaolinite and not to 
alteration of primary minerals, since other characteristics point 
to the absolute nature of the accumulation. If this is the

f

case then addition of quartz indicates reorystallization of silica 
released from kaolinite. i'he exposure of the laterite posoibly 
resulted in a greater dehydration of gS©thite into haematite.

ml''
L'.'
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But this interpretation cannot be regarded as sufficient 
since it does not explain the sequence of environmental conditions 
thst enable such a development. An old pavement, possibly 
connected with the modification of the Pwampara Surface and not with 
late dissection of the Gayaza Surface, implies formation under 

ferrallitic conditions and, thus, contradicts the high percentage

j

!

a

of iron, or implies that all the foregoing interpretation of other 
If, on the other hand, the initial accumulationcaEples is faulty.

of this pavement proceeded under fersiallitic conditions as implied
by its basic composition, it cannot be much older than other 
pavements, and the differences in particular aspects of the compo-

The emswer to this conflictingsition are not explained, 
evidence lies, perhaps in the complicated geomorphic nature of the
locality.

As can be seen, the Burama Kill on the western crest-slope 
of which the pavement is located, is part of the iCasumba main 
ridge. This ridge, v;as regarded as situated close to the margin 
of the early, larger, deformation of the landsurfaoe .v;hich resul

ted in the initiation of the Gayaza phase. It, consequently, 
represents a modified part of the initial Kwampara Surface, perhaps 
preserved in less modified form on the higher summits of the ridge 
(liiarhuti and Chitanda). The vertical difference between the 
initial surface and the newly formed Gayaza Surface, developed;'in
a stable phase, was much smaller in this area than further west, 
due to lesser relative deformation. Consequently, the initial
relative accumulation on the adjacent Gayaza Surface could not have 
been very great. As -suggested by the. nature of the surface in the
Western part of the Kasumba hillmass - the extensive flat-crested 
ridges and the shallow broad head valleys betvjeen them contrasted 
by the narrow deep valleys separating them lower dovra - and hy the 
abcence of
basin, the dissection

any remnants of the low'cr Sanga surface in the drainage 
of the Gayaza surface came rather late, 

probably at a late stage of the lowland phase, when the broach of 
tbe basumbe-gsragwe ■watershed caused the change of erosioncl
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It is conceivable, therefore,orientation tov;ards the southeast, 
that the initial relative laterite accumulation of the surface

not e:-:posed and stripped off, before fersiallitic conditions 
prevailed, as in other areas, but remained in the.original profile 
and absolute enrichment in iron associated v/ith replacement of 
kaolinite v;as superimposed upon it. Before the lov/land phase 
oenetrqted the e:d.bting mature valleys, slower erosion and drain

age, a groundwater table nearer to the surface and possibly a 
denser vegetation v;ith relict characteristics of a former climate,

was

have somewhat modified the ferrsiallitic environment, and
But the comparatively

□ay

prevented acidification of the medium, 
abrupt change in local base-level, with the resultant deep down

cutting of valleys prevailing over slope-retreat and consumation 
of crests, must have drastically changed drainage conditions, 
causing a comparatively abrupt loi;ering of ground water level, 
and at least an intermi'.tent dessication of the lateritic horizon.
Enhanced leaching due to lov/ering of groundv/ater table, under 
extensive, bevelled crests, still carrying dense vegetation, may 
have caused some desilication of kaolinite, and, perhaps, 
icrrosiliccous compounds. Intermittent dessication brought about 
the dehydration of ge\^thite and perhaps, amorphous iron-o:cides 
into mineral haematite, lowering the isoelectric points of all 
hydroxides to prevent their recombination v;ith the increasingly 
less mobile oilica and, thus, to favour its crystallisation into 
secondary quarts.

In conclusion, the foregoing-interpretation suggests that 
laterite pavements exist in tv:o genetic forms. One occurs on the 
western remnants of the upper surfaces, controlled by the north

ward orosioncl orientation v.'here deformation resulted in a greater 
altitudinal intervc.l betv;t_en them and -..-here dissection of the 
Gayaza Surface began much earlier, already by the oanga phase.
"^hic earlier dissection resulted in smaller remnants retained
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I areni-iype tiasins ana= v;hich v;ere consequently subjectbetween

to earlier exposure and more complete stripping of the initiali
The early initiation of slope retreat of arena wallslaterite.

which proceeded concurrently with the stripping ofjnitial
laterite, soil formation and nev; laterization, caused a constant 
renoval of the forming latei-ite pavement. Consequently, any 
existing pavement reflects a relatively young formation related 
to the crest ba% of it and the.jyena slope below its front, 
genetic character is reflected in its composition.

The second form of pavement is connected to those parts of 
the upper surfaces in v;hioh the erosior.al._development is in a 
much earlier stage, with nov/ncutting as yet ungraded to the local

This

base-level and where the vertical interval between the surfaces
In such areas, the late advent ofwas initially much smaller, 

dissection has probably never succeeded in even exposing the
The change of environmental conditions 

caused the enrichment of this horison in iron by absolute accumu-
initial lateritic horison.

lation probably derived from the modification of Rv-'ampara Surface 
remnants. Late dissection did not allov;, as yet, for the exposure 
of' this laterite but caused changes in its composition. Consequently 
pavements of this type v;hich are exposed at present represent not 
an entirely nev; formation related to nev;ly developed soils, but 
an old lateritic horison transformed by change of environment and 
nev dissection. Hence their specific morphology and composition, 
their greater thickness in relation to other pavements, and 
their disijosition at the foot of remnants of the Hv/ampara Surface 
and not on the edge of the Gayaaa Surface crest-slopes. Conse

quently they are more restricted in distribution.

3. Lov;er surface laterite samples
Samples of laterite from continuous sheets on the Canga 

Surface are clearly differ-.ntiated into tuo types; 3Gi representing 
laterite on resistant r.;etasedi;nentary or tectonic rocks and 3b 
that on incompetent r.lutonic rocks-

II
a
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5^. Samples from laterite over resistant lithology

Compared with the previous c^oup these samples Bhov; even 
higher content of iron and lov/er of alumina, GihlTsate is absent 
and consequently silica percentage is lov;er though the SiOg/Al^O^ 
ratio is the same. The ferric oKide/alumina ratio is also higher 
which expresses a lower proportion of kaolinite but the difference, 
though significant, is not great.

It would have been possibly difficult, to differentiate between

these samples and the first tv;o pavement laterite samples, without

But once the key to thereferring to the morphological evidence, 
nature of the laterite is provided by that evidence, both the 
similarities and the differences betv;eon these two groups become 

Cirailarities such as enumerated above and also theexplicable.

higher percentage of goethite in relation to kaolinite, must be 
related to a similar node of origin in an ab'agltte accumulation -
in a lateral provenance of mobilized iron-compounds and subsequont 
precipitation in an existing matrix. Indeed, considering the 
large source of iron available for the formation of this laterite, 
cenprising the larger part of the decomposing Qayaza Surface 
laterite, compared with the limited source of the pavement 
laterite to which only newly forned soils and a smaller proportion 
of the initial laterite vjas available, a greater proportion of 
iron-oxid and iron minerals may have been expected. That this is 
not the case may',be attributed to\gartly the fact that in the 
specific cases from which the samples were taken, the available 
source vias relatively restricted (residual upland). But it 
appears possible that the more im;ortsnt reason is related to the 
type of environment in which this accumulation occurred. Svldence 
shows (D'Hoore haignicn, IJJP) that as a rule an absolute
nccunulation, in i.-hatcvcr environment, is always more ferruginous 
than a relative- accumulation, hut in a ferrallitio environment

—'C;

i;

:the percentage of :-lu.-.;ir.a is higher than in a fersiallitic and 
ferruginous environi.,er.t. C- ■jr-zcblyV—t-'r.en~;—bho -poroontego of

mir... ■--vvg.
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Conceivably, then, the percentage of ferric^xide 
vould have far c-rcceeded 50Ji if the forr.iation of this Sanga
ei

durface laterito did not occur in a ferrallitic environment.
"eniiiples areChe differences betv;een the 3a and the 1b 

apparently related to the nature of the matrix in which iron vfas 
precipitated and irs influence on the-processes of iron transport 
and dispersion. An illuvial horison within a soil profile

1-2

represents an entirely different matrix than a complete soil 
profile permeated from an outside source. More detailed and 
numerous sampling than the present one v.’ould have probably shown 
in v;hat vjay this soil profile was differentiated by the combined 
outside transport and in situ processes. Some indication of this 
is given by the difference betv;een and with a slightly
greater propnrtion of both Icaolinite and goethite possibly 
resulting from the illuviation of clay and greater adsorption 
of mineral iron hydroxide. Conceivably the sample is not 
representative and a more profound difference in the same trend 

The composition,' both chemical and mechanical,nay be the rule.
of higher soil horizons in reflected mainly by the morphology

of the laberite - the greater inter-pisolith space from v;hich 
finer particles, not imijregnated by iron have been leached dovra- 
wards. Kuolei of pisoliths are small peds and coarse particles 
as indicated by a greater amount of quarts. In both samples, 
the non-analysed residue is larger than in any other sample.

representing, probably, unv;ect}iered oi* nartitfally weathered 
minerals retained in the ped-hucloi and absent in a typically 
lateritio horizon. It can be seen, at the same time that reduction 
of alumina and kaolir.ite, compared to content of young pavement

laterito is relatively ss.all and a oomewhKt greater proportion 
of haematite cay be attributed to renter age and to dehydration 
on the dissection of the .;an!;a .Jurface.

frof. iaterite over incompetent litholory
ination of th£|iorapositi on of all samplesA comparative- era:::

::
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V'ill sliOH that despite some very t;r£at differences there is a 
basic similarity between sample and those desicnated as 1^.
Ibis is clearly expressed in the ratios of the major constituents. 
Silica/aluaina ratio is still belov/ 1.5, ferric oxide/aluraina 
ratio is above 1.0< but not very much so and, in any case, far 
lower than in any other sample, 
goethite does not exceed that of kaolinite.
the conclusion of a relative primary accumulation derived from 
Borphological and general field evidence, is vjell supported by 
the chemical and mineralogioal data, 
two groups can be attributed mainly to the fundamental difference 
between the rooks from which the laterites were derived and perhaps 
also to differences of environment and age. 
the available data on composition of rooks, granite contains less 
alumina, about three times as much ferric oxide and about 2.5 
times as much siliceous base minerals, as phyllite (also much

Granite has, oonse.iUently, a higher GiO^/ 
AijO, molar ratio than phyllite and its greater v.’oatherability

In addition, percentage of
It thus appears that

Differences between these

As can be seen from

core ferrous oxide).

under tropical conditions releases combined silica in a greater
'..’eathering of granite is, therefore.ncount and at a greater rate.

mainly kaolinitic and amount of initial gibbcite is lower, 
is reasonable to assume that tlie gibbcite contained in the sample 
is mostly a product of desilication consequent upon the change

It

in drainage conditions •..•hich followed the dissection of the Ganga 
3urfa.ce by the lowlcnd phase, in an environment that was still more 
ferrallitic than the present one. The relatively (compared with la 
saaple) high iron content can be entirely residual, representing 
a lowering of the surface during the Granga phase by approximately 
5C0 ft, an amouiil in general accordance \;ith the mean vertical 
difference bclueen the Gayana ana Canga surfaces.

--
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Altitudinal Distribution of Laterite

It iz evident • from the descripti^^e and analytical data 
uresented in the preceding sections that the altitudinal 
distribution of laterite is significant more in its results than 
in the nature of its geornorphic causes. If it is deemed necessary 
to devote a section to this aspect, it is mainly because several ;

investigators of the relevant area assert the universal or almost 
universal presence of a continuous laterite capping on upland 
crests. It is not the purpose of this section to refute this 
assertion but to shov; that an assertion of the presence of laterite, 
even v/hen continuously and uniformly thick does not necessarily 
imply that the crests and the slopes it is supposed to blanket 
all represent the same erosion surface or even a small number of 
then. This v;ill be do^ through an examination and discussion of 
the views and data presented by these authors themselves.

There exists a major division of opinion between De Swardt 
and Trendall (19'j1) on the one hand and Plummer (i960) and 
Phillips (1939) on the other as to the meaning that should be 
attached to the presence of laterite at different levels of the 
upland. De Sv/ardt and Trenuall maintain that continuity of thick 
laterite over sharp breaks between levels points to the possibility ■ 
of an initial single very uneven surface and the lack of positive 
results from on altimetric analysis proves it with finality.
Both Plummer arid Phillips recognise the existence of tv;o upland 
surfaces (Phillips* third, lowest surface, is associated almost 
exclusively with the Lake Victoria lov;land) but while Phillips 
apparently considers that t._o laterite formed separately on each 
of them and, thus, differs in age according to the surface v/ith
which it is associated, Plummer, who also recognises continuity 
of that laterite over si.'rp breaks in slopes, maintains that it 
-5 all of contempor: ry age and has balnketed simultaneously pre

existing surfaces. however, both of them agree that at least 
one of their surfaces had a very considerable relief.

s*'. ■ s'
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n» .-i.-.-iriit nnd Trendall's conceijt of the sinrle 'Ilpper Laterite'

Since these authors' view diverges frara the one offered in 
on fundamental points of evidence - boththe present study 

observational, concernins the universality and uniformity of
upland laterite, and analytical - concerning the interpretation 

altiaetric analysis, it appears that there is no way ofof an
coaoaring the views. . It should he noted at the same time, that the 
concept of a single 'Upper laterite' is formulated not on the
strength of observational evidence alone but on the results of
the analysis.

There are, however two aspects of their stated viev/ which
De Gwardt states correctly

j

have relevance to the present context.
basic argument, the view "that major and persistent breaksas a

in slope above a well-integrated drainage system can bo correlated- 
regardless of variations in absolute altitude or relief" (196^^1 
p. 318). In this he, of course, refers mainly to the relationship 
between upland and lowland, and, no doubt, the principle applies 
on a country-wide scale, possibly oven to the correlation of the

Yet, theupper surfaces in Viest Ankole and Southern I.’engo. 
principle must apply on a smaller scale also to intermediate brealcs 
of slope caused by differential upwarp. On a regional scale
these are an major and as persistent as that between upland and

The fact thatIcvd.and in general, on a country-wide scale, 
beyond the upwerped region tiiey do not exist by no means invalidates 
their correlation v;ithin the region.

De Gvjardt and Trondall's refutation of the multi-level aspect 
of the landscape in southwest Uganda differs radically from the
apparent landscape -..hich,appears impossible to ignore, as can bo 
also deduced from the conclusions reached by all other workers 
ih the Cno of the first to obeerve the area closclj-’ was Cowbe 
(1932), whose evidence and coiiclucioiis of
(ibid. p,8,) are constantly bcir.,: referred to by later authors.

area.

‘*tv;o j-erieplain topocraphy*‘s

, ... A '•r-v
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Apparently the evidence provided by his detailed and discerning 
observations is also impossible to ignore. De Swardt and irendall 
assert that it was the "hill-and-pediment.topography that had led 

to conclude that two peneplains are present "(ibid. p.4^t),Combe

which is in feet an assertion that conforms vjith their ovm view.
This is manifestly incorrect since Combe states clearly that the 
lower peneplain is represented by the crests of hills and ridges 
along the edge of the Rwampara and Hshara Kts. "which rise to a 
remarkably even, bench-like surface" (Combe, 1952, p.V.). 
not have meant that these refer to lowland pediments or to 
pediments "preserved on narrow sloping spurs" (De Swardt and 
Irendall, 1961, p.48)-

I!e could

The concept of two upland laterite Surfaces or Levels.
Plummer and Fhillips surveyed between them the whole of the 

area included in the present study, Phillips studying the part 
east of the Kasumba hillmass and Plummer that west of it. As 
observed, they both rcoognimed two laterite surfaces v/ithin De 
Swardt and Irendall's single "Upper Laterite". Phillips placed 
most of his "oldest" surface at altitudes varying between 4,500 ft 
and 5,100 ft a.s.l. and his "intermediate" surface between 4,300 
ft and 4,600 ft a.s.l., thus allowing for a respective relief of 
60C ft and 300 ft. Plummer pieced his "upper laterite surface" 
at 4,700-5,900 ft (within the study area) and his "lower laterite
surface" at 4,400-5,000 ft a.s.l. - i.e. a respective relief of 
1,200 and 600 ft. Ihe difference in mean absolute altitude is, 
no doubt, attributable to differential upwqrp. 
between the areas in which these surfaces were identified allovjs 
for a landcurface rise of approx. 15 ft/mile which accords with 
the average between the calculated 10 ft;'mile in the eastern part 
and 20 ft/railc- in the v.’ostern part of the area.

The mean distance

It can be noted that amplitude of relief doubles both with 
■the age of the postulated surfaces and with the westward rise, 
lihile Phillips gives no explanation of the unevenees of his upper 
surface, ilumr.-.er explains the greater unoveness of hio surfaces, 
he vieualises hie up^.er surface as representing a landscape of

-
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resistant litholosy v.'hich has never been affected by complete
. It rises above the margin of an extensive planed surfaceplanation.

Khicii has a gentle regional slope and is tentatively identified
?

as the peripherlal part of the Buganda Surface. It is, at present, 
represented by the "lower laterite surface". In this v/ay, Plummer 
reduces the available relief of De Swardt and Trendall's "Upper 
Laterite" by about '00 ft, but still envisages it as a very uneven 

This would have provided a plausible explanation if

!

i surface.

Pluomer's description of his surfaces presnnted a rational pattern.
It appears that Plummer defined his surfaces from within 

the same area as has been used as a sample-area for the altiraetric
analysis in the present study (Kap 7 ), which, as observed, seems

However, he apparently divided it intoto provide the best choice, 
two parts: a southern one including the Eastern ttwampara, its
northern foothill fringe and the Gayasa hillmass; and a northern 
one - including the Ilshara area. Eor each of these he applies 
entirely different altitudinal criteria for which no explanation 
ie offered.

In the southern part, Plummer emphasizes the sharp break of 
slope on the laterite surface north of Eagarama and states that 
"tiiis fall is accentuated by the entirely bevelled nature of the 
laterite latterly described (i.e. - on the crests of Ewamparajs
northern foothill fringe) in contrast to the higher irregular

In contrast to De Swardt and' Trendall,surface of the P.nampara".
he agrees that it was this "sharp fall thrt had led Combe, Uayland 
and others to suggest two peneplain surfaces in this area" (i960, 
pp. 14-15). Obviously, then, Plummer considers that the Hwampara 
crest-laterite which stands at 5,500-5,500 ft a.s.l., represents 
the 'upper laterite surface' while- the lower foothill fringe
and, apparently, also the Gayaaa .‘-.i. Iniass, backed by this 'sharp 
fall' and standing at 4,5CC-5,JOO ft a.s.l., represent the 'lower 
laterite surface.'

In the northern part of the area, howdver, Plummer defines 
ns part of his 'lo'.;er' surface, the bevelled laterite relicts in

ii

J

ii
m s'*.
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tJie lower Huisi basin, the bench-like laterite abutting the slopes 
of the iitarwete-Kaliunyu ridge and the flat crest-laterite on the

On all these features laterite stands predominantlyKpororo spurs.
at 'f.500-4,fOO ft a.s.l., i.e. - 400 ft lower than on the Gayaza

li
I

At the same time.hillaasE which is defined in the same surface, 
the crest laterite on the iitaruete-ICakunyu ridge standing at

elevation as on the Gayaza hilliiiass isapjrozimately the 
regarded as the 'upper surface'.

Kpororo spurs at 4,500-4,700 ft a.s.l 
where the two parts of the area are contiguous, have two well-

sarae

It appears, thus, that the
which are the only localities• 1

the Gayaza hillmass ac 4,900-defined surfaces rising above then:
5,c00 ft and the Rwamfara main ridge - at 5,600-5,900 ft a.s.l.

They consequently cannot be fitted into Plummer's
V/hen added to the fact that postulation 

of differential upwarp along the longitudinal axis of the area would 
entail the assumption of a rate of rise exceeding 40 ft/mile, this 
discrepancy in surface definition would seem to refute the

A sequence of three surfaces such as 
was outlined above, appears, therefore, better suited to explain 
the pattern of the landscape.

(Fig. >5).
scheme of tv/o surfaces.

postulation of tv^o surfaces.

In the area surveyed by Phillips, the sequence propounded in 
the present work envisages only tv/o surfaces and is, thus, in

The main, and basic,general agreement with Phillips’ postulations, 
difference between the views, apart from that concerning the 
distribution and significance of laterite, is that the present view
envisages a greater relief on the lower surface in this area and 
a much lesser one on the upper surface. Phillips defines his 
laterite surfaces very brielly and peremptorily. As with Plummer, 
his definitions appear to be based on altitudinal relationships 
of more or less proximate features and, where presiont, on presumed 
continuity of laterite. The boundary between the surfaces ia placed, 
flexibly, between 4,450 ft and 4,650 ft a.s.l
consideration of the possible effects of tilting, Since most of 
the features carrying laterite
widely discontirrjouc, the deter.-::inaticn of the surface is, in most

■I

without apparent•»

of relatively limited area andare
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I
As a result,

inexplicable definitions occur and the inclusion of certain
not associated with any sharp breaks of slope.I cases,

many

features v;ithin one of the two surfaces appears rather arbitrary.
In some cases, a small vertical interval of a: hundred feet is 
regarded as decisive despite profound lithological differentiation 
{e.g. Kamirabi Kill); in others a much greater interval of 400 ft 
on homogenous lithology is not regarded as sufficient for the 
differentiation of tv;o surfaces (e.g. southern spurs of the Eugaga 
hillmass). In some cases the upper surface is identified at the 
same elevation as a lower surface situated much to the east of 
it (e.g. Kbale ridge) and in others it is much higher than the

surface to the west of it, even vfhen the latter is identified 
resistant lithology (e.g. Kinota, approx. 5,100 ft on’ 

shale, and Ilyabubare, at approx. 4,550 ft, on quartzite). On 
the V.’hole, there appears to be an overlap of appriximately 200 ft 
between the surfaces, v;ithout any rational pattern to explain

same

on a more
i

it.

It appears to the writer, consequently, that Phillips' doubts 
as to the unity of his lower surface are best applied to his

An assumption of an uneven lower surface with a widerr-'v
upper one.
altitudinal range than postulated by him, would make it comparable
to Plummer's lower surface and contribute to a more rational 

It would seem that in his placement of theregional pattern, 
intersurface boundary Phillips was misled by his interpretation

If like Plummer, heof the nature and significance of laterite. 
had assumed a late blanketing by laterite of pre-existing surfaces

robably, discerned the topographif discontinuity 
between E^j-tern and V.'estern Eugaga, in the areas of hyaruhuzi and 
I.'yakagera. Admittedly this is not as prominent a discontinuity 
as that between the P.wampara main-ridge and the Gayaza hillmass 
but it ic comparable to that between the crest of the irtarwete- 
Kakunyu ridge and those of the Lower Suizi basin, Vfeere no 
lithological boundary is involved such a break can bo envisaged 
as a result of moderate continuous uplift, which would also explain 
the wide altitudinal range of the lower surface. Furthermore,

he would have ) 1'

I
i.I
f
;?

iI
I
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the association of this break on the crest of the only extensive 
single feature of the area with the fact that the altitudinal 
interval below this break overlaps v/idely throughout the area 
with the interval assigned by Phillips to the lovier surface, 
favours the placement of the intersurface boundary at:vthe higher 
interval of 4,8C0-4,900 ft.

It can be concluded, therefore, that the concept of a 
uniformly leterized upland crest-surface, does not necessarily 
contradict the concept of a multi-level landscape, and that 
previous concepts of two levels can be proved erroneous or 
interpreted differently. Continuity of laterite between levels 
and over breaks in slope can be interpreted as a late simultaneous 
blanketing or by heterogeneity - with the laterite on the slopes 
and on the lov;er surface differing as to age, thickness or origin. 
In either case, the proof of existence of discrete surfaces of any 
extent or grade is independent of the presence of laterite and 
should be sought in other criteria.

The present view differs from that of Plummer and Phillips
in that it maintaini&ifis that under conditions of pronounced

landfermc ofuplift and formation of high relief and residual 
resistant lithology it is unlikely that laterite of v/hatever origin
and age will be preserved intact.

Conclusions as to the geomorphic relations of Laterite
1. The geomorphic significance of laterite

The interpretation of the evidence presented in the previous 
sections entail a reconsideration of the geomorphic significance 
usually attached to laterite.

If the previously outlined pattern of upland surfaces, : . 
is correct, laterite cannot be used as a decisive criterion for 

The two upper surfaces show no significant 
difference in the distribution and nature of laterite types found 

In both, laterite cover is patchy, erratic or residual; 
in both current late; isaLion is evident and laterite pavements

their definition.

on them.
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appear to be of later origin than the soil mantle;
be old lateiite is at least partly residual and indicates

It cannot, therefore,

in both, v/hat
nay
lesser competence than the underlying bedrock.
be regarded as preserving or * freezing* the original surface on

The unavoidable concli\sion from- the evidencewhich it was fcrmed. 
is that, on the contrary, it is the resistant bedrock across v;hich 
the surface v^as cut, tha* preserved whatever relicts or residue of
a former laterite sheet that have persisted to the present.

Much of this applies also to the lov^er surface, v.'here many 
features of resistant lithology reveal only residues of laterite.
However, a great number cf features representing this upland surface

But these appear in a patterndo carry thick sheets of laterite.
clearly controlled by lithology and proxindty of features of a

V.'here they exist on resistant lithology they arehigher surface.
apparently of predominantly secondary origin and their relation to
the underlying bedrock is fundamentally the same as on the upper 
surfaces. Variety of origin and nature of form of occurrence thus, 
prevents the use of laterite as a criterion for the identification 
of a single lov/er surface.

It is , consequently, a basic argument arising from the 
present study that on the present evidence laterite cannot prove 
the existence of several surfaces. Upland bedrock lithology is 
considered to represent a more significant geomorphic factor than 
the laterite covering it and, therefore, it is the existence of 
surfaces tha t explains the distribution of laterite and not that 
of the laterite which defines the existence of surfaces. Moreover, 
the nature and distributional patterns of laterite are regarded as 
necessary corollaries of the concept of niulti-phased evolution of 
the landscape.

2. Laterite and IsndscaT.e evolution
a. Laterite on the initial surface

The premise of an initial p.aned surface of a relatively low 
absolute elevation and a \;est-directed gentle continental slope
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existing in early Tertiary times, appears to be corroborated by 
the nature of laterite relicts and residues found on the Swampara 

The accumulation is relatively thick and if vesicularity 
be accented as'evidence, it is a relative accumulation 

produced during the planation of the surface by progressive down

ward migration of the laterite profile. The relatively large 
proportion of aluminium compounds and that of gibbsite in the 
alumosilicate clay indicate at least a moderately ferrallitio 
environment which may be expected at the altitude of the surface 
and its exposure to western, relatively humid air masses.

liowever, the thickness of the laterite and, even more so, 
of its underlying weathered zone, are much smaller than may have 
been expected on a very mature surface ofpprolonged development.
This can he, probably, attributed, in part, to the fact that present 
relicts are found on what may have been the greatest relief of 
the initial surface and, in fact, on the then existing v/atershed.
But it would appear that this cannot be the whole answer and as 
pointed out previously (p.|6l) a modification of the theory of 
primary laterization, especially in regard to the movement of 
lateritic materials through the 'pallid zone' is required.

Surface.

can

b. Effect of landscape evolution on laterite of the upser upland
Curfaces

The subsequent georaorphic history -l&tcritc- appears to

hove been controlled, basically, by the differential erodibility
Theof laterite in relation to that of the underlying bedrock, 

fact that large tracts of the crest area are bare of laterite 
cover indicates the relative incompetence of laterite and it is, 
therefore, reasonable to assume that upon uplift and the initiation^ 
at erosional phase laterite would have tended to be stripped
off the elevated surface. It is also conceivable that after the 
stripping of the laterite sheet the es'fect of|erosion on the under

lying resistant bedrock v/ill have been much slower, and the orost- 
surface may hove been little affected. Certainly, this is not a
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rarid process and laterite ironstone is still a relatively resistant 
The stripping of a laterite sheet w^s, then a gradual 

and prolonged process and proceeded unequally, depending on the 
nature of the laterite itself - its composition and thickness - 
and on extraneous geomorphic factors- However, it did proceed 
independently of the geomorphic evolution of the underlying bedrock.

Of the extraneous geouorphic factors which affect the stripping 
of:.laterite, the orientahion of the crosional phase is undoubtedly 

In the present case erosion is envisaged as advancing
The

southern slope of the Ev/ampara (initial) Hurfact v/as affected only 
at a late stage of the first erosional phase and, consequently, 

laterite was, therefore, better preserved on
Since uplift consisted 

also df differential upvarp and deformation, the new altitudinal 
disposition of any part of the surface in relation to erosional 
orientation should be taken into account too. Thus, the initial 
surface in the Western Isingiro area was situated lower down on the 
slope of the deformation than in the Sastern Ewampara area, and 
consequently laterite v/as probably stripped off it to a greater 
extent and at a speedier rate.

The laterisation that was associated v/ith the development of 
the Gayaza Surface during this crosional phase, was probably of the 
sane general type as the latcrisation of the initial surface. It 
proceeded during a stable phase to a relatively mature state and 
it is possible that general uplift has not yet elevated the land- 
surface enough to cause a profound change in the ferrallitic 
environment, either as regards to average temperatures or accessi

bility of atmospheric moisture. The essential features of the 
Chemical process v.'ere

of a primary lateritic horizon with the associated ferruginization 
of secondary- alumosilicate clay. There were bound to be, however, 
also fundamental differences, 
has never attained ^.trfect planation;
then that of the initial surfr.ee since the available stable period

rock.

important,

from the north and east and later also from the Southeast.

relatively little, 
this southern slope than on the northern one.

, therefor-:, similar - a relative accumulation

..s observed, the Gayaza Surface
it was probably less perfect

■:!
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was ani^arentiy shorter. Moreover, the amouat of available rock 
provided by differential uplift v/as possibly less than that 
available to the major cycle of the initial surface. The relicts 
of this surface represent either the very margin of the original, 
at the juncture with the slope of the higher surface", or relatively 
restricted residuals. In the marginal area of the surface, which 

the last to develop, laterization vms probably relatively 
It appears, therefore, that the laterite associated v/ith 

the culmination of the stable erosional phase was of lesser thick

ness, had a larger proportion of clay minerals and a lesser one 
of gibbsite in relation to kaolinite. At the same time, the 
existence, for this surface, of a source of secondary lateritio

I
i
I
f

v/as

weak.

Eaterials in the disintegrating higher sheet, could have caused a 
greater aaount of ferruginination in the marginal areas. These 
properties would indicate a speedier stripping of laterite on this

It is even conceivable thatsurface than on the P.v;arnpara Surface, 
on the dissection of the Gayaza Surface in the next phase of 
uplift, smaller relicts of its laterite sheet v;ere preserved than
of the already long-eroding ?.v;ampara sheet.

The stripping of primary laterite cover proceeded, as indicated 
by present processes, largely through the disintegration of its 
edges, apparently by differential solution of constituents. 
Consequently, the products of disintegration take^ the form of 
both fragments of different size and compounds carried in solution. 
The newly stripped crest surface may, thus, caryy as a residue, 
a large number of fragments, mostly of gravel size but also a few
blocks and a ferruginous crust of ro-precipiated lateritic materials

Most of the disintegratedas coatings on the bedrock surface, 
material will be carried dov/nslope bot}i in fragments and dissolved
to provide additional secondary mate; ial for the laterization of

The ncv.'ly exposed bedrock surface is then subject 
to renewed weathering and soil formation in v/hich, probably, a 
proportion of the residual clay from the laterite also takes part. 

V/ith new pedogenesis is associated also nev/ laterization.

lov;er surfaces.

It
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nrobable that v/ith the continuing moderate uplift someappears

level of balance was attained between soil formation and erosion
so that present soils do not represent the Initial environment of 

Contemporary soils represent, most likely,
,
I

pedogenesis on crests, 
development since cessation of uplift and renewed prevalence of

They also represent a new environmental complexslope retreat.
created by high absolute elevation and a reduced supply of moisture

In suchcaused by the shadow of the newly uplifted Kift shoulder, 
an environment ferrisolio conditions prevail enhanced by the
inhibited decomposition of organic litter and, therefore, by a more 

Laterization takes the form of an absolute acoumula-acid medium.
iion through the leaching of the soil profile by percolating rain

water and the convexity of the crest periphery makes this largely
an oblique leaching leading to the formation of laterite pavements

Consequently, lateriteat the eroded edge of the soil mantle, 
pavements are relatively young, strongly ferruginized both in
pisolitkio concretions and by adsorption, but also having a consid- 

proportion of clay which is largely kaolinitic. It iserable

soluble iron is carriedpossible that a large proportion of the more
the edge of the crest slope and consequently the proportion ofover

residual clay is greater in this form of crest laterite than it
It also means that an accumu-would have been on a flat surface* 

lation of this type has even a lower limit than the present soil 
mantle indicates and, therefore, thick pavements may represent 
results of several successive profiles, and added material from 
disintegrating old laterite*

c. Laterization of the lovrer upland surface
As indicated, the development of the Sanga Surface v;ao much

It occurred concurr-more complex than tli^t of the Gaycsa Surface.
it was probably also concurrent v;ithently v;ith continuous uplift*, 

the expansion of the losOand surface and it affected heterogeneous 
lithology. Crientation of erosion in this phase was still directed
northward and ecstv;ard witl; an added southeastern direction. Large

iSv
h
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areas of incompetent lithology were exposed v/hereas resi^ant 
rocks became {;radually confined to the margins of the new surface. 
Ho doubt surface development on the incompetent basement rocks 
gained on that of the resistant margins and headv/ater basins and 
became more planed and mature at an earlier stage. Primary 
Isterization associated v;ith and followed by deep weathering 
prevailed and a typical laterite profile developed. Apparently 
advanced planation and deep v/eathering embraced also part of the 
less resistant sedimentary formation - i.e. the shale and mud

stones of northern Koki, in that area of the sedimentary formation 
situated at the juncture of the northern and eastern erosicnal 
orientations.

On the resistant marginal area, which was of greater relief 
and general surface inclination and of lesser weatherability, 
primary laterization v.'as inhibited and apparently did. not advance 
much beyond development of a soil mantle. This mantle became 
deeper as the surface developed but was not associated with deep 
weathering or primary latcrization. It was associated, however, 
v;ith a very intensive process of secondary laterization by material 
derived from the disintegration and dissolution of older primary 
and secondary laterite of the proximate remnants of the Gayaza 
Surface. This secondary loterisation proceeded through progressive 
impregnation of the whole soil profile, by iron-oxides which were 
precipitated on soil paj:ticles and small rock fragments, forming 
an almost totally pisolithic laterite. Continuous provenance of 
lateritic materials probably inhibited a clear differentiation^
of horizons, although the tv;o distinct horizons which were reoeg- 
nized may not represent the whole scope of differentiation and, 
probably an upper soil horizon, less impregnated, is now absent 
through truncation.

.!
i

In any case, differentiation of lateritic 
horizons was not sufficient to create differential erodibility in
the relicts of this seconds^y laterite and at present they appear 
as uniformly thick, flct-tov/cd sheets.

i
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The discection of the Sanga Surface does not appear to have
It v;as a progressiveresulted fror.: any prondnent tectonic event.

, possibly concurrent with the formation of the surfacei process

itself, but had an increasing rate on incompetent lithology caused 
hj s/tapid "etching" of the deeply weathered rocks, once the 
laterite covered interfluves were consumed, and by reorientation 
of drainage which was either consequent on the etching or due to 
breaching of former watersheds and the creation of new ones. 
Consequently, only very few relicts of laterite on this surface

s
1s
t
i
1
I

i

preserved in the area of incompetent rooks, mostly where 
previous watersheds coincide with the general disposition of the 

Preservation v/as much better where resistant

were

newly evolved ones, 
lithology prevented rapid undercutting of the sheet and consequently 
depended more on the nature of the laterite itself.
(Fig.52), remnants of pisolithio secondary laterite are sometimes 
found on top of a primary relict preserving a crest of a schistose

As was shovmi

of Plutonic feature situated at not too great a distance from the 
source of the secondary laterite. It is reasonable to assume 
that the thickness of this secondary laterite diminishes vjith 
the distance from the source, and that where resistant lithology 
extended far away from the remnants of the Gayaza surface, or 
where such remnants v/ere of relatively small extent the meagre
cover of secondary laterite was stripped away.

This applied especially to the hill-series type of topography
prevalent in areas where sedimentary formations are of low

of smallmetaraorphic grade iuid individual crest features are
In such areas, notably the Koki Hills, a more advancedextent.

planation and deep weathering occurred too, as intimated, and 
preservation of laterite cover undercut by erosion of weathered

Consequently, many upland features of this 
However, the late

zones is less likely.
surface are bore of laterite in the Kski area, 
stripping of this surface nnd the small extent of crests did not 
allo-w the development of deep and mature soil-cover, except where a
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weathered zone v/as exposed over less resistant lithology, 
that crest soils of the Koki Hills are usually more skeletal than 
those of the stripped Gayaaa and Ev/ampara Surfaces and laterite 
is mostly scanty, residual and secondary, derived from the 
dismantling of former sheets.

So

s
i
3

!
5. Lnterization and landsurface

As observed above in the introduction to the chapter on 
laterite there exists a limit to the depth of the soil-regolith 
profile at which laterite can accumulate, since access of 
atmospheric influence is necessary to ensure precipitation of 
lateritic materials in the mildly alkaline medium of the weathering 

. no de|inite limit has been determined for the depth of 
possible accumulation, but it seems that it cannot exceed the

It is, consecuently, possible to 
that a laterite sheet represents a surface which v/as not more

!

I

zone

order of a few tens of feet.

assume

than a few tens of feet higher, before the upper soil horizons were 
I'oreover, since stripping of soil cover and exposurestripped off.

and hardening to laterite coincide with the inception of new 
erosional conditions, an exposed laterite sheet can be regarded 
as marking the culmination of a cycle or an erosional phase.

I
i

It is, however, the accumulation of primary lateritic materials 
that indicates the associated cycle of erosion and v/hen thickness
of laterite is used to estimate the amount of rock consumed during 
that cycle, care should be taken to exclude any thickness that 
can be attributed to a secondary and extraneous origin, 
be noted that nowhere within the investigated area was

It should

lateritic accumulction observed to exceed 10-15 feet in thickness 
'.'ith the original coll cover the wholeon reciitnnt lithology, 

profile is unlikely to have exceeded forty feet on the initial
The difference between the mean altitudes ofF.wampara luriace. 

the Kwampara and Gayaza -urfaces v.ldch is about 500-600 ft and
the low content of iron in phyllites*4tr-) and t.uartzites, indicate

'ife3.that primary late/-ite on L.c Cayaza Surface could not have been

Jtj
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thick, especially if considerable loss of iron through run-
Indeed, wherever in the area 

crests indicate a late stripping of old laterite cover, the

very

off and erosion is taken into account.
i:

bare

original surface must have been only very slightly codified.
The situation is at least theoretically different where ewly

stripping has allowed the developaent of a mature soil mantle. Without 
supnorting evidence it is impossible to assume that existing soil 
represents the result of initial pedogenesis - that initiated by the 
stripping of the laterite. iVhere old surfaces are postulated and uplift 
is invoked it is probable that present soil mantle represents only a 
current stage in a long process of interaction between pedogenesis and 

It is very difficult, therefore, to estimate the amount oferosion.

crest lowering involved in soil-formation since the dissection of the 
surface and the stripping of the laterite, and only a tentative and very
rough idea may be formulated on the strength of circumstantial evidence. 

One line of such evidence concerns the depth of present crest-soils. 
There are several reasons to beliefe that 

Centres of crests, where soils tend
which rarely exceeds 4-5 ft.
it has never been much greater, 
to be the deepest were, probably, l^ast to be stripped of laterite
and this stage is unlikely to have been attained before a very close 
drainage pattern, of the present order, has developed and restricted 

This apparently, occurred only after the lowland surfacecrest area.
attained approximately its present pattern which, as observed, Vras long

If such a close drainage system alreadybefore uplift petered out. 
existed, overbalancing of erosion by soil formation after cessation of

In other words, inherentuplift, could not have been very considerable, 
in the association of pedogenesis v;ith stripping of old laterite is also

its association

(n) An average of 0.25:' according to samples from Koki analysed
by C. Du Bois 1959 (Geological Gurvey of Uganda, in Lift.).
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Since the ratio of soileith sites susceptible to erosion.
to soil erosion must have been lower than ot present during j,production

uplift, crest soil mantle is unlikely to have been nuoh deeper than it 
is-at present, Pavement laterite derived from newly formed orest-spils
contains too large a quantity of iron-oxides to have ell originated even 
in the deepest soil profile existing at present and it may be roughly 
calculated* thattthe average thickness of pavement laterite necessitated 
the leaching of a soil depth of more than twenty feet, but less than tliirty. 
A similar calculation in regards to the volume of rock represented by 
this depth of soil showed that thirty feet of soil resulted from no more 
than forty feet of rock**. These may he regarded as maximal values since

S

no account is taken of and TiO supplied by disintegrating old
laterite, which was, probably, of considerable amount.

It appears, therefore, that present crest surface on resistant lithology 
represents a modification of the original surface by an amount of crest

Within the contour intervals availablelowering well below a hundred feet, 
for the area a modification of this magnitude, which has, undoubtedly, been
less than the maximal value in large parts of the crest area, cannot have 
such influence on the conclusions outlined above.

Soils of the Study-Area

Ibe study of the soils in the area was undertaken under the

* Calculation is based on analytical data on content in pavement
laterite (approx. 4c^) and in present soils (approx. '\%]on the 
Bwampara surfaoejwith an estimated loss of 30^^. Measured density of 
laterite was 2.7; and of soil 0.5*

’* Based on content of insoluble ilraenite (TiO-FeO) in soil (3.3^) 
in phylllte (0.62fo; density - 2.5)*

. 6

Iir, Ai
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basic cremico that soil woula prove to be the connecting linlc
Icndforms anti vegetation and, consei-.uently, their study» between

voula help resolve the correlations between the^ Previouss
of the available literature on the general sub.ieot ofrerusil

geoHiorFiiical relations of soils and vegetation ''.■/ooldridge,
Ste'vens 1956; Mulcahy 1959, 1960; liulcahy t Hingston1950;

1561) has led to tre formulation of a preliminary hypothesis that 
of surface isuusually expressed in the nature of the soilsage

it carries, and, consequently, in the nature of its vegetation.
thought that since landscape in Uganda can Be differentiated 

into, at least, two surfaces of different ages, the basic aspect 
of correlation between landforir. and vegetation will concern the 
depleted nature of both soils and vegetation on the higher, older 

With one exception there appeared to exist

It was

surface or surfaces, 
no evidence or theory contradicting this tentative hypothesis in

Or, morerelation to climatically homogeneous areas in Uganda.
rainfall and temperature data shov; no substantialproperly, where

orographic influence, soils and vegetation on upland (in the sense

defined above), seemed always to be more impoverished than on
It was realised, of course, that depletion in most caseslowland.

ic due to erosional processes and not to deterioration through
The evidence of thickprolonged leaching and laterisation. 

continuous laterite over upland surfaces was rOc:arded as supporting
this supposition. 

The exception mentioned above concerned the soils covering 
. f the Isingiro hills, Gayasa hillraass and some of thethe crests

Kwampara crests and defined by harrop (1960 as the hugaga aeries.
As observed already, this series was purported to have developed 
on a thicl: sheet of disinteLrating lotcrite, "though not necessarily

It is pointed out that their lack of 
to erosion and their relative richness 

do not indicate their residual nature and

frem" it (Ibid., p.57).
stability and resistonce

in exchangeable bases
Vegetatior.al evidence to comply with this seemingly

In the survey of vegetation of the
old age.
aberrant case is only jiartial.
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i relevant area (Lancdale-Erown, i960) and the associated vegetation 
cap, p:.rt of the Eu^_'aga aeries appears to carry a potential 
climax much HTuxurious than that envisaged on the surrounding 
louland, but this is apparently related to altitude and not to 
pedological attributes. Consequently, since this appeared to be 
an isolated case of unsiipported evidence, stated (in relation 
to soil) to be problematical, it was not considered to bear 
decisively on the general hypothesis.

It wqs, therefore, noted v/ith surprise that field evidence 
largely contradicts this hypothesis.. This v/as first noted in 
relation to vegetation on v;hat v/as defined here as the Gayaca 
Surface v/hich was found to be, v.'here least disturbed, more 
luxurious and rich in species than the similar community in the 
adjacent lowland, .The Hwarapara Surface did not present exactly 
the same picture, but v/here soil v/as preserved on it and

I

vegetation less dictubed, it still presented a richer vegetational 
It v/as also noted that the crests ofaspect than the lowland, 

the* Gayasa and, partially, also the Kv/ampara Surfaco: constitute 
the primary agricultural concentrations in the area, and the centres 
of coffee growing, a feature, it is believed, nov/here else to be 
found zn Uganda except in purely mountainous regions, 
it is realised that thes^ concentrations resulted perhaps largely 
from certain historical circumstances (the famous sleeping-sick

ness epidemic in the beginning of the present century) the 
existence of crest scils suitable to support them was reasoned to 
pose a fundamental problem in the present study.

Even when
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Clsjsiflcation of Tropical Ijoils

5I'he endeavours of uedolocists to attain a "natural" 
classification of soils in tropical Africa, have been based on 
tv;o lines of approach dictated at least partially, by the nature 
of the laboratory 'sork employed. The Franco-Eelgian approach 
is based principally on detailed chemical and mineral analysis 
and field characteristics arc used only as secondary criteria 
for subdivision. Conclusions as to the nature of soil taxons, 
consequently, enable the formulation of sound genetic concepts.
There is no doubt that such an approach is the best possible even 
if the inductive genetic concepts derived from it necessarily 
represent subiective inieipretation. Unfortunately, such an 
approach is not nlv.’ays practical on financial grounds and pedologists 
frequently have to base their clansifici,tions^n field characteris

tics alone or v;ith the addition of only routine laboratory
examination.

This has been mostly the case in East Africa, v.-here only yery 
fev; ohecdcal and clay-mineral analysis of soils are available. 
Since Kilne (1955) formulated the 'catena' concept in East Africa, 
pedologists in that region hove tended to adopt the topographio- 
geoEorphio approach to soil classification. There is, of course, 
a fundamental difference between a purely topographic application
of the 'catena' concept, and a geomorphic interpretation of

In'the first case the 'catena' istopogrophy-soil associations, 
used as a mapping-unit, devoid of any genetic connotations; the

i

members of the unit have no genetic relationships, and simply 
indicate a recurrent sequence of certain soil-types on similar 
topography. A geomorphic interpretation of soil catenas, is based 
on the concept of the soil taxon or the mapping-unit as an integrated 
part of the landscsT.e unit (Avery, 1956) end since landscape units 
represent stages in an evolutionary process, a coil catena is 
regarded as a replacement sequence.

II
S
;■

I
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’.'o doubt this concept of a soil taxon as a geoc;rophic oi 
'landschaft' unit, associated with a certain natural complex, 
facilitates inferences concerning many aspects of the nature of 
the soil and its genetic'character, e.g. - drainage conditions, 
depth, profile development, degree of ueathering, age, organic 
matter content, vegetation and even argicultural potential, 
is esjjecially true where geomorphic evolution is postulated to 
have been cyclic or phasal and topography consists of.-several 
well-differentiated levels of differing ages but fundamentally 
similar evolutionary patterns.

It is the tendency of present soil-taxonomists to avoid 
genetic criteria in soil classifications and to base themselves 

surely objective field characteristics and laboratory data 
(as expressed mainly by the U.S. Dept, of Agric. systems of 
classification, I960, 1965). It would seem that this approach, 
fully justified at present within the limits of pedology, will 
relegate soils to a purely descriptive position in’ the study 
of landscape ccraplcxes. It is preferable, therefore, to accept 
the deficiencies of genetic classifications which are associated 
with the subjective nature of the judgements and postulations 
rather than dispense with the use of soils as an interpretive 
component.

This

on

host likely the best system of classification for the needs 
of the present study would have been one which combines detailed 
laboratory examinations with a geomorphic approach. 
a-soo-orphi

the basis of many classification sohemes in East Africa, but all 
of these lock sufficient laboratory data to make any sound genetic 
concepts possible. An attempt by Gethin Jones (1557) to construct 
a genetic classification of East African soils, was based on the 
genetic criterion of presence or absence:of laterite (hard ironstone). 
As observed by Chenery (19£0) this is not a satisfactory

irch. As intimated, a geomorphic approach forms)

criterion (witliout sufficient analytical data) since it does not
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differentiate between current and millions of years old pedogenetic 
On the other hand, the Belgian pedologists (D'Hoore,

the

processes,

1959i i96^) Sys, '959) based their classification scherne on
nature of clay minerals and oxide ratios, vdiich strongly reflect

The geographical implications ofthe process of soil genesis, 
this scheme are mainly climatic and only secondarily geomorjjnic.
but as a pedological genetic classification it has everything to 
recommend it (Chcnery, 1960)>

Of the many schemes of classification which could be applied 
to the soils of the study-area only a feu will be reviewed. 
Analytical information from these soils includes some mineralogical 
data but no data on chemical composition. Consequently it is 
difficult to fit them accurately into genetic schemes based on 
both mineralogical and chemical composition. However, some 
reference to the Belgian scheme can be made and therefore, it will 
be briefly reviewed in relation to relevant soil types.

Genetic classification schemes
Sys's classification of Congolese Soils (1959)

The classification consists of seven taxons or categories in
a descending order of magnitude based on criteria]^of decreasing 

The largest taxon - the order - is defined by theimportance.

degree of weathering (nature of dominant clay minerals) and the
nature of the profile as expressed in the succession of pedogenic I 
horisens. The degree of ;;eathering differentiates, in the first 
place, between weathered and unweethored parent materials including 
in the second category raw mineral, hydromorphic and organic soils.
Weathered soils are differentiated, in the firdt order, according

Theto type of B-horison into podsolic and non-podzolic soils, 
non-podsolic soils are classified into two types of weathering -

r.aolinitic coils or kaolisolskaolinilic and r.on-l’.aolinitic. 
include all the soils farmed on mostly or completely iveatiiered 
materials, with the greater p'rt of the clay fraction comprising 
kaolinite- and free oxides.

i
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The non-kaolinitic soils (less than 5® kaolinite in the
clay fraction), are aivided into four orders according to the 
nature of the profile, of the A^-horizon - v.-hether rcargalic (dark, 
aontmorillonite rich) or non-margalic, and of the B.-horizon - 
whether tej;tural (clay illuviation), structural (only clay

polyhedral structure) or consistent (structure less.skins;

devoid of distinct clay content): recent soils (A-C, A-D profile
with a non-margalic horizon,) black soils (A-C, A-D, A-B-C 
or A-B-D profiles with a margalio A^ horizon,) brov/n soils 
(A-B-C or A-B-E profiles with a Structural, or consistent 3 
horizon) recent textural soils (A-E-C or A-B-D profile with a 
textural B-horiaon). Of these the recent soils are probably 
represented in the area on steep slo-es and bare rocky surfaces 
and the black soils - possibly in soils developed on alluvium of
aggraded but uninundated valley floors.

It is, however, mainly the kaolisols which pose problems of 
identification ana interpretation apart from comprising the most 
extensive and characteristic soils of well-drained sites in

The criteria chosen by Cys to differentiatetropical regions, 
the order of the Kaolisols into sub-orders are associated v:ith
the relation of their characteristics to climate, mainly in the

Three groups are distinguished, firstly,pedoclimatic expression, 
according to the degree of dessication of the pr6file: hydro- 
kaolisols v/hich are intermittently vyaterlogged and never dry out
entirely; xero-kaolisols which undergo a very marlted dessioation 
of the profile (saturation of the adsorbing complc:'. in lower 
horizons - ove-r 5C^)) and an intermediate group comprising two 
groups of suborders: the hygro-kaoli:iols v/hose profile is neither
v;aterlogged nor cired out during the year (Z% saturation in 
lower horizons) and hygro-;-:-.ro-kaolisols - whose profile dried 

with the wilting point attained for at leastout temporarily,
ncnaii during tl;e year (5C(i saturation). Bach of theseone

groups is divided according to pedoclimatic temperature expressed
by the uevelopi.icnt of a 'nui-.ic A,j_;,oT.i2;on.
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Since the hyaro-kaolinols are defined as showing a gley horizon 
their differentiation from hydromorphic soils is probably only a matter 

With the available data it is, consequently, difficult,of degree.
to determine if any of the hydromorphic soils represented in the area

Elevation in the study-anea iscan be defined as hydro-kaolisols.
nowhere hi^ enough to produce a really cold pedoclimate with the

It is possible, however, thatresultant pronouncedly humic A^-horizon.* 
at higher elevations, some kind of integrade into humic kaolisols may exist-
Hygro-kaolisols are developed typically in a very humid climate and under

dense forest and consequently should not be expected to occur in thea very
study-area. Xero-kaolisols may be present in the lowlands in the centre of 

where annual rain fall is less than 55" and accretion of basesthe area,
from adjacent upland is unlikely. In other parts of the area, soils will
be probably all hygro-xero-kaolisols.

Definition of Great Groups of soils is Independent of that of sub

orders, in that both hygro-and hygro-xero-kaolosils may consist of the 
seme Great Groups. The general criterion for distinguishing Great Groups is 
the mechanical, chemical and minerslogical nature of certain genetic 
horizons and the succession ofyihorizons in the various suborders, 
is, however, a general conformity of the Groups with macrooliraatio 
conditions and they are apparently subject to a zonal pattern of distribution. 
Thus, in order of increasing moisture supply the sequence of Great Groups, 
is, as follows:

There

1. Tropical Ferruginious soils . Apparently synonymous with the xero-

<
• Sys states that the loner limit of humic soils varysbetween 4.200 and 

5,200 ft a.s.l. north of 6 N* It would be expected to b^dloser to
the equator as the study area is.
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kaolisols of which suborder they form the only Great Group.
.t.

Ihey are considered to represent active pedogenesis in a reUbijely 
dry (less than 55") tropical climate. V.'eak leaching is expressed 
in either a high silt/clay ratio ^.15), in the lower horizons,
an appreciable reserve of weatherable minerals in the sand 
fraction or the occasional presence of a B-te:itural (illuvial) 
horizon without a corresponcing Ag (eluvial) horizon. The clay 
fraction is mostly kaolinitic v;ith free oxides but contains also 
2/1 lattice clay. Saturation of the adsorbing complex is 75(o. 
Gibbsite is absent (Si0g/A1g0_:~2 or>2). This is a v;ell-defined 
group, appearing also in the French classification ("sols 
ferrugineux tropicaux"; Aubert, 1954')) denotes specific
environmental conditions, differing from those of other zonal 
tropical soils.

2. Ferrisols. This group is obviously transitional to the next 
group and is also considered to represent active pedogenesis hut 
in a more humid environment. Ferrisols differ from the previous 
group by presence of a 2-structural horizon '..'ith clay-skins, by 
a lower silt/clny ratio bpt not lov.’er ti.en 0.15 or by a lov/er 
reserve of v;eat!ierahle minerals in the sand fraction (hut not 
less than 1?/). The clay fraction consists of more than 5C?( 
kaolinite and free oxides and may include gibbsite (SiO^/AI^O^:
~2 or<2). Saturation of the adsorbing complex is 5C5v. In the 
French classification (ibid.) the groui; is included in the "sols 
ferrallitiques" and possibly represents slightly ferrallitic 
soilE("oolc faiblemer.t ferrallitic.ues").

5. Ferralsols. regarded as representing reduced or halted 
pedortnesis. They still contain an appreciable amount of clay 
feOJi) but the silt/clay ratio is<0.15i the mineral reserve is 
slight or absent and a B-structural horizon with distinct clay 
skins is absent, horizons are only sligbtly:;differentiated but 
occasionally, a leached A_ horizon is present without a correspon

ding S-textural horizon. This is indicative not only of intensive

J
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leaching but also of deep weathering. The clay fraction HTssS
is crcdor.inantly kaolinitic includes appreciable quantities of free

Saturationoxides and, frequently, gibbsite (Si0./A1„0j:<2). 
of the adsorbing complex is 25-50;^. ("sols perrallitiques 
typiques").

i i

4, Eego-ferrals. This group represents conditions of intensive 
leaching of ferralsols. Consequently amount of clay is very low 
t2Ci;5) in the upper part of the deep soil-profiles and mineral 
reserve is very slight or absent. Correspondingly, both exchange
capacity and saturation of the adsorbing complex are very lov;
525vOi The soil profile consists consequently of A-C or A-D 
horizons with no 5-horizon of any kind. They correspond to the 
"sols ferrallitiques lessives" of the French classification (ibid.)

Apart fro:.; these soil groups both humic ferrisolE and 
ferralsols are recognized as Great Groups v;here the usually weak 
A^ horizon is replaced by a marked one, thicker than 10 cm., 
dark and with>3c carbon cor.tent.-

The general climatic associations of these groups restricts 
possible representation in the study-nrea to ferrisols and ,

ferruginous soils with the possible addition of humic ferrisols 
at higher elevations. A more detailed discussion of the application 
of the-e categories to the soils of the study-area will follow 
an exposition of tlie analytical data of these soils.

Each Great Group is regarded as comprising several Gmail

very

Groups one of wriich represents the type of (orthotype) and the
Thus, the Orthotypeothers - intergrades with other taxons, 

ferrisol is distinguished from the ferralsol intorgrade by having
more than 50;' of the 5-structurnl unit surface covered with a clay

The Crthotype ferralsol is di.tinguished from its rego-
than 25; of cloy in the upper l.m.

skin.

ferral intergrade by having mere
It is only in the- followinr category - that of the Great 

Family _ that tine litholcrical nature of the parent rook is used
Ias a distinguishirg; criterion, . hereas ;,eomorphio position comes
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only next ns a derinin£; criterion for the Small Family.

D'Hoore*s System for the Soil Ma? of Africa (1959t 19^4)

This system is very similar to the former, especially as to 
the classification of the basic - Groat Group - taxons of the 
kaolisols. The differences between the systems are associated 
aainly with the greater scope of applications and the related need 
to impart greater flexibility and to rely on schemes based on 
different principles. The principal results of this are the 
elevation of the lithdiogical and colour criteria to a higher 
category - parallel to that of 3ys*s Small Group and the reduction 
of certain taxons, e.g. the humic and rego-ferral Groups, to a 
lower category.

There are also several instances in which details of chemical 
and other criteria differ or an additional criterion is defined.
Thus, cation exchange capacity of the clay fraction is stated 
to be belov/ 20 me/TO'- gr in ferralsols, oyer 15 me/l00 gr in 
ferrisols and higher than that in ferruginous soils. Saturation 
of the adsorbing complex in lower horizons is defined for ferruginous 
soils as exceeding for ferrisols as belov; and for ferralsols
as belov;

Charter*s interim scheme for the classification, of tropical soils
(Bramcier, 1956).

Charter's classification, devised originally for V/est Africa, 
is less comprehensive than the Belgian systems but appears tp 
cover all the types of coils v;hich have relevance to the study-

His approach is genetic in a more clas: ical, Pussian-school 
way, based as it is on Ileustrev's famous formula of "Goiln ^ 
climate, vegetation, relief and drainage, parent material and age. 
It is, therefore, founded largely on field and environmental 
characteristics, and the cimrlect cix-mical data - mainly pH.

The first category or taxon - the order - is defined according 
to the predominating influence of one or two of the factors

area.
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comprising the abpve formula, 
distinguished:

Four orders are, consequently,

I Climatcphytic Earths - v;hoEe characteristics are determined
They correspond topredominantly by climate and vegetation, 

the classic Zonal group of soils.
II Tooocliniatic Earths - Combined effect of relief and climate, 
namely - montane soils at altitudes exoeeding10,000 ft, in the 
tropics.

III Topohydric Earths - Combined effect of relief and drainage, 
namely - impeded drainage on relatively lov; ground. Include 
most of soils formerly defined as Intrqsonal.
IV Lithochronic Sarths Characteristics determined mainly by 
parent rock and/or age - namely, resistance, inertness or extreme 
youth of parent material. Equivalent to Aaonal and certain 
Intranonal soils. _J'cn the suborder level, each of the orders is 
subdivided according to different criteria. Since the problems 
associated with the soils of the study area are related to those 
included under Charter's Climatophytic Earths, the preseni'Jviev; 
will be limited to this group.

Climatopiiytic Earths are subdivided according to the degree 
of leaching into two suborders;
A, Eypfepeas - soils in which percolating rainwater leaches the 
whfile depth of the profile, to groundwater level. Correspond 
to the old tern of ledelfers.

f

B. Xeropeds - soils under low precipitation, in \;hich percolation
Correspond to Eedocals.does not connect with groundwater level.

Strictly speaking, must be scarce in the tropics. Even
it is heavy and provides enough water to 

Moreover, even in the contemporary
where rainfall is low »
permeate the whole profile, 
very arid tropics wetter clinctes prevailed in the near geological

It appears, hov^ever,past and are reflected in the pro..eat soils, 
d useful in view of the former cchenes to retain this taxon, in the

under a more flexible definition in orderpresent classificatior ,

Hi
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Into differentiate between the two main tropical environments, 
such a case hygropedo will correspond to Sys's hygro-and hygro- 

-kaolisols and neropeds - to his xero-kaolisols.
divided into two Great Groups according to the

iI
xero

I Hygropedo are
reaction values th;oughout the soil profile, regarded as expressing 
the differentiation of soils in active state of pedogenesis (rapid 
release of bases counteracting the effect of leaching and,

I

therefore, a neutral to slightly acid reaction throughout the 
profile) - Basisols, from soils in reduced or halted state of 
pedogenesis (acid reaction at least belov; topsoil)

considered that under high rainfall (80 inche-s)hatosols. It is
latosols develop directly from basic rooks so that basisols occur

moderate rainfall ornainly as relatively young soils under more 
very briefly, over acid rooks, under high rainfall. Another

chsriicterictic of latosols is the v/eak differntiation of profile 
horizons especially the B.-horizon. The development of an 
authentic 3-horizon is regarded as indicating a change into another 
taxon, usually into Topophydric Barth on a planed surface, 
then, Latosols correspond, generally to the Belgian Ferralsols, 
and Basisols to the Belgian Ferrisols.

Clearly,

Each of the two Great Groups is subdivided into two pairs
clearly differentiatedIn Latosols these pairHo areof groups,

according to the amount of rainfall under v.'iiich they occur.
Oxysols occur under high rainfall (70") and are, therefore, 
strongly leached showing pi; values decreasing from 5-0 at the

Cation exchange capacityweathering zone to k.O at the surface, 
is low due to leaching of clay, but having developed normally

content is relatively high,under'rain-forest, organic matter 
and dispersed deeply '..'ithin the profile, 
with lower rainfall and differ from basisols in being o3d and

Cchrosols are associated

deep and corsewuently more leschod, acid and poor in clay, pi: values
thorir.g zone range betweenbelow the topsoil ar.d cd.iove th.e 

4.5 and 5.5, usually in a reverse direction to that in oxysols.
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SubdiviEion of basisols io less clearly defined and is based 
r.ainly on the colour of the solura. Ked bssisols are desiEnated 
ss lubrisols and brown - as Brunosols. There is a tendency for 
rubrisols to occur under hiE'ner rainfall than the brunosols, 
indicctinc a more profound leaching of bases and v;eatherable 
ninorols, but the difference in colour may also indicate the effect 
of differential parent material - richer or poorer in iron.

The criterion for further subdivision into groups is type 
of vegetation: Porest, savannah or thorn-thicket, each indioating 
certain climatic conditions, usually - amount of rainfall.

’V.

Is
I
Ii
f

t
Obviously, the normal vegetation of or.ysols is rainforest and when

Ochrosols may befound under savannah, it is only a dc-rived one.
found under forest ■..here rainfall is 40-70" under broad-leaved 
savannah -..•oodland (JO-50") and under thorn-thicket (apparently 
including compound-leaved savannah; Under forest pH 
values in the utjper topsoil may reach 6.0-7.0 due to increased 
mineralisation of organic matter, but fall rapidly to 4.5-5.0

Under savannah there is no suchthrough the restiof the profile, 
fall and a value of pK 5-5 is retained throughout the profile. 
Under thorn-thicket inhibition of bacterial activity by direct
insolation lowers the topsoil pH to 5.5-O.0 and that of the lower 

Similar tendencies are apparent also inhorizons to 
‘rubrisols and brunosols.

Xeropeds are subdivided according to conventional groupings - 
i.eddish Prairie, Heddich Chestnut, seddish-broun, Ked Desert and

this clsscification-jeeert soils - without any attemi-t to reassess
Cf the tc:::onc defined in this classification the Cavannah 

and thorn-thichet ochrosols, savannah and thorn-thichet rubisols 
and the savannah brunorols arc possibly represented within the 

It ca.’i be seen, concepuently, that althougli therestudy area.
enists a general correspondence of Large Groups between Charter's 
and Cya's classifications there is no equivalence and that tlie 
different criteria of definition set sosiev/hat different limits ,h0

the taxons.
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ft? Geo/trafthic clastGification

..rntt's schece for East Africa (igSO)1

I
B;

Ttiis achet.-.e uiiich is based loainly on Gethin Jones and Scott's

soil r.aps of i'.enya and Tar-canyika (1959) 2nd on the Soil Survey 
of Uganda reviewed in the r.ent section, is included under the 
present hoadinr mainly duo to t;ie fact that aens^io tanons are

3
I

:

regarded as members of iopo^praifnic sequences and as the representing 
stages of geomorphic evolution and are mapped, accordingly, on the 

Otherwise, the scheme is based on the effects'eaten:' principle, 
of the drainage and clir.ir.tio factors ur.d, in common with many 
othc-r British schemes in Africa, depends on field charaotoristios

I'he basic tanon - the Groat Group -and routine- laboratory data, 
is defined ffallov.-inc the Arierioan usage, according to the nature 
of the profile - the main features being colour, tenture, structure 
and consistency of horisons, together with amounts or organic

sitenatter, soluble salts, calcareous and iron concretions etc. 
characteristics and topograpliy in conjunction with physical and

Those criteria are used flexibly, a certainchemical properties.
set being selected to define each Groat Group.

The first separation of soils, by inference, is made between 
mineral soils (litho- and regosols) and weathered soils.

These last arc divided according to their drainage into five 
categories in order of increasing impediment, from well- to 
poorly-dminea soils.. The well-drained soils are sub-oivided into 
four rainfall categories: Humid (40"), sub-humid (g0-40"), semi- 
arid (20-50") and arid ( < 20"). It is recognised that these 
categories arc broad and'nay be further subdivided according to 
the effect of rai.nfall on base saturation and total base content.

raw

Of the 14 Great Soil Groups included in these categories not only 
the four of the subhur..id region which falls v.-ithin tl.e rainfall 
range of fse are; but al;;o the la.st three of those included in the
humid re,,ion see.m to be relev: nt in the p^resent context.

co.-prise the schen.e arc arrangedThe 5o Greet Group- :rich: 
for the whole of h.Mst .tfrics, inline generalised groups of soil-
topogroph.y as-ool-ati o.as.

A
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Tho rroupa reflect c-eidation and nature of relief oommencinf:
Bit';; disaected to broad ridge topography through ridge to
gently undualting topography and gently ucdulniing to level, and 
terninacing v;ith level to depressed and v.dth redisseoted topography.

are assigned to specific relief elements such asSpecial groups
ineelhergs i.liioh may appear in several groups, and to corabinations
of oliccte, parent rock and relative stage of geonorphic evolution 
uithin each group, enabling the construction of evolutionary
seqv.enoes according to different climatic conditono and i:arent rock 

ilocting changes in climatic conditions.and perhaps even r
The association depicted for the region including the study-
is defined in the group of highly dissected to broad ridge

crests of high 
slopes and

area

consists of three Groat Groups:topography and
ridges with shallow stony soils and rock outcrops; 
broad lower ridges viith yellow-red sandy clay-loams (humid region)
and valley floors with alluvium, lacustrine deposits and svjamps. 
This is, of course, a very much generalised outline and the 
simplified topographic components are, perhaps, justified at the 
scale used. It is, however, clear that an erroneous climatic i 
definition has been applied and that the same topographic combination ; 
should have been associated vdtli a drier climate.

'.a

The Soil Survey of Pganda (Chenery et al.. 1959-60)
1This in-fact, was not destined to synthesise a natural 

system of classification but only to provide a practical, convenient ; 
scheme stated to be directed mainly at non-pedologists. Consequently, • 
it represents essentially a simplified, genetically non-committal 
list of soils.

The primary division of soils is not related to any pedological 
criterion but is based on the postulated classic erosion-surfaces.
Only where the scheme of surfaces could not be epplied or where ,

noils are clearly rel; ted to lithology as independent of geomor-
It is arcued, acphology, v.'ere other prii-iary diviuions defined, 

observed» thst froi: divicion into cecDorphic levels many pedolonic

i
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!:>Ir jcli:.ractsri£ticc can bt- inferred and thct, therefore, the division 
Further sub-division is not comprehensive andis a natural one.

it exists it is usually defined according to parent rock oi-I v.’here

sejor genetic j^ropertiec (rock and skeletal soils, young alluvial 
soils, pre-veathered soils etc.), 
and cntonsE uhich are delimited eg -eographic units and defined

V

I The basic units are series j

!! \
by both pedolopical properries and site characteristics.1 is The system suffers from several deficiencies, apart from the

It is basedlack of.detailed chemical and mineralogical data.
i

geomorphic scheme uhich is, by no means, proved or even generally 
Conse-uently significant implications of the primary

on a
accepted.

division, mainly those rel.-ted to the .age of soils and paleoclimatio
or poleogeomcrphic influences (presence and nature of laterite etc.)

The absence of a comprehensive sub-division ofmay be incorrect, 
primary categories according to 
to environments tends to make the system^, clumsy and unenlightening.

pedologic criterion relatedEono

Each primary division consequently, appears as a long lis. of 
geographic appellations uhich may represent scils pedologically
i.idely different.

Cn the other !iar.d, the system has many advantages for relatively
are not concerned solely

The non-
snall-scale studies especially such as
with soils, and, therefore, attains its stated purpose, 
genetic geographic approach has, of course, the advantage of objec

tivity once t'ne implicalions of erosion-surface groupings are
And the geographic association of basicaccepted as being fle.-.ible. 

units helps in the recognition of local soil patterns.
Several basic units of this survey related to several surfaces

related to its coils. Cir.eeoccur the ctudy area or arc
these s.re the most detailed pedoloric units available for the study-
area they •..-ill be discussed in detail at a later stage.

i- J
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Soila of the StvidT-Area

The ejouniiation of soiis ms undertaken in a numher of soil-pits

The txanaects weredug at selected points along certain transects, 
aiasn so as to include two or more distinct levels of landsurface

■Hith at least one transect to each j^land-lowland geological conijiex. 
at localities were selected on both athological aid vegetational 
giouids so as to cover 'bothj^aaible types of parent material and IW 
apparent vegetational assemblages. Conseg,uently, transects represent 
merely a general direction along idiich pita are aligned. In each pit 
the profile was described and from most of tiien samEdoa were taken 
from each of the distinct horisons. Samples of representative profiles 
were in the laboratory for base content, exchange oapaci-lyj

baw mturation and pB. A liaitedsaleoted number of samples from lower 
horizons weia subjected to olay-mineral and mechanical analyses. (Por 
descript^n coments on rep^cc^^^^^ soil profiles — see 
ippento I.)

Soils

The results of laboratory eiaminations of reprssontative 
profiles will be presented, as were the profiles themselves, acooiding

to Uie geomorphological units on iriiich they were taken. In this
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the phyaicai and chemical properties of the soils-mil show the 
trends in relation to their Beomorptoologioal position, and any departurea 
from these trerds. A fuidamental fact emerges from such an ej^osition, 
namely, that soils are not necessarily of -tiie same age as the surface 
on idiich they occur and that they present strong evidence to suggest 
that considerahle eiosional modification has taken ^dace. Another 
emeiging fact is that parent material exerts effect only on the 
loTOst level, that of texture and colour and that hi^er level 
prppertios derived froa pedogenetio processes are determined hy 
climate, topography and the sequence of goomorphic evolution.

way.

Ohe analyticBl data from conparahla locations in the study-area

It canpresented hy Harrop (i960) is included for cosparison. 
he seen that very groat differencas exist in the results especially 
as to content of exchangeahle cations, exchange capacity and hose

saturation aid also mechanical analyaia. Ho satisfactory aiplanation

The reason should he soughthas heen found for this discrepancy, 
perhipB in the different lahoretory methods, hut it should also 
he noted that a aimilar disorepanoy appears when Harrop'a data 
are cxiapared with those presented hy Eadwanski (i960) on some 
common aoils (liaeogola and Buruli Catenas). In any case, the 
discrepancy does not obscure the fact that trends of properties 
sheen hy Harrop's data are fundamentally similar to those of the

data presented here.
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Tabled} Analytieel Data for Soil Saa^e. 2 50
Heebanieal 

amjrf silt elsy

Sorfaee/site Soil tjTfO SSCh SicliMgMlilo Cotioia Oi.o.amR C.B.C.
in. Soil Ml—>slaiBf (pgA XrayJk K Ra % 5mI SUtRvapara 

Cmt Slept

ClayZ12 5 25 13 62 5.2 5.6 2.3 0.4 e.1 0.3 8.7 33.6 5 16 aeliaiu
Qnarta ++ 
Feldspar +*- 
Ilaeoitt tr.

25 18 13 69 *.7 2.0 C.2 0.7 0.1 0.1 5.1 29.4 8 1.0 niitt 67eps iL. 40 15 12 73 4.8 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.01 1.6 15.9 ID 5 0.3 ; teenitt *;;c m°"»65e,. IGiyasa az 5 78 10 t2 5.9 15.8 5.5 0.9 0.1 0.7 23.0 29.5. 9 250 3.2Cntt 8 74 8 18 6.9 18.4 5.6 0.8 0.1 0.2 25.1 28.3 18 250 2.820 71 4 25 6.6 11.8 6.6 1.3 0.1 1.1 20.9 24.0 f7r 250 2.030 54 12 34 7.0 6.4 3.6 2.0 0.0 0.7 12.7 19.8 A 250 1.540 44 13 43 7.0 4.6 2.7 1.8 0.0 0.4 9.5 15.8 iO 96 0.6

8 50 11 39 6.6CHarrop, i960) 7.8 5.0 0;6 0.0 a* 13-4 17.4 7 19v.‘:V 2.116 50 10 *0 6.5 9.2 3.9 0.4 o.a 15.5 16.5 e 17 1.330 56 12 32 7.0 10.3 5.8 0.5 0.0 0.QS 14.4 16.5 y? 56 1.342 56 10 34 7.3 9.2 3.7 0.4 0.0 0.02 13,3 13.3 lOO 57 0.9
?:>

112 6 29 13 58 7.2 6.4 1.0 0.8 0.1 0.4 8.7 24.5 39 5 2.0 Qaaits ^iinite * 
Qotits 
Ftldsper ♦ 
Daeaitt ♦

30
t

22 9 69 6.6 *.fl 1.C 1.0 ♦♦♦
0.1 0.3 7.2 19.6 35 4 12

lOMtir,
1960)

9 77 a 15 6.5i 9.8 1. 0.2 0.0 0.0 11.4 15.0 76
42.5 2.418 75 4 25 6.2 6.6 3.1 0.6 0.0 0.0 10.3 13.6 76
16.5 0.628 63 6 29 6.0 5.5 3.J 0.7 0.0 0.0 9.7 15.8 70 51 1. 5

2

I
J!



IB3 5 46 16 38 5.3 2.8 1,0 0,6 0,1 0,2 *.7 22,4 20 5 2,2 Kaoliniu ♦ Kftoliniu ♦15 26 19 Kaolifiitft + 155q|8***

nut#
55 5.0 2.0 0,2 0.7 0.1 0.02 3.0 26.6 11 2 1.2 Qutrtz *+* Quart* ♦♦+ 

IlMniU
30 W 25 35 feops5.4 1.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.02 1,9 13.6 14 2 0.4 OLnaitf .. 14*0 51CIB

Slope ICI 10 66 9 4.8 1.2 0.2 0.6 0.1 0.1 2.2 15.7 13 12 1.7
18 76 15 9 4.9 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.01 1.2 9.8 12 2 1.0

I .Isisgirs
CHirp«p496o)

8 70 7 Z 6.4 12.6 5.0 2.3 0,0 0.02 19.9 24.6 81 1600 3.9 
0,0 12.5 16.4 76

& I
28 54 5 4 6.6 8,1 1.7 2. 0.0

570 1,3

I«vleBd Oil 5 35 38 27 5,7 2,8 0,'6 0,9 0,1 0,2 *•6 12,9 34 5 2.9 Quartz ***feothiU Quartz ♦♦♦ Kasliiiita 533! 
aUu 47*

15 30 36 34 5.2 1.2 0.2 0.4 0,1 0.2 2-1 8,2 23 5 1.4 Ftldspar Ir{•iiMtet Ftldspu* .50 23 31 46 6.1 5.2 0.8 0.5 0,1 0.02 4,6 11,J 41 2 0.2

HbartraV 61 64 15 
(Htrrop, 1960)1 15 66 11

21 6.4 15.6 7,5 1,3 0.0 0.0 22.4 25,0 90 143 3.9
23 5,3 5.0 2.8 0.7 0.0 0,01 8.5 11.1 77 113 1.6

25 65 9 26 5,2 2.9 1.6 0,4 0.0 0.04 4,9 e.3 59 59 0.5
36 61 11 28 5.1 
*®| 591 11) 30 5.5

3-2 1.0 0,5 0,0 0.04 4,e 7,5 64 27 0,3
2.3 1,3 0,5 0.0 0,03 4,1 6,8 61 13 0.2

aid-lovland mz 8 65 15 22 5,9 2.0 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.0 3.1 8.9 35 2 1,8 QuarU ***padiMBt Kaolinite ♦ 
niiu *
Quart* *** 
Feldspar ♦♦

Kaolinit* 60^30 39 19 42 4.5 0.8 0.2 0,2 0,1 0,0 1.3 9.2 14 0 0.5 Feldspar •m-
lUiU 40^

.t rrtti-

I
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Kavcgola 4 71 6 23 6.2 3.0 1.4 0.6

a 65 12 23 5.a 2.0 1.2 0.5 0.0

13 55 12 33 5.4 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.0 0.0
30 53 6 41 5.3 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.0

32 59 10 41 5.4 0.3 0.6 1.3 0.0

4 61 18 21 5.4 4.8 3.0 0.6. 0.0 0.1

0.0 0.0 5.0 7.9 63 24 1,9

(HUTop, I960)
0.0 3.7 7.2 51 10 1.1

2.0 5.8 34 3 0,7’

0.0 2.3 6,6 35 6 0.6

0.0 2.2 6,3 35 , 9 0,4

Flat floored. IIC1
8.5 15.0 57 24 3,2 

47 14 1,9

loO 0*0 11*1 15,4 72 -14 0,8

45 53 10 57 5.2 7.4 2.5 0.2 1.0 0.0 10.9 15.6

vallfl^rs 12 52 20 23 5.1 3.2 1,6 0.3 0.3 0.1 5.5 11.7

30 48 10 42 4,6 7-0 2.9 0.2

.1
;7

I 70 31 0,3

* Sand “ 2inm} silijs 2I SOm; Clay 2m

*» Miiieral intermediate between chloriteVI

i and raontmorillarite
i **» No percentage estimate was given. Counts 

different backgrounds at 14°20: IA2
per Second are presented as a measure of proportion with

- 38opsj IB3 - 34ops. A very tentative estimate of the 
respective percentages is: U2 - Ka. 68^; in, 24^; 144° - IB3

144° - 27^.

Ii6
- Ka. 43)4; Ill. 30^; .i

f n
I analyses wereI performed by Kr. A. Iheisson of the Scotfs (National) Agricultural Laboratories in Nairobi.Si
7
f
I,

ISi
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CapacVti^ of Exchangeable. Cations
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I
1 • Particle^slze diatributiop.

t isj
If aberrant soil l^^s such as the very young soils on 

arenaceous rocks, or soils supplied laterally with leached 
materials in crest depressions, at foothills or on valley floors, 
are excluded from calculation a definite trei^ towards inoreasinB 
aandiness and siltiness and a decrease in clay, with the 
elevation of the surface, as illustrated in Fig. ^6 .

shown are for an approximately equal depth of soil (25-35").

Those for surface horizons are not shown, but although they are in 
general more sandy, they follow the same trend. Harrop's data, 
for similar depths, show the same trend only if the fine fractions 
are combined. This is, probably, a result of differences in both 
analytical techniques and fraction definition,*

There can be little doubt, since mature soils on both 
and argillaceous parent rock are included, that the greater 
sandiness of lowland soil suggests their stronger leaching.

The effect of leaching on particle-size distribution within 
the profile appears to depend also on site characteristics in 
relation to drainage. In sedentary soils affected by vertical 
percolation alone or whose internal lateral drainage is moderate, 
there appears to exist a general increase of clay with depth.

In such soils the characteristic profile is an A-C one, with 
the illuvial horizon in the C-zone and without noticeable 
differentiation of the B-hordzon. In soils of excessive internal.

&

R:
|i
f:-!mean

The valuesi

iI ■S

^5 Ji
I
>1

i
arenaceoois IIi

I

E 3
1i
iiI
ii i'I ■f

■i

! ■

ii* i-e. The Uganda* s soil survey definition of silt is narrower (2-20) 
that adopted in the present viork (2 - 50j* )e

Vi
-i
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lateral-dOTOslqpe drainage such as those situated above a fairly
steep slope or ia soils subdeot to i:^ort of ^terial by surfaoe- 
msh, clay tends to fons a higher proportion in 
subtopsoil Aj-horizons. These properti

'i
1

\
upper, usually iiie 

es are associated with a
i

specific distribution of exchange capacity within the profile.I
s

ij
2m Soil iieaction

I
Apart from aberrantI connected with fecial site conditions 

or, perhaps, with special oUaatic coalitions, there appears a 
weU-defined correlation between soil reaction and 
of soils.

cases

!
r
!■

surface relations 
Generally, lower horizons (25-35") of ,5,land-orest soilsO I

are less acid than those of loiOand surfaces.I A proBinent exception
to this rule is the soils of the Hwanpara Surface (Ug) showii* a 
pronounced acidity already in the surface topsoil. With only one 

reason for this, supported ly 
cover, is predosinaiuse

sanplo to judge froB, the apparent

organic content and iyps of vegetation 
of humification over oinoralization of organic matter due to higher
altitude . A more satisfactory reason may be provided by 
detailed knowledge of distribution

Imore
£

of effective rainfall. It is 
on the Bwampara Hoimtains is higher ani

Sf; possible that rainfall I“o« efficient. In such a case, low pH values will be caused by 
greater leaching and lower base saturation.

13 supported by the fact that

>
i

Such a po8sibili*ty if 1:
Ion the Gayaza Surface, samples from Itile western part of the area (Gayaza hUlmass) idiich is si^posed 

receive higher rainfall.
ill

more acid than those fron the dryara 'ii'

■r;
i h;

>1^•r.

'i
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centre of the area, although not as acid as the Hsajjam soils.

On the Goyaza Surface the mean pH value for soils at 
of 25-30" is 6.4 (including Harrop's samples vfbioh have 
range of values). If the wsstem samplea are excluded -ilie 
value riaes to 6.6. Ihe only exceptions are tl» very shallow 
rfcBletal soils on alppes (e.g. 101) i*ich have values below 5.0.

a depth

the same

mean

Soils on the lowland Surface (also including H^iup's samples) 
have, at the same depth, a mean pH value of 5.0. An exception to 
this are the soils found at the foot of

k

{i the granite tors vdiich may
have pH exoeedit® 6.0 due to the proximity of weathering 

Within the profiles themselves, the trend of pH value is 
closely related to base saturation and consequently, tends to be 
relatively high in the topsoil containing mineralizing oiganie

zoclc.
I
3
(4

i
1
f Imatter, falls perceptibly in the horizon and B-horizon 

tAere it is present, and then rises gradually or abrrptly, depeiding 
on the degree of leaching, as weatherdag parent rook is n^proached. 
The exceptions to this normal trend

IS
1 II
f
3 Iare soils in which the lateral

supply of bases is excessive (IBI, Rugaga; also the 'tor-base* soils, 
see Barrop, i960. Appendix p.13) and in rfiich pH values rise 
<he surface down to the base of the profile

I
i

rfrom

or even fall sharply 
after reaching a certain maximum in a sub-topsoil horizon.

I Ia
& I

t

I
iS.

S'

M
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3
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t
3* Ss^aBEe. capacity. W ration and th«

exchangeable catinnn-
I
I

Exchange capacity, depenient as it is on clay content axO.
i

Bineral nature shcra a definite trend towards decrease with Ihe 
elevation of the surface (mg. ^7). CorxeUtions of base 
and taso saturation are more oomplicated. 
data there is a

!:
2 acontent

According to Earrop's 
parallel decrease in both values from the Gayaza 

Surface (Kugaga and laingiro Series) to the lowland.

Surface from which he presents data only fron the

I;-V.

I
S i7,

On the Hwampara 
aoBei*at skeletal

!J
n

t
and leached Bugamba Catena, all three values 
at the surface

*are very low except 
. The data gathered in the present woii differs II

in showing a hi^ exchange capacity in the Binopaia Surface soils 
and an fiiqnrard decrease only in base content aid saturation, 
this decrease is smaller than that shown by Harrpp's data (38^ 
aeciease in base content; 71^ decrease in saturation

IWthernoro,) !!

as compared 
On the other hand

on foothill pediments as relatively

oases, is enhanced in the values 
There is a small increase in both base 

content and saturation of foothUl pediment soils 
those of the Gayaza Surface.

fl
with Harrqp's nearly 100^ decrease in both values), 
the ^oific position of soils 
'»8e-rioh lowland soils, shown in both 
shown in the present wDik.

•:0

:v':. ;
4

I £

Pi-in relation to'i-T
I

IsI 11
This increase is due to I Ia constant supply of calcium and potassium 

upper surfaces, as illustrated in Pig.^.
*ioh ocoiroied the second place in the proportion of metal-iron

f
f Ifrom the '2UagnesiuD, a

!.?■

II

mil
j ■
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constituents, is apparenUy leas sutjeot to leachii*. 
proportions of exchangeable cations, sho» the same trenl as the

The

total base content, rising to a peak in the soils of the foothill 
pediments {Ca,K) or of the Gayaza Surface crests (Ug) and illustrating

i
I

t

again the specific chaiacter of the E.ra«para Surface leached, acid 
soils. Hairop's data also parallel the trend shomi by total base 
content. of decrease in the three metal-ions from the Gayaza Surface, 
through foothill pediments to mid-loirland pediments.

f
i
iIt appears therefore that the data gained from two 

as to the fundamental difference between the soils of the Gayaza 
Surface and those of lowland pediments idilch are not subject to 
extraneous simply of soluhle bases; the soils of the

aotirces agree I
■r,

7

I
5 i:i®per surface

have a higgler hase content, a greater exchange capacity and a higher Ir.,:

base saturation of the exchange comiaei. Dearth of data prevents 
an accurate assessment of the nature of the Raeapera oreet soil 
is undoubtedly different from that of the Gayaza Surface soils. 
Ihs difference between the two data

i'

■
*5r

f 1:;• s
t

sources as to -the nature of 
■Qie foolhill pediments may indicate that an intermediate chareoter

f
I

is more representative of average properties of this soil type and
I that since the trend of increase in the values of these prppertieo 

is notI
I

very pronounced, it does not distort the general trend. 7

4. Soil minaralogy.5

3!Ihe results of the mineral analysis of a number of subsoils 
show a consistent high proportion of unweathered or partially

II'i

f

4 iP:
" i
lii
JPi ii

>■

■V'y ■T'.'

'1
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■weathered minerals, hesldes the 
Ihe mineral composition of the , 
to the nature of -die parent rook than 
undouhtedly it is also dependent on 
Ihe presenoe of ilUts indicates i 
prohaily of the slowly -weatheriic 
to soils on phyllite. possibly insults from the 
muscovite and chlorite, a constitutent of jt^llite.

ejq)ected, pre-dominant laolinite.

eoUs appears to bo rtlated more

to surface disposi-tion but 
the degree and fom of weathering, 

a partial weathering of micas.
muscovite or biotite; 1U°, restricted

weathering of both
These minerals,

however, indicate only partial weatheri.* of *ioh the further step 
is the loss of potassium from the illite aal and the formation

s of kfloliirito. RUspars appaientLy represent unweathered mineiels, 
!rhe distribution of soil minerals shows (Wg.59) 

trend which is er5,ieas«d ly a general increase of weathermble 
oinerels and a parallel decrease of

I
a certain

resistant minerals with decreasing 
surface is eitl»r 

or that it is less leached.
of Uganda soils ate 

Those presented by Chaneiy (i960)
geomotphie conditions aul relate 

It is, however, of significance that 
aoU-samplea containing more than 10^ of weathorablo 

are from lower members of the catenas or from alluvial series, 
high proportion of weatherable minerals 

Did-lowland and soils, is surprising when taken in oonjunetion with

surface elevations. This nay mean that the lowland

at an earlier stage of weatherlj* 
hhfortunately very few other mineral analyses 
available for oomparlaon. ooncom
soils under different olinatio and

I
only to the Olay fractions.

those lowlaifl 
minerals

: If.

iiI
in the lowland, especially

Ii
.1

1 f

f;:;
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tbs stroi^g field eviaenoe of deep ;,eatherii« aM tiie accepted vie,® 
on the tvro-cycle tropical pedogenesis (Ollier, 1959). 
landscape associated with the 
the numerous 
soils have been formed

The ’tor*

area in ydiioh -the saiaple was taken, aid 
exposed deep kaolinite profiles, strongly suggest that the

on pre-weathered materials from which moat of 
the weatherable minerals have been long removed and bases for plant 
nutrition can no longer be released (Ollier and Eadwanski I959). 
This is well-attested lay the veiy low base content of the soils aid 
their greater acidity, eiemHified also by the relevant sample 
(IB2). Consequently, the high proportion of weatherable 
in the same sample is difficult to explain and

minerals

no satisfactory answer
has been found.

However, several facts should be kept in mind: as described
previously the IB2 profile rests on weathered parent material at no 
great deptir and the parent material itself is not entirely kaolinised.
It is conceivable, therefore, that this specific profile,
«pper slope, is of relatively late development, following the stripping 
of wealhered mantle, with the weathering bedrock still not far below

the aoldily of the 
the problem cannot be resolved

- sited on the

the surface. The fact does not explain however, 
soil and the low base content and

I*

funtil many other analyses of this soil iype 
the opinion of the present writer that all

are imdertaken. It is
-the other evidence presented 

here, indicating the relative poverty of mid-lowland soils in 
fine-fraction content and exchangeable cations

S'

•M

and -the low capacity

,1
r!

i.

r- .....>'■
.y.

y= ‘-
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of its exohssee ooBplex. outvreighs the sir^le miner^ogical evidenc 
and suggests that these soils have been 
than the upland-crest soils and 
of pedogenesis.

:

e«
thoroughly leached 

apparently in a retarded state

more

are

S'
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Sm Rature aid Geomomhir; Rela-tinnn of tiliB HMIo

An Attempt at elat.Biflc&ti.nn

In view of the preceding data of soil properties. it appears 
of soils in the 

needs only fesr modifications

that the classification proposed in the Survey 
ffestein Erovinoe of Uganda (Harrop, i960)

on the aeries level, within the limits of the study-area.
Tfhile it seems obvious that the two types of the Hwanjiara crest 

sons are genetically related. Uxe shallow, lA, type representing

alope-sited phase of lAg, 
distinguish the crest-soils of 
the Ggyaza Surface which 
and define them in

a yuimger or a it appears necessary to 
the Kiraiq)ara Surface from those of

closely parallel Harrop* a Hugaga Series,

a separate unit. The identification of these two 
■tapes in the Memoirs, appear to he ■based solely on -the definition
of the surfaces on vhioh they are found as parts of the 

. mine this definition may he correct in the
i sane Ankolo
i Surface
i- sense that

these are surfacee of ■pproxlmately similar age, it is very doubtful, 
even on general theoretical grounds, if soils upon then 
Identical 
tod an

an a-
5,
I are necessarily

• No laboratory data are given to support this identification 
incongruous pattern 

of one Catena - the Bugamba -

I
emerges from it, in idiioh the crest-member 

appears as the uppermost member of 
As was discussed above, on the otheromther - the Isingiro Catena.

hand, the Boils parallel to ttose of the Isingiro Catena show

•ii- ■
A
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gradation from shallot? lithoaols to quite deep latosols. 
recognised that topographical and 
in variation of gradation series 
by age and past influenoes.

It was

lithological diversity can result

quite apart froa diversity i!!q>osed

At least tr«> types of a fairly advanced 
stage in such a sequence were described (1B1; -rai,) It is also admitted
that differences between well-developed oiest 
shallow soils are pronoiinced*

soils and crest-alcipe and

let, surely similarities in chemical 
properties (hi£#i base content, ex<*ange capacity and base 
sto.) justify the conclusion that

saturation

genetic relations are closer between 
the Eugaga Series type and the Isingiro Catena type than between the 
foimer and the Bugamha "type.

Consequently, the dividing line should be placed bet«=en two 
groups of series: Hwaii^iara-Bugamba and Eugaga-Isingiro. 
series in each groip indicates the crest-soil - 
differentiated and leached; the second 
development is either

The first

more mature,

- the duiUower phase v*oae 
inhibited by topographical or

I
more recent or I

lithological circumstances, 
partially but not sufficiently identified

The intermediate stages have been

in -the Isingiro Hills, ani 
differ with topographical-lithological complexes, 

to name these units meets

appear to
An attempt

with certain dlffioulties of c^aasifloation I■

and teniiinology. It is I.an accepted usage in genetic soil olaasifioations 
reflecting mainly the paiant-roofcto separate shallow, akeletal soils.

properties from the potential products 
at the

of their furUier pedogenesis ■I
order level, on the basic premise that genetic classifications 

should refer to
■1

pedogenotic factors as expressed in soil properties
U

ly I

^ .
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and not to possible but necessarily at least partially Iwpothetieal 
evolutionaiy Bec[uenoes«

There is no doubt that 
Catena axe lithosols 
slopes (oompars ICl) irilbh

certain soils defined in Harrqp's IsinBiio

. Their separatiou from other skeletal soils on

are not defined or mapped in the Memoirs

is presumably based on the arenaceous parent material, idiile the 
ezistezice of an unrelated crest-soil Series in their midst is 
ascribed to an underlying laterite sheet. It is, however, certain
and attested in the Memoirs, that not all the soils included in 
unit are genuine lithosols. On

this

gentler slopes th<y appear to possess

oharacterdstios of young but already wellrieveloped soils, influenced 
also liy other factors than parent materials. It seems, therefore, 

as lithosols aid 
of all phasing 

as a unit consisting of 
defined according to stageref development and soil

that only the shallow slope-soils should be classed

separated on a high order level while the crest-soils 
of develppuent should be grouped together 
variants which are

properties.

Ibe other difficulties encountered 
"catena* and the

concern the usage of the term 
geomorphlo relationshipa of the soils. Ko doubt the

use of the term "catena" to define the Isingiro soils has deeisivo 
technical advantages since it 
justified

enables simplified mapping. It is &Ias long as it is understood that it has 
implications and does not include

no genetlo 
the diole topographic se^uenoe 

to lowland drainage line.

I!l
il

from crest to foothill pediment and

I
!

„•

i -
• -*■:

■ ■
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These implications are very misleading when related to i^W- 
lowland sequences in 
related to
It appears that in this area the 
restiioted to either crest

south-west Uganda where pediment soils 
i^iand crest soils only in secondary

are

aad derived properties, 
usage of -Oie term should he best 

or lowland sequences and the two 
hy lithosol units defined hy the parent rook.

!■!

separated

til
1;

As ohaerrved, groupings of soils 
surfaces may he erroneous

on tije basis of postulated 
to implied soil properties aifl 

The only consistent relationship between surface levels 
appears to apply to general differences between iq)land soils 
and in lowlands and even in these oases there 
rule. Thus, if it may be stated that

Ias variety. i
and soils

on crests

are exceptions to the 
as a rule upland orest-soils 

current pedogenesis than thoseshow properties inylying more active 
of Ihe lowland 
the statement does not inolrfle soils

are consequently better ar^plied with pOant nutrients, 
on residual upland crests r*iohi

are usually skeletal and acid, and poor in nutrients r^ieserrtine 
lithosols developed after stripping 
J'urthermore,

:::
of a former soil mantle,

as shown by the foregoing exposition, distribution of 
correlate with different vpland levels.

are of two -types, one found on the 
and the other on rwliots. 

Differentiation seems to result 
topographical ciroumatanoew, or perhaps parent 

age of the surface. In other words, a

>
soil-types does not f:The I*sep soils of the Swampara Surface
crests of the Hiiaii5)ara Mountains themselves

of this Surface in Weetem Isingiro. 
Item olimatio aid aImaterial and not from the li

I
I
'I k.

■I VJ-*'
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SIIgeomoiphic classifioation of soils may te liased sion lanaform and relief 

tut not on geomoiphic history, since soils, especially on elevated 
and dissected old surfaces, may have no relation to its initial

:1;

nature.

Another modification of the Soil Survey classification appears to
he necessary in relation to the study area. It is doubtful viiether 
■Uie definition of the Mbarara Catena Ias presented in the Memoirs and ||
exemplified by a single profUe can be extended to as large an area as
depicted on the associated map. It vould appear that such a 
definition should be restricted to a relatively narrow foothill 
pediment fringe, iriiere the influence of transported, dissolved 
and suspended material from the actively weathering and eroding 
adjacent upland slopes engenders ^cifio soil properties, 
distance away from tiie retreating upland slopes, *ere lowland soils 
are older, base content falls sharply (11B1-2), acidity is greater and 
sandiness increases. ErohahLy, the extent of foothill pediment 
soils is very festricted idiere extensive lowlands

At some
I n

are present and 
such as Ihe Ozdchingait is only in inter-upland lowland treots

Sjahubaro Valleys or the valleys among the Sanga Hills, that these 
soils are prevalent.

Catena which is stated to be 
introduce the shallow soils 
In other respects these 
am aoidiiy, other add-lowland soils

I
A similar case is presented hy the Nyabushozi 

differentiated primarily in order to 
on the laterlte sheets of upland crests, 

soils resemhle closely, in low base content 
and do not inoluio any parallel

hlitIft
j

is:
I?
II ii

'1

c
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of the foothill pediment soils since erosion of the crest lateiites 
aoes not contiihute aiy additional hases. ■I fiI

i;

iiConsidera.tiona of gene^fcie ^-Iftpsification ii'
i:Cheneiy in his introduction to the Soil Survey of Uganda (i960) 

attempted a genetic olassifioation of the series defined in the 
surrey, according to both the Belgian and Charter’s systems. Of the 
series mentioned above he includes all except the Isingiro Catem 
among the Perralsols! the BoBamba, Mbaraia ani the "Red" Koki 
soils are classed as orthotype ferralsols according to Sya, 
ferralsols on undifferentiated rook, according to D’Hoore; the 
Uawogola and the Brown Koki Soils are classed as Tropical Brown 
Intergrade and the Hyahuahozi soils, as Eegofersl Intergrade. All 
the latter three series are classed as yellow-hrown ferralsols

i!::

Ii
ii
iii

6 or as redS
i-i
iil

i;
lii”

i,Iv.-i'-. i ion i!i£ Iundifferentiated rooks, in D'Hoore's system. The ferralsols correspond, 
according to Chenery, to Charter’s Savanna Ochrosols. The Isingiro 
soils (as are Eadwanski's Tolero Series) are classed

!
!t

3 ij1
as Lii^iosols

(D'Hoore), recent tropical soils (^ys) or lithopeds (Charter). 
Eukara soils (of aggraded valley floors) are given a special hi^

I
'll'iThe ! :I

iI
ii[

'pijl.
category within those systems, due to the high content of 
diootahedral mica in their clay fraction.

I
'i I

They are designated as 
ttioasola and related to ^a’s humic hygro-xero-kaolisols aid to

■5 :?! IiiI iijCharter's latosols. ill v!i
•rel'- i! ill®ie predominance of kaolinite in the clay fraction of all 

“alysed soUa, undoubtedly places all the well-drained soils of

flii:
'Vi ilSv:. I-%

i|i:
1

rVii
S

i :
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iii !relatively level sites in the kaolisol order, even if no evidence 

of the suhsidiaiy criterion of free-oxiae content is available.

Jhese are -tOT^aHy tropical soils tdioae kaolinitio weathering is 
conditioned by the prevalence of climatic circumstances over other 
factors and can he classed, on this general definition with Charter's 
Clinatophytic (v-Zonal") soils. Greater difficulties, however, attoifl 
concurrence with Gheneiy's cdassification on the suh-order level. On 
the general climatic criterion of present annual rainfall the soils 
of the area could he classified as ferialsols only if they 
assumed to represent reworked and redistrihuted soils formed uider 
different climatio conditions.

1:
I

Iii;
4!.i
f'.--

Ii^;:
jii;
ilii;.i!

S Iii;Il£I
iare

I
I

ilI'i
I IOtherwise, a rainfall of less than 

lOOOno p.a. in the whole of the area (except a very limited part
B r

f
I in the northwestern comer) and of leas than goOna in most of it, 

Tpould indicate the prevalence of fersiallitio (ferruginous tropical) 
soils, or at the most ferrisola.

ii fiI 4

I aHowever, mineral and chemical 
properties indicate that the soils holong to more than one of ttoso 
three suborders or great family groves.

I
ifilt
il
I1 .

It appears that a distinction should he made between the
i!
!!“tueralogical and chemical evidence whose implications as diagnostic 

properties, seen contradictory. Mineralogical. evidence points to a 
general appreciable 
of -the

Hi
i;

t reserve of weatherahle minerals, exceeding 25?5 
average mineral content of all soila. As observed, this reserve 

^''oreaaes wUh decrease of surface elevation. This property is 
pwalleled by the weatherahle mineral content of the sand fraction

sI ii:I 7.

iii i!4 4
ft

ilt
i i;

*ioh exceeds the diagnostio limit of IC^ only in the mid-lowland soils.S r r.r rif
■f

-ft - ■ HI
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1'Ihe proportion of kaolinite in the clay fraction exceeds 5C^ in all 

Kaolisols (except for very specifically sited upland profile riiere 
it exceeds 4^3^ - see 1B3), Mlneralogical evidence.

one I;I
1consequently,

tends to support the inclusion of lowland soils in the fersiallitic 
or ferrlsolic great family group and those of Uie t^iland within the illu

ferralLitic groin, of within a ferraUitio intergrade of tie fenisola. 
However, as observed, mineralogical evidence from mid-lowland soils is 
regarded here as insufficient and probably unrepresentative and 
wel^t should be assigned to chemical and morphological evidence. 

Silt/clay ratio in averages of soil types, including those

II J
i

1
Ift mors

-it

i h
8:iclI: I.5

of the Soil Survey, exceed 0.I5 and, thus according to ^'a criteria, 
excludes their definition as feixalsols. It should be noted, however, 
that according to Barxqp's data (i960), the mid-lowland soils of the 
liyabushosi and Mawogola Catenas show

I !:■I

I I?I ii

e
i Jan average ratio of 0,23 and 

some of the profiles show ratios below 0.I5. If D'Hoora's diagnostic 
limit of < 0.25 is accepted then mid-lowlaid soils 
as ferralsola. Data of chemical analysis corroborate such

EI
II iiiI I;ii

Imust be classified ii% II
I
I

a definition. 1
Harrqp's data on the exchange capacity of mid-lowlairi soils cannot 
be applied to D’Hoore's criteria since they do not show a separate 
exchange capacity of the day-fraction.

I i

ii
4
‘iiData from anelysea of the 

present voric, however, show that the exchange capaoiiy of mld-lowlaid 
soils is very close (21j5) to D'Hoore's diagnostic limit for ferraUitio 
eorla (20^. Base-saturation values

'•■,4

•i?s f:

I f
Ii ifI

|5

I
are below the limit for 

ferraUitio soils according to both sources..'.t
si "1
I i' ■J:3

Jh.4
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ii r
If, tben, the tentative mineralogioal eviience is to -llie

chemical one, there is a strong case for Chenery's olassifioation 
of the Maeogola Catena as a ferralsol tropical hrown iutergrade 
acoorOing to ^>s system aifl as a yellow-brown ferralsol aooorfling to 
P'Eoore’s system. It is aoubtftil, however, if the l^bushozi Catena 
can be separated from this unit as a rego-fenal intergiade since there 
is no evidence of the diagnostic feature of a very leached l^er 'at 
10..4D", with less -than 20^ clay.

I ti:li

Ift
j;

t-' 5iillft iE

II 0I fi?
!!I Ihero is, of course, a trend towards a downward increase of dry 

proportion, and in one profile it is as low
il

as 21^ in the upper 
si4)-tqpaoil, but there is no sharp lower limit to -tile leached layer

iH
ft

f
and the trend as sodi is common to most soils in the area including 
those defined in Uawogola Catena. Consequently, it appears tiiat 
chemical similarities between the two groups are oore significant 
than morphological differenoea and the soils should tie united in 
the ferrallitic tropical brown intergrade.

i-

I S
f ■I

1 igDie Hbarara-type foothill pediment soils are more difficult to 
define according to those criteria. Mineralogioal data indicate less 

of weatheraible minerals in the sand fraction but silt/olay 
ratio much exceeds 0.15 according to data from both sources. Exchange

fi ■Isi

It ri
capacity of the day fraction is 21^1 T*ioh is dose to but above the 
limit for ferralsolo. Base-saturation at 41^ in the B-horiaon and 
23^ in the A-diorlzon is

!
If tfI dose to or below the ferralsol limit (40jS) 

accoiding to the data of the present work, but much exceeds it according
fhi

ft 'b Si
ftIt

ftI
/■
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I
to arrop'3 data (^proximtely 60^). The nature of horizon-seguenoe 
and cheffliatiy in the profile suggests that contrary to mid-lowland

t'
soils.

this soil-type may he stiU undergoing pedogenesis (increase of base 
content and pH ralue in the lowest horizon) aifi that it iis affected ty
i,5.ortation of material from the adjacent slope, m view of all these 
facts the classification of this soil-type will depend

ii'
I
ifon the

importance attached to different properties. This is largely, 
is the case in all genetic classifications, a mttter for subjective 
judgement.

iLaa
fir

;?•
1

iiiiI !■

It appears clear that the soil is close in properties to ferralsols 
and it is the high silt/day ratio, the indication of active pedogenesis and 
Harrqp's evidence of high base saturation that prevent its definition as 
such. It la also clear that these soils cannot be eui

fersialldtlc due to very low weatherable mineral

JI fj

& iI IB fi
I 8iKisdrve In *theI' Ifraction, the low exchange capacity of the clay fraction and the 

evidence produced here of base saturation values lower than SOjS. 
The definition of ferriaol, however, 
the soil

3 1I $ !iifi IBi appears to fit the properties cf |:s \\:
on nil oounta according both toU'Hoore and ^ys's systems, 

if the gualificationa of this definition

1: lii1!
are kept in mind. Ehus, 

according to these systems, to define a soil as a ferrisol it is not 
necessary that a high silt/olay ratio will be associated with

If'3i' I:
I a I,

reserve of weatherable minerals in the 
S-struotural horizon with distinct 
that it should he

sand fl&ction or a 
cley-skins. It is only* necessary 

associated with a "base saturatian value of 40-50^,
iK!?!f

3
I f'1
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i?a olay-fraction exchange capacity of over I5 n.e 100 gr. and 

of pedogenesis that is more active than in ferralsols hut
a state

r.

retarded
oonpared iidth that of fersiallitio soila. A oorollaiy^ of the 
relativeJy low hase-aaturation ■file relatively low pH values 

saae horizons in

are
li

i*ioh are intermediate between those of the

ferxalsola and fersiallitio soils. In lie case of active pedogenesis i-

i: this value may rise ahr.?.tly in the G-horizon. It appears to Uxe writer 
that this oomhination of properties is

li
f,I

significant than Barrop's 
not correlated with high pH values. 

It seems possible that the degree of saturation in his sample-profile 
should be attributed to accretion of material from the adjacent slopes 
as is also indicated by the mor|Hology and ohemistiy of his profileb 
horizon-sesuenee. Therefore, both data sources do not iidicate that 
the foothill-pediment soils are true fenslsols as Cheneiy maintains. 
Aooording to Sys's system they may fall within the

ntoreI
data on high base saturation whichI are

If.
I

I
t

■■ I of a if
ferriaol-intergrado approaching ferslallitic soils.

If similar considerations are attached to upland-crest soils a
!l

I iif
■S.'

very diaip division will emerge between the matuie soils of the 
Surface and those of ihe Oayaza. 

mineiBlogioal and chemical evidence 
soils than in the lowland.

i

3r. The divergence of

appears to be greater in the upland 
On both surfaces ihe sand fraction contains no

i-
t&

reserve of weatherable minerals, yet, on both of them silt/clay 
ereeeds the limit of 0.I5, averaging O.25 according to Hancp's data 

0.31 according to the

ratio

i

present data. At the same time, clay-fraction

SS'«V . : - ■

J

ti
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::
itii. exchauge-capaoi-ly exceeds the luiit of 25^, averaging 365?. On 

the Kirampara Surface these values are lower, averagine 0.18 for 
silt/olay ratio and 3^ for clay-fraction exchange capeoi-ly.

ti-: i
lit i

ilJ. ti
I nthken

separately the Gayaza Surface soils show respective values of O.40 
(0.25 according to Bhrpop) and 39^. In any case, all these values 
fail to oorrohorate the isplioations of the feri^itic nature iarparted 
hy -Hie ahsence of weatherahlo minerals in the sand fraction.

i.'

;

4' lif
?

j;I
|iTlhlle, as ohserved, the trends shown ly chemical data of both 

similar, they differ Very significantly in relation to 
Base saturation in the 25-35” horizon of the 

Gayaza Surface soils averages 7S^, according to Harrop, aid only 36^ 
according to the present data. Harrop's data oorrohorate the

FI;4 sources areI
j; diagnostic criteria*

s
li!I

i 'votherI i
oheaical and mechanical propertieB in defining the soils 
while the present data fail to do

I il !as non-ferralaolsi Is BO ly a narrow margin. Ihis 
contradictory evidence on diagnostic properties makes it necessary to 
consider other features wJiioh 
Giagnoatio,

I
if

i;

iI■- a not defined in the Belgian ^sterns*/rere as
■ iiI

Ip-f
The nature of the sites viiich characterize these soils 

he kept in mind. All 
and are,
Sluing and to

* should illlit

are situated on crests, usially on crest slopes 
oonsec[uently, subject both to alternate excessive leaching and 

some accretion of materials from i^pslope. At the same time 
they reveal definite evidence of active pedogenesis hy the consistent

f
! Il

f:if
it I'y:

r.

increase of both jil and base saturation values in the lowest horizons 
of -the profiles.

i
s 'Ir

The much greater saturation values shown hy Harrop's 

are due both to higher base and lower clay content.
f

data
But Harrop* 5
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■Iildata are, in fact, derived from -hvo profiles of idiioh the one, as
reuiarked, is sited at the foot of a oonaiderahXe slope and the other 
represents a relatively shallow, early stage in the development of the 
crest soils. Consequently, both may have a higher base content aid 
a loror clay content than should he expected from the average crest soil. 
On the other hand, the data gathered in the present woric represent 
widely different sites and ciroumstances, from a hollow in the crest 
diere base saturation is more than 70^ aid clay content - less tiian yfo

S
y I

I!r

I:

i«i
1?.i I?

?;■
iiito soil at the top edge of an open-;iointed quartzite scarp, where base 

saturation in the same horizon is 11^, and clay content is over 50^.

In either case the nunher of sampies is too small to he representative 
hut it would appear from the consideration of the sites, which 
chosen during the present study to represent varieiy, that would the 
choice have been random, the average oharaoteristic soil profile 
representing most of the soil area should have hoen richer in hases 
and poorer in clay than the average of the sampled profiles. It 
appears, therefore, to the writer that a mean value hetween Haripp’s 
and the present data's base-saturation values is more representative 
liian both. Such a mean of 58^ base saturation is 
.the high silt/cisy ratio and clay fraction exchange capacity places 
■the Gayasa Surface crest soils within the definition of fersiallitio 
soils, aooording to the chemical and morphological criteria.

S it!:
I ri

itiifi
II if

g were
it
f

a
I

1
if? li;"'§
rfSI

I
It
I

more in accord with I?
ll
l-f! t: If.If?- t-V:

t?t
As to the mineral evidence which appears to contr^dct such a 

definition it
31

*1■was already observed liiat the mineral conpositloa of
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soils is representative of the nature of ihe parent rook e^eoially 
There the soils are in a state of very active pedogenesis and relatively 
young. It irould do well to rememher -that the sastples analyzed for 
minerals were taken from soils developed upon hi^y metanoiihosed 
rooks, of very hi^ resistance to weathering. It is a petrographic 
characteristic of 
weaiheraliLe mineral constituents

!>•i; IF
111I'Fl iil!F'
I• I-

I
5

!|!
such rooks that hy the far greatest part of their ' 

very fine grained and relatively 
resistant (muscovite, serioite, etc.) liiile whatever 
quantity of coarse weatherahle minerals that may he included consists 
of relatively incompetent ones (feldspars etc.). It is reasonahle

:ei
illi.are I i’

I
ilI,I-
J:

to eipeot that the coarse fraction of the soils developed on such rooks, 
will consist entirely of very resistant minerals (quartz, ilmenite, 
zircon etc.) and perhaps a smaU proportion of weatherahle 
already altered to the very resistant secondary kaolinite.

IK
it!!

IIIt appears,
therefore, -that mineralogical criteria for classification of soils 
le adjusted to the nature of the parent-rook aid cannot be applied in 
z generaUzod fashion, especially vhere aoila are in state of active

F
i|must

iI:

pedogeaeaia and on freely leached sites. On highly metamorphosed 
sediaenta^a the

I
Ireserve of weatherahle minerala in the said fraction 

eumot constitute a rellahlo criterion and furthermore, -the general 
reserve of auoh minerals should he assessed on a different basis than I

i iiIBtiiat of soila on inoooqjotont plutonios.

Similar considerations apply also to the Hwaiqiaza Surface soil 
'*ioh ia distinguished hy hi^er olay content aid general exchange

I
111IF ii

F
oapacily. There is no doubt, however, that viiilo -Uieir general reserve :!I ; ^

>1
I
i

.-.V

F:FF''-F
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of weatherable mnerals is not much smaller than that of the Gayaaa 
Surface soils the Hwampara Surface soils

;;
II iare much more leached and acid, 

and except for a silt/olay ratio somerdiat lii^er than the limit for
■:i

if ii

ferralaols th<?y fit into this category better than 
soil. It even appears that thedr state of pedogenesis is 
retarded than that of the Geyaaa Surface soils. However, the 
sample-profil* of these soils is certainly insufficient for 
generalizations e^odally with the ^eoifio site conditions 
involved. IThe relatively hi^ d.ev«tion aid. the 
of precipitation combined with the rapid drying out ig

characteristic of all narrow crest sites, perhaps contributed to -Bie 
greater leaching and aoidily and Ihe elimination of evidence of active 
pedogenesis.

any other i^Oand

!iacre
'i- Il:

I ts IJI!
i fithat are
I s:Ipossible greater efficient^
i
iI s

II
i

f1 I?.i IEetarded mineralization of organic matter due to both lower 
temperature and rapid drying will probably enhance these features.

If the site is situated, as impUed by altitude, eibove the limit of the

I
Im
Im i;:

I
subtropical montane zone (Snowden, 1953) the nature of the soils may 
indicate

5

an intergrade between the Gayaza Surface type of soils and 
montane soils of the humid subtropical type, 
properties of the soil derive from greater age coopared to that of the

1li

lit
The possibility that the s'I

i t'S i;
;|f

Gsyaza Surface and not from different environmental ooniitiona 
to he mitigated by the nature

liappears

of a younger soil on the Kwanpara Surface 
eromplified in Harrop's Bugamha profile (i960, append, p.9) lAieh shows 
the same trend towards

f
S
I .

r;I i-
very low base content and saturation aid. very

In view of the high organic Carbon content ("> /j^)strong acidity. ‘! ;

ir
jKr‘
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in the topsoil, the closest definition that applies to the mature 
Ewainpara soils appears to be tiiat of humic Kaoliaols.

■4l JiIn the Soil
Surrey's scheme of olassifleation they seen to approach the iyp* of 
soils found on the lower crests of the Rigezi Mountains and defined 
as members of Kabole Catena*

Uno
jl'::

i’
}: :ii10Another group of Kaolisols present in -Uie area corresponds very 

closely to Eadwanaki'a Kbki Catena (i960). No samples of these soils ft
U-;v

were taken in the present stufly, hut a oongjarison of field dharaoteidstios 
showed that Eadwanski's profiles and the soils found in Western Koki ^5

iare essentially the sane except that in -the “Brown" (nid-slope) nenher 
of tte Catena appears to he dominant and the "yellow" (low-slope) 
memher

i:!I ii'
If,- is relatively limited in area. Ihe taxonomic position of the 

Catena is, consequently, determined according to Hadwanald.' a dataIi
(ihid, appendix pp. 2-3), In contrast to the lowiaifis to the west, 
irtiers the foothill pediments

I £
ISt long and gently sloping, the pediments 

in Koki are relatively short and steep, especially in their upper parts. 
Moreover, the slopes of the upland at their hack are ■mv.w lowijr.

are
[i

jif

IThese peculiarities have, apparently, a very fundamental effect on the 
nature of the pediment soils.

i-ft
Accretion of material from the slopes is 

are more intensively leached and the more clearly
Ir;

smaller, the soils 
aifferentiated in . 
of internal drainage.

I:I a catenary sequence determined by differential freedom 
They are consequently poowr in tase-oontent, 

their hase-saturation is lower and -Iheir reaction

tt ffs; iif
%I more acid* These

^■iaETiOBtic properties place all the three members within the ferralsols 

as ortholype (Koki "Red" and “Yellow")

.
'SS

I
I
ii

f
:Sintei^grade approachingor as

I;

/
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iiit -

ferrisols (Koki "Brown"). However, they are certainly different 
ferralsols than those found in mid-lowland

i'

i.areas. They axe developed on 
fresh rook and not on pre-weathered material and they are, apparently, 
stiU in a state of active pedogenesis at least the lower memhers

1-

li'i&
li:!i;Of the

liCatena. It would appear, ilierefore, that pending the availabildiy 
of additional rellahle data, their definition as ferralsols must he 
qualified. These are not old resorted soils retaining pre^erties of 
former environments.

111“

'isTheir feirallitic nature ia derived from specific 
geomorphic conditions and does not express the climatic environment.

;v
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A sdieme of soil classification

HiIn view of the cousiflerationa outlined in the previous 
the soils of the study-area lend themselves to Ihe 
dlassifioation. (Hap S ).

sections
r

following I,iH
•:ia

i
i: iil

viI. Lithosola

II-Series* (H)

Shallow (2-20*) hUck to dark brown humose loams over 
disintegrating metasedimentary or sedimentary rooks of the Kazsgwe- 
Ankolean ^tem. Profile - not differentiated 
Usually includes relic Uterito gravel and 
ferruginous crust on rock-rubble.

1. To; I.Hii

S I' I

} ii’i

I
or weakly differentiated, 

occasionally a secondary
II 'llIi i|r-IOccur on level crests of the residual inland, at 4400-5600’ 

a.s,l. and under 50-45* p.a. rainfall.I Drainage of the profile is 
osualLy free, occasionally slow on Ito central parts of crests of larger 
residuals. In these cases the soil

f
i

ifiapproaches Becent Tropical Soils.

high: respectively
IIExchange capacity and base saturation are 

20-50 m.e. % aad > 50^. Reaction is slightly acid to neutral**, 
leiture-dependent

:! ii
on parent matezdal: sandy loans over arenaceous I

rocks (sand—50-70^. loams to clay loams (sand--50-5(¥5) on 
“Rillaoeoua rocks of various metamorphio grades, 
aliraya exceeds 0.20.

I I! Silt/olay ratioI i!I I'Organic carbon content exceeds H'I ■ii
Hi jii'

* For all notes — see end of section. -iri;<1

’i "ii

■ 77,'
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I: a Ssries (Sa)

SjaiaoBT -to =ai=ia-tely shalinr (10-20") aaji brown htzaose 
SBIC.7 -to sanoy clay loais over tbick la-carite sbeets. 
fiifferentia-ted or -Bcatly differan-tia-ted.

2.

lih
i#!'Pioi’Sie — T>f>^ Hi!v-

Occur on flat rennants of nassire latarrbe, at 4MX)-^;S00* a.s»l. !|;i . 
and cnaer 30-45'p.a. rainfall. Brainage ia OBaalOy fiae. '

Hxchange camaci-ly is -reiy lo»: IO-I5 in -are

!g
III. 2'1
IHiigiper

boiizois and < 10 a.e.^ in -Sie lower noiizonj but base saturation is 
{ > 3^. Erection is nediun to sli^tly acid. SUi/olay ratio 

exceeds 0.20. Organic Carbon content is less ■Wn...

f
i

Ift
.5 in?3» Kateti Series (Kt)

Very shallow ( < 10") -black to dark brown huaoae sandy 1~... 
over miartzites and jiiyllites.

Occur on narrow slopiiig crests and aoderate to steep slopes, 
at sost elevations and under all rainfall conditiona of -Hie 
Drainage is excessive. Soae deq> pockets 
outcrops -ahere aoisture retention is good,

low exchange capacity ( < I5 n.e.^ and base saturation 
( < 20^ and very strongly 
ftnction is 60-605?.

!■

m
f St

I:! II
I3 area*

i) M
occur Isetwcen 'boulders ofI

is Iikt
I iiHt

tI t ■■f acid reaction. Snt/clay: < 0.20, but saidI f;.'S.VL’.’

#
1!a'

? r
Recent *Pyop^rj»T Soils5 1:

■;

ilBugambn Series (Bu)

Shallow to nodemtely shallow (10-20") dark to reddish-brosn 
s®ody or silty loans with a black to dark-brown hunose topsoil over

r {

■

:iwf

i::.; - '

4 'i--: ■
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ii ll;■!:
quartzite and phyllites. Weakly differentiated 
Usually includes relic laterite gravel.

Occurs on level

or A-C profiles.

i

Ill
ii,'or convex, usually narrow crests or edges 

of Iroad ridges, at 5500-5900' a.s.l. ajfi under > 35"

i

illI
j. >Kp.a. rainfall.

Drainage of the profile is usually free to aone^t excessive.

Low cation exchange capacity ( < I5 ^

saturation (<■ 20^. Very strongly acid. Silt/olay: 
fraction varies according to parent material; 30-7C^,

>1^.

I
I1

f' ^ 0,20, ard sand

Organic Carbon:
i Iif I5.

1
5. Islngiro Series (is)

Shallow to moderately deep (I0-I4") black to dark brown 
and reddish-brown, humoae sandy to clay loams, 
of various metamoriMo grades and argillaceous contamination, 
represents various phases of development from skeletal to A-C arfl 
weakly A-B-C. Includes relic laterite gravel and 
devel^^ed lateritio horizon.

Occur on level to 
ridges at 4700-5200' a.s.l. 
is Usually free 
fersiallitic soils.

'A
II
li'i.I

if
I Iover arenaceous rooksI if

ErofiloI
I*
I incipient to moderately ii£ flI ifticonvex crests of narrow to moderately broad 

and under 25-30" p.a. rainfall. Drainage
1

I iI
% u• ■ y- or moderate in mid-broad crests, where soils approach

IIII f
i

Exchange oapaoily is moderate to high (10-^30 m.e.^ 
saturation is high ( > 50^.

Sand fraction content

i};i:and base If
Slightly acid, SilVolay: > 0,20. 

varying: 50-80^. Or^nic Carbon: > 2^.
II i!?4

I h4!;

I
.1

ii

1 fv*
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a1in. Kaolisols

A. PeraiaXLitlc (tropical fermcnwmiH^ gnTiq 
6. Rugaga Series (Eu)

Moderately deep (5.5 ft.) reddiah--bxmra clay loams 
aiBlllaoeous and arenaceous rooks. A-0 and A-B-C horizon profiles. 
Include relic laterito gravel. Lateritic horizon, from incipient to 
TOll-developed, is occasionally present. Current or subreoent laterite 
outcrops are occasional on crest periphery.

Occur on level to convex crests of broad ridges, at 
5000-5600' a.8.1. and under 25Wd3” p.a. rainfall. Drainage is moderate 
to aloir.

t
■|t

ru Ft
Fi,over $■

}

::
iri'

I'S
1 if

■aiS
High exchange oapaoiiy (20-30 ae.%) and base saturation 

(> 50®. Neutral reaction. Silt/clay: > 0,20;
Organic Carbon: > 3J5.

■ t •

if!
tSand fraction: iO-14^, it?

I f.

Possibly related and intergmded wiiii -the Isingiro Series...■V . J
i iii t:I B. Perriaola I,I ilii!Hi7. Mbararn* Series (lib)

III!i; t'

I K.jModerately deep to deep (> 3 ft.) reddish brown 
yellowish red loams and sandy loams, over mica-schists and medium and 
fine-grained granites. A-C and A-Bs-C horizon profiles.

V,ell-developed lateritic horizons of current 
ontoropping along incised drainage lines.

Occur on gently sloping foothill pediments or, in a 

oodified form, on interfluves of small arenas, at 4000-1k6000'

.1over

itI
I Occasional h;,':I iFand siibrecent laterization

St
■a

I.

lia.s.l.

V
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1!and under all rainfall conditions udthin the area. Drainage is slew- 

aid a catenary sequence is not differentia-ted except in OTierlying 
depositions! fans at gully mouths.

Exchange capacity is moderate (10-20 m.e.^ and so is base 
saturation (40-50^), tiut reac-tion is medium to s-trongly acid in the 
siib-topsoil horizons. Silt/olsy: > 0.20; sand fraction: 30-5C!?.; 
Organic Carbon: 1-2^.

tij

;l

il!i- I!':
! I?i!:i!

k i!!!
!i|:i:I

!■

Due to an absence of clay-skins in -the Bs horizon and -the 
relatively high reserve of -weatherable minerals in -the sand frao-tions, 
the series probably represents an integrade approaching fersiallitio 
soils.

I I
j-;

I i:-JZ' -“.r

= 1I
I
iiC* genalsolB

8. MaiTORolA* Catena (Kbl)
il:
if

A catenary sequence of soil series on mid-lowland 
interfluves snder -the rdiole range of annual rainfall wi-thin the 
Developed mostly on prewea-thered, resor-ted and reworked material 
derived from coarse-grained grani-toids. Appreciable content of 
■wea-therable minerals in -the sand fraction of some associates may 
indicate an intgrade approaching tropical brown soils.

f!
i
5? area. i
I

if'S'Ff IS-i:!!s
I-f: ! iL

I i.-
a. "Tor-base" Series;*

Moderately shallow to moderately deep (1-4 ft.) dark 
brown to reddish-brown sandy and grit-ty loams. Occur near base of 
"tor" outcrops at 43OO-46OO' a.s.l. A-C profiles; laterlzation absent, 

^'rainage free to modera-te. Exchange oapaoi-ty - very low ( < 10 m.e.^)

t I'-ii* f: t-iil: »
■i

i! I:!ri/
IJ

}■
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and tase saturation high ( > SQjS) ,*ile reaction is n.^dium 
acid. Silt/olay; 70.20j Sand fraction: 50-70^;

!to strongly 
Organic Carbon: 1-2%,

i S

tl» "Orest" Series if1!;^Moderately shallow to moderately deep (I-3 ft.) darfc 
rcddiah-broim sandy and gravelly loams. A-C 

profiles and stone-lines. Laterization absent.

i i’’I.:ibrOTO reddish-brown to »
Occur on eroded

interfluve crests and crest slopes at 4300-4500* a.s.l. Drainage is il
f
I

iS

isomeidiat e:roessive»

Exchange capacity and base-saturation 
{ < 10 m.e.^; < 20^ and reaction very strongly 
Sand fraction: 50-60%; Organic Carbon; < 1%,

H }iare very low 
acid. Silt/clay: <■ 0.20;

'i
I
I
7,

7
I liI 1o. "Medium"

De:^ ( > 4 ft.) dark reddish-brown over yellowish-rad

and stonelines.

Occur on level, broad interfluve 
Orests or on gentle interfluve slopes at 42OO-440O ft. 
is someri^t excessive.

sandy loans and loams with an A-C horizon profile 
laterization is absent or slight.

I-
[■i.S

I HiIIf I,
a»8«l« Drainage M!H!

I
Hi!

Exchange capacity and base saturation are low
( < 15 n.e.^; < 405S) 
sand 50-80^. drganio Carbon : < 1%.

i and reaction very stron^y acid. Silt/olay; < 0.20;I
I!H

if:

I
"Hillwash"* Series«

I ‘i::!:|
Deep (i 4 ft.) dark brown 

an A-C horizon profile and stonelines.
HHl. I over yellow loany sand airf

i send with n.laterization is absent.

rtVTi;;.
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Occur on lower interfluve sl<^ at 4100 - 4300 ft. a.s.l. Drainage 
is someirfiat excessive. k‘

Exchange capacity and base saturation are low ( < 20 m.e.^; 
< 4Q^ ana reaction is strongly to medium acid. SiH/olay: C 0.15; 
sand: 80-$^; organic Darhon: C 1?5.

i'l2V, Si
hi

1: wII
ti""

-II 9. Kokl Catena* (Ki)

A catenary sequence on narrow steep pediments tafler 
Developed on medim and low-grade pl^yllites, 

shales and mudstones, partly preweathered. Due to hi^ sill/olay ratio 
and high haae saturation in some of the associates, the soils msy 
represent an intergrade approaching ferrisols.

SII I
!•I 35-40" p.a. rainfall.

I
I

Is lis ftsi ftI I 1 r'

:|:a. "Bed”* Series
r f!;■

IDeep ( > 4 ft.) yellowish red clays with an A-B+-C 
horizon profile. Laterization very slight or absent. Occur on upper, 
steeper pediment slopes at 44OO-47OO ft. a.s.l. 
moderate.

P' il:
f Sii!

Drainage free to1 ■i?.

ft 1,
is5 li

Exchange oapacily and base saturation very low 
and reaction strongly to medim acid. Sili/olay; 

** 0.20; sand: 30-50^; orgai:io Cai^n: 1-2^.

t !-
( <■ 10 B.e.^; < 20J5)II

I if ft'.U¥h h 1ft;"b. "Brown"* Series ft, i;ft I

iJ•Moderately deep to deep ( > J ft.) brown to yellow-brown 
sil-ty clays with an A-C or weakly A-B-C horizon profile; laterization ft; I 3

ft■1

m1.^..

-'v'

^ftjfthiiftft;ftft;
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28s

i,1
ds absent. Occur on miaaie, gentler, peaiment slopes, at ifWO-4700 ft. 
a,a.l. Drainage is moderate to slow.

Exchange capacity is low ( < I5 m.e.jS) hut base 
saturation is moderate ( > 4Q?S). Reaction is strongly to medium acid. 
Silt/olsy: 0.20; sand: 50-60^; orgeuiic Carhonj 2-3^,

4

■i

It'iIs

'I
c. "Yellow"* Series iii

i
B

Moderately shallow to moderately deqp (2-4 ft.), pale- 
yellow silty clays with an A-C or weakly differentiated A-B-C 
horizon profiles. Laterization - very slight or absent, 
pediment slopes at 4000^4400 ft. a.s.l. Drainage is moderate to slow.

Exchange capacity and base saturation are low 
(<■ 15 m.e.^; < 4i]^ and reaction - very strongly acid. Sni/olay ai^ 
sand; not determined; organic Carbon: 1-^.

f
I

I: (ri

ifiiOccur on lower
iI lliSs ■ii

III:
I •r

/I
f

I I

liii i

■ I ;ii511!
f Bwauapara. Serdes (Ew) it i!

iI Moderately shallow to moderately deep (2-4 ft.) darkI iibrown to dark reddish-brown humus silty clays and clays over phyllites 
sad quartzites.

i 1i
A-C or A-Bt-C horizon profiles. Relic laterite gravel; itI ;i Ir 1occur on level or convex crests on moderately broad ridges at 560O-59OO ft. 

a.s.l •I'II 11 ;l. and under 3435" p.a. rainfall. Drainage is free to moderate.
High exchange capacity (20-30 m.e.^ but low base 

saturation ( < and very strongly acid. Silt/clay: 0.15-0.20; 
sand: 10-30^; organic Carbon; > 5f5 .

f Iiii j
i Iilf

U‘r

;XB ■1’
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17. Micasola*** or hvdromnT.phlc allmri°i Isoils S

11* Bukara* Seriea (Ba) 1',

ilioderately deq, tq de^ (> 3 ft.) black aaifly clay loaos 
over dark-grey clays, developed on fluvial and lacustrine alluvium. 
Tfealdy A-C horizon profiles.

Occur on flat valley-floors, at 4000-4300 ft. 
under liie vdiole range of annual rainfall mthin the area. Se.nor'.nr 
irater-logged to slow dralnii^*

C.B.C. moderate to higji (IO-5O m.e.^) aid base saturation 
very high (50-1OC55), but very strongly to stron^y acidj except in 
shallow phases where lowest horizon may be only sli^tly acid. 
Silt/olay: 0.I5 - 0.55; sand: 45-7555; organic 0: > 1|?S.

•w mft‘!i

1!I
I

li

iiIa.s.1. I
1

ill tflSI Isj S111
-S11 aI I AI i IIf
IIr ,!tl i■

I i
* retained from Soil Survey of Uganda (Earrop, Badwanalgr, if 1;[

Si iI ai *• ja terminology according to USDAi 
Extremely acid
Very strongly acid 4.5-5.0

Strongly acid

s1
i 1 1I ibelow 4.5 Slightly acid I6.1-6,5 

£.6-7.5 
7.4-7.8

Moderately alkaline 7.9-8J^

*** introduced ty Chenery (i960) wiio maintains that the very
h^ proportion of diootahedral mica in the clay fraction of these 
another (Utendule and Kahira Seriea) Uganda soils necessitates 
their definition in a ner.- Great Groig) category.

S liNeutral fl I si
fljs

5.1-5.5 
5.6-6.0

Mildly dkaline 1f iMedixim acid ill a
I i

i
I

3 aI iili fii 1ti Ssi' All data

^Sanic Carbon content represents topsoil alone.
except Oi^anic Carbon content represent siib-soil horizons. *

i. 'j 1

iJ
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■i4' ni Soil Relatior)fihTpH il:\ ..

Soil - laterite relationahios ■‘H

fir

I

!i
i:iThe signifioance of the aifferentiation hetireen laterite and a 

lateritio horizon in relation to aoila appears obvious. It mas observed 
in the previous sections that current or subrecent lateritio horizons, 
still integrated within their original soil profile, are relatively 
infrequently mithin the study-area and are confined mainly to t?!0 
types of soils—crest soils and fooiliill pediment aoila. In both these 
■types, la-teiltic accumulation appears to be largely absolute, -thiou^ 
oblique leaching aai on the pediments it is also largely secondary wi'th 
the derivation of the lateritio materials being mainly in the adjoining 
upland. Even on *111630 sites lateri'tic horizons are by no means 
frequent and appear to be aasooiated both wi'th -the proximi-ly of an 
extraneous source and with la'te geomorphic-pedogene'tlc development.

Tdiere soils have develcpied on pre-weathered material, already 
of lateritio ma'terials, la-terization is slight and 

in lowland de'veloped at an earlier S'tage.

It is not, however, 'the earth-likB la'teri'tio horizons hurled under 
relatively recent soils -that pose -the main problem of soil-lateri-te 
relationships, hut -the hard laterite shee-ts and crusts, entirely

Iis
?:

if
R iI :i|

t
'■i' :.v' Is!i- liII 1i? si)

a
i

:
If s'i

I
i’ scarce^
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.!transformea in moirhological character after -being striEped 
original soil cover. Little la Imown of the role of hard laterlte 
a parent material in pedogenesis. TVhat is kno«n of the nature 
laterite end its chemical

tof the l\in i sas iiof hard
mineralogical composition suggests that 

rerersal of hardening and pedogenesis on thick lateritea irould result

i4- 1'^
iiII

iiin a soil composed maindy of alumosilicate clay, iron compouifls ajfl 
c^t, and devoid of aigr weatherable primary or seooidaiy 
acepi, possibly, in a very small amount iRpresenting relic minerals 
or soil gels formerly encapsulated mthln imn-conoretions in the 
literite. Preauaably, in tine such a soil nay become more or less 

differentiated into horizons by a dorarard migration, under suitable 
cenditions, of the more mobile compounds, although the probable 
<!l«JFVto3£ture of such a soil makes it doubtful if the process will be

ii!i ii:#
III

f!l
r w.m■3,
ii *Ii* *S'coopaot I

■'

i;
3.'(I-

- Hosever, the reversal of hardening and soil foination from hard R I
i;tarite Me usually associated with ii

the encroachment of vegetation and 'S» deei^sition of its litter, which constitutes a significant source ii;I
IIand nutrients. Conceivably, a specific suooessional msere may

H% alxrat the gradusl improvement of soil conditions at least in the 
p horizons and result in

In -Ihe highly Imciied re inforest soils.

1ff:a stable nutritional cycle, of the type IiII■ji;

In such a case, it w>uld
wssonable to expect that the sub-topsoil horizons will be 

siailar in chemical

hi 1i: iistill Ssfand mineral composition to the laterite. Eedu:tion 
“delation by organic natter will be

i;
hi;h'ajd !,confined mainly to the humic i^jper 

any event would result in a downward gradient of decreasing Iand at

T-
T ;■

■f
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h:base saturation and pH -values. Also no prdfflaiy or partially gathered !,
lainerals can be expected in suoh a theoretical soil.

1iOf the 138 catenas, series and oomploces defined in the. Soil 
Survey of Uganda (Chenery, I960), only 3 
laterite residues or sheet ironstone

iS:are specifically stated to have 
as parent oaterial. In one of

A.

these-tiie Nzia SerJ.es fron Buganda-the soil is skeletal aia very thin 
differing froB skeletal soils on bare bedrock in being 
reddi^-broTO colour. Ihe other tuo uni-ts are 
has been discussed above aid -the crest 
In both oases, fairly deep (over 3 ft.) soils

I •!
ili !!more o;Uiyey and of 

the Eugaga Series Bhioh
f

I ■ember of Ihe UTabushozi Catena. iini
stalled Gxlat i^pon 

sheet Ironstone, both profilea showing a do«»ard increase in base 
saturation and pH values and IS-w: a relatively high base-content in -fhe

=i:
subsoil (over 6 m.e.fS in the Nyabushozi Isoil and over 12 m.e.j; in lie

?Bugs^ soa). In fact, in the liree criteria..“ijS c' these soils, and
especially the Hugsga soils, exceed the values shown by most other units h

gof ksolisols. ihaihernore, in both cases it is stated by Harrep 
(i960) ^ defined

ISas,. ■

these units, -that no satisfactory ercplana-tion has 
been found for their peculiar nature in relation to

i
ithe tmderljing

I■assive laterite.
k:

Of other relatively recent work dealing with soil-laterite relations 
luifrloa, those of Uaignien (1958) and Alexaifler and Cady (I962) in 
Beat Africa appear to be the 
hardening of laterite

I":
4;

most authoritative. Both recognize that It
can be reversed into soil formation and bring

2 5:I itseveral exanples of soUa developed on hard laterite. Maignien confines 
•>l«self to descriptions

i Hi
?'H: of “Hie profiles yrtiich are never deeper iian

'i

ij
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^prorimately }0 cm. and include a relatively large prc^ortion of 
isolated laterite tlooks. Alexander and Cady present aa nai^ as eight

f]samples of such soils with profiles laiying in depth fro= 10 to 60 on., 
2 ft. deep. Only four profiles of those ovdrlyiag 

hard laterite (and not lateriaed rook waste) were analyzed for 
erohangeahle cations and only in three of these

ili!ini.e.— none over
In,

iii
llwas exchange oapaoily 

determined. In all four, hase content does not exceed 6.1 a.e.%

(iM. p.'48) and in three~1.1 m.e.^ (ibid, pp. 26, 40). 
saturation in tiie three profiles does not exceed 20^ and is 5-6^ 
of the profiles. Reaction in the sub-topsoil horizons does not exceed

ill
Iii11

Base illnin tiro

IB 5J^ and clay-mineral analyses of these show only seco.«3aiy and primary 
resistant minerals containing no bases. The conclusion reached by the 
authors in view of these facts is, as already observed, that for a 
laterito crust to break

4

IS

fl
up and develop into soil, "it seems that 

overlay or additional material that can supply nutrients and hold water
some

LI
for vegetation is almost essential." (ibid, p. 12.)

Hinxroe are, conseguently, liiree possible explanations to accbunt 
for the base-rich, saturated and neutral 
of the Bugaga Series aid the

f
Lior only sli^tly acid soils 

l^yabushozi "crest* type. If it is maintained 
of these soils, one

ill!Li
tiiat laterite constitutes the parent materials hi'

Ipossibility of explaining the nature of the soils is in assuming that 
this parent material 
TOatherable minerals.

i

contained relatively lai^ anotmts of encapsulated 
There seems to exist no evidence of such amounts 

oillier in the lateiite samples from the area (see ^ble 7 ; p.2oo) or

SI

lliI
•ii:

i

examples listed in the literature. Content of alkalies in 19 samples
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of hart laterite analysed t,y Alexanier and Cady (1962) langed between 
0.22 and 1.2^, averaging 0.3^. Six 
show a range of 0.28 - 0.8^, averaging 0,51^,

samples analysed by Maignien (I958) 
It seems, therefore, 

highly unlikely that the exchangeable bases in the soils derived from

the laterite itself. The only other answer is a possible accretion of 
extraneoiis inaterial«

Accretion of material rich in bases may come from two souroes-a 
higher addacent weathering surface or a proximate centre of volcanic 
aetiviiy. The location of the lype-profll* of the Nyaibuahosd soil 
precludes the first possibility since the nearest weathering slope 
hi*er surface is situated approximately I5 miles away with extensive 
tracts of lowland intervening. It was already observed that the 
Euwga type-profile is, on the contrary, located at tie foot of such 
a slope and it was argued that its high base-content aixL saturation

Of a

-c; .J-T.':.

/ jr

nay b« aaaigned to this fact. However, the nearest profile ftTmnri 
in tbs present sti%, and located 
althou^ mt

iE5*i43f on the highest crest of the hillmass, 
as rich in bases and as saturated, still shows the highest 

base content and saturation than any oiier soils in the area. Ihe

-1

5
i

nearest hi^er slope is 5 Biles away. Conseiuontly tirile accretion
t

of extraneous material into the Hugaga type profile 
toes not signilir iiat it enriched

is probable, it
an intrinsically poor soil profile. 

The invocation of accretion by volcanic ash preauppoaes a gradual 
increase of acoretionaiy material in the direction 
TOlcanic activity. The dosest volcanic

ii
is

1-

o-'Cr of the centre of 
centres that can be related to

ihe study area are the Bufumbira volcanoes, 30-100 miles to the

■!

/■I /i -

sii#

S'..:
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ii'i

southwest, on the Ewanda-Congo border, and the Kicwamha 
to the northwest, in northwestern Ankole.

area 50“70 mtI <?'g 
It is sufficient to indicate 

that T*ile the soils derived from the volcanic rocks in these soils have M
(at a depth of 25-30") an average base content of 18 m.e.^ (3.8-29.2), 
a mean saturation of 76^ (25-100), and a mean pH value of 6.8, -are 
uplaai soils derived from adjacent precambrlan rocks show respective 
average values of: O.O9 (0.0-0.20), I4. (O.O-3.3) and 4.5 (5.1-5.1). 
lowland soils intervening between the study area and both volcanic 
centres show higher mean values, especially where rainfall is relatively 
low but they do not compare with the higher mean values of t^laid. crest 
soils of the Eugaga type. Thus, even considering that the data are 
supplied by very few aaraples, there appears to be no evidence of 
accretion of volcanic materials between the study-area aifl the volcanic 
centres, although volcanic activity in these centres is comparatively 
recent (Coabe, 1933; Holmes and Harwood, 1937; Holmes, 19^3, 1942, I950,
1952).

;;5r:i

:;i
Ml!:

I!;

ji

I15
It
■If

III!s
u

It was suggested above that for the Eugaga-lype soils the solution 
of the prohlem appears to rest in

a;
ii;

;an erroneous impression of the 
distribution and nature of laterlte on the surface carrying these soils. 
®>at, in fact, the soils did not derive |t|:

from a massive sheet of laterite hut 
the underlying rook subsequent to the strlppiig of the 

the Njabushozi-type soils, iso similar solution can he offered, 
rafter has not been able to observe ihe site of

f.

sheet. As to E!
v- Tbe

ithe iype-profile for
oases of massive laterite vd^icb have been observed 

area, soil cover was scant and the soil itself plainly skeletal.

j

that soil and in all Ie;
■;V

in the
I
I -------- .

KE
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lii'
However, the description of the type-profile (Harrop, i960, p. 55) 
does not speoifioally state that it overlies massive lateiite. 
soil is desoiihed generally as shallow, dark-humose loam

2he
't:

overlying

laterite ruhhle, ,4iich in the description of the profile is asserted to 11
i;;;

■:represent disintegrating larerite. This may mean that the nibhle 
rq)rBsents only residues of an eroded sheet. The soil-type is 
to recent soils derived from bedrock, and the high base and phosphorous 
content may be assigned, as in those soils, to high content of organic 

excessive drainage causing prolonged dessioation diiTdr<£

ii.i
I

1

i Imatter and

each year.
;u

t tii;
These arguments, envisaging the soil as derived from ~~nt1y 

exposed fresh rook subsequent to the stripping of the massive laterite 
sheet, do not explain several phenomena such as the concentration

is:

1:

I
Of laterite rubble in the lowest horizon and the apparent absence 
•pallid zone" usually present under massive laterite

IBof a

on inconrpetent rocks* 
Oonseqnently, in regards to this soil-type, the writer agrees with iI

t"

Harrop'a statement that "no satisfactory eoqjlanation can be given that 
might apply generally" (ibid.) concerning the tendency for hill-crest 
soils to be richer in bases and phosphorous.

1
iiIlii

I

■■

t

s i.

1^1■I .i
ISi;

;!j
?
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3oU-Surface correlations (a generali 'I

i The evidence of soil distribution and the genetic implications 
previous sections can be

I?of soil properties as presented in the il;
if

r. .V ;■:'

f generalized in the following points:-

In general, soil charaoteristios
iii
I'i

1. -icorrelated with conteuiraraiy 
intensity of geomorphlc processes rather than with the postulated

are
IIi iA

relatiTe age of ths sur&ce. !3Soils in an initial or active state of 
pedogenesis are associated, therefore, with landforms connected rrith

and a generally youthful lardscape 
a retarded or halted state of pedogenesis are associated

I t:

I 'b

strong dissection, resistant litholo^, 
*ile soils inI

f l«with a mature landscape in which geomoiphio processes have decelerated. 
In the oirounstances of the geological pattern

1
r ISof the area, whereI

Inoorpetent lithologr is, as a rule, disposed low down the 
atratigraphical column,

■tine factor. A late

iii
such a correlation is clearly unrelated to the 

erosion surface, cut across the incompetent lithology 
geomorphic processes and retardation 

an earlier surface of resistant lithology has 
passed the youthful itege. Thus, properties ani distribution of soils

it.

nay attain maturity, deceleration of
•:5 :

it;?Of pedogenesis before

li;'

V.

t- V
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Iin the area reflect the degree of 
ratio of -waste production -to -waste remo-yal.

stahility imposed hy -the geomorphio ■1 I:-r- J'

i i'Where rate of weathering iii:
exceeds the rate of erosion, soils will he sedentary and -Hieir present 
character will reflect the length of time since they attained stahili-ty. 
TJhere

irai'r

:
reverse conditions prevail, soils wild he unstable and their present 

character will reflect the balance of erosion over pedogenesis.

2. The exceptions to this rule concern the intervention of two

11I-

I: i.

. Climatio altitudinal zonation induced by uplift appears to 
have resulted in at least one

factors

iif
i:?.

I
i pedologic#! boundary situated roughly in 

the interval between 5600 and 5700* a.s,l. No doubt influence of 
elevation upon the nature of soils is enhanced in the particular

1

fl-'I mI i flicase "by a 'f.IEI
I

fSigreater amount of rainfall and where this amount is lower the altitudinal 
transi-tion will occur at alv higher elevation.

*■Sl-

I
Above this limit, soil

properties are modified by greater efficiency of moisture supply 
retarded decomposition of organic matter resulting in greater intensi-ty 
of leaching and stronger acidi-ty of the medium.

nI
Iand a

I1 IFro'ba'bly ■the altitudiziaZf EC
transition is gradual and leached acid soils] Eiappear in particular sites

also at a lower elevation. Certain topographic relationships also 
to result in soil properties which do not conform

.t-zi n! Eii!f tend Ito -the generaliza-tion. 
determined hy contrasting li-thology as in 

pediments formed on incompetent roots at -the foht of resistant

i ■RWiere such relations are •S'- II
IE a!lLSZ~3 '■

Mtrea-ting sieves, soil charao-terdstics are governed not only by the 
relative, you-thfulnesa of the pediment landform hut also by the adjoining 
slope. Since the tepography of the pediment conforms to the incompetence 

underlying bedrock the transported material from the adjacent

iv f
I

I i;

I

of thef
f

;
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ill: teroaing >5>lana is retained within the soils aid enhances their general 

sioilaritiy to igiland, actively evolving soils.
I|

i
miere, on the other hand, 

the formation of foothill pediments occur in a uniform, relatively resistant i•r;Uthology aid is controlled hy erosional factors alone, they tend to be 
shorter and steeper. Consequently, internal drainage is somerfjat 
aid soils, idiile still actively evolving tend to be more leached and acid 
than iqiland soils. Such a tendency is enhanced by higher rainfall and 
affected by the nature of the lithology and drainage. Impoverishment of 
base content, low saturation and strong aoidiiy are enhanced, therefore, 
diere either drainage is excessive or vhere parent rooh is already 
partially leached.

Hi
excessive I hi

Hi Iii!
SiIii
i-

i

Hi
ii
:'l

lii
lil

3. The pattern of soil-surface correlation consists, therefore, 
of -ihree levels

fit!{*! ii;

i i;
a) The lowland level on irfiLoh three soil-types emerge: mid-lowland 

soils developed in materdal differentially pre-weathered in a former 
oyde or phase and differentially stripped in the following phase; 
Foothill-pediment soils on incompetent but unweathered lithology and 
backed by high-grade metasediments; Foothill pediment soils on low-grade 
netasediments and sediments which are in part leached. The first ard last 
<3pea consist of catenary sequences differentiated according to freedom

If

lijiilHiiH:is :i

y 'i %l! If

f:ri-
of drainage, measure of stripping of deeply weathered parent material 
in the first

if.

case and meaa\are of leaching of the parent material ±a 
second soil-type does not shotr pronounced catenary 

^ferentiation due to relative uniformity of parent mateidal and 
conditions.

ii:lie secoid. The

f ifil
. i

—7-' ..I-.;- ;
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t) The intermediate iq-land level on which aoUa constitute an iM '!
rl
4 V;evolutionary sequence dependent on the angle of the orest-alqpe. 

least inclined parts of the crest

iOn the ;!i
a mature, moderately drained, hut 

actively foiming soil emerges. TJhere crest area is limited
n:

and slope
angles are greater the natrre of the soil varies from raw lithosols to

if>ri.
u::
Ian already differentiated recent soil. The nature of -aiis evolutionary 

sequence varies according to lithology and drainage. In all soils of 
this level a relatively low amount of rainfall oontrlhutes to

?: :.■'8

lipi’9

I.
I

I: if .renrichment
Ai in bases.
I
I c) The high upland level on which climatic oiroumstances tend to !f

jI counter-balance the relative youthfulness of -Uie soils by more profound 
leaching and lesser mineralization of organic natter.

nI i’lf
These terdenoiesI I

Iappear in all the stages of soil development which, as on lie intermediate 
level, are I

controlled iy the angle of slope and the nature of lithology. Ei II
S
Hi
i Ii:I ji

f i'I!I V

8: I’ it':-
I
I I f i

;ii
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A Pattern of* I^r>i^gr»n-po I!i(Conclusion to the Chapter on Geomoiphology and Soils)
M i:

A Sviiopsis of Surface DevelornnentL liti
Controls of surface developmen-fc

iv':'

The e:q)osition of landscape evolution presented in the present stu^
?:■ is based on the assumption that all or most of the stv»3y-area vias 

covered, at tiie initial phase of evolution, by a certain thickness of 
metasediiaentaiy or sedimentary formations.

lit
;r1a I'ili

It is an essential argument 
of this exposition, derived from the clearly apparent differential if'a

i ii
competence between sedimentary and plutonio formations in 
this resistant sedimentary cover was tHokest in the belt now occupied hy 
the South Ankolean Highland and Koki Hills

I the area, that

Ii
!Si and thinned out gradually

northwaids. Such an initial geologic pattern touIH indicate

s <1;d.
Ii ttiat the 11I present geological pattern resulted from the differential removal 

the sedimentary cover, oontroUed by its differential thickness and 
structure. Sinje

BiofS &B
iO ?■I

I
incompetent lithology is disposed uniformly at the base 

of the stratigraphic column, its effect on the evolution of the 
became

ii

Ii
apparent only at a progressively later stage with the southward 

tng thickness of the resistant cover.
grow- iii' In other words, this means that 

surface in the areaedvanoed in a general 
measure and extent of this advance was, of

il
dsvelopnent of the lowest

aouthrvard direction. The

- I

■ A
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course, subject to tile irregularities in tiie topography 
basement but the general pattern of northward removal of the resistant 

is weU attested by the present geomorphologioal and geological

of the incoii5)etent

i-.'

cover
xl\-i’II;patteiTis®

mule lowland lithology is relatively little differentiated in 
degrae of incompetence and its rafleotion in the laidscape is oo^tively 
meagre, resulting in sli^t differences between the major groups of 
granitoids and schists, the expression of differential 
igilani lithology is much more pronounced, 
to d^end mainly on metamoiphic grade and the nature of

f|J

lit:
iiiI!

Is
competence of

This differentialiiy appearsS' «•
if:!

I ■the structure

so that hi^ grade metasediments disposed in many major, steeply dipping, 
folded structures appear to he the most resistant while

t !l:iI m
■ii S'

umetamoz^osed

sediments in indistinct hroad shallow structures are the least resistant. 
This differentialiiy is expressed in the degree of dissection of

l-i i
If
fit

Ilfupland landforms and the associated preservation of crest surfaces.
However, in contrast to the vertical stratigraphic differentiation of

I
if
ll!I conpetence -irinoh determined the relative extent of lowland and uplsid, 

the metamoiphic-struotural differentiation is mainly horizontal 
decreasing both eastward and northward.

:S
f iif

ifi Conseq,uently, the amount of 
upland dissection as oontroUed by lithology increases in both

f!
if H

i f.

jflireotions and appears to have constituted a significant factor in 
laiiHEoape development.

Geological control is expressed, therefore, in the emergence during 
the geomorphic evolution of the landscape of several physiographic units

ill
r'‘

p-fiffI
f'.j

IPf

Ianf
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differentiated according to the conj^tence of their lithology and hy 
the age aid extent of fomer laidscapes preserved upon then. Thus,
lowland, representing the latest maaor stage of laidsoape evolution 
is lAolly developed upon hasal inoon^ietent lithology and is only 
slightly and shallowly dissected -by later stages. In the upland, 
developed on nore resistant lithology, the least resistant nudatanes^and 
shales in indistinct maor structures, produce the most dissected type 
of landscape consisting of relatively low individual upland features

1

1!:•

s|^

I
12

lii
:2

<l5

I !?1' separated hy gaps of lowland and preserving only remnants of the latest 
phase of upland landscape evolution. Low-giade metaaedimentaiies in 

distinctive structures produce the hill-series type of topography 
rfiere lowland gaps finger only between ridge-line groins of features on 
which small remnants or modified remnants of an early stage of inland 
evolution are preserved. Uetasediments of intermediate grade or of 
relatively meagre thickness produce high hill-massos or residuals, on 
vhidh remnants of the early stage predominate with occasional remnants 
or modified remnants of the earliest stage. The high-grade metasedimenta 
dnanged in major folded structures, produce the highest mountain blocks 
of the area preserving remnants of -the initial stage of evolution.

The view propouided in the present study is that tto evolution 
of the Inland landscape in aouthwest Uganda was Initiated by wbat 
I-.C!. King (1967) described as the ' cymatogenic* i^lift leading eventually 
to the formation of the Hift Valley. It envisages, previous to that 
'5'llft, an initial mature surface of continental extent possibly 
identical irith King's African Surface. It is, however, unlikely

it
I 21

14

more
i 1,2i !
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ii
on the iresent view, that this initial surface evolve only by Ixroer 
uiooene as was maintained by the classic postulation. It appears to 
this writer that the time that should be allowed to account for the 
envisaged evolutionary sequence indicates a much earlier age for the 
initial surface and the initiation of oymatogenic rqjlift,— possibly 
pre-Iertiaiy. It must be remembered that initiation of uplift need 
not have coincided with rifting. More probably uplift preceded rifting 
by a long period. On the other hand, rifting, vdien it did occur, was 
not necessarily associated with immediate uplift of the rift shoulder 
and reversal of westward drainage. This probably occurred only at a 
very late, relatively recent, stage of the uplift. There is strong 
evidence that rift and downfaulting occurred at a much earlier i>eriod 
than previously supposed. According to Bishop (I966), "the ago of the 
initial rift-faulting is still rather uncertain, but is probably 
pre-4!iooene at least and may well be older still" (ibid, p. 171). If 
Wrey's (1956) views on the early origin of the regional tqiwajp 
associated with the Tfestem Eif t and the Huwenzoil blnolc and his evidence 
from the Southern Hift are added to this, it apipears that a strong case 
for a pre-Tertiary initiation of the oymatogenic uplift does exist.

A possible different interpretation is 1faat the older stages of 
landscape development preceded the initiation of uplift and that their

S]

" i
j

i:

ih

i
ij:
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!
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•/i'present remnants existed probably in a greater extent, on -the initial, 
pre-uplift surface. Such an interpretation would extend the geological 
time available for tte development of Ihe different surfaces enough to

It would

i'

^gord each atage as a ma^jor cycle on a continental scale*I

-•!
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also necessitate the postulation of continental origins of dianges in 
base-levels, protatly the same as stipulated hy L.C. King. In other 
words, such an interpretation would bring the postulated sequence 
of development closer to the classical scheme of Pganda Surfaces with 

revised dating.

This interpretation is not implied by the evidence from the study- 
The writer believes liiat the reasonable possibility of a very 

early initiation of uplift is sufficient to account for -Uie evolutionary 
sequence within the study-eirea. It must be Jc^t in mind that the 
differentiation of surfaces is envisaged on a limited regional scale and 
that the causes of this differentiation are attributed to a regional 
differentiality of upwarp within the general cymatogenie uplift. That 
is to say tiiat the controlling base-levels of each new phase are 
envisaged within the region itself or only slightly outside it, so 
that the extent of the surfaces developed in each phase is relatively 
limited. Furthermore, the altitudinal interval between any two 
consecutive surfaces. Indicating the degree of the associated differential 
ipwarp, does not exceed within the study-area, the average values of 
6C0 ft. between first two upland surfaces and of iiDO ft. between the 
second and the third. This interval may be greater between the lovrest 
\q)lend surface the lowland but in this case it is accounted for 
by the great difference in lithologic competence. No attempt has been
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cade to correlate tiiese surfaces witih surfaces outside the region and 

assumed to represent phases of a major cycle
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p ‘tentatively they

initiated the general cymatogenic t^ilift* This means that tiie
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lOTlard surface represents the oiOjiilnating phase of -Uib major qyole.

If it is identical with lowland and pediment surfaces defined in 
other parts of Uganda it may he equi-salent to MoConnell's (1955) and 
Pallister's (I960) Tanganyika 3urface or Bishop's (1966) Kasubi Surface, 
differing from them in that its development did not teiminate hy 
ad-Tertiaiy times, hut continued far into the Bleiatocene, for as long 
as i^lift continued. Such a concept of phasal development within a 
major, veiy prolonged cycle, involves the possihilHy that the igjpermost 
level in the area, representing remnants of the initial surface, may he 
equivalent to the much lower, lakeside Buganda Surface. However, iho 
present study does not provide sufficient evidence for a countiy-wiide 
correlation of surfaces. It only establishes that the landscape of the 
area developed in several distinct phases ih ich may or may not he 
correlated with phases heyond its limits.
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The secmence of
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K1) The initial (Rwarnna-ral nhaae. The initial surface is envisaged as 
part of a continent-wide mature landscape with a slight westward 
inclination. It is regarded as having had preserved on it a measure of 
relief correlated r/ith the pattern of geologic competence. Since 
metaoorphio grade and structural resistance show a definite trend of 
southward and westward increase, it is considered that the highest 
relative relief within the study-area was located in the southwest, 
forming a highland mass \diioh emhraoed the present areas of ifae

®®°para. Western Isingiro and Kargawe.
* Based on assumed datum levels in the lakeside area, calculated to account

for thickness of laterite, and on distances from postulated regional 
hase-levels in the Katonga aid Lake Victoria areas.
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that in its highest parts this mess may have attained in relation 
to -ihe mean surface level, an availahle relief of 1000-1500 ft.
It had a variable, but generally sli^t, northward and eastward slc^ 
which, probably, did not exceed the rate of 20 ft./milB. Moat of 
the surface consequently drained northward towards the proto-Katoj^.

A n^all area possibly drained eastward or soutti-eastward into a 
tributary system of the proto-Katonga. Only the western margin aid the 
southwestern-highland part, apparently belonged to a different oitohment 
area—that of the proto-Kagera. Dhile this drainage system appears 
to have been also remotely tributary to the main proto-Katonga system, 
its basin within the resistant highland was only subsidiary.

Consequently, being subject to a relatively proximate local base-level 
it effected greater slope gradients within the hijjiland, as indicated 
by the altitudinal disposition of present surface remnants (approx.

50 ft./inile).
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2) First (Gftvaga) -phaae. The first phase of landscape evolution -ma 
inLtiatea hy heginning of i^lift. T/ithin the area, the tq)lift consisted 
of general differential warping, i^lifting the western margin of the 
area by approximately 200 ft. in excess of the eastern margin, and of 
differential deformation iriiich affected only the area west of the present 
Rugaga hill mass, adding, at thewestem margin, another 200 ft. to the 
uplift, was followed by a prolonged pause during which a very

extensive levelled surface emerged, in the proto-Katonga basin producing 
latched scarps in the flanks of the deformed area. V/here deformation 
vas small, as on its eastern margin, the scarp was relatively low;
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i ivihere it -was greater, as in lie Eastern Kwampara, the soaip may have 
attained a height of 500-600 ft. In the eastern part of the highland, 
in present area of VJestern Isingiro, Tihere hoth erosional orientations 
coincided, levelling hreached the mtershed, isolating and partly 
Bodifying remnants of the initial surface from the main mass of the 
highland. Howpver, the levelling, possibly enhanced by other factors 
such as structural weakness, apparently did not disrupt the existing 
drainage pattern, so that the lowered area was retained within the 
pioto^agera basin. In 1110 more resistant part of Hie basin, however, 
the erosional phase did not progress beyond the formation of sloping 
valley floor surfaces, possibly due to the fact that change of northern 
regional base-level in the proto-Katonga was very remote and the 
drainage was not affected by closer eastern base-levels. The extensive 
levelled Gajaza Surface whose present remnants on resistant lithology 
show a relative relief not exceeding 300 ft. was, probably, even more 
subdued viiere cut across less competent low-grade or unmetamorphosed 
sediments in Hie north and northeast. On the other hand, vdiere massive 
quartzites occurred, several modified remnants of the initial surface 
rose 200-300 ft. above the general level. Correspondingly, it is 
possible that already at this stage the precursors of the arenas, such
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In relation to the Masha arena
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basal schists were already exposed, 
it is difficult to say Trtiether it "belonged to the proto-Ruizi or to
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RfjCQiid (Sanga) -phase. This phase was initiated hy the resumption 
of tqjlift. Compared with the previous phase it was, prohahly, shorter 
and inrolved no deformations so that east-west differential did not exceed 
100 ft. Moreover, differential warping was continuous and erosional 
development already affected extensive exposed areas of incompetent hasal 
lithology. The pattern of the new surface was, consequently, less uniform 
aid lithological differentiation more pronounced than on the previous 
surface. On extensively e:q)Osed, rd.atively or absolutely incoimpetent 

advanced, associated with relative, primary.

Sil
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s

I ■ii
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:i‘iI 3:lithology, planation was 

laterization and very deep weathering (ishura, Nyahushosi, Mbuga-Buhale,

31 3'I I
llNorthern Kold.). Here the surface was the lowest, approximately 400-500 

ft. lower than the Gayaza Surface, with few exposed quartzite ridges 
already rising sli^tly above it. On more resistant lithology the 
surface sloped gently up to join the toyaza Surface in a noticeable 
break of sL(^; low scarps emerged only viiere induced by differential 
lithology. UsueOly this part of the surface was represented in 
headwater drainage basins such as the present Lower Ruizi and the Masha 
and Ikariro arenas which, peihapa then resembled the Lower Ruizi hasin's 
present state. Of similar dimensions although of different pattern were 
two elongated sloping basins in the Eastern Rugaga-Chamburara and the 
Central Kokl areas. They developed along existing northwest directed 
drainage lines on intermediate lithology and limited remnants 
of the Gayaza Surface were preserved on "the Western Koki watershed 
between them. There is no indication that this phase penetrated the
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proto-Kagera catchment so that drainage pattern remained essentially 
tile same. i 1/
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iiThird (l^mlana^ -phase, 

initiation of this phase. Possibly, the cause lies beyond the limits 
of the aiea, peihaps associated with a stage of differential warping 
that affected uniformly tiie whole region or at least the part including 
the study-area. A significant lovfering of regional base-level occurred 
without a noticeable effect on differential upwaiping within the area.

Ihe associated erosional phase affected mainly basal inooc^tent lithology, 
in part deeply weathered, and consequently proceeded at a relatively 
rapid rate modifying profoundly the lovdani surface and expanding it 
at tile eipense of tile older upland, probably by inducing predominance 
of slope retreat. Landscape evolution was, therefore, much more coaplex 
than previously. Several stages may be discerned, marked mainly by 
profound dianges of drainage patterns:

(a) A rapid bjit still partial stripping of the weathered mantle 
over incompetent lithology of the proto-Katonga catchment caused the 
elimination of most of the Sanga Surface in these areas and its 
restriction to marginal areas of resistant lithology and few laterite 
caps on watersheds. A lithologioally induced scarp began to emerge 
between tiie aurfaces. The highest irregularities of the basal surface 
were etched as "tors" and quartzite ridges; and where drainage lines 
reached the unweathered or less weathered base, lateral erosion produced 
typical flat floored valleys. Abrupt readjustment of local base-levels 
induced Ty this rapid erosion, caused two sigtrifioant changes in 
drainage pattern: the upper part of the Central Koki drainage hasin 

. was captured by the Chamhurara (Karunga) drainage across the Western Koki

It is not clear what event caused the r.
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tershed. This is attested hy numerous levelled henohes atutting the 
sloces of the capture channel and the Chamhurara and Western Koki hill 
masses at a similar level, approximately 100-200 ft. lower than the 
Sanga Surface remnants. This capture, prohahly due to the greater 
southward extent of the Ishura lowland, resulted in the lowering and 
initiation of the present Kijanebalola hasin; the other change concerned 
the breach of the highland watershed south of Kasumha and the capture 
hy the present Lower Kagem of the headwater, subsidiary, hasins of the 
jjroto-Kagera, represented today by the Oriohniga and Bigasha systems.

The effect of lowland stripping was probably enhanced in this case by 
the eumojative effect of differential iipwarp and the proxinily of 
regional base-level. The capture resulted in the dissection of the 
up till then intact Gayaza Surface of Western Isingiro.

(h) The main occurrence at this stage was the breach by ih®

Oiichinga of the already tenuous BugaraWna-Isozi watershed, probably 
due to tile effect of the newly established southeastern base-level.

This breach, exposing to this relatively vigorous hase-level the extensive 
areas of incompetent mica-schists of the present Nakival'^Iburo lowland 
and the as yet not entirely stripped weathered mantle of the present 
Ishura lowland, resulted in tiie oonplete reorientation of the drainage 
system aid the profound modification of the lowland surface in the centre 
of the area. The newly—formed southern low ground caused the 
acceleration of weathered mantle stripping, the destruction of former 

the capture of north-directed drainage across 

the resistant remnants of tte Sanga Surface (e.g. that of the Hazinga-
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Ubuga System ty the Nyarutegura). It resulted consequently, in the 
Birration of the mtershed from the southern highland axis to a 
northern mid-lowland alignment, Tdiere it is still gapped hy several 
Hide valley floors. It also caused the incision, helow the lowland 
surface, of the present drainage pattern, the precursor of the present 
Lake Systems lidiioh was, however, still directed westwards and had no 
connection v/ith the proto-Euizi system,

(o) TTaiping, which up to this stage had been slow and possessed 
a small east-west differential, began suddenly to accelerate—^probably 
in late-Uiddle Pleistocene (Bishop and Posnansky, I960). Acceleration 

associated with a second deformation of the area west of Masha, 
adding 200 ft. to the 100 ft. east-west differential of warping attained 
during the lowland phase. A readjustment of drainage occurred in the 
western parts of the Masha arena and Loiser Ruizi basin, associated possibly 
with the final e:^osure of the granitoid core in the former, a westward 
erpansion of the latter, and the breaching of the Bihunya-KabtiLangirp 
range into the Ubarara arena.
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ft ffiThis outline is, of course, tentative. Details of lowland surface 

development may have occurred at different stages than implied hy it 
or processes may have been continuous from one stage to another. Thus, 
possibly, Capture of northward drainage aci-oss the Sanga Hills and 

development of the present lajuro-Kisimbi drainage pattern may have occurred 
aainly in the stage of deformation. The evolution of the Lahe-^ystem
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drainage pattern may have continued throughout the last stage* Or,
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more significantly, the capture of the Orichinga-Bigasha drainage try 
the Bower Kagera may have resulted, already in this phase, in the 
lowering of the Nsongezi-Kikagati gorge and capture of iiie Eastern 
Enanpara drainage by the eastwqird drainage, 
as that in western Masha and possibly eiligned on the same deformational 
aris, prepared the way for the future capture of the Froto-Kagera system 
Thioh was prevented at this stage only by insufficient differential

i
i
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Such an occurrence.
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5, Fourth (AgRradation) T:hase« K:The acceleration of differential t jI ti
warping across the rising Hift shoulder, finally resulted in drastic 
reduction of drainage gradients and, reversal of its direction*

Aggradation of valleys followed, and the widespread dionning of the 
isin^jigtsystem. Usually, latitudinally aligned drainage lines were 
Bore extensively aggraded and drowned than those longitudinally aligned, 
■rfiich eacplains some very shallow alluvial deposits in very wide valleys*

In some cases aggradation and ponding back of headwater basins was 
followed by capture and draining by east-directed drainage, prominently 
that of 'Xake Euizi" by the Iiower Euizi; or iliat of "Lake Kagera" by 
the Lower Kagera, through the Nsongezi-Kikagati gorge. In both cases, 
capture and draining of new upstream drainage were followed by ponding 
back, lower down the new drainage systems—the Lake System in the case 
of the Euizi ard Lake Victoria in the case of the Kagera. The extensive 
ponding-ij) of the Lake Victoria basin reached the limits of the study-area
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I only in the extreme south, along the Kagera valley, ^ to Nsongezi, 

the main draiimge lines of the Ikariro
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louland. Otherwise, the last phases of the upwaip, terminating in 
the recession of Lake Victoria to its present shores, left no distinct 
iapression on the stixly-area.

V'I I I

i :

The Sequence of Surface Denosita
it

V.-?

The relations of laterisation and pedogenesis to latasoape evolution 
are sumoarized in Table g , in vdiioh ein attempt was made to emphasize 
the Bain points of Eeq,uenae. It is, necessarily, a largely hypothetical 
scheoe, especially conoeming the sequence of former soils, hut this 
necessity of hypothesis emphasizes the principle that in a highly 
dissected and tectonically unstable landscape, one cannot expect to find 
age correlations between surfaces and their deposits. The summary atteiipts 
to emphasizeanother principle—that the nature of surface deposits 
depends not on geomorphic featxures alone but also on maoroclimatic 
environment. V/here surface is relatively stable and little disturbed 
by geomorphic processes, relic influences of former environments maybe 
preserved in surface deposits. Otherwise, they reflect only the 
contemporary environmental conditions.

A much more detailed nnfl specific study is needed in order to work 
out ihe actual environmental sequence in the study-area. The present 
suoaary intends only to enphasize the fact that there was a significant 
change of environmental conditions of srrrface-deposit formation. The 
long period of prevalence of ferrnllitio conditions should be regarded, 
consequently, as a strongly generalized interpretation. It is well-known
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iof climatic conditionsthat since early Tertiary several alterations

at least westward of the present region (Cahen, 1954; Cahen and 
1956) > impossible to correlate them with any

the available evidence of the present region, Tihile the 
of lateidte relics on the Ewampara Surface may point to 

fenallitio conditions at an early stage of the geomorphio history, the 
of such ooiditions is provided ty the nature of soils

Consequently the intervening

V
ooourred,

i
leperssonne.

’■

accuracy with

nature 1,

next evidence

on the relatively late mid-lowland

witnessed several alternations of conditions from humid-

areas. ■ i

period Bay have

aiid-fersiallitio and back, without any evidence Imvingfenallitio to

been preserved in the land surface or its deposits.
■

Ihe summary also obscures some points of detail such as the

predominant influence of local geomorphio and other environmental factors

This may result in specific
■!

the general macrodimatic factor.over
’

inot conform with the general climaticdeposit characteristics which do

Thus, the Koki soils shew ferrallitlc properties under a ;•
einiironiaent,

sulhunid climate, and foothill pediments show ferrisolio properties

tend to ic^sart the

under
'h-\r-

a seni-aiid climate. In addition, the summary may 
impression of abrupt changes, of restriction of processes to a certain

In fact, transitions i'phase or their prevalence throughout some phase#
i:

between phases should be regarded as very gradual and processes of 
deposit formation as variable in duration, at times continuing into

indicated or as prevalent only

I ■

I

another phase than that in vdiich they pre 
during part of it. A final point to

i
note is that present characteristics ;;

subject not only to catenaryof soil units or specific surfaces are
i
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differentiation liut also to a ^atial, geogi^hioal pattern, 
definition, therefore, is generalized and it is doubtful, for 

if all mid-lowland soils have develt^ed on equally 
thered material and tha+ they are, consequently, equally

Iheir r

instance,

pre*^a

ferrallitio.
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The Nature of -ttie Vegetation

■:S'TimBR of Vegetation

InvariaW.y, attenpts at olaaaifioation of vegetation involve
:-x'

W;'
I :

a pieliminaiy proW.«« siailar to that encountered in pedologioal 
dassification, namely — idJetiier -Uie claasifioation should he 
hased on objective field evidence alone or should it represent

In relation to

g

i
i

.K-.'

geretic postulationa derived from this evidence.

African vegetation, such postulations are 
as certain -types of vegetation may l)o natural in one area and induced 
in another, ftequently, also, the absence at relic evidence of a 
different vegetation makes it difficult to judge the genetic position 
of -lie existine vegetation and to decide vrtiether it is natural or 
derived. It is, consequently, -the dearth of evidence that often 
prevents the elaboration of "natural" classification, embracing 
varied sources of information, and -Uie lesser -the de-tail, -the 
greater is -ftie teidency to avoid genetic postulationa and base

Ioften quite difflculti
t I-i'-

i -•

more

I

f.* i-

S:
!claasifioation on physiognomy.

Althou^ literature concerning the vegetation of Uganda is
1
>1

quite numerous it is mostly concerned -nith very limited areas or
of it can be directly

t

Specific i^es of vegetation and almoet inone

- ?.
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related to the study-area or to its prevalent vegetation -(^88.

Uganda is also as yet the only country in East Africa -Bhioh 
has received an overall survey of vegetation. A rd.atively short but 

jUuBinating treatise, laying eiig)hasi3 on grass coanunitiea 
presented by Snoaden (1953) . A nuch Bore detailed and relatively 

recent survey was presented as a series of the Uenoirs of the Besearch 
Division in the Ministry of Agriculture of Uganda (Langdale-Brown,

1959-60; Wilson, i960). Vegetation types of the area were, consequently, 
studied aainLy on the basis of these tao works.

j• |!
Hcmever,

i

very
i

vas
■■ iI

IE
b

.} tI
Major •phvaiogT>QjP|^£_^yE£5ii

Host of previous classifioattona of East African Vegetation appear 
to have been inflvMBicod by Schintper's (1898) concept of three oajor 
vegetation zones, of Ihree basic fomation types:- woodland, grassland, 
aid desert and of two kinds of fomation — olinatio and edaphic.

Ihe types defined tiy those classificatioim were naaed accordingly, 
edited to combinations foimd in the relevant area with various 
additional envlronnental criteria, usually — ■olsturs supply and altitude, 
for sitbsidiary subdivision (e.g. Chipp in Tansley and Chipp, 1926; 
Burtt^lavey, 1938; Greenway, 1943). Snowden was apparently also 
Influenced by this ^preach, birt the snaller scope of his survey 
enabled hia to fomiulate a more detailed division of mador types based 
on jlysiognOBic-botanicBl features. It appears that through this 
division he also attempted a olimatio differentiation indicating a 

Eonetio classification in the sense that his formations were also

i I.1 1;
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He differentiated in the first cate^caj hetweenelluatio climaxes.

wgetation of plains and hills (heloa 1680 a. altitude) including all 
tropical formations, and montane vegetation including subtropical, 
tenpeiute and alpine foliations. According to his nap, montane 
vegetation is not represented il-Biin the stidy-area although the hijJOand 
there exceeds the altitudinal limit he set for tropical vegetation.

Of the tropical formations, according to this nap, only t«o are

tba Acacia and Hized Woodland formation

X

i
i

i
represented mithin the area: 
ihich occupies most of it and the Evergreen Forest formation occupying

!
I

gidy the eastern margin and probably indicating the tmnsitian to the 
humid lateside region.

As some others before him, Snowden avoids the usage of the term 
"savanna"; possibly in response to the controversy and doubts attached 
to it and expressed shortly before by Aiibreville (1949). Apparently 
since then views on ihe explication and usage of iiie term have become 

crystallised. Langdale-Brown* s survey accepts the term as 
desigatiig a definite vegetation type of both a genetic and a phyaiognomlo 
application, indicating that it can be appUed both to natural-climatic and 
edaphic-climaxeB and to iiduced vegetation and that it is a very useful 
descriptive term in regards to African vegetation. In that, as in all 
hia classification, Langdale-Brown follows mainly the Yangambl 
physiognomic ayatem which was outlined as a provisional general scheme 
for the vegetation of the v*ole of Africa south at the Sahara (CSi/C.C.I.A., 
1956). He also uses this physiognomic system as a descriptive basis 

for a Batural succesBional classification*

f ;1!

r*
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It is a charaoteristio reatit of stch 
aefined on a plyraiognomio Isasis and those defined 
are identical and are composed of the

an approach that foniiatione

on a genetic hasia 
aane coanuniides. It is only the 

that distinguishes 
Ihls iegplies that secondaiy 

can hats only a certain range

■i

allocation of the ccauaunitios to different fonwitions

the ja^rsiognoaio tzoa the genetic qyston.

vegetatiin induced by anthropogenic factors 
of phyaiognoaic foisational o:5)re8aion, a 
conditions. The

range dictated by enviioiaental 
oo^iusion appeara to be of auch significanc

i

e in relation 
any vegetation-lype 

the foisation-group level, 
Langdele-Brown alac

t

to African vegetation since it radecta the viee that

on die forsational level, and certainly on 
anch aa the savanna, can be tdioUy derivational. 
Bodlfies the Xangambl system in -that he 
fomations regarding them poaaibly as 
disturbance of the

i

unites the Wooded and Tree Savanna 
representing different grades of 

Although the same reasoning can be 
grass savanna the physiognomic difference is much more

i

same community.
ir !applied also to 

profourd aid in 
with the other types, 

Ijangdale-Brom 
^Blognoalo formations

I s
some oases a grass savanna haa no genetic oonnaotion

distinguishes vithln the study-area mainly tw>

or subformational vegetation typeai Compound-leaf 
Tree Savanna of the type asaoclated mainly

i

1Savanna Woodland (Acacia) and 
*ith Iheaeda grasB spp. and Grass Savanna of the typea dominated mainly 
^ Tbeaeda and by ^n>arrlujnia f

grass Bpp. The former predominates on
^Jand interfluves , some U^nd crests (leingiro aid part of Kold.)
“S also in some side, seasonally inundated, valloya (l^fabuahozi and 
^^*®*lro lowlands, Blgasha and Orichinga Valleya). Of the latter. 1: ■
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that dojainated by Themeda. is prevalent 
and also in sone valleya (lorantonde-Kadie

on Boat upland crests and sieves 
na area); tiiat doainated by 

^^anbaala is prevalent in sone lonWs (Nyabushosi, Haklvali).

It is significant that sembers of tre otter foreations

i

'.J

i
are recognized on 

on tereite mounds atd. relics

the Binmpani Mountaire. 
Agnatic

■na Herb (lake ^tes).

very saaXl areas: a IJeciduoiia Thicket

of a Uedius Altitude Moist sesi^eciduous Forest in ; i

Other foroations are f omd on sites witt impeded drainage: 
Crassland (eastein part of tte Lake System) !

!
tV

Loation i3
} !Snosden (1953) indicates the f '

auccessional relationships of grass 
a foraational level in certain types. He 

auooeaaftfl. relations between the different 
cosnunities of tte ease foreaticn. Although he does ret discuss 
ssccessionsl implications in detail, these ideations

M
cosBunities by grouping them on 
also, points occasionally to

I
f

I

i

i
tare quite clear, 

: most of tteiodlcatlng his opinion that the climatic climax ttreu^ut 
arsi is an Acacia and Mixed Woodland

i

formation which is associnted only
*ith tte sub-humid_T

or send-arid regions of equatorial Uganda, namely.
I:'tte souttern part of the western Eift Valley and the Katonga Hateaitt.

I««>gaale-Brawn (1959-60) dissertates much more elaborate views 
He recognizes for tte

! fi
on tte genetic nature of Uganda's vegetation. 
'*»le of Uganda 26

. *1.-'

ior 27 natural eUnui-r ■types equivalent to physiognomic 
groups in 7 formation-groups corresponding to tteCreations ttioh he 

ttniation-■groups of the Yangambi classification, namely: forests 
(ineluding thickets) ! iiat low and medium altitudes; forests at
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aZtitudea; edaphio forests; Troodlana;
aavama; steppe ani grassland.

Of these, no less than four fonaation-groups and 
represented, aoooiding to his

eiaht eldaax-l!ypea are
“aps, within the stidy-area;

Porests and Thiolmts at Lo» d^Hediu,
A, Hoist Se«i-Dsoiduo«a Porest I
B. Porest-Savanna Transition 
0. Seai-Evergreen Thicket 
D. Peoiduoua Thicket

'

T^nhle goreata ilcet.

B. Seasonal Swaap Thicket
! :

Savanna

H. Coiqiouad leaf Savanna 
S. SzBsa Savanna

Woodlarel and Tree Savanna

Siaasland

I. Aquatic gxaasland 
Herh Smu^

i
i

A. The Hoist Semi-Becidu 
“ a aoaaic with Grass
®*5>ara. It is

Forest (Alhizla-Harkhaada type)

^ Savanna in the Eastern and Central

oua
is deq)icted

not doaorihed in the nunr«>y nor is it differentiated as
^ oocurrence of the nubforaational type. I„ other parts of Uganda 

quite extensive redica.^ latter fonna 
«»tttets

eapeoiaujr i„ Muhenie and Toro
and also

It ia represented by very liaited
in western Mongo and southern Bunyoro. In the study-area 

relics, if at all, probably in well-
Proteoted valle

y sites, ani its significance appears to be nainly In
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indicating more favoiarable moisture s<«ply and ettiaieoay, 

isB, Iho Forest-Savanna Iiamition m-i___ ' i
r^resentad in tha area

only ty a deraved comatmUy ofl pedlnenta 
Koki Hills, probably indicatlnB especially favourable 
sites in the transitional belt to

Of tiM aid- and nortii Weatera 

aoisture-si^ijay i
^ Lakeside region.

0. Seai-Evergrean Thicket is .lyr 
and is depicted as

r<^resanted only V derived oonnunities 

envirenmental coi5)leies: 
■eases, afaere it

occurring in several different i:!
fion Inland crests of the Isinglro and :<• -Gsyaza hin

dondnates a mosaic with grasslaja 
lelativsly favourable

savanna, indicating, apparenlly, 
crest-soil conditions at aediu. altitadas 

P^lsent. Of narrow lowlard vaUey, in the northern foothill 
a~9«u», probably indicating better moisture

; on

-8 of the 
and nutrient svgply in

arena indicating 
soU-topogiaphy

pioteeted sites; 
higher rainfall

on lowland interfluves of the Mbamm

and, possibly also a favourable
Iooi^jler.

i

D. Deciduous Thicket is 
ooisanity only on teralts 
ehaimoteristlo 

Potentisl eH-.- 
“« parts of upland

represented in the area by its natural clique 
mounds, but this and Hie presence of associated 

as Indicatii^species elseAsre is apparently regarded

of most of the lowlands of the 
crests

study-area aid also 
• It is diffioidt to determine eicaot 

“nelatione for this olimai-lype since its depicted dlstilbuti 

any single isohyet or

fi

on does

group of soil series. Generally 
correspond in distribution with Snoadsn's Acacia 

formation aHhougJi it extends farther north in the

coincide with 
‘■“sever, it

I .‘fl.'

appears to
“iwd Woodland

■ r-
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Hift Valley and exists also in liaiitdd areas of Oatesiae pediments in the
KyoEa basin. It is, therefore, similarly, a i;

vegetation-iype restricted ; !to BUb-himdd-semi-arid regions of Uganda's equatorial zone#

L. Seasonal Swasp Thicket is depicted within the 
to Tdde vaUqy floors of the eastern lahura lowland, 
lake Kaohera. The reasons for this sire 
to be generally restricted to the equatorial

area as being confined 
^lining eastward to 

appears also
zone Wdiere its distribution 

on the balance

rainfall (length of double imndation) and 
is, however, a 

r*ich does not e;^lain the details of

i;
not quite clear. It

on s««onally inui^ted vaUey floors depends apparently 
of interaction between amount of 
tie Boisture regime of the alluvial clay soile.

i
1

I

I
very general characterization 
distribution.

E. Compound leaf Sa' climax-type is regarded as being restricted to 
toe wider flat floored valleys of the Kagera catchment 
Ny&bushoa. Is fhr aa can be

.vanna

area and Central 
airrmiaed from the distributional pattern, 

edaihio than cllmatio although it is isrely
5 .

tola climax-typo is 
found where rainfall 
lomUnd and

more

exceeds 50 inches. It Is generally confined to 
appears to be related to sandy soils. A tentative correlation

aeess to sxist between its distribution on these soils with rainfall 
“i drainage coiditions. 
rainfall

?
Thus, it occupies sandy interfluves only i*ere [■

exceeds 35-40 inches. Otherwise it is confined to seasonally
touadated Valley floors where waterloggii* is ali^ and brief but
aoiatore a>Wly is adequate.
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S. erasa Savaiina ia aecond only to Deciduous Thicket 
stidy-area. It predominates on uplani crests

in extent in the

of both the Hwampaxa and
the Sanga Surfaces and also on the residual features 
It also predominates on all

of tho Gayaza Surface, 
in heavily aggraded and seasonally

inundated vallqr floors. These last 
valley-floor climax types in being

appear to differ from the L and E 
waterlogged during the year due 

rainfall or lover, 
and slopes this clinax-iypo 

excessive erosion or 
quartzite and ironstone)

more

to heavier aggradation and longer inundation (hi^r

flatter position). Clearly, on tpland crests

results from shallov skeletal soils, either due to

the nature of the parent rock (hi^-giede 
interacting vdth low rainfall.

to

Ebere excesaive erosion appears to he 
the sole cause (as in ths and the wetter parts of ths Kbid. Hills) 

8 osn he regarded as a cliaatioit is controversial if the vegetation-typ
uUsaZc

Aguatlo grassland ollmax-lype is 
Ksjanetbalola-Kirunga part of the Lake

Apparently it indicates ths shallower

confined in the study-area to the 
System and the shores of T..in.

■wanp phases or those 
year. It i^poars to hettllsjr floors vhloh are inundated most of the 

nUted to certain topographic oiroumstanoes along drainage lines, vhids 
PWTeat rapid progreasiTe alLtii« ( 
gradient

e.g. ahaonce of substantial vp-Btveaa 
or small cat<diaent, or shallow hut ralatively fast flow)

««'l>iaed with 
“fih water-table aid prolonged.

a sufficient rainfall (35 - 55H) to ensure a permanently 
seasonal inundation. However, it appears 

climax. It may represent a serai

V, ,r-.;

“ooertaln if it can be regarded as a
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stage to seasonal ssainp thicket, or forest.

I. Herb smmp oliaax-type oharacteri. 
lake Eisrateffl and indioatea a penmnenco of 
of the relief i*ere drainafie is strongly ini,eded.

the de^er swamp phases of thezes

inundation in the lowest parts

Earironaental finnai derations

General climatic and edanhie

Influenee of climate is, therefore, the decisive factor in both 
physiognomic and genetic nature of vegetation types in the study-area. 

On the formational level, both aspects are related to a low annual 
rainfaU of 25 - 45». On a aub-foraational level, the physiognomic type

of Acacia Woodland Savanna associated with Themeda grass-and the potential
oUnax of Deciduous Thicket as distinct from flonlstically different 
deciduous thickets in other parts of East Africa (e.g. the Itigi 
thicket of the Central Province of Tanganyika; PhilUpa, 1929, 1931),

an equatorial seasonal regiso which allowa
see

they appear to he related to

for a better distribution 
restiiotion of the dry 
sooiogieal minimum for growth;

Within these limits 
regime, prominent variations in

of the available moisture supply aifl the 
season, in which precipitation falls below the 

to no more than two oonseoutlve months, 
of yearly rainfaU (to 45") and seasonal

vegetation-type appear to bo related to 
factors. There is sose indication of«^Phio rather than to climatic

verlability between the western and eastern transition belts. It 
appears that

.1j:
k

the dominant vegetation-types, ei5>ecSaUy the physiogromic
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IjipeSj are fovufl to the ireat of the 
then to the oast of it. Acaoia-Themeda woodland 
ireatem and northwestern Ankol* nifler

study-areas under higher rainfall 
savanna occiirs in

a yearly rainfall ewoeedii* 4.5* ]

and ooeasionally 50-. In Uasalca, to lie east, liey are found in 
idih over 40" p.a. only on very dry sites.

areas
On the other hand, moist

Acacia Woodland Savanna associated with more demanding grasses (Hypardiania, 
Becker<5,sis, etc.) of lie Forest aid Forest/Savanna Transition !! .

olimax-types 
p.a., diile in westernare fouid in the Kold. Hills uider less than 35" 

Aahole they never occur under less 40». ii.1
Ibis is, perhaps, duo to 

change in diurnal distribution of rainfall. In the lakeside region and 
pattern of nocturnal maximval of rainfall prevails wh-ii-

i

■ I*S ilover the lake a ;i

in the inland regions there is ia fairly general early afternoon peak.
The transition to the east of the study-area. into the zone of lake
influence, is q,uite rapid as indicated by amounts of rainfall, 
possible, therefore, that greater effeotlvenesa of available

It is
rainfall,

especially on favourable sites, is e:qpressed in vegetation. A slight 
ellwatlo influence is possibly discemeible 
west and

in slope er^sition, with the 
south-facing slopes having a denser vegetation than east aid

i;
north-facing slopes. This denser vegetation may also include species not 

on east and north facing alopes butfound
never to the degree of fwT>ft^T>g

lasge in vegetation-typea c
or even community. This may be due mainly to 

airection of the prevailing rain-bearing winda.
Is very slight

1'

rHowever, tbs tendency 
and is commonly obscured by other flBOtorsBO that its

®^tence as a imifonn and consistent phenomenon is in doubt. A ouch
!•
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Bore prominent olijoatic factor is assooiated with altitude. This is 
apperent mainly in olimax-typesand only ednphic factors are

favcuiahle. As observed, the prevalently present cllBaxytgrpe in the
Bmmpaia Mountains is Grass-Savanna but this is due mainly to excessive 

the possible

vtere relatively deep soils are 
leingiro and Qeyaza hiUaasse

erosion and relics of moist semi-Decidvous Forest indicate 
original olimax-iype. On the other hand.

1

preserved on the broad crests of the 
special derived community of the 
vhich differs from lowland communities of -tiio

s, a
Semi-Evergreen Thicket cllaax-igrpe 

same dimax-type, 
are apiparently not

exists

Eelationships between vegetation aid. soils 
correlated Tdlh soil units

; :
such hut with certain soil prx^erties.as i'!

Most important these are drainage and moisture regime drich
to outweigh other edaphic factors.

seem

Consequently, a very conspicuous 
apparent hetveen vegetation-types 

sad moisture regime. Eheze

!
aifferentiation of several levels is 
on sites of different drainage propertiie^

drainage coiditions are extreme, considerably iiqreded or excessive, 
on a high fonnational or sub-forBatioiwi 

the differentiation 
Ihus, vegetation of gullies 

from that on guUy interfluves.

vegetation types are differentiated
level. Oh tile degree of extremity depends whether

tis only physiognomic or also sucoesalonal. 
of moderate slices is very auoh different 
Bit if the gully is wide i:or stUl very shallow, and is only relatively 

hoist than the adjacent slopes, the difference 
in Bsihly physiognomic —

more
in vegetation

a dense woodland instead of a tree savanna, 
are deep and narrow and their moiature zeghse differs 

of the erqiosed slc^s, a dense thicket of an

; i:

Biere gullies

irastioally from that
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entirely different floriatio composition develops in ttem. Or, T*ere 
flat valleys ore inundated only very briefly during iio year and the 
rater bolding oapacily of the alluvial deposits is low, a grass savanna 
cay develop differing profoundly in physiognoiny from that of iiie adjacent 
interfluves, Init the oldmax-lype may he common to holi. iniero, on the 
other hand, drainage is more iurpeded, inundation prolonged or soil 
ehaiaoteristica allow for a permanently hi^ standing wnter-tahOe, the 
olioai-type of the valley-floor would he different from that of the 
interfluves. Other factors idiich appear to influence vegetation, some 
of then dosely associate with drainage conditions and difficult to 
distinguiah, usually affect vegetation on a lower level, only rarely above 
that of the oommunity or a variant of a oonmunilgr. This is eartessed 
mainly by a change of floristio coaiposition, frequently of no 
than a shift i% sub-dominance status between members of the community.

Soil reaction, for instance, often associated vdth excessive drainage and 
leaohingj may oasiso the increase or the new appearance of certain tree 
species. Texture, also often associated with drainage conditions and 
soil reaction, may result ais indicated above, in a specific climax-type, 
nutrient status is another factor, effecting a shift of sub-dominance 
and even a considerable reduction in frequency of certain speoiea, 
Gesenlly, then, distribution of vegetation types and oomaunities doei 
“>t correlato with that of soil units as defined above but rather 
■•Ith the interaction of certain of their properties.

r
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Of the 20 conuHUnitiea identified hy Langdale-Brown (i960) in the 
study-erea, only four, two of them palustrine, are regarded as climax 
conmmities; three others are defined as serai stages following 
cessation of disturbance (two are stages immediately preceding climax), 
ill the other thirteen communities are defined as fire climaxes.

Euini]% of the savanna grass at the end of both or one of the diy 
seasons is a wide-^iead and well-established practice used for the 
purposes of cultivation and grazing or at times it is done quite 
arbitrarily. Burning is not necessarily annual but according to 
Isngdale-Brown's survey the communities occupying the largest part of 
the study-area aia annually burnt; some others are reguliucly burnt 
and only the climax vegetation is idiolly or mostly free of fire. 
Undoubtedly the gradation from annuel to regular and to occasional 
ud sporadic firas is expressed in a gradation of vegetation such 
that the odamunities subject to annual or regular fire are the most 
profoundly modified. However, obviously the effects of fire, idiatever 
its ftsqwney, are not spatially uniform. They depend largely vpon the 
density of fire foci idiicb rofleot density of population and agricultural 
<* lastaral poactlces. Under an equatorial aeasonal regime with only one 

ttw relatively short dry seasons inducing a coi^lete wilting of 
perennial grasses, the conoejpt of fires sweeping across wide expanses 
of savannas from few starting points appeara rather doubtful. The 
density of population in the study-area averages approximately 20 per 

alio (over 80 per sq.

i

>!'■ 'i: s
1

i
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i
iI

l la!

1
I

i.;:i

i; ^
ii i

ial» for the whole of Ankole and over 100 per
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sq. b1. for the isiiole of Uasaha) and it is laigely concentrated 
(approx. 70^ o“ ■I*® Isingiro and Gayaza hillaasses, -Sie adjacent 
parts of the Enaapaia Mountains and Oidhohinga Valley, the Western 
oargin of the Kasha arena and the adjacent Hbaraia arenai( aid in the 
mrttempart of West Kohl. These concentrations occupy no more than 
20^ of the area, idiioh means that over the Bxeater part of the area, 
average density is as low as 8 per sq. ml,* Pastoral pnaitioes, however, 
involve huming out of proportion to the density of population, and the 
loidaida of the study-area have heen for a very long tine part of the 
pasture lATid« of the Bahiea. Xet, 
lovlaids are heavily infested hy tse-tse and it is only relatively 
recently that herds started descending from the Isingiiu Hills td 
pastures in the adjacent lowlands. In Hie writer's experience of two 
consecutlTe dry seasons in the area, huming appeared to he very limited 
both in frequency of foci and in the extent to vdiicb it spread from each 
focus.

■ i!

!
!

ni
if

!

:!l

* iat present, large parts of theeven

!
i
I

j

Associated with huming are cultivation and grazing. Cultivation 
snd settlement are also associated with wide-spresd outting of woody 
vegetation. But the same limitations of extent and frequency as 
pertained to burning apply to these. In fact, the influence of these 
factors appears to ho very decisive in the vicinity of concentrated 
eettlesent, idiers vegetation is profoundly affected, but is relatively

||

I

r
Calculations are based on results of the 1959 census. At the time of 
the study a very considerable additional number of Ewandan refugees 
bad settled in the area, but extension of the settled area was 
confined mostly to the Oilohinga Valley.

I
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sli^t settlements are tew and small, as in most of the lowlanls

of ■the area. In most of -the stufly-area oidti-jated land constitutes 
less than 5^ on the average (llaoMasterh, 1962) and in lie lowlands it 
is much less than that. Consequen-Q-y, sis -wi-lii -the associated factor 
of turning, tiie effect of these factors should be considered differentially 
according to ^cific circumstances and generaliza'tiona ntimils -be 
unaertatcen with care.

It is, however, necessary to -take into account the ounulative effects 
of these factors over a prolonged period for idiich little is known as to 
distribution and density of population and grazing herda. Apparently 
•the general pattern of present density and distribution has been in 
eiiatence only since the hegirming of the century. Prior to that 
settlesent of ■the lowLands at 'the foot of the major inland 'bO^pks in ■**»* 
south, bad been denser. It is doiib^tful, however, if general numbers of 
population were much greater. It ia only the numbers of cattle -idiieh 
were, possibly, much higher. In view of the shifts and changes in the 
Piblonged huaan ocorjiation, the present s^tatua of the ■vegeta^tion depends 
obviously on the rate of regeneration and availability of locally extinct 
oositituents of original conmnmities. Generally, the meagre historical 
Vfiiaace indioates that the ■vegetation of the sou^them lowlands msy 
*>»» bssn of a lower physiognomy s^txftus ■than at preaent (see S^tanley, I876), 
with trwe savannaa or grassland savannas predomina'ting viiere ertensi^ve 

of wooded savannas exist at present. A more aocura^te es^tima^te 
**graeration may be gained from a oonpariaon of areas cleared of 

*>8®tatlon as a measure in combating tse-tse (G. Blorsi^tans) in ■the

;

1

i
I; r.

* of
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wsterB part of the area. These olearinga -were uniertaken dvoing 
the period hetween 1931 and 1937 (langlands, in lltt.^ and the degree 
of regeneiation in thirty years can he assessed, espeoialjy iiheie no 
huaan settlenents exist, by comparison with adjacent uncleared 
In general, it can be stated, without any (jualifioation, that differences 
between the vegetation of cleared and adjacent uncleared areas is 
apESient only in minor details (see Appendix) aid considering the 
nethod of clearing, involving an almost conplete elimination of woody 
vegetation, and the lade of any evidence of human activity in some of 
these areas, tie secondary status of these communities seems in need 
of oareful reconsideration.
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Vegetation of the Study-Area

HTH^ Pr-eHeiTMTT Conaiaeratlona

The survey of vegetation in the atudy-aiea eras undertaken with 
the tasio ohject of distinguishing relationshii* of vegetation-typea 
of different orders with physiogra]^o eleaents of different order and 
fore. It bad the great advantage of being able to base itself on an 
already existent and fairly detailed survey, but it was conducted 
under very grave disadvantages ensuing from a lack of specialist and 
sanual help and an allocation of time that was rather short for its needs. 
An essential requirement of such a svavey is a thorough acquaintance 
with the flora which is very difficult and tino-oonaunlng to acquire 
when no specialized help is available. Ibe methods of the survey bad 
to be devised, therefore, to collect the necessary data in the minimum 
of time available after eufficient acquaintance with the flora was 
attained.

i'

As a result of these considerations, field methods were "based on 
descriptions of apparently tmiform stands of vegetation on both sides of 
traverse lines routed along roads, motorable tracks and occasioz^al 
foo^aths, from liiich side trips were taken ^diere deemed necessary.

Ail motorable tracks and roads within the area were traversed and many 
crosa-countiy tripe on footpaths, TSaen data was aasembled from the whole

i
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of the area provisional Eroii)ings of vegetation -xere outlined. A 
second survey »as then carried out vdiere gaps appeared to exist or idiere 
uncertainties were involved. Stands were chosen xhere apparent changes 
in the vegetation were noted and idcere obvious transitions between 
laidfoms occurred.

In each chosen stand the foUowing salient features were noted: 
species coiqK>sition in each stratua of the cooatmity, their estimated 
relative cover-abundance and physiognomic details (hei^t, spacing aid 
aerial cover). After the revision of the groupings, involving also 
corrections in florlstlc identification (diere identification depended 
on floial characterlatias), several transecta were undertaken in vhat 
were defined as type-localities, and several more detailed observations 
carried out in typical stands according to adaptations of the quadrate 
•ethod. In attempt was thus wade to combine certain aspects of the 
Zbith-Mon^lier spproach (Braun-Blsnguot, 1951) with those used by 
IiapnsU (1937, 1943). In view of -Uie fact that the major prohlems 
in correlation batwsen vegetation and landforws, seemed to be assaciatod 
with differences between >q)land-oreat and lowland vegetation, less 
attention was devoted to vegetation on the slopes and valley floors 
or to such types as appeared to be climatically conditioned.
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Yegetajd-op unit« nf tho Rtiifiy

The aa.ior units of vegeta.'tion and their
i!

As otaerved the nop-aquatlc vegetation of the study aiea conjjriaea 
two oajor phyaiognoalc unite on a fornation-groi^ level: savanna and 
closed forest at medium altitude, the latter heing represented only try 
thicket. Of these two units savannas are hy far the maze prevalent 
and inclifie the liiole range of savanna formtions - wooded savanna, 
tree savanna and grass savanna. Thiokets are represented only hy 
components or hy communitieB restricted to specific sites usually of 
small extent. However, many savanna communities Include a large 
proportion of thicket elements, which tend to congregate in small groins, 
in certain situations and these, consequently, ingart a thicket-likB 
aspect to the savanna.

Apart from the physiognomic differentiation based upon synuaisl 
lelationahipB, i.e. the relativo proportion of the tree and grass layers, 
^ ■mnnaa of the area are pbysiognomioally and floriatically 
differentiated into two major subformational units; a compound-leaf 
sanma dominated hy species of Acacia and a mixed, hroad-oompound leaf 
savanna dominated mainly hy the con^tind-leaf Alhizia spp. and hy Ihe 
'®*dleaf Comhretua spp., hut occasionally hy others. The distinction 
da a broad one since both units contain elements and communities r&Lated 
do other formations or suh-fomations, of which those of the thicket
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aie th8 Host prominent. Ihat makes the distinction vary conspicuous 
is the esolusiTO association of each of these units with a major 
aspect of the landsoape or, more properly, with a major group of soils; 
cospound-leef savannas are associated with level surfaces, carrying 
relatively deep, weathered soils; mixed savannas axe associated with 
slopes carrying skeletal, shallow soils. This differentiation of the 
tree layer is paralleled hy the differentiation of the grass layer, 
but since grasses and herbs respond to a different scale of environmental 
factors thsn woody vegetation, the grass layer associated with slopes 
is more unifora than that on level surfaces diM to the greater uniformity 
of edsphic factors in akeletal, unstable soils.

Is stated, this physiognomic-florlstio differentiation of vegetation 
is indspendent of the physiognomic-synuaial one and tree or grass 
savanna may be associated either with coapomxl-leaf or nixed savanna, 
according to their vnody componenta. Such an association is a relatively 
si^le task with the uniform grass layer on the skeletal soils where 
grasslands devoid of woody vegetation may bo presumed to be associates 
of the mixed savanna on general ecologlc grounds. The task is more 
ccsplicated or con jectioal on level surfaces, where the grass layer 
is sore variable, hut in general it can be said that except vhexe the 
altitudinal factor is involved, all physiognomic types on well-drained 

on the less poorly drained level surfaces have an affinity with the

ooapound-leaf

An affinity of this kind may erpreaa two types of succesaional 

ralationshipa: edaphio and anthropogenio aid, of course, a combination
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savanna.
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of toth. A purely edaphic suocesBioaal, "catenary" sequence of 
physiognomic types indicates a gradual change in the nature of edaphio 
factors, generally due to topography. It is, consequently, associated 
oalnly Kith the more variable level surfaces or -with transition between 
tbs broad habitats of the t«ro subformations. Qie anthropogenio 
successional sequence indicates a degree of disturbance or regeneration 
after cessation of disturbance, and is the main factor of physiognomic 
change. Anthropogenic factors may, however, aggravate edaphio 
coiditiona and cause physiognomic change indirectly. They can alao 
cause an extreme deterioration of edaphic conditions which will draatleally

!i
i

!
I!!
;

:

affect the rate of succession.

Genetic relationships of vegetation must he, of course, related 
to a certain time-scale and a certain, usually macroelimatlc, 
environmental modality. The assessment of the potential vegetation 
of the area must, therefore, be undertaken only in relation to 
anthropogenic dlaturbsnce and ita consequences. Within sush a frame of 
reference, the general ispression imparted by the nature of the 
vegetation is that in most oases tree or grass savannas on level surfaces 
oMiying relatively deep soila, ore genetically related to compound 
leaf savanna in the sense that given the cessation of human interferenoe, 
these physiognomic types will revert to compound leaf vroodland savanna 

dlaid. Apert from purely edaphically coiditioned tree and 
Etsas savannas, there eppear to exist two main exceptions to this rule: 
level BUtfacea at relatively hi^ altitudes and thus, perhaps, related 
to a different macroclimatic modality, may have a different potential

t
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vegetatton; levd. surfaces on ^ch human interference caused estreme 
deterioration of edaphic conditions may have to he related to a different 
time-scale in order to he assessed as having the sane potential vegetation. 
It appears, in other words, that on srich surfaces tree or grass savannas 
sill revert to woodland savanna considerahly later than on other 
anliropogenically conditioned level surfaces.

Issessment of potential vegetation on slopes with skeletal soils, 
is more difficult. The reasons for this are several. As indicated

:
!I

3
Ji

i

I
i

I,

Ihy the nature of the sub-formation, woody vegetation, in contrast with 
the grass layer, is floriatically thou^ not ecologically, much more 
vaiieible than on level surfaces. Ihe slope habitat may be interpreted as 
constituting a refuge to a great number of tolerant mod species idiich 
cannot compete with more stenotopic species in their optimal haVitat 
on level surfaces. Ftnthennore, the extreme ecological oircummtanoea 
on slopes nmV* the effect of anthropogenic disturbance much more lasting 
and regeneration more difficult. It is, consequently, very seldom that 
a well-developed woody vegetation occurs on slopes, excerpt under specific 
ecological conditions (gullies, outonrs etc,).

It is, however, mainly the vegetation of well-drained level 
surfaces that is relevant to the thesis of the present study since it 
is these surfaces which represent the different stages of geomorphio 
evolution. Vegetation of slopes and poorly drained valleys will be, 
iterefore, discussed only briefly.
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I. Aeaoia savanna comatinltieB
f:!■

iTTell or moderately araimed level surfaces are associated with tro 
troad units of land surface; ttpland crests and lowland interflinres 
atd pediments. Witliin each of these, the main ecological habitat factor 
appears to be soil moisture regime i^iich in many cases transcends to 
the limits of broadly definsd habitats to produce similarities and 
differences of vegetation. While this factor enables us to differentiate 
between relatively damp or moist and dry habitats within all major 
divisions of environment, it is associated with many other edaphio 
factors such as deplh, reaction, texture and nutrient status. As 
observed, the distribution of a single species can, in many oases, be 
related to one or several of these factors, but it is the oombinatinns 
of all tile significant edaphic factors vhich produces the community in 
a natural or derived form. Consequently, the distribution of communities 
coincides with that of the soil series only very broadly depending only 
on certain of the soil properties v*idh define series. Also, the 
significance of a soil property as an ecological factor may he different 
from ita aignificance as a criterion in soil taxonomy. Communities may 
be similar on two different soil units if one of their properties such as 
reaction, is equivalent. They may differ on a sin^e soil unit, if one 
of its properties such as moisture retention, is variable,

nevertheless Acacia savannas in the stifly area are apparently 
ssaociated with a broadly umiform edaphic environment idiose differentiation 
affects them only on a relatively secondary level. Such a uniformity
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is reGeoted in the fact that in most communities of this subformation, 
the tree layer is actually or potentially dominated or characterized 
hy the common presence of a single species of Acacia. Acacia gerrardii

cerraidil usually grows in the area as a 3-12 m. high, white flowered, 
gregericus tree and occasionally, where young cr weahiy growing, as a 
large shriib. It has a idiously shaped crown tending to be irregular 
in tree and grass savannas or where associated with other co-dominant 
or sabdominant species, aird to be umbrella shaped in wooded savannas and 
woodland rdiere it is the only tree of dominant status. Very widespread

a small tree or shrub, 
never found within the area to exceed 3 iii hei^t and usually less 
than 2m. It is present in almost all oommiailtios actually or potentially 
docdnated by A. gerrardii. and is very conspicuous with its yellow 
Gower but is abundant and occasionally dominant only where other woody 
species have been remcved. It is not confined however, to Acacia savanna 
ooBminitieB and is found libiquitoualy on all surfaces including slopes 
and poorly drained valleys.

Differentiation of communities within the Acaoia savanna is 
conseijuently, defined by the variation of subdominant trees or shrubs 
which may bo abundant or merely prominent. It can also bo defined by the 
TOxiation of associated grass oommunitios irtiioh are, of course, lie only 
criterion of differentiation in grass savannas. There are aeveial 
cosnunities in ihioh A. gerrardii is absent oltogether. These are usually 
assoolated with habitats with a ready moisture supply along drainage 

lines, or where on altitudo-coniitioned environment exists.
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I, anflcla gerraJdil communities of wen-diained deep soils on levd.
ii fsurfaces.

J
These oomiminities are prevalent on mid-lowland interfluves, foothill 

pediaents and some inland crests. On upland they occur on relatively 
narrow crests, on the periphery of hroad flat crests or on hroad convex 
crests liiose soils arS moderate in deptli and are freely drained, ^art 
from topography lliey appear also to he limited ly altitude, usually 
changing into transitional or modified forma above 52(00-5500 feet.

The controlling edapiiic factors appear to he depth of soil 
BOlsture regime as reflected mainly in the measure of acidity ari dqiending 
on topography and to some extent lithology and texture. A climatic factor 
seems to he involved too in conjunction with the edaptiio one since aoldi'^ 
of the preweethered, mid-lowland soils of the liawagola. Catena is increased 
peroeptlhly in the northern part of the area idiere annual lainfhll 
approaches 2,0". Witliin these limits of sriffioiently deep soils 
with Blight to very strong acidity and inadequate capacity for moisture 
retention or inadequate moisture supply in the dry seasons, the 
coananitlea of this group are predominant. Since these ecological limits 
are prevalent on landforma forming the greater part of the area, the 
waounitlea of this groiq) are the most typical of it, aind it is this 
Eroi?> vhich iaparts to the vegetation of the Acacia savanna its 
mifoimity,

Eie woody communities wit2jin this group are dlstinguialied hero 
according to the co-dominant and sub-dominant tree species associated

gerrardii, which in certain ecological oomplexos may attain
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domiiianoe. However, the group as a whole has a fairly definite floidstio 
composition and variations involve only changes in relative ahundanoe of 
components and the associated physiognomic change, either due to 
anthiopogenie factors or to a catenary sequence of variants.

¥1;

It

I
iDifferentia-

tion of communities is made difficult hy the fact that grass and herh 
ents are subject to a different magnitude of eoologic values than tree and 
shrub communities and, consequently, certain grass communities may he 
common to several variants or communities of trees and shrubs 
a sin^ woody layer may be associated with several types of grass layer.

It is, however, significant that the unifomiity of the tree layer reflected 
in the general dominance of one ^cies and the presence of only very 
few CO- or subdominants is paralleled hy the uniformity of the grass 
lajer, also reflected in the same way. Of course, the ecological aid 
noiphological nature of the life-form dictates a much greater variety 
on a local scale in the grass layer. This variety is expressed in a 
patohworic pattern of grass stands, vhere each patch has a different 
Bequence of abundance involving many species and depending on both very 
looal and relatively alight edaphic variations and incalculable factors 
of dispersal.

coi^n-
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There are, oonaequently, grounds for regarding this groiq> as one 
large variable communl'^ unified by a common dominant or abundant tree 
sjecies in the greater part of its area aid by the continuity of the 
oaJor grass communitios. 
dominance of other tree 

a^minant trees

ii

It is differentiated by subdominanoe and local

species on the one hand and the absence of

on the other. It is also differentiated physiognomically
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into seveial types ^ch are related to one or another of the floristio 
variants.

According to these criteria of differentiation the groip may he 
divided into three major units -rtioso designation has no relevant 
significance within the present context; they may ho regarded either as 
separate communities or as variants of one community. A fourth unit 
intimately associated with this vegetation cotplex has a fundamentally 
different floristio and physiognomic character. It is composed of

deoiduoua and evergreen hroad leaf tree aiA shrub species and coopound 
leaf elements take almost no part in it. Ihysiognomically it helongs to 
the thicket formation. It is, however, a formation i*ioh ia restricted

to very qieoial ecological conditions and consequently occjpies a 
relatively small area in discontinuous restricted sites, widely dispersed 
end contained within the avid other community groips.

?urthermore, most of its components and all those which are dominant and 
frequent in it, are also integrally associated with these grorps wiihout 
foialmg a well-defined community of their

The eoamanitiea defined here are represented, therefore, hy several 
I^aiognoale tS'pes idiloh are assumed to he anthropogenically derived 
f»m thw. Since grass layer associates are common to all the three 
communities they are trmted separately. Tables and quadrates of sample 
ctwds from each community are presented in the Appendix (H) 
definition of ph^iognomio types, as used in the present study.

i
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Acacia gerrandid. — A* hoclH-i commiTwi-t^1.
I:

Woodland and anthropogeaioally derived ded and tree savannas. 
Woodland usually forma stands of limited area aid moat of the area

i ! '
i

occupied ty this oomminity carries wooded, tree and grass savannas in 
intimate mosaio.

A, gerraidil is the only dominant tree in this communily aid in 
some woodlands forms almost pure stands. In wooded aid. tree savannas 
A. hocldi is increasingly ahundant in -the small tree-shrub layer aid 
is freguently the dominant woody giecies in i^n grassland clearing. 
Consistent associates of Hiis community are brotdleaf shrubs and —n 
trees diieh tend to congregate in small groi^ps on dieadgea of dense 
stands of shady trees. When occurring singly, in most oases in 
relatively diffuse shade of dense stands, they are often wealcly devdoped.
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The coamoneat and most constant are Grewla trlchocarua. Gj_m11^ S. aimila. 
ledes

i

trichocarpa and Ulo^^jdus_a^dcanra. In open spaces of 
woodland and tree savannas low to medium size broadleaf trees are often 
srngly and widely scattered of idiioh the most common are Uavtenus 

^^t^^^a^^b^ssi^icsL and Euphorbia ca^^blabrum.

On the Inland crests the community is associated mainly vdth the 
ieeper phases of the dsinglro clay-loams or sandy clay-loams but also 
vlth the well-drained phases of the Eugaja clay loams which dry out 
'^“ing the dry seasons. In the lowland it ie associated with the 
footiiUl-pedimont loams and sandy loams of the Uharara Smries, with aoms 
Wsoeiates of tie Uawogola Catena - mainly the loamy sands <5^3 the 

"Sillwaah" Series and with the "Brown Series of the Kold. Catena.
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It appears frou these edaphlo asaooiationa that the limiting factors 
of the community are mainly deptti of soil, haao saturation ani acidity.

Ihe ooBBunily does not occur ^ere soil depth is less than 2-3 feet, 
i*ere base saturation is less than 30^ and Tdieifl pfi is helon 5.0*. The 
nacioclimatio limit is less certain and is apparently modified hy edaphic 
factors but in general it appears to coincide roughly with the 35" p.a, 
isotyet. Beyond this limit its distribution is dictated local 
edaphic conditions. No doubt these eoologic limits are controlled by 
the ecological valence of the dominant species, although they certainly 
do not coincide with it. It mould appear that within them A. gerrairi'i 
can exclude, by conpetition, all other tree specieso

Within these limits the community comprises several variants, 
differentiated according to the relative proportions of subordinate 
woody ^ecies but these are doubtfully distinct and may be anthoipogenically 
derived. Several of these are enumerated here:

i ■-

^r. ;

i
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i* k moded and tree savanna in tdnch A« aenep:al is present in 
relatively small numl^era tilt very prominently as large-sized,

10-15 high, trees* Appears to "be associated with shallower soils 
over bedrock and is found, therefore, only on upland* It consequently 
nay represent a transitional comraunily.

Other variaats are related to changes in the shrub or small tree 
layers.

• • i

i'

i

I:
* f ^ferent set of limits is associated with heavier and less well

^^«ned soils, vdiere a similar community exists. See below community 8.
ii
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ii. ffoodland or tree savannas in vdiioh DiehrostnnliYa a replaces

A. hocldi. as a dominant in open areas, or shares dominanoe wi-tii it. 
The edaphio associations of this variant are not clear. The 
impression is -tiiat it is ei-Hier anthrorpogenioally derived in 
overgrazed aid heavily eroded areas or related to strongly acid 
(pH 5.0~5-5) soils produced l?y leaching or liy a high-grade 
arenaceous parent material. In the first case Dichrostachys is 
dominant, in the second (Havogola "Hediia") it is co-dominant 
nith A. hockii.

ii

■;

iti

;
iii. Woodland in viiiioh the shrub understorey contains abundant

£ca^a_brevis^^. Associated with vioodland floor in idiich shade

is combined Tilth projdBiiy of seepage lines at the foot of igilaid 
allies. Usually on gently sloping pediments of inter-igiland 
lowland tracts.

I. 1
: ■■

i

, A'T-i
i! aBiv. Woodland and woided savanna in Tdiloh the broadleaf shrub understor^ 

ia relatively dense and forms extensive stands. Appears to bo 
associated with interfluva and pediment slopes on soils in vdiioh 
iho subsoil is not compact enough to be impervious aid not sandy 
enough to be excessively drained producing, therefore, an adequate 
retention of moisture derived from upslqpe.

■: 1
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V. Woodland and wooded savanna in which A. geirardll is accompanied

in tile tree layer hy A. sleberiana. This species, however, although 
quite prominent by its size is not abundant and does not attain

i ;L
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a auMominant status. Occurs in sitxjations transitional to 
those of -Uie following communiiy.

Apart from tiiese variants of -riiioli tandouhtedly several others exist, 
the cOBOuniiy, as other comunities of thin group, is clearly 
aifferentiatea into two -types - one containing a -thicket 
comouni-ty and -the other devoid of it. Both -types occur on i?ilaid 
crests and in lowlands tut -the former is much more prevalent 
in lowlands. lbs discussion of -the edaphlc associations of 
the thicket cosimunity is deferred to a later s-tage.

I
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2* Acacia gerrarSii A* aieberif»,na c-OT»"”nHar

I
1This eommuni-ty differs from -the previous one oiily in having 

A. sieteriana as co-dominant and occasionally dominant tree species.

The greater size that this species a-ttains in relation to 
and the qiecific sites it -tends -to ocot^, often enhance -the impression 
of its dominant position dospi-tB low abundance.

Hysiognooically the community is much leas frequen-tly dis-tur-bed 
than the previous one and consequen-tly, does not often appear as a 
tree savanna. It never occurs on upland crests and is usually associated 
with -the interfluve or pediment soils of -the lowland. It is associa-ted 
“ainly with the hea-vier phases of -the Mbarana Series soils, namely sU-ly 
^oans -which are only moderately or slowly drained and are found ei-ther 
® broad, very level interfluves of arena-like lowlands or in r^per 
Wtts of wide valleys, near the upland slope. In s-tands of lessor
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ertent it is associated -with lower parts of steep short pediments Tdiioh 
teifflinate directly in a 3waji5> or a lake.

Prom the pattern of its distribution in the area it appears that 
A, sleberiaiia has several ecological properties in which it differs froa 

On the one hand it is not as limited by depth of soil 
cover, probably because of greater capacity of its roots to penetrate 
and dmr sustenance from parent material. On the other hand, it has a 
narrow range of tolerance in relation to soil texture as reflected in

i. r i

2

>
Am gercttidiia :■

j

I I

3:aoisture and pedoolimate regime, being more susceptible to both diyiis 
out of sandy aoils and to permanent saturation of heavy clays. It 
be eaphaaized that -these limits are not absolute to the species but only 
relative to

i
-i

f:
Sattaining a dominant or co«^ominant status only 

liere able to oon^te vitii it. This occurs either within the optimal 
Hfflits of the texture-aoistare con^lex, or where A. gerraidil is absent 
or wsalcened bjr shallow aoil or strong acidi'^. Other limits for 
A. aieheyiinM obtain in regards to other woody species which 
tolerant of even shallower soils and stronger acidity or are more vigorous 
wilhin the limits of their own ecological optimum*

is, therefore, a rather atenotopic species and in 
consequence the distribution of the community in Trfdch it con^tes 
successfully with A. gerrardii is irregular and discontinuous. It is 
oost extensive in arena-like lowlands with a relatively subdued relief, 
cu Blca-achlsts. Slse^^ere it foims narrow belts on lower gentle slopes 
cf lowland interfluves of the liawogola Catena. It is much less 

srtenaively associated with a typical thicket community than is the
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previovis oouununi-ty, liut iihere A. aieberiana gains dominance, as in 
ig^er wide valleys, a specific variant of the community’ develops, in 
association wi-Ui thicket species.

The variant is dis-tinguished V a conspicuously reduced abundance 
of A. gerrardii and ly a prominent increase of -the thicket components 
both in numbers and in sixo. Usually -they congregate in fairly large 
groups around 'the base of the laige-i 
they fora smaller groups also in -the grassy spaces between then (2i).
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treesg Imt oftens:

it-
;t:33. Acacia gerrardii - Alblela mp. t

i 11

I
I
I

Woodland and antbiopogenetlcally deri'ved wooded and -tree savanna, 
also floristdoally similar -to o-ther conmuni-ties of -this group in most 
respects save the co-dominant or dominant s-tatua of Albizia spp. in 
the tree layer. Tha main 
A. sreia occinn also, and in lesser numbers - A. adianthifolla. Oliey 
attain dominance in relation to Acacia gerrardii mainly on crests of 
interfluves.

The communi'^ occurs maitily on the upper associates of -liis 
Mawogola sandy and gritty loams but does not occupy -the idiole area of 
these soils. It disappears gradually in the northern part of the 
Ishura lowland, and is replaced southwards by A. gerrardii and -thicket 
coamuni’ties. The only apparent cause for the presence of -this 
coumuniiy, is -the increase of annual rainfall, above ’the 35" ti.a-.level, 
■shioh vhen combined wi-lh -the very s-trong aoidi-ty of the soils, reduces
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I

the coBpetitive ahility of A«. .gerrarail in relation to Alhizin.

Hhere not disturlJea liie community contains a large proportion of large 
size hroad-leaf shrubs mhioh, however, do not teni to congregate in 
well-definea thicket clumps as they do in the Acacia gerreraii - Vin>-m 
oonauni-ty nor around the larger trees ar as in the A. eemirdii - 
A. aieherlana communi-lgr, but are more di^rsed or congregate in snail

i'

I!
jcgroups.

■I

s
The coamunities of -the grass layer associated -with the grot^ 

of -woody coamunities outlined above can be differentiated into two nw-in
i

S'

•types.
!:

S^gaeda^ triandra-Cymbopogon afronardus ~ Hyparrfaenia fili-pendula 
A -raxiable coamuni-ty predominating in most of the area occt^ied 

by ■the A, gerrsidii group of -tree communities and ■¥&& most of -the 
transitional communities of ■this group, forming extensive grasslands 
or an intimate mosaic of clearings snd patches with stands of waody 
species in wooded or •tree savannas. Its exclusive association with 
eodera-tely deep and deep soils, freely or moderately drained, indicates 
the anthropogenio deriva-tion through cutting, burning grazing and 
eal-tivation, of ■the more open physiognomic -types.

As observed, the dominant s-tatus of certain species is reflected 
in -the area of patches ni-thin any stand in which -they domina-te.

All the •three species af-ter nrhich this oommunily was dosigna-ted -tend
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to doDlnate a larger area than aiy oilier ^eoies in all ohservea stands 
throughout the area. There are only few other grass species »hich tend 
to replace then over relatively small parts of the area.

i!
j

Due to the
intricate patchwork pattern of the grass layer it is frequently difficult 
to assess the relative position of any SIone of the three dominants except 
by the direct quantitatiTe method, hut the gwieral impression from

m
11
■Jsany stands, gained hy rou^ random countings, is that a certain pattern 

does exist.

mm
iOl three dominants prefer eaqiosed, open, suniy spaces and all 

avoid very shallow soils. Themeda triandra is the usual dominant 
species in the drier parts of the area, again roughly helow Uio 
35" p.a. iaohyet. Beyond this limit it is apparently dominant only 
*ere soils dry out more excessively, though not in very sandy soils. 
Cyshopogon afronardus predominates in several situations: (1) in patches 
of heavier and deeper soils prohsbly with better retention of moi^S», 
vilhin grassland domiimted hy other species, usually on flattened sites 
on slopes or broad saddles, relatively clayey sites on level crests and 
shallow small gully heads on crest-slopes; (2) in overgrazed 
*ere burning was reduced (Langdale-Brown, 1959b) (3) in 
^“oreaaed rainfall (approximately 40"). Hyparrfaenia filiuendvda appears 
^ he sore ublquitoiM than the others, hut within the area only rarely 
attains dcminanoe and then only locally, vtere both Themeda and Cymhopogon 
•ne reduced. It forma, however, a ccnsiatent Bubdominant to both of 

other grssses.
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Ihe community is divided, -aierefore, into two main variants 
i) Themeda triandm with Hypanhenia filinendula as subdominant and 
OimibQPOgon afronardoa as the next most abundant species attaining local 
dominance, (ii) dominated by Cybopogon afronardiia with the 
subdoninant and with Themeda triandra in the third position. Within the 
study area both form a very intimate mosaic controlled by the variable 
nature of local disturbance and edsphic factors. In the drier parts of 
the area, on the Ifbarara sandy loams and loams, on the southern 
Mawogola sandy loams and loamy sands and on the Hugaga and Isingiro 
sandy clay loans, the ai variant is predominant. To the east and 
north, all gradually gains predominance on the heavier phases of soils, 
*ere a more clayey horizon is found at a relatively shallow depth, 
mostly on interfluve crests. In the Koki hills adea it even dominates 
on the clayey shallow slope soils (see also Snowdon, 1953)• A 
transitional variant in the north of iha Ishura Lovdand shows intermediate

:84
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1features with Themeda replacing Hyparrioenia filipendula aia sub-dominant 
on interfluve creata.

As far as has been observed in the area there are two cases in 
rtdoh dominance in the grass layer is attained by other ^oies than 
Ihe three mentioned, over a more than a local scale and in consistent 
association with certain eda|hlc oiroumstances:

iiSfM
Iv

:W
' i

a1 On deep loams, well supplied with moisture, ooourring usually 
on the middle slopes of foothill pediments or on gentle 
iqdand crest slopes, large treiots of grassland are dominated II

il
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Tjy setftria aphacdata iriih many patches consisting of 
alinost pure stands of this species but mostly irith

ana Hvoenhenie flUnenduli. as siib-dominant.
•it'i

SOn sandy loams or loamy sands and sands ^ich are also better42

Isi®plied with moisture, such as found on eiposed i®per slopes 
of foothill pediments, on valley floors with isfa sandy ovemash,

very sandy mid-lowlani interfluves in areas of h-iEi...r 
xsinfall (approaching W"), veiy large areas of grassland aw

I ''t 
f ,*or on
i:*;

■ i
dominated Iry HvPR^^rher■^. disaoluta. with Ihemeda. HvT«T-rhen<. 
mipendula and Cymbonogon afronaidus as common associates.

sit.

ii!i
i

HAll forma of this conmuni-ty abound in subshrubs ard herbs 
of them quite large in size, and many very prominent in the 
layer by the colour of their flowers, liie pattern of their distribution

, many i
grass

ras not studisd very closely since in no case they were found to be 
dominant or sub-dominant.

i

i3

, i
The general pattern appears to he mainly 

ecological, though undoubtedly a closer investigation would reveal also

! iteli
Vi'S

geogi^hical patterns. It seems however, that floristio differences 1
in the co^>ositlon of hei^> and sub-shrub populations 
^thin aajor hahitats and the differences

are inconspictious
accruing from edaphic factors

“» reflected mainly in physiognomio features - density aid. relative 
abundance. Plorlstic differentiation is apparent mainly idiere human 
influence is prominent - in segetal aid rudeial habitats. A'
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b. mflTclgirna- Brachiaria decumbena - Setaxda. >^^rengin

A grass community assoodated with the shady, relatively moist aM 
protahLy relatively humus-idoh sites. It da, oonsequenUy, found in 
relatively small and diffuse areas unier -the shade of trees in wooded 
ani tree savannas and only under continuous tracts of wuod or thicket 
it may extend over larger areas. It is a characteristic community of 
sites t*ere edapiio factors do not, in general, favour retention of 
moisture and the relatively moist soil is due to the shade and perhaps, 
to siae degree, also to greater content of organic matter.

Since it depends on factors controlling a rather limited area, the 
grass stands are usually very dense hut tend to thi.. out the larger 
is the size of the tree and its crown, merging with other grass 
communities on the periphery of the shaded area. There appears to exist 
no regular pattern of distrihution vhere the community covers larger i 
except perhsiB that BratSharia decumhena seems to ho less dependent on 
the shade ihtn the other tao species.

Only few variants of this community may he discerned, since the 
controlling ecological factor is relatively homogeneoua and associated 
with small areas. Of the three observed two are physiognomic and the 
■third probably transitionml.

i- The most prevalent variant is associated with isolated trees 
«nd tall shrubs or isolated groups of trees and ahruha.

It is very dense where the tree or shrub have a nonfspreading 
crown; thinner, where the shaded area is wide. The intensity of
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shade alao influences the density. In dark shade there is some

li
concentrioi'ty of pattern possibly dependent on decreasing content 
of organic natter and the associated waterholding capacity, towards 
the periphery of the shaded I;. Eanicua naximun ani Setarla 
kogerenslB decrease in relative abundance and Brachiarla deoumbena

area ^ -

increases. In lighter shade, relative abundance of the former 
two species da decreased altogether ard. their distribution is 
more diffuse*

ifI i't'
r

ii. In fact a combination of closely disposed staifla of the previous 
variant, in tracts of woodland or thicket, T*ere the ground la 
more or leas completely shaded. Dense phases of this variant 
closely resemble the former one in siting, composition, aid 
physiognomy. In more open spaces between trees and gror^ of 
trees, where shade is more diffuse the communi'^ includes 
subordinate elements of the open grassland such as 
Setarlm snhacelwta. but mainly Hj|ierTdiend«_^^pendiil gtv^ 
Chlor4s

i

'■5
-(

ii
'-i

JBESSa.

iiiii. The variant, possibly transitional to moist-'type grass communities, 
ia florlstically differentiated by the addition of Beckeropsia 
S°Taeta to the domlnanta. It ia particularly typical of pediment 
sites associated with deposltlonal fans overlaying Ubarara sandy 
loams at mouths of small gullies, where density of A. gerrardti 
stands increases and a better moisture supply exists. It can be found

®lso in other sites wtiioh have a ready supply of moisture coi^led 
^th less disturbed tree or shnib stands.

I-
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; .
T^yanHitional Comounlties9.

;Apart from transitions within the groi:^) of A* gerrardii communities 
am from transitions, mainly physiognomic, imposed hy anthropogenic 
factors Trtiich did not fundamentally modify edaphic CJonditions, there 
exist three '^es of commtmities transitional to other groups: 
transitional to slops communities - i*e« induced hy shallower soils; 
transitional to moist communities, i«e* induced by better moisture 
retention and perhaps, base saturation; transitional to higher altitude 
coEusunities i.e. also induced by greater efficiency of moisture siqr^y. 
In all hut the last type of these communities A* gerrardii is dominant 
or, at least, abundant indicating that environmental change is not 
profound enough to modify the fundamental aspect of the tree layer*

It is, however, significant that all these types are more prevalent, 
i.e, - they occi^y a greater proportion of the area of freely or 
noderately drained sites, on t5)land crests than on lowlands. This is 
obvious in relation to the first and third types, but is abnormal In 
relation to the type transitional to moist-site communities,

Undoubtedly the appearance of siach comanmities on crests of the driest 
part of the area whose drainage, however broad and level they are, would 
not be as slow as that in lowland exc^t in very limited areas, poses 
a problem.

Transitions are never uniform and consequently the definition 
of transitional communities is concerned mainly with trends of chan^ 
or averages and should be accepted as generalized.
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i3-4, Acacia gerrardil A» hoclcii - Broad~leaf trees camaunity

A moded or tree savanna associated with shallower soils on slopes 
of broad crests and on narrow crests or on waste-nass junction with 
pediments at foot of upland sieves. Includes two main variants:

' I

i. Occurs on upland crest-slopes. Similar to dajtrubed stands of 
A1 in dominance of A. gerrardii and aiundanoe of AjJho^^, 
but differs in association of a large number of broad-leaf trees 
such as Uaytenua senegalenais Stereosnemim kunthi nmie pieua 
(ingena?) Sapium elli-ptiua. Lannea Icerstingii. Maerua angolensis. 
and also SiAfbia candelabrun. These appear to be associated with 
the shallow phases of soil cover or more eroded facets of the 
crest slopes, id:ere A. gerrardii cannot coa^ete wiih them 
successfully. These are mainly sandy clays of the youngest 
leases of the Isingiro Series, vhioh are differentiated from the 
dceletal slope soils of the Kateti Series mainly ly a high base 
saturation, weak aoidily and hi^ capacity of moisture retention. 
Consequently, the shade of these trees, especially where soils fom 
deep, moist pockets among rooky outcrops, constitute centres 
for groups of tall shrubs of the species usually associated with 
the Acacia savanna (Srewla. Tedea. Allonhvllua. Harrisonia. etc.). 
Deep pockets of moist soils also support young A. sieberiana shrubs, 
and on a more even soil cover - Dicb-roataohys cinerea.

1
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a. Occurs at head of foothill pediments. Differs from the former 
in the composition of associated hroadleaf aid. other elements.
Of the hroadleaf trees mentioned only Maytenus aid Ficus 
prominent as in the previous variant. Instead, elements typical 
of the Hired savanna taloe part, mainly - Qcml

.i iare as

1I, Albiela and
Bridelia species, and also some hroadleaf elements characteristic

I

of -the pediments such as Domheva daaei. The shruh assocrates aza 
less ahmdant hut very common.

It seems that the differentiation of this variant is 
related to the nature of the skeletal soils on lower slopes and 
the upper parts of the pediments, diich are well-at^iplied with 
soiature hut more acid and poor in bases than the crest slope 
soils.

f
I',i

Ibe associated grass communities are very variable, being aiiboeet to 
control of slitter changes in edniihic fiustors. A pattern of 
eomminities appears in vhioh the main trend is decrease in abundance 
uf Tbeseda triandra and Cvbonogon afronardus end increase of
HvcarrheTfl. fm adula. and other grasses. A definition of a communi-^ 
is, therefore, applied to a generalized approximation of a mosaic 
disposed in accordance to edaphic factors.

0* ^penhenia f^iinoTv^ni. — Trf^ii>^i.-tia. V‘«*”renBls communitr L

iThe two grasses, while the most eon^iououa in the vbole transition 
i’oit, are not always the most abundant, and represent dominance at two

I
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extrsEes: the most urell-developed of the shallw soils and the most 
skeletal. In between there are areas and patches in idiioh other grasses, 
notably n-r.Q..h-iRTHw hTd wintha. Digitaida dieopnalia. GySbogpopon 
R-rrjimtna and Sporoholta nvrajaidalis gain local dominance. In some places 

TOiiety of H. filinendula (var. nilosa^ appears to ho adapted to 
skallower soils than the usual variety. The distribution of the valiants 
of this community is correlated with tiis distribution of A. gerrardii

I
[

a

trees, ifeere present. The variant dominated by loudetia ba 
as a rule, associated with very few trees; that dominated hy H. filinendula 
is associated wi-Qi scattered tree savanna or open wooded savanna.

even in small groups, is always associated

s is.

Gregaiiousness of 
with increased promineDce of Themeda.

Similarly to the tree layer, the grass community is differentiated 
between crest-alope and foothill sites. Grasses liks Digitaiia 
dtaewnnaUR 02)d Ovabonogon excavatus do not occur on the foothill site 
and are replaced by Cteniua coneinnum wnd Andronogon duameri both 
usually sub-dominant to loudetia kagerensis or locally dominant 
asd like it - typical of slope grass communities on the Kateti Series 
soils. It would appear that the reasons are similar too, with the former 
Erassss requiring less acid end more base-saturated soils while the 
latter are more tolerant of poor and acid slope soils.

i

!. .(■

I

L :■
Ih^eda. trlandra~C^^ P^yana community I !'r

IJliere the transitional community (4) has "been drastical^ reduced 
ty human activity aoi T^eio disturbance factors ar« currently active,
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jjtieBes: the moat weU-developea of the shallow soils and the most 
slteletal. In hetmeen there are areas and patches in ?*ioh other grasses, 
./'taWir Bniehlarla hrizantha. Mgitaria_aiagonaI^, CySnogpogon

and Sporoholns pyraaidalis gain local dominance. In sons places 
TOiiety of H. filipendnla (var. nilosa^ appears to he adapted to 

ahalloTiBr soils than the usual variely. The distribution of the variants 
of thi« community is correlated with the distribution of A. gerrardii 
trees, ihere present. The variant dominated by loudetia kagerensis is, 
as a nde, associated wilii very few trees; that dominated by H. filinendula 
is associated vd-lii scattered tree savanna or open wooded savanna.

rercardii. even in small groups, is always associated

I M .
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Sregariousneas of
Kevith increased prominence of Theme da.

Similarly to the tree layer, the grass communi-^ is differentiated 
between crest-slope and foothill sites. Grasses like Dicitarin 
diagaoaalis end Cvahonogon ereavatua do not occur on the foothill site 
and ere r^daced by C^^ia^^conc^m^ and Andropogon dumeeri both 
usually avh-doainant to LoudetAa kagerensis or locally dominant 
end like it - typical of slope grass communities on the Eateti Series 
stile. It would appear that the reasons are similar too, with the former 
Sreasea requiring less s^td wtvI more hase-saturated soils while the 
latter are more tolerant of poor and aoid sl<^ soils.

1'^
i-:;r

^0,f'

the transitional coamiunity (4) has ‘been drastica^y reduced 
^ huaan activity and ^rfiere disturbance factors are

);
ctiirently active. i
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the ahalloner phases of the Isingiro hiimose sanay clay loams, on level 
crests, Stqiport a grass savanna of few A. geiraidil and A, hockii trees 
or ^iruhs, and composed of numerous species of grasses.

It differs from the (a) oommunities mainly in Chlanis gavana

Hvparriieritji fiX-iaendnls as subdominant to Themeda tidandra. 
in the soaroity of Cvmhonogon afronaidus and the relative ahundanoe of 
Br..cht«riji deoumhens and Setaria sphacelata.

Ihe congregation of all these subordinate species spears to 
iidicate a tetter retention of moisture consequent toth upon a heavier 
texture of soils and a slower drainage.

.* -
i.

' i!

■

li iI mI'I • fii I.:
Aeaela gerrardii - Acacia veraoesenii eomnuaity. i:5.

£Woodland ai^ wooded, tree and grass savannas derived from it.
Occurs on clays and day loams of the Eugaja Series, on troad rqilairl 
crests. It is also found on deep depositional fans on foothill pediments 
at mouths of large gullies or snail vallqys and on raised parts of 
flat valley floors, -jiiere intermittent inundation is slight ad soils 
only moderately heavy (sandy days and day loama). On upland crests, 
tie cosBunity is usually represented hy derived grass and tree savannas 
due to dense settlement and intensive odtivation, with ody small areas 
of roodland and wooded savanna left intact.

In these tracts A. gerrardii is usually dominant as it is on 
lovland sites of this oomaunity. But it is doady suhordinated hy 
A. veraoBMnii ani it is diffiodt to judge, in the present state of
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aisturiianoe, whether dominanoe of A. gerraiflii is intrinsio or derived 
and conditioned hy reduced competition of A. venmeRwnid- Compaxieon with 
Icndand sites in which stands are more intact, is not indicative 
sime edaphio factors may not he the same. It is possible that under 
certain conditions A. veraoeaenii may obtain dominance,

Ihe communiiy is distinguished by the size of the tree components 
irfiich may attain maximal lindta of the ^ecies (15n. hi^). It also 
includes many broadleaf tall shrubs in common with all the communities 
though, also attaining a larger size than usual. A prominent 
oember of the tree layer, also of greater size than usual, is 
Bntahda abyssinica.

The common edaphio factors of ihe different utpland and lowland 
sites appear to be the relatively high moisture retention due to texture, 
and the relatively high-base saturation. Of the three main tree 
congionentB only Aj^^eimoeaen^ appears to be by a relative^

restricted range of both these factors. Its ecological distribution 
viihin the area indicates a fairly hi^ lower limit of base-saturation, 
at least JO^, and a narrow range of moisture sj^iplyj it is found along 
drainage and seepage lines but not where waterlogging is apt to be 
ercessive or prolonged or whore soil texture is very heavy and in^iervious. 
In addition it appears to be limited by soil depth which is possibly 
related to the other factors. A. gerrardii is much more ubiquitous as to 
noisture conditions and is able to flourish on shallower soils, but 
is similar to A, veraoesenll as to base saturation requirements, 
h atysainlca is apparently able to tolerate a wider range of all
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i
factors in relation to toth species, Icut is a non-giegarious ^ecies 

is unable to compete with the others within the limits of their 
ecological tolerance. However, these ecological factors effect control 
in coBbination with each other and with other factors ani it seems 
iiat A. vemoesenil. despite its stenotopy, has the advantage over the 
ttio other tpecies in certain situations. It is not easy to define these 
situations since in no case does A. vermoesenli appear to assert 
doainance. But on certain sites it becomes siibdominant to another 
^cies while A. gerrardii is reduced to a lower status or is absent 
altogether (see community 6). Hiaphlc conditions in these sites iiflicato 
a heavier texture than on the upland crest and depositional fan sites 
of the present community but better drainage than in its valley floor 
Bites, i^parently under such conditions which are optimal to certain 
species, -Hielr competitive ability in relation to A. gerrardii is 
enhanced. It la possible therefore that irtiere such conditions obtain 
in an upland site, e.g. - i*are the Rugaga clay loams include a 
sih-tc^iBOll horizon of heavier texture - A. vermoesenli nay be potentially 
dominant.

i
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1 coammi-ty of moist "but sxifficieiTfcly drained sites. It is usually 
associated with the A. fgrrardli - A. vermoesenli tree layer but occurs 
slao under dense woodlaz^ or thicket of the A. gerrardii group on 
^epoaitional fans at gully mouths, on footslopes in tipland valleys.
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or on lOTjer pediments and along intoraittent drainage lines. It is, thus,

community adapted to a more moist habitat than the shade community (li), 
depeidlng not only on good retention of moisture hut also on ready

a

! i!amply. It is, consequently, more oharaoteristio of lowland sites of 
oojmnnity 5 than of the upland ones, and is, therefore, subject to 
a aoBeihat different ecologic range with a greater emphasis on the 
ready moisture supply.

Of the two main components, B. -mnlaet. appears to he 
widespread outaide this ecological range than H. ovlaarla. especially 
in regards to moisture regime. It is found and can he abundant 
under both drier and wetter conditions and seems to he better adapted 
to heavier texture of soil. It is however, limited 1^ altitude aid. is 
not observed to be dominant in any community hi^er than 5500 ft. a.s.l. 
H, cymbaiia on the other hand, appears to be restricted to a narrow range 
of noisture reglne, avoiding both dry and very wet soils, and occurring, 
consequently, on Icsms or clay loams or on sandy clays idiich are not 
waterlogged in the rainy season. It has, however, a much wider 
altitudinal range aid cmmpetes suooesafully with B. uniaeta at 
elevations higher than 5500 ft. a.s.l.
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Sssbopogon Ueldlnis Becke' lis 1 wiSPPm — ;'l'

32ws coB^uaiiy is characteristic of the crest sites associated

idth ihc tree community of Am gerrardii - Am veirmesenii although 
^ most cases, it forma a grass savanna due to anthropogenic disturbance.

;
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It is associated, therefore, with the heavier phases of the Eogaga clay !
loans*

vSThe structure of iiie oonmunily is variable in the 
of the above species nay doninate in certain situations, 
appeals as doninant only at nediiaa altitude sites, below 50OO ft. a.s.l 
altbou^ it attains local dominance at elevations of a® to 5500 ft.
C. ercavatus tends to dominate between sends 5000 and 5500 ft.

sense that each

\-•#
a.s.l.

allied dosely with Helinis maitl^ndii ,*ich it, apparently, r^laces 
as doninant in overgrazed areas. Melinis minutiflom is associated

a
t

rf
St

with II. aaitlandii as suh- or 00-dominant in areas of Rugaga soils 
(^preaching or exceeding 5500 ft. a.s.l. in elevation.

The common edaphic factor of this community appears to be the 
heavier texture of the clay loams in the subsoil.

[i i'li'
That this is the case

is attested hy the conmon association In the community of other grasses 
^ch seem to he ads^ted to hea^^y loams stssh 
sore

i^ Bi£^taria,^lagonaJ^ 
signifioantly Isperata crlindrica. The moist nature of the soils

is attested hy the prominence of such grasses as Bra^iariadeojMena, 
Smrriieniii Chlpris

of *ioh also indicate ihe high base-content of the soils.

The eommuniiy is therefore typical of moist sites or of trsnsition 
io moist sites. It is at the

and Setarla snhacelata. some ,T-:paywTw. iS

aame time typical of transition to high 
altitude, indicated mainly by the predominant position of Melinia I "..S-

app.

eqiedally M. ninutiflora and by the occasional but significant presence 
jslnica. a lypical grass of higher altitudes. ■ !.,Of !ca

1:'
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I
0, Mnist-aite comnunities

It is, of course, difficult to assess acouratd.y the measure of 
Boiaturd in different sites without numerous and detailed testa.

That ajiplicatlon of the conhined edaihic-floriotio iadioator, usually 
adhersd to in the present work, may ha complicated hy erceptions is 
evidenced hy several exa^lea of ubiquitous species occurring or 
dominating on both wet and dry sites and absent or subordinate in 
intermediate oonditiona. A prominent exaiQ>le is liiat of Aj_gMardll 
ddoh dominates, as observed, the vegetation of well-drained sites 
on clay-loaBs, loams and sandy loams or even lighter soils but alao 
forma pure stands on clay-bound valley floors, though apparently not 
on such as are heavily inundated. At ihe same time it is absent or 
aUbordiaate at some outlets of upland valleys on foolhill pediments. 

Clearly, then, of all the ecological factors affecting tiie distri

bution of species and formation of communities, the factor of moisture 
regiae indnooa the moat variable response and ia, eonsetuantly, subject 
to the moat detailed grading. The definition of moist, transitional 
and well-diBined sites, is, consequently, largely arbitrary, and 
especially so since it io difficult to relate it to any consistent 
florlstio criteria. Therefore, the definition adhered to in the 
present study is ei^lpyed fleodhly and the designation of moiat-slte 
coaaunitios as differentiated from communities on wetter sites and from 
ttose designated as transitional, ia applied mainly on the basis of 
doaiasnce azid the gregariousness of Acacia nolvacantba aubsn, 

£gj»pylacanlfaa. Communltiea in which this species dominates are

i
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n &associated sdthin the area mainly with fooliiill pedijnento either of

5®the Ubawra sandy loans and loans or the Kofcl silty or sandy clays, 
and rarely extend to valley floors. I;They appear to he differentiated into 
tro or three units hy annual rainfall and the nature of the soil, hut the 
differentiation is weaJcly defined and involves nary transitional grades 
to oilier conmunities, oaitrolled hy the oonhination of torpogiaphic. m
edaphic and anthropogenic factors. S-o

6. poljTfftOwnrunHy

6.1 A wiodland or derived wooded and tree savannas. Occurs in the 
drier parts of the area ( < 35* p.a.) on foothill pedinents aid is 
assodatsd only wiHi heavy loans and alluvial clays deposited at wide 
valley-mouths or narrow belts on lower slopes of adjoiidis pediments.

A oomoon feature of these sites is the ahsence of any seasonal waterlogging 
so that although groundwater level may he relatively high and soil, dua 
to texture, continuously damp, it is never inundated. On such sites 
A* nolvneetJi. tends to foin pure stands with an undeistorey shruh layer 
of hzwadleaf shrubs and Acaoia_hre^s£i^. It is associated usually with 
the di^rsed variant of shada grass oommunily (hii) hut vdiere the canopy

i 11tlii 
ilii

•i ii
ii

I
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ii
ii-':
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; :

the tree layer is more patchy and topsoil dries somewhat, a Themeda 
j^APdra conmunily is estehllshed. Varlatiana of this type are associated 
vilh subtle changes of soil texture and large or email scale topography

ii

else, with degree of anthropogenic disturbance. These are expressed 
“inly in the association of A, vermoeaenll in the tree layer and that p.'

]-■
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-of Beckerepsls imieeta in the grass layer. This variation is 
consequently transitional toth to communHy 5/a and to another moist- 
hahitat conmuni-^.

,a
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6.2. looded and tree savannaa occurring in the noie laiiy parts 
of the area ( > 35" p.a.) on sandy loans of the Ubarara foothill pediments.
This ooBhination of hi^er rainfall and relatively light soils produces 
a ooBBunity in irijich A. nolvcantha is associated hoth with A. gerra

The associated grass Ityer is also of a Bixed type 
ooBpriaing the hiii shade community with dondnanoe of Beckeronsis uniseta

11sHand AjjOTOesen^.

I
and PanicuB maxiaum and aii dominated hy Cvahopogon afromrdua and 
Hvpanfaenia fili IIIidula.

in
i

6.3. ¥ooded and tree savannas occurring in the more rainy part 
of the area 35" p.a.) on acid silty and sandy clays of the Kold. 
Catena, on short stoop pediments. A. ■nolvcsnths is associated with 
Albizia corlaria and Albizla zygia as suhdominants. Aoaoia gerrardii 
occurs conspicuously only on middle slopes of pediments. The associated 
Siaas layer is similar to the one in the previous, 6.2, community 
with a much greater ahundanoo of Beckeronais aid. with the ahundant 
addition of Imperata ovlind,-ica.

i;
li

;; Iff

grass contiaunities on iipland crests 
TShere upland crests are narrow and rounded as on many residuals

Or Tifcere level but formed on veiy resistant lithology such as hi£^ !
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!greie quartzite or oassive ironatone ani also T*ere an-thropogenic 
aistuitance lesultea in a very drastic deterioration or original soil 
cover, the present soils are often too shallow aid. skeletal to sv®port 
Sense woody vegetation, especially if human interference is continuing. 
Hieae are mostly shallow phases of the Bugamba and Isingiro Series or 
soils of the Tolero and Sanga Series, mostly humose sandy or siliy loam 
or day loams.

i

g, Theneda triandra-Icudetia kagerensis communitv

The grass savanna oommunliy supported hy these soils merges in 
intimate mosaic hoth with the transitional grass community (o)

dominated hy Svpariiienia filinendula and the slope grass communities 
dominated ijioudetia kagerensia* Xt is alii ad wiiii iiiem in many common 
species chaxactaxXstia of shallow, skeletal or very poor stony soils 
such as Cte^^ajconc^mu,

ISXenhenia^dlas^nta, Sdiim* nervoaum. Hicrochloa kiinthli and 
Sggrqholua festive* .

•i;■i

It is, often difficult to separate the communities from each other, 
since each oeours in mosaic wiili the others, not only in transitional 
hd-ts hut also within the area dominated hy one of them.

Xhe present community, distinguished hy the prominence of Themeda 
^andra, may occur on small flattenings of slope such as oaxised hy 
subsidence of waste-mass or by small-soale lithological differentiation. 
It appeara that this oommunity is controlled hy very slijjht variations

I
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grade q,uartzite or massive ironstone and also ?diei» anihropogenic 
aistuitanoe resulted in a very drastic deterioration or original soil 
cover, the present soils are often too shallow and skeletal to sx^port 
dense woody vegetation, especially if human interference is continuing. 
These are mostly shallow phases of the Bugamba and Isingixo Series or 
soils of the Toloro and Sanga Series, mostly humose saidy or silly loam 
or (lay loams.

i

i ,

g. Ihemeda triandra-Loudetia kagerenais communi-hY-

The grass savanna community sxqjported hy these soils merges in 
intiiiiate mosaic both with the transitional grass community (o)

dominated by ** slcjpe grass communities

dominated *toudetla kagerensis. It is allied mtii them in many common 
species charactexlntlo of shallow, skeletal or very poor stony soils 
such as Ctenioi concinnum. Andronogon dummeri. Icudetla simplex. 
gypnrihenia dlaaoluta. nerrosua. Hicrochloa Icunthil and

Snorebolmi feativua.

It is, often difficult to separate the communities from each other, 
since eai* occurs in mosaic with the others, not only in transitional 
talta but also within the area dominated by oas of them.

Ihe present community, distinguished by the prominence of Iheme(3a 
^SS^, nay occur on small flattenings of sl(^ such as caused by 
tubsidence of waste-mass or by small-scale lithological differentiation. 
I* siipeara that this community is controlled by veiy slijjit variations
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in aoil dqilii tut only in oomtination with some other edaphio factor, 
since soil depth alone does not appear to he defcisive. Ihere is a 
possitiliigr that this community is simply a more disturted variant, 
protatly more regularly turned, of the c community, on shallower soils.

The communiiy has a wide altitudinal range occurring at all 
elevations of i^jland crests in the area. In the higher altitudes 
(> 5500 ft a.s.l.) several indicative species of the hi^land 
eleoent are added, although never attaining great prominence, such as 
Brotheca abyssinica. Kragroatis hlephn-mfrlimia and Hynerriienia '

n
I

grass li'
!

f ■

: .-»■ 
/ -•pilgeriAnft,

1

fi
!a. Hich Altitude eoamunitlea i

As observed in the discussion of soils, the highest altitudes 
in the area, are apparently transitional in nature and do not enter 
fully into the montane or sub-montane belt. The transition is, however, 
gradual and ia reflected in several altitudinal limits which are 
influenced also by edaphio factors and annual reinfall. Elements 
ubaracteristic of montane flora appear already at an altitude of 
4fi00 - tyoo ft. a.a.l, but only in azonal situations, such as skeletal 
soils on slopes. On more mature soils they appear at approximately 
5000 ft. a.a.l. but attain dominant status in communities only above 
5200 ft, a.a.l. The approximate level of 5500 ft. a.a.l. appears to 
contribute another altitudinal limit above which additional montane 
oleaenta enter the compoaition of the communitleB. It appears however, 

the nature of these communities depends on annual rainfall and

i‘

1
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the attendant edaphic factors, ^re rainfall is relatively low 
(< 35”) -the main floristic features of de^ soil communities still 
resentle those of lower communities occurring on such soils at 
5000-5500 ft» a.s.l* 'Where it is higher, new communities 
These aze still transitional in the

i

i

arise*

sense that they are dominated -by 
tree and shrub species idiich are common or even dominant at lower

elevations tut in different ecological oiroumstanoea. The altituiinal 
differentiation is better defined in the grass layer but grass communities 
are still dominated by species typical of lower elevations. It appears 
iiiat vegetation is affected by altitude not throu^ direct maoioolimatio 
influenee but by the indirect effect of climate on soil - hi^ content 
of organic matter, strong acidity and low base saturation. Sudi effects 
are less prominent on shallow and skeletal soils on tiiich vegetation 
changes more gradually and merges into montane grass communities at higher 
elevations ( > 5800 - 6000 ft. a.s.l.). Within the altititiinal limits 
present in the area the change is expressed by inclusion of montane 
elements vhlch become more common but never subdorainant (see above, 
community g).
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7* Acacia simberiana — cori^r^« fy^T8T^ltm^

^Pree Bavaima occurring on broad or medium crests carrying

clays or sandy dcys, mostly in areas of dense settlement and 
hhltivation, so that no intact woodland or wooded savanna stands were 
observed.
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The prominsnt features of this community are the ahsence or 
veiy subordinate position of A. gerrardii. the large size attained hy 
isolated trees of A. sieheriana ani the oonsjyiouous presence of Albdzia 
on Inland crests which is very rare elseidiero. Associated with then 

i. Acacia hookil several hroadleaf trees usually 
occurring in the area on slopes such as Coabretua gueinzll. Pt-idaH.

{scleroneuroides) and Heeria_^eticiriata also others^ noliably - 
Kavtenua senegalensis. Fiona sop. Errrthrina ahYnn^nif. airi =

platycalix (doubtfully indigenous in the oommuniiy). Many large hroadleaf 
shrubs are present also, usually of the same species as in lower level 
oonmunities wiiii a greater proportion of lihus. Capparis and Carjssa spp. 
and a lesser one of Srewia and Teclea. Occasionally, on slopes of 
valley heads, dense thickets of Acanthus arfaoreua occur, but tiiose 
nay be related to communities of r^jland valleys. It seeas that the 
edaphio factors which control this community are the heavy texture 
of the soil with the consequent retention of moisture and the attendant 
strong acidity and low base-saturation. The latter properties probably 
act as deterrents to competitive species, mainly A. gerrardii. more than 
as incentives to the component species which are tolerant of low-base, 
acid soils but require moist sites. The infltience of these factors 
is apparent also in the associated grass oonmunities.

il .
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Sypanfaerda cvabarla — Hypanhenia filipenaiila - Cynbopogon spp#

!•Occurs on crest suiniaits, crest slopes and laroad shallow saddles. 
Ipoludes numerous species of which the above are •tiie most abundant but
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peiiaps only locally dominant. It is consequently a vartatle communliy 
■diose variants are distriliutea in discontinuous patches of small areas,

depeiding apparently on depth, nature of drainage and degree of leaching
;f!

I
and also on the nature and measure of an-thropogenic distialianoe. 

Several variants of this communiiy can he distinguished.

i. On fire-free crest-slopes, T*ere soils are deep hut of a lighter 
sandy clay or clay loam texture and drainage is aomeidiat better.

H. cymharia forms dense high stands, with Beckeronais uniseta. 
Eanicun maximum and Brachiaria decumhena as common associates but 
never attaining -the suhdominant position of Hvnarrfaenla fillnen^ul* 
and Cvm'bopogon

1

‘i h;
i;

ii* ^re soils are heavier Hvpariherdfl -Pil-i-pendula hecones dominant 
Cyrnhonogon excavatua and BeckeropalH unigft-fca in subdominEint 

position* Th^ are associated vdth Bigitaris diAfronaHa and

while H,. cymhaxia la only occasionally present in the taller 
stands. The higher altitude element is more conspicvuDua than in 
the former variant represented, apart from Melinis minutiflora. hy 
totheca ahysalnlca Hvpanhenia nilgeriana and Eragrostia 
hlepharoglumis* Occasionally few individuals of the fpm 
Seridium agmUnmn are present.

a®
■ IP-'

■ r:

iii. On shallower clays and in more disturbed areas Gvmhopogon excavatua 
la the predominant species hut is closely followed by representatives 
of the montane element which are more conspicuous here than 
elserhere, especially Exotheea ahyssinica, Melinis sun, and

IJ,
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i
Hyparrhenia nilgeriana. Bracken is aBunaant too, arfl 
rapreaentativea of shallow soils elenent such as Louaetla

more

kagerensis are common.

It must "be emphasized that liie whole imit is defined teriatively !
i!.

for several reaaona: moat of the ohserved stands are situated mthin 
an area of cultivation and are very much disturbed; on relatively

undisturbed sites there appears to exist no definable structure of

floiistio composition - so that no pattern of dominance and subordinate 
positions emerges; in all oases, stands of this oommuniiy ooov5>ied 
snaU areas and were oonsistenUy aasooiated wilh the IhemedH _

loudetia kagerensia cx)mmiaii'ty.

Honever, the edaphio, climatic and altitudinal factors enumerated 
above are well reflected in -the general composition of the 
if not in aiy structural pattern.

'
1

coDummi-ty, :
i'

¥. Ctofflmunities of Ssi Ly fist vbIX floe

i-g-Ihe vegetation of flat valley floors can he divided into several 
nain eoBnunity-grou5)3 according to the degree of Inundation.

]1

8. Where inundation or waterlogging are very brief or occasional 
(do not occur yearly), the predominant vegetation is Aoaoia 
alnost invariahiy ^
Of almost

savanna,

Theaeda trlandra community con^aed
: ■: 'S'

gerrarr^l i
pure atanda of trees and a very uniform grass layer in -Rhich 

^ dominant speoiew forms
::

iivery extensive tracts of exclusive presence.
v-:
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9. i. In the more rainy areas or where aggraded valley floors finger 
into lower parts of i^iland valleys the community is ilohar in 
composition - the tree layer inolnding A. nolvacan-tVi..

A. sieheriana. A. albid«. broad leaf trees and ahriibs, and the 
grass layer - abundant Hyparrhenla filinendnla and species of 
the shade elements.

i

:

ii
ii. On sites are not inundated or mterlogged 'bvct are sitmted

along a perennial drainage line, a fecial gallery TOodlaj* is 
formed, consisting of very tall or very large-size Acacias, mostly 

venaoesenii. A. TaQlYwtwn-HaA ^ sxA A« Albida,

“but also A* kiTlcii var« mildbraedii. Newtonia 'biMhnn«iTii4, several 
unietemined spp. of ALbizla, and many Rmall trees and shrubs 
of the thicket dement*

!

Er.

10. l!here waterlogging or inundation are seasonally prolonged, the 
predominant vegetation is uarrally a grass savanna in which Iheaeda

is gradually replaced hy representatives of the haray slope element, 
“aibly Loudetia kagerensls and hy species adapted to saturated heavy clays 
“•h* as Imperata cvllndrica. Dizitaria Sporoholus Echinochloa son, etc.

Such sites merge gradually, in a helt pattern, with ihe aquatic vegetation 
of swaggis or lalces.
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Mired Savanna ComnamltleBn
As stated the mired savanna of the area is confined almost

exclusively to slopes of upland features or to soils of the Kateti 
Series ihose variety is great hut all have the coumon properties of 
sisletal slope soils, being very leached, acid and of low base-content.

It spears that it is these properties, especially acidity and r^id 
aiying out, -riiioh condition the composition of the main community at 
slopes. It must bo noted, however, that the slope habitat is variable 
and being characterised by marginal ecologio values, it is differentiated 
into distinct sites by relatively slight changes of the environment, 

gized savanna coBmunitiss are typical of the most extensive of

these - tint of inteiguUy or spur-crest slopes and in the related

nhallnw gully habitat. Other habitats are occi^ied ly thicket

comnunities.

11. Albizia coriaria - Coahretum gueinzii - Bridelia scleroneuroidea

Toodland, derived wooded or tree savanna. Occurs on exposed and 
shallow eroded slope soils. Associated with the dominants are many other 
tree and small-tree species of vhich the most frequent and abundant 
are iMclahodrii, Heeria reticulata and Mavtenus aenegalensis. 
i special variant of the community occurring in small valleys descending 
to the Orichinga and Kagera valleys involves a very considerable 
tJ'orease in size and position of Bridelia and also local dominance of

veraicolor idiioh was not observed in any other place in the area.Ubiziji

i
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aers the oomunily has been aiaturted or entirely denuaed by cutting 
and burning, A. hockli dominatee the pioneer needy communi-ly on the sl<q>e, 
forming alioost pure stands. On the other hand, where new sballoir 
guUies are being formed, the components of tiie oommunily congregate in 
densely wooded ribbons. Throughout its extent the community is 
interspersed by shrub representatives of the thicket element, lidiich form 
coaraunities of their own in fecial habitats such as outcrops and narrow 
deqp gullies. Hhere gullies widen with age representatives of the 
mixed savanna conmunity encroach on the thicket and finally gain 
dooinazico*

The cosmuni'ty is associated vexy ^inifoialy with one grass

i
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fsIcooQuni'ty* I

i : iii) Lcudetia toyeyaTisiB - Ctenitai ooncitmun — Andropogon dumneri
i'i'

i-Occurs on e^osed rooky slopes and on narrow quartzite crests. 
IiQudetia kagerensis much exceeds the two subdominants in abundance, 
except i*ere flattenings of the slope enable accumulation of deeper 
soils. t?bere soil accumulates on outcropping, horizontal bedrock 
strata, mainly throu^ erosion from rq>ELLqpe, it is very leached and 
sour and si^ports a slope community in whi^ Androgoggn^duum^^ is 
dominant. iShere they form on mass waste, partially through weathering, 
ttiey are ridior in bases and arqiport ihe (g) or even (o) communitieB, 
e^cially if a woody vegetation is established. Under well-preserved, 
"dxed woodlatfl the community includes representativoa of the shade 
element (b) and a larger proportion of species typical of the transitional
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(o) and crest (a) coiiiinunities. These ooranvmities replace the slope 
conBUsity in iiallow hroad gullies which have heon denuded of woody 
vegetation.

■4

prr ^uctet_com5miitiea

As ohserved, thicket conmunities are composed of species which 
are neatly associated singly or in groins with all savanna conounities 
^ther conpound-leaf or nixed, and form in them a very conspienwus and 
characterizing eLement. It is often difficult to deteznine idien or 
where groupings of these spouies within the savanna coaounity deserve 
to he regarded as differentiated thicket ooBmunities, since hoth criteria 
of ertent of oooiipied area and differentinl ecological conqplexes are not 
universally applioahle and the thicket units are not always well-defined 
physii^oiiixially. Consequently the definition of thicket comaunltiea 
in the present study is egpplied flexihly according to different criteria. 
It is possihle, however, to distinguish several types of thicket, 
differentiated according to general hahitat type. Only one of them Is 
floilatically well-differentiated from the others and even in this case, 
the differentiating oompononta are subordinate. However, many thicket 
ooeaunitiee wore very difficult to stc^y in the ciroumstanoes of the 
present field work, due to their great density and floristdo diversity.

It would have neceeitated more time, manpower and equipment than were 
available to study such a formation in a proper fashion. Consequently 
tte ispreseion gained from what was, in fact, only a aiperfiolal atuly,

®»yhavB been deceptive.
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■12, Thicket-cluinp commmi'ty-

Within the area occupied hy savanna coBmunities liiere exists 
very -widespread and physiognoniically well-differentia-ted thicket 

ooBmunity idiich consists of oltffl5>3 of thicket vegetation rouj^ily 
lomd. in shape and of limited area, sharply defined from -the surTounding 
vegetation and regularly dls-tributed -wi-thin it. It occurs ho-tti on 
lowlaid and on iipland crests, hut while it is very widespread and 
apparently quite ubiqui-tous in lowland, its dis-trihu-^on on upland is 
limited hoth hy altitude and 'fey -Uie edaphic pat-tern. It is entirely 
absent from slopes.

Its composition reflec-ts -that of -the hroadleaf element of -the 
level, deep soil sa-vanna communities -that surround it, mainly -that of 
the large-size ahnib element hut also of the hroadleaf tree element, 
with the prominent addition of -the Cendelahra Tree. No opeoies of those 
T*ioh -were ohserved in it appeared to he specific and absent from -the 
savanna comnunltles and those species idiich donina-te it or are common, 
sudi as the Srew^, Teclea. Bhiu, mophy-llus. Harriaonia. Capparis and 
Carlssa spp, were also the most abundant and frequent in the shrub 
element of the sa-vanna communities. Physiognomioally- it is very 
distinettye, being dense and intertwined hy climbers and spiny soandent 
shrubs (a. hrevdspica etc,), unless disturbed.

The ooffi.-3uni-ly- is fouid in two or three main site associations: 
on termito-oounds and -their closest proximity; as regularly distributed 
clumps without apparent, direct association with ary differentiated 

site; and in a leas -well-defined fashion - surrounding large size shady
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I'trees. Hiis latter fonn appears to r^esent a more concentrated 
fora of the usual groupings of shrubs in the savanna coanunities.

It is parallel to other s
relatively well-supplied by or retentive of moisture. Of the other, 
much better defined, forms, that associated with teimite-Bounda 
relatively simple to expdain. Hiysioal and chemical prorpertios of 
mound soils (Hesse, 1955) indicate a much more favorable moisture 
regime than in surrounding soils, especially during the dry seasons. 
Consequently, representativos of -ttre thicket element are better equipped 
to coipoto with the dominant tree species of the surrouiding 
and to withstand regular burning.* Moreover, once establirfied the 
thicket Is less subject to human interferenee in Uie form of graaing 
and cutting and subsequent cultivation. The distribution of the moimds 
themaelvea is a subject for a special study but appears, on general 
impression, to be primarily related to soil texture and dspih (apart 
from elevation amd macrodimate), being relatively rare on shallow and 
sandy soils. It also appears to be related to drainage being limited, 
according to texture, to sites in idiich waterlogging is interrvpted 
for a sufficiently prolonged period during the dry seasons. It is 
only on mounds built in seasonally waterlogged valley floors that 
thicket is associated witii Acacias (except for the ludemanding and 
T’iokgrowing A. hockii which is widespread in association with mound thicket).

mAT concentra'tions on sites are

i
ish:'.appears

si
ifl
I' *I-
II'savanna

i
i

itIfi:
i

ir-s

• These considerations aj^axently apply only to old, inactive mounds irtiere 
ceaenting and “build-xq) no longer continue. It is an unresolved question 
^ther termite activity is as intensive tusder the present edaphic and 
climatic conditions of the area, as it formerly was and stHl appears 

he in other parts of the region.
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It is the thicket oluaps vMoh are not associated with termite- 

aounis that poae difficulties of interpretation. There is no apuarent 
ecological reason for their sharp differentiation from the surrouiding 

There are, however, several facts of cireumstantial evidencesavanna.

T*iob say point to the nature of these dumps. iVhere associated with the 
Acacia savanna, thickot-clusps are usually found idiero termite-mounds 
in various degrees of degradation, also exist; their spaced pattern 
«wi circular delineation parallels those of termite mouds hut they are 
never found i*ere termite mounds occur on seasonally waterlogged soils.

They usually differ from the termite mound thickets in being of larger 
size, lesser density and poorer floristic composition. The examination 
of thickets on progressively degraded mounds indicates a gradual 
development of the same trends. It mould appear, therefore, that thicket 
cluips represent a late stage in the degradation of termite mounds, 
Baintaining itself either on the still existing remnants of the special 
edi^hio habitat or through the creation of a specific moisture regime 
by the virtue of the physiognoodo nature of the community, 
tendency of representatives of the thicket element to congregate in 
groups suggests that a dense thicket community ia developed in a 
progressive succession aiovmd an initial nucleus of a tree or some of 
its more hardy representatives. Degradation of the termita-mound site 
is correlated with a regressive succession of the thicket. The thicket 
oluop stage ia at tines difficult to differentiate from the last stages 
of nouni degradation and represents, possibly, the last stage at vdiich

huaan interference is still prevented by the density of the stand.

t
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This oonuBuni-ly is included -within the thicket groi^ mainly on 
floiistio grounds, since physiognooically it resembles woodland or 
rooded savanna, and differs from the Acacia savanna mainly in having its 
tree layer coD^aed of large-size representatives of the -thicket elements 
It is associa-ted -wi-th a vrell-developed shrub layer of -the same element 
and of t. hoekll and Dichrostachvs cinerea. Kie tree and shrub layer 
teid to congrega-te in denser grotqa than in Acacia savanna but are much 
gore di^ersed than in the -thicket clun^. As was observed, this 
eomnimiity is associated vdth a grass layer representing a variant of 
the shade communi-ty (bii). No -termite mounds are associated -with it 
and several species chairacteriatic of the previous communi-ly, notably 
-the Candelabra Tree and Haumisonia abysslnlca are either absent or very- 
rare in it.

The communi-ly occurs on interfluva crests of mid-loirland dry areas 
(< 35* p.a.) mainly in the Ishura Lowland, and consequently, with -the 
■crest* or *medii»" series of -the Uawogola sandy clay loams and clay 
loams tbLoh are stron^y acid and of a low base sa-tura-tion. As stated, 
aiailar si-tes and soils -to the northwards are oociqiied by a compound 
leaf savanna in vhich Albizia -takes a predominant part and -the only 
hpparent dlfferen-tiating factor seams to be a higher rainfall, inducing 
«n even stronger acidity.

I
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£
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This is a lowland connmnity -rfiich ia little diffeientiatea in 
floristio conposition from the pievioua thicket ocwmunities except 
in -the deletion of species adapted to drier ooixlltida* (Euphorbia 
earddab^a^ Harrisonin abyasinica^ -Hie relatiwe increase of 
gieoies (Capparia, Cariasa app) and ■fee inclusion of certain new species 
(e.g. Hueggea. Sygygiui. etc.) It is however, very pronounced 
physiognoBically within -Uie savauma landscape, attaining great density 
and relative height.

It is characteristic of stream and swai^ banks vdiioh are not 
eroessively inundated and its extent depends on -Uia slope of -tie bank, 
so that on relatively flat banks raised above the incised stream it may 
fbm quite extensive belts.

sooie

i.:;

I

!
I:lr
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15. Thicket conimtinlty ofl slopes

i
This coBmunliy is associated -with two tj^pes of siter along 
outcrops, and in deep narrxjw gullies. It is similar in essential 

con^sition to ciher thicket communities “but contains a consider^le 
proportion of tree and shrub species of slope and transitional elements 
(Alblzln, Combretum, Heerla, Ficus. Mavtenus. Biddelia. Stereospermun.

etc.). Yfhere outcrop and deop-gully sites are combined, 
conposition is usually more varied and includes a greater proportion of 
^oaaion species (Anona. Lannea etc.) A veoiant of -this commiuai-ty occurs 
^ong incised gully extensions on pediment slopes vdiero associated with 

thicket are representatives of the Acacia savanna element.

-S;
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Thicket ^rnmn^ty in uplepd valleys

Ihe eomnmni'ty comMnes features of slope and wet drainage lino 
thickets with the addition of a specific element. Of this, the most 
croininent representatives are the Acanthus arhoreua shrub tdiioh forms 
erteaaiTS dense thickets in a post-disturbance succession and Pro tea 
nafl^pnaia and Gardenia .iovla-tonantla. idiioh are especially abundant 
T*eiB the thicket has been disturbed on arenaceous slopes and the 
resultant soils are especially thin, acid and impoverished. Markhamia 
iJatvealvi is frequent in the deeper soils of the valley floors and may 
he a forest climax remnant, thoujji in the more settled areas it may be • 
planted since it is widely used in building - carpentry. A. brevisnica 
TMch is absent from slope thickets is frequently present in valley floor 
thickets. There is no prominent change in oooqxjsition of the thicket 
Tiith altitude except perhaps in the sddition of some species Tdiich are 
net as common at lower altitudes (Bhus vulgaris. Bersamna abvssinlca 
etc.). In some areas (e.g. upper Huhuruhuki Valley) the thicket is quite 
dense, eontinuaus and wrell-developed, covering erven part of the crests 
of flanking ridges and may represent a climax or a sub-climax stage.

I
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The Pattern of Vegetation
;

The study of the vegetation pattern in relationship to the
i

geoBoiphic features of the area, nae confined to more or less level 
auifases (angle of slope < 10°) carrying deep ( > 2-3 ft.) soils with 
uniiiipeded drainage. It was considered that on slx^s and in eroding or 
aggraded valleys specific conditions obtain vdiich tend to obscure the 
effect of geomoiphlc differentiation. 11* view is reflected also in the i-
treateent of the subject of the present study in the previous chapters.

i.

The ecological nature of the study area

Very little is known directly of the ecology of the different pdants 
which conpose tlie vegetation of the area. Most of idiat is known is only 
in general terms concerning, mostly, the approximate climatic limits and 
the general nature of iiie moat frequent habitats. Consequently, the 
ecologieal redationships of the vegetation had to be deduced from Uie 
distributional and phytosociologioal features of the various components. 
Eonever, for such an ecological assessment to bo accurate, detailed data 
of ecological factors are necessary. Such date are only partially 
available especially in regards to maoro»ioroolimatio factors. More 
data are available concerning soil, but this is also only in regards 
to generalized soil types aid units aid selected edaphic factors. It

1
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®i3 neoessaiy, on the hasia of this available material, to formulate 
sose concept of -the variable ecological nature of the

The formulation of such a conc^t necessarily involves an attempt 
at reduction of the intricate congOex of factors into -file smallest 
possible number of criteria which will have a general applicability within 
the investigated environmental frame. A reduction of this kind is based 
on the principle that many of the ecological factors are interd^eident 
or produce combined effects and, consequently, several factors may be 
stressed by a sin^e one.

The decisive role of moisture in the ecological relationships 
within the area can he easily recognized, and more pronouncedly so 
in its edaphic than in its maoroclimatic aspects. This is understandable 
since the area was ohoaen and delimited to be climatically unifonn 
far as possible. Nevertheless, even with the paucity of available data 
on cliaatio differentiation within the area, at least one dimatio limit 
appears to be reflected in the vegetation - the 35" p.a. isoiyet.

Of the other environmental factors which affect moisture, no qmntitatdvB 
data is available and only a general qualitative assessment can be made 
of some of them. It wan reasoned that the ecological effect of the 
noisturs regime is determined mainly by two values - the retention 
oapaoiiy of the soil and the extraneous supply,

»hich affect the retentive capacity of soils, or the balance between 
0'5’ply and drainage, only rough estimates of soil texture end 
*°pogr^y are available, while supply of moisture can be assessed 

obly according to amount of rainfeai and categories of lateral sipply.

i

area.
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It ms thought, the.'-efore, that the closest approximation of moisture 
conditions that could he achieved is in the form of a graded relative

scale.

Similar considerations were applied to tihat appeared to he a 
Buhoidinate set of available factors - the chemical properties of the 
soils. Of these, as yia.B deduced from the few sites from which 
quantitative values were available, the most ii^xortant, both as ecological 
controls and as eopressions of interdependence and effect of other 
factors, are soil reaction and base saturation. No doubt, in many 
ecological complexes these factors are interdependent among themselves 
and Tdth the moisture factor. But as can be seen from the data of sample 
analyses, presented in the preceding chapter, the effect of moisture 
regime is modified by iiie intrinsic properties of the soil which also 
affect the dependence of soil reaction on base saturation.

However, idiile chemical factors are available in quantifettive 
data, evaluation of moisture regime must be largely a matter of 
assessment. Since not even the simplest postulated ecologioal oonrplex 
*ill be applicable without this factor, it is necessary to equate the 
moisture and the chemical factors by a common denominator of a graded 
relative scale.

Ihe ecologioal evalmtion of the various natural situations in 
■the area is consequently constructed on the basis of these two factors: 
moisture regime and ohemioal properties of the soil as expressed hy 
reaction and base saturation.

L

t

I

It consists of a scale of relative

i
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grafles of each of these factors, envisaged in oomhination with that of 
-the other.

The grade-scale of the moisture factor is based on the following 
inductive formula:

moisture factor (regime) = grade Slope + moisture supply)

The assessed relative grades of tile raenhers of the formula are as

i;
■I

foUons:

I

Slope (<10°) Ltexture A. grade B. grade
, t

sands, loam: sands and 
gritly loams 0-3“

3-6“

1 1

sandy loams 2 2
i.

loams 6-9“3 3 [

Olay loams and claya 4

1,
texture)

A/B gradeslope)
i

<1 1

t1 2

1-2 3

>2 4

J
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Moisture Supply Moisture factora
Sraae

>35"<35" p.a.
Grade (Vb + O)SODECE OP SOEELT

rainfall 1 2-3
rainfall+ slope 2 4
+ slope+ golly 3 5

+ large gully + gully 
or valley

4 6
7

+ large 
gully or 
valley I

5 6-9
1

!

A similar procedure vias applied to data on reaction and liaso 
aatmation in order to equate them with the moisture factor. !■

r

D.Eeaction (pH) Ebase saturation ^grade grade !
t.
i:

4.5 - 5.0

5.1 - 5.5

5.6 - 6.0

6.1 - 6.5 
5.6 - 7.3

1 <20 1

2 20-50 2

3 50-40 3

4 40-50 4 II
>505 5

!
C

addition of 
a aitilar scale

Ithe assigned grades of these two factors produces

as that of the moisture factor.
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Chesiioal factor

giade (D + E)

2-3

4

5

6

7

8-10
!

L r
I

Tbs coabiufttion of the two scales can he constructed as an ecologicaX 
quadrate ah1ch oust represent the possible ecological coi^lexes

of the area within the franc of the aTailable data, since it coi^rises 
"tile assessed values existing within the (?ig. 40 ).area

SI
f
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ThB ecologjgBl relationships of dom-inAT't Ioleniftnts

A pattern of vegetation as reflected in the
distribution of distinct 

comaunities is produced taaically by the ecological valence and

differential efficiency of the doioinant and subdominant 
elesenta, and can he generalized, in the absence

^ecies or II '

of accurate ecological
data, into a rational coc^irehenaivo outline, only if an assessment is 

of iiiese species orBade of these attributes in relation to each

elenents.

Sush an assessment ms attempted in the present study, by the 
?or the purpose, the

rili:S
Of the ecological quadrate described above.

Llevel landform of the area which 
flrainage, were diagnosed according to the

Icarry deep soils with unimpeded 1

available pedological and
=Uoatle data and classified into the thirty-six ecological 
depicted by the quadrate.

complexes

TOiere no direct pedological evidence was 1 :
availaUe, the ecologioea nature of the landform was judged by 

according to general climatic andcoqiarison to similar landforms and 
eeoaoiphic features, 
defined without reference 
“opleres do not fit into

In this way, these landforms were ecologically

to vegetation. It was found that two of the 
any ecologio situation on level surfaces 

* unimpeded drainage, tut do so in relation to certain slope and 
“ssraaed vallqjr sites . Five dominant or suhdominant tree species ard 

- were selected as the moat prevalent 
components of the vegetation, and the distribution

according to three categories of phytosooiologioal

One “ody element - (thicket)

uliaracteriatie - !:

Of each.

J
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relationships, was oheoked against each of the ecological complexes.

The pattern that emerged (Pig,40ii) shows a rational regularity 
of general structure although some of the details are difficult to 
e^lain, protahly due to absence of sufficient data. It can be seen 
that t. gerrardil. the most widespread dominant species of the area, 
is limited in its distribution both by low values of the chemical factor 
and by high values of the moistirce factor. At the same time it is 
evident that this limitation is relative, since the species is found 
to he exclusively dominant on waterlogged valley floors (complex 
8-9/8-10) and to be subdominant or common where the ohemicaX factor 
is at its lowest value (complex It would seem, conseq-uently,

that its absence or infrequency are not due to transgression of 
absolute limits of the ecological valence, but rather to weakening 
of competitive capacity under these conditions. This is evidenced 
by the several grades of phytosociologioal status of the species 
changing from exclusive dominance in the tree layer whore the combination 
of low moisture and high chemical factor occiuB, to aubdominance in tho 
mord moist, acid and base-poor complexes. This general tendency is 
conplioated both by the interaction of factors and by the availability 
of competing :^pecies. Thus, A. geinnrdii appears to he able to exert 
eiolnsivB dominance (with no attendant auhdominant trees) under fairly 
■Mist conditions (n.f. - 5-6) if the acidity is not too strong and 
^e-saturation not too low (oh.f. >5). On the other hand it is still 

fairly acid and hasa-poor soil (ch. f.idS) 

if the site is too dry (m.f. <■ 5) to enable other ^oies to compete
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The chemical factor appears to "be more limiting iiian the^■th it.
soisture factor since, as observed, the species is at least subdominant 
or comaon under iiie hi^eit moisture values as long as the cheniical •-!

^3#

■ ~;

facior exceeds the -value of 4, and vdiere this factor is of lovrer -value 
it occurs, in ai^ ^^hytosociological status, only m^ere the moisture 
factor is ^

aieber^ftTia has a much narrower ecological range. It is 
reatricted both hy low ( <= 5) high ( > 6) moisture factor values,

and Ej)peais also to he res-trioted hy a high { > 5) value of -the 
cheDloel factor. It is exdtisively dominant in -the -tree layer only 
in one ecological cooiilex (6/4) i.e., under condi-tions of medium 
moisture values and low chemical values. AEparen-tly it is only under 
these conditions that -Uie species competes successfully, to the 
exclusion of nil other tree species. At lower mois-ture -values it is 
ei-ther attended hy a subdominant (A. ge3n:ardii) or is only a co-dominant 
(uilii Alhizia) while at higher chemical values it is reduced -to 
suhdominant status. It E^peeurs, conssquently, that within -these 
aanow llmi-ts, the nois-ture fao-tor is more decisively limiting -than 
the chemical one, since heyoid the moisture limi-ta of dominance (5-6) 
the species is absent al-together or is infrequent, ^tils being still 
sub-dominant or common beyond the chemical limits of dominance (4).

A. vermnegRTi-i-t is adapted to better mois-ture and higher chemical 
™iuea than both of the previous species. It is present in a prominent 
ibytoaociologioal status only viiere the moisture factor is > 6 and

a da1 <33:
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the chemical factor is > 3. It attains aominance, altiiough 
exolusiTre, ^iiere the moisture factor is > 7 and tiie ohemioal 

A. TiolTacantha clearly requires even better moisture

i*ere

B27er

factor > 5«

coiditions hut can compote with. A. vermoesenil and attain both exclusive
I

aid attetded dominance idjere the chemical factor is <5. It is 
limited, apparently, also by drainage and beyond a certain limit of 
impediment i*ieh is usually associated with higher base-satiiration and 
lower acidity (■^ 6), it is either absent or infrequent. Albizla 
on the other hand, appears to represent an extraneous element on level 
surfaces. It attains a dominant or co-dominant status only on very 
acid, bese-poor and rt^idly drying soils and only where annual rainfall 
exceeds 35". 'Bhere rainfall is lower it is dominant or co-dominant only 
on slopes. It is, thus, possible that Albieia species mainly 
A. coriaria. are adapted better than ary other of the five tree species 
to rapid utilization of moisture si^ly and can, consequently, withstand 
a low retention capacity of the soils, llhere this capacity is higher 
it has to share its dominant statua or be reduced to a sub-dominant

il

!
I

t I
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one, either with A. aieberlana. There soils are acid and poor in bases 
(oh.f. < 4) or with A. geiraidii There it is less acid and richer 
in bases (ch. f. >4).

The thicket element occupies a special position in this complex 
of rdationahips, since it usually forms the shrub Isyer and, therefore. ! :

iias a lesser degree of competitive relationships irLth the tree species* 
lioreorer, in many

nc i
it appears to be dependent not only directly 

on the phyaiochemical aspect of the ecological convex, but also

cases ii

i
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inJirectly - on the biotio enyironuient as conditioned by the tree layer. 
In die present case, its ecological relationships appear to be of 
significance mainly diie to the fact that it is regarded as the dominant 
element of the potential climax-iype in most of the level landforms in 
the area. 1rph-ieVet attains exclusive dominance in only tso ecological 
complexes: one represents termite-mounds which are distinguished, 
chemically, by a very high base content and neutral reaction (Hesse,

1955), the second - clay loams formed from pre-weathered materiel 
on interflOTB crests in the < 35“ p.a. rainfall area, and i*ioh are 
chemically distii^iiahod by very strong acidity and poor base satvaation. 
It is interesting to note that both coogilexeB have the same measure 
of moisture factor (6) and represent extremes of the chemical factor.

Ihe abundance of the thicket element lesaens gradually both with 
greater aid smaller values of the moisture factor and are virtually 
absent on waterlogged sites and on shallow soils of dry slopes 
(except idiere specific moisture coiditions obtain, as along outorope 
and drainage lines). Generally it appears therefore, that the thicket 
element finds its ecologic optimum in a oertedn intermediate range of 
moisture aid is relatively indifferent to the ohemical status of the 
soil, Ihe fact that it is not dominant in this moisture irange except 
diere chetdoal conditions are extreme, indicates its inability to 
ctnsiete with tree ^eoies where conditions for their growtii hecome 
more favourable.
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to -iiie -writer, -that -these facte of ecologicalIt q>pears

astribution of -the thicket element have hearing on one of -the 
fundanental prohlems of tropical vegetation, namely - lie ahili-ty 
of lower life-forms -to oompe-te -wi-th higher ones aikl either attain an 
ejuilihidnn with them and form a mixed climax or overcome them and 
produce a single life-form climax. The problem is closely associated

and appears -to he one of -the

t-

rwith that of the na-ture of -the 
aajor reasons for doubts as to their genetic nature. The impression 
gained ty the writer and the opinion deduced from the ecological 
distribution of plan-ts in the area, is that comparison of the 
herbaceous aid woody life-forma is deceptive. Grasses are subject

savannas

■:Zi:

t

i

El
BS

Im
to an entirely different scale and scope of eoologioal values and 
do not compete with woody vegetation. Their assooia-tion in 
does not signify, therefore, a state of equilibrium -with a higher 
life form but the eiploi-ta-tion of a distinct ecological niciio. 
savanna may represent, therefore, a climatic climax of more or leas 
open woods with staids of grass between the trees, exploitiiig a 
different soil stratum in a different measure.

The lalations between thicket shrubs and trees are presumably on

!
a savanna

I;
'1

The

is1
is

a different level, both representing woody life-forms and at least 
partially coiqatitive. It would appear that thicket shrubs, representing, 
in general, a lower life-form, would not be able to compote with trees 

equally favoureble to both, although they -will 
This is, as observed.

il

diere ooncU.-tiona are 
te ctpable of forming a dense understorey.
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iiiicated by the ecological pattern of thicket distribution in the 
shows that generally the thicket element representatives 

aie unable to compete witii dominant tree species enoept where their 
ecological optimvm coincides witli the relative pessiaum of the tree 
species. This appears to put in doubt the concept of a thicket climax 
in the area. The evidence of ecologioal distribution and phytosoolologioal 
structure under the environmental conditions of the area, suggests that 
ihicket as composed within the area, is subordinate to a more 
euiyvalent Acacia woodland or savanna climax type. Certainly, under 
different ecologioal oiroumstanoes such as a non-equatorial climate 
of the same rainfall range, a thicket element of similar composition 
may have a greater competitive potential, perhaps due to lesser 
dependence on even annual distribution of moisture si^iply (deeper 
root system?) and constitute the climax type. ’.Therever in Uganda 
a thicket formation is the dominant vegetation form at present, i.e. 
ihere it is not dispersed and physiognomically subordinate to savanna 
as it is in tte study area, the associated ecological complex 
comprises a lower moisture factor than that which appears to limit 
the thicket in the area, either due to lower rainfall or to ligjiter 
texture of the soil. Furthermore, contrary to Langdale-Brown's 
definition of tl« thicket in the area as Deciduous, it appears to be, 
both florlstically py>d ecologically, semi-evergreen and, thus, different 
from the thicket formation in the drier parts of Uganda.
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fanil units and aurfaoesTjufitatioo

jhe pattern of aominant species or elements on the eoologic 
quadrate, lends itself to ocmparison with the pattern of communities 

deteiBined ty the method descrihed and as outlined atovo, eind a 
ttern of ecological conjilex-oommunity association can he outlined.

Ibis enahles the gro\5)ing of the complexes according to site-tgrpes and 
la^oima which can he further classified according to moisture habitat 
ijjes, general rainfall regions and altitudinal levels (Pig.^od;

I

as

pa'

I

II'
Kg. 4-0

The resulting diagram is, of course, a product of generalization 
in rijich certain details of vegetation and soil patterns may he ohsoured, 
tut it does achieve a pattern of correlation between the elements of 
vegetation and those of soils, geomorphological features and surfaces.

li

i' -
i' '■

Several facts emerge from this pattern. i;
.1

The communities of the area can he classified according to their 
surface relationships into four groins:

1.

Coomunities restricted to the Bwampara sinrface;

1 tree and 1 grass community

Communities restrictad to the Gayaza + broad crests of

the Sanga Surface; a grass communi-ty and variant of a tree

communi'ly.

a.
1

b.

i
in

Communitien restricted to "the Lowland Surface —

5 tree (or 3 variants), 1 grass community (or 2 variants) 

aid. 1 thicket communily.

c. nc:
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d. Communities common to the lowland and Gayaza + Sanga 
Surfaces: 2 tree and 2 grass communities (2 variants).

The grass communities restricted to upOa^d surfaces are irfiolly 
or partially differentiated due to presence of species vdiose 
distrihution is characterized either by a wide altitudinal

2.
.a

range
or by a montane or submontane range. Since grass communities.

: .

in contrast to tree communities, are subject to some degree of 
altitudinal control, their correlation witix the historical aspect 
of geomoiphio surfaces is of relatively small significance and 
it is mainly the tree communities that stoiald be examined for a 
pattern of correlation. There is, however, only one well-defined 
tree oommunily whose distribution is restricted to upland 
surfaces.

H-
li-

T':3. 2ie A» aieberlana - Albizia tree community (no. 7) found on 
the de^r soils of the Bnanjjara surface is controlled,

"be seen from the ecological quadrate (Pig,'%) hy a moderate 
moisture factor and a veiy low chemical factor. The value of 
the moisture factor is produced by heavy texture and higher 
rainfall, modified by prevalence of relatively high angles of 
slope and the absence of considerable lateral supply (free 
drainage). The chemical factor is, no doubt, determined by 
the moisture regime inbich with other edaphic factors, mainly 

content and decomposition of organic matter, are at least

as can
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partially controlled by altitude. That effect of altitude on 
vegetation is not direct hut realized indirectly throu^ the soil, 
is evidence hy the fact that the dominant species affiliate the 
coamunHy vdth lowland communities of similar ecological compLexes. 
The nature of the community is, thus, controlled ty soil that has 
been modified by altitudinal influences and, consequently, does not 
reflect significantly the goomorphio nature of -Bie surface except 
in the sense that altitudinal influences could be exerted in a 
considerable measure only on the most iQ)lifted surface, i.e. the 
cddstt one.

;

r

I

Coanunities rfiich are restricted to the Lowland surfaces 
(2,3,6,13) are all confined to several distinct landfonna aid 
site types. In the drier part of the area they are fomd only 
on interfluves, whether raid-lowland or peidperhial. In the 
more humid pert, they are found also on pedimenta. 
ecologio feature of these sites and laidfoims are the very low 
or low chemical factor valuea expressing both strong acidily and 
low base-saturation. Within these chemical limits the communities 
are differentiated according to the moisture factor. Only wtore 
value of the moisture factor are very high - in moist habitats, are 
these oommunitieB associated with moderate chemical values, and 
that only in the drier part of the

5, Except for the presence in a restricted area of upland crests, 
a

of variant (li) apeoifio to the Gayaza Surface, which is of

4.

3
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aoubtful correlative aigndfioanoe, the only woody communitios 
occurring on this Surface are also found in lowlands. Consequently,
the general impression gained in the area is that vegetation has

a greater measure of correlation wiih individual landfoims and 
site-lypes iiian with the surfaces as differentiated ty geomoxphio 

However, this ieqiression is accurate only in general 
teias and mainly in the sense that the nature and distribution 
of vegetation are correlated with surfaces only indirectly, througji 
the nature of the soils or the eodlogioal complexes conditioned ly 
the surface. It is also correct in the sense that vegetation in, 
on the ^le, a product of oonteoqioraiy environment, and is a much 
shorter-tens natural phenomenon than soils. It cannot, therefore, 
he expected to correlate with the age of -the surface unless the 
is reflected in ihe nature of the present environment. That it 
is not reflected in ilie soil, idiich is the most conservative 
element of the ecological environment, was shown in the preceding 
chapter and is evidenced by the fact that communities 
common to the younger and older surfaces.

Nevertheless, if correlation is sought not with 1iio age 
of the surface but with the contemporary environment conditioned by 
it, several aspects of vegetation must be noted. Althougii there 
ia no significant floristlo or phytosooiologioal differentiation 
tetween stands of ihe sane communities on tq>land and lowlaid 
aorfaoea, there is a noticeable difference in their physiognony.

^liis is evident mainly in ihe least disturhed stands and is

evolution.
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escpressed in the consistence on the upland surfaces of greater 
densily of vegetation within equivalent moisture habitat tj^pes 
and more vigorous growth within the different species, 
the first observational fact that is noted in the survey of tie 
area's vegetation and it is only adien floidstio and phytosociologio 
features ^ examined, that the in^pression of uniformity is gained.

This is !•
i•!:

-

6, It is also evident from the diagram that of the two tree

communities (1,5) that are common to the Gayaza and Lowland 
Surfaces, one - that dominated tiy A

s
i ■ 1

gerrarail. is relatively 
widespread and eurytopie, associated with as many as five complex

I
i

groiipB involving fifteen of the thirty six ecological complexes. 
Ihe other, in which A. genardii is associated with A.

F
'1'vermoesenil.

involves only two groups and five complexes. It is signifloant if
if i-

hthat all of iiiese eacpresa high moisture and moderate to 
chradcal factors. This is to he expected in the lowlai^ slte-iyp« 
with which this communily is associated, i,e. - at mouths of 
valleys irtiere lateral supply of moistiire and dissolved bases is 
relatively abundant. It is, however, an aberrant jheix)Benon on 
crests, even if broad, iriiere the only moisture supply is throu^ 
rainfall in the driest part of the area, and viiere average angles 
of slopes are certain to be hi^er and diadnage more free. Th** 
faigh moisture factor la, consequently, mainly due to the hwivy 
texture of the soil and the high chemical factor is mainly diif> 
to its intrinsically high base content, llie extraordinary nature
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of this phenomenon is brought into greater prominence if Ihe 
relative areas of the surfaces cccupied by this community are

compared. On the Geyaza and part of the adjoining Sanga Surfaces 
this communi-ly is associated exclusively with Eugaga Series soils 
T*ich oo<n5>y roughly 30-40^ or more of the Gayaza (+ Hirampara residuals) 
Surface, on ;®land blocks. Sas^des of valley mouth sites occupied

i
ly this community form no more than 10-SOjS of the area of the 
adjoining pediments alone. There is no doubt, consequently, tlat 
this community of A. gerrarflii - A. vermoesenii occurs on the 
Lowland surface only on topographically favoured sites aid in a 

veiy restricted area. It is, on the other hand, widespread and 
characteristic of the Gayaza and part of the Sanga Surfaces not 
because of specially favoured topographic oiroumstanoea but due 
to intrinsio qualities of the associated soils. To this extent 
there is a dear correlation between this communi'^ the mturs 
of the surface.

i

It
il

7* The other tree coomunity, mblch is common to hoth curfaces, is 
doninated exclusively hy A* gerrardii, and, aa observed, is 
relativity eurytopic. But a closer examination of its 
distributional pattern, shows that it also has definite limitations« 
On the upland mirface it is associated with the deeper j^ses 
of the Isinglro soils which are much drier than the Rugaga soils 
(o«f« 2-4), being more sandy and shallow, but possess a hi^ 
content of bases (ch, f, - 7-10) (Pig.-^od; complex group 14-)•
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i
On the lowland surface it is assooiatea inainly with the Mbaiam 
Series T*ioh represents soils develqped on foothill pediments 
or on relatively young interfluves. Ih^y are still in a state 
of aotive pedogenesis and oonseguently endowed with a considerable 
amount of base nutrients, producing a moderate to high vali» of 

Both this factor and the moisture factor 
depend on the nature of the site but in all cases th^ are never 
chemically poor (ch. f. > 4) or very moist (m.f. < 7). 
oomplext-grovs. this eommuniiy is found on soils of -Hie Mawogola 
typo, iddoh are developed on deeply leached and weathered parent 
material, but there it is associated only mth a certain site-iype 
(lower slope) and a certain member of the catera ("Hillwash") 
in rdiioh a lateral supply of dissolved bases produces tbe suitable

!

ii.
tile chemical factor* [•

{

In one

';;v

I
-

,1

IS
IkliKmecological circumstances. It can bo seen, therefore, that the 

link between the surfaces that is provided ly this relatively 
ubiquitous community is conditioned by a certain range of the 
ecological environment embracing ecological complexes occurring 
on both surfaoea.

1
.i

SI

In both cases "tiiese complexes are associated 
with the younger soils of the surface. On the upland surface 
Trfiere the soils ere chemically favourable the communily is 
limited, conpetitively, by lesser dessication during the djy 
season. In the lowland it is limited by low base satuiation 
strong acidity.
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Conclnaiona as to the Nature and IM-strlbutlon

of Vegetation

guccesaiopal and Foraational Considerations

1. An analysis of grass and tree savanna and grass coamunities 
aistidliution on deep soils with unimpeded drainage, reveals that in 
Bost cases grass comnunities Tddoh dominate the grass savanna are also 
founi in association with wooded savanna or woodlands, in vrtiidi 
certain tree communities dominate. It also reveals that the eoologioBl 
cojplezes with which grass communities are associated on these soils 
always support also certain woody commxmlties. There is, therefore, 
no reason to assume that grass and tree savannas are conditioned hy 
olimatio or edaphic circumstances and it is likely iiiat they are derived 
formations, induced by direct or indirect human interferwnce. There 
are grounds for believing that with oeasation of interference, grass and 
tree savanna will revert gradually to wooded savanna or woodland.

The aituation is, of course, different where soils are shallow or 
waterlogged during the year, but vdiere shallowness is duo to denudation 
foUowipg human interference, reversion to wooded savanna or woodland 
say occur, alihough it will be much retarded in comparison to suocession 
on undiaturbed soils.

■ V
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2 As observed, the evidence concerning the distribution and 
jHe ecological lelationships of the tiiicket eleiaent does not airport the 

of a thidcet climax-ta^ for the area* It is consideredsuggestions
ihat conronents of this element are proTjahly phytosocd-ologically important 
in the structure of the area's potential vegetation, especially where 
it is a nooded savanna, hut -Hiat under -liie range of moisture regime 
ttat ohtains in the area, they may form a climax-type community only in
certain ecological situations, i*ero available tree species ere excluded. 
It la also considered that the differentiation of thicket vegetation 

does not attain a auh-fomational level, as indicated tyin the area
tbe saior. and most frequent coi^nonts. Tlhile deciduous components 
ate constantly associated with the thicket element, especially in the

so that even in the driestlowland, the most frequent ones are evergreen, 
jart of the area the thicket is bettor designated as aeni-evergreonC--

than deciduous*

t -

3, Contemporary woody vegetation of deep soils at elevations 
erceeding 5500 - 5600 ft. a.s.l. is represented by tiw main physiognomic- 
floristio types. One is largely composed of thicket vegetation in 
ihich evergreen ^eciea are present in greater proportion thp lower 
dosn, and Is associated with Albizia tree epp.; tiie other - iOTical 
of ihe more disturbed vegetation - is a tree or grass savanna in which 
iJbi^ is associated with Acacia sieberiana and thicket is only 
subordinate in the woody layers. It appears, that on these sites, 

the immediately potential vegetation is largely evergreen thicket

r. ' : -V
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associated irlth Altizia SEp. and that *. BiahHi-iBnA is a temporary 
serai element of the regenerating vegetation, since no stands of Tooded 

or rroodland dominated hy this species were observed at iiiis 
elevation. Bbirever, even if -are suggestion is correct, it is doubtful 
tihether a semi'-evergreen liricket represents the climax t3^ of the high 
altitude sites. Inasmuch as all these sites are subject to hi^er 
annual rainfall, possibly even hi^er than implied by the rainfall map, 
thicket may represent only an advanced stage in the succession to medim 
altitude forest, possibly including Albizia spp. as one of its ii^iortant

savanna

cooponenta.
t

4. Ihe climax type of all deep soils of tiie lowlands and of the lower 
and Intermediate tfiland surfaces, appears to be a conqpound-leaf savanna 
dominated mainly hy Acacia sprp. but with a greater proportion of 
Albizia spp. in the more ralpy parts. It is impossible to estimate 
to what time scale thin postulation applies. Evidence derived from 
areas cleared of vegetation (see Appendix H ) shows that a thirty year 
period is sufficient to restore the Acacia savanna to an aspect and 
structure iriiailnT to those of adjoining uncleared area. Evidence of 
some of the leaat populated and tae-tse infested parts of the lowland 
shows no significant floristio change from more disturbed areas. 
Iredominanoe of thicket is, in most cases, referable either to local 
site-ecology or to human interference and in all such observed locations 
Aoaoia spp, or Acacia ani Albizia spp. are either currently dominant

Or appear to he potentially so, in terms of physiognomic features (large 
isolated groups, a distrihution pattern nhidbi cannot he accounted for

I
C
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ty any eeologioal differentiation, eto.). Consequently, if the haaio 
assuioption of tiie existence of a dimatio conqiound-leaf savanna 
oliinax-'lOTe ia accepted, and it appears to he accepted also hy langdale- 
Broro in regards to other areas (aostly under 25" - W>" p.a. rainfall and 
on sandy loans to clay loans) there seems to he no grounds to helieso 
that tbs climatic climax type of the area should he other than a form of 
a compound-leaf mooded savanna. Xt is possihle that the florlstio 
composition of this climax type -will he soneshat different: A, gerrardii 
appears to ho specially prominent due to the advantage it has in being 
able to vithstand a greater measure of seasonal dessication than other 
oompound-leaf apeoios; consequently, its role in the potential climax 
my he modified ty the greater retention of moisture attending a denser 
vegetation; the climax type may, thus, he floristicly and phytosociologi- 
cally more variable. Xt mill he perhapa, a more moist type of vegetation 
hut vdll still represent a for* of oot^iouna-leaf savanna type.

■
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Eooloylcal relatio"«>ilio8 and distributional •patternss
i A principle stated previously - that vegetation, compared to other 

components of the landscape, is a relatively short-tom phenomenon 
in that it expresses, actually or potentially, the existing 
environmental coditions, and retains relics of fomer environments 
only if aM vhere their ecological coi^lexea mere preserved - 
appears to be basic in any attempt at correlation of vegetation 
mith geomorphic features. As is well known, climate is the major

1.w1
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environmental control of vegetation, determining its nature on

or even their associated soils^ formational level. If landfoms 
reflect their own mode of development, the vegetation will he

aflejited to these features only within lie frame of olimatio control.

It is only idiere this control is modified very drastically hy 
gooeonhio and eda^jhic factors that vegetational response may 
transcend it. Such a modification never occurs prominently on

noticeable where the limiting
- .'V

deep, well-drained soils, hut may he 
climatio factor, moisture in the present case, is modified to some

more

Anotherdegree hy the nature of other environmental factors, 
fvmdanental principle in lendfom-vegetation correlations is that 
lanaform affects vegetation only indirootly, throng the properties

it imparts to its soil-mantle and soils, v*ile more inert than 
vegetation, are leas inert than the landfom on idiioh thty rest.

the response of vegetation to the nature of theConsequently,
landform may he entirely unrelated to its evolutionary pattern.

2. The response of vegetation to edaphio factors within the existing
Booh of theclimatic frame is quite well-defined in the area, 

several genetic moil units represented in the area, emhiacea a

certain number of edaphio complexes controlled hy climatic
Those exert differentialdifferentiation, site type and landform. 

control on vegetation hut only within the limits imposed hy tire

to all manifestations of the soil iype. Sinceproperties common 
edaiiilo factors affect vegetation in oomhination and since
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response of vegetation is limited in variation 1)7 the genetic 
of its floristic components, similarities in ecologicalrange

oomplexea and in response of vegetation may arise hetneen different 
soil -types. Consequen-tly, an attempt -to classify the -vege-ta-tion 
of -the area into comprehensi-ve ecological elements mould not

result in complete correlation mi-fch genetic soil -types. Thus, -while 
the number of soil -types represen-ted in -the area on level surfaces 
with unimpeded drainage is five, only four ecologic elements nay bet . ■

distinguished;

a. -/ege-ta-tion of acid, low-base soils; associated mainly -wi-th 
ferralsola of -the Hawogola and Kold. Catenas, but also wi-th 
those associa-tes of the transi-tional ferriaols (Ubarara Series) 
-that are more similar -to ferralsols due to older age or -to 
topogr«j>hio and te)rtural peculiarities causing increased 
leaching of t>aseB and stronger acidiiy.

b. tTegeta-tion of sli^-tdy acid aid highly base-sa-tuia-ted

soils of dry habita-ta. Associated mainly with the younger 
(pediment) or heavier textured but mell-drainoa phasea of 
the Mbarara ferrisols. However, since ferrdsols are by- 
definition transitional in properties, there are other 
soil-types or assooia-te soil -types, which under certain 
circums-tances exert the name effect on vege-tation. Thus, 
the lower slope associate of the Hawogola ferralsols approaches 

ferrisols in properties due to lateral supply of bases.

J,;. U
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On the other hand they are approached hy the Recent 
Iroplcal Soils of the Xsingiro Series vdiich are intrinsically 
richer in bases hut are much shalloeer and subject to
desBXoation idiich prevents the use of the nutrient content
hy the vegetation.

Vegetation of sll^tly acid to neutral and highly bnse-c.

saturated soils in habitats transitional to aoist. Associated 
predominantly with the fersiallitlo Hugaga soils, but also 
with phases of the Hbarara ferrisols which have a compensating 
stgiply of moisture and bases (probably in a dopositional 
overlay) on sites situated at mouths of large gullies or small 
valleys.

d. Vegetation of acid and low-base soils at high altitudes. 
Associated wilh the humic kaolisols of the Bwaiipara Series. 
Although actively pedogenatic, they have an altitudlnally 
controlled edapbic regime and are very acid and leached. 
Consequently they have an affini-ly to preweathered 
ferralaols vrfdch is expressed to some degree in the v^etation.

3. Vegetation is, therefore, correlated with geomoiphio features 
on two levels of differentiation. The lower level is associated 
with the relationships of vegetation with individual landfonos and 
site-lypes. The measure of effect exerted hy ihese features is 
not uniform and depends on hoth intrinsic and extraneous factors. 

Several main landforms can he distinguished:
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a) Interfluves

Differentiated into old, mid-lowland interfluvBB T*ich

were developed on pre-weathered materiel, and on i*ich 
pedogenesis is lialted or retarded; and relatively young 
interfluves still actively weathering into soils. Pre-weathered

interfluves are associated with marginal chemical factors

and consequently vegetation is affected profoundly, on -the 
communily level, hoth hy sli^t climatic changes and site-lype 
differentiation. Thtis, different communities are found helow 
or over the 35" p.a. iaohyet and on crests and lower slopes 
of the interfluvoB. lounger interfluves in -the periphery of 
the lowland differ also in relative age, or in the conditioning 
of moisture regime hy texture and topographio relationships. 
Vegetation is dlfferentinted on the community level only tdiexe 
such intrinsic differences are profound and effect peeminent 
modification of edaphic factors, mainly in degree of leaching 
(e,g, A. gerrardli - A. aieheriana community on leaohed 
interfluves of arena-like lowlands). Otherwise, site-types 
cause the differentiation of vegetation only on the variant or 
physiognomic level. Thus, on the lower interfluve slope 
vegetation may he differentiated from that of the crest ty 
a larger proportion of the tHeket element; the grass community 
nay form a variant in nhiob an associated species exerts 
conspicuous local dominance (e.g. Set^^^__s^ace^^^a variant 
of the Themeda trlandra community).
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Pediments

Pediments are distinguiahed from otter lowland landforms, in 
relation to vegetation, mainly lay the additional BUpjdy of 
moisture and dissolved nutrients from the adjacent upland slope. 
Where gently sloping, the benefit of this supply is more pronounced 
than on short and steep pediments. Xf such pediments occur under 
hi^er rainfall and below low upland slopes, the effect of lateral 
Bvpply nay be entirely negated and the pediments soils will be 
strongly leached. Vegetation of pediments is differentiated on the 
community level, mainly due to the combination of ihese 
differences. Where one of these factors is mitigated, mainly the 
angle of pediment slope, iiie associated vegetation is differentiated 
only on a lower level - that of a variant (A. vermoeaenii variant 
of the A. polvacantha “ Albizia spp. communi'^) . Where several

of the factors are mitigated the vegetation is differentiated only 
in a sub-variant level (e.g. A. brevispica understorey of the 
A, gerrardii community), or only in the grass community (o.g. 
Becteitnstm net net» dominance under A. genardii at small gully 
mouths).

c) Vallny mmith.

Where pediments are intempted by broadly incised drainage

lines of upland valleys or leurger gullies, special habitat ccnditlons

of moisture prevail, which cause a change in vegetation.

'■s
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Ihe measxire of effect on vegetation depends mainly on the 
catchment basin at the back of ihe site and the nature of the 
slope, and on deposits on the vall^-mouth bed, the latter being 
apparently more important than the fonner. The differentiation 
of ihe communities from those of ihe adjoining pediments is 
graiationalj change of the siibdominant on relatively vrell-drained 
sites (e.g. A, gerrardii - A. vermoeaenli eommunily); reduction 
of dominant to siibdominant status on heavier deposits; exclusion 
of -the pediment dominant and introduction of a new dominant on 
flatter, wetter beds (e.g. A. nolvaeantha communities).

a) Crests

In relation to vegetation, crests are differentiated mainly 
according to width and form as reflected in the nature of the 
drainage. Soil texture, dependent both on litholosr ai^ drainage, 
increases the variety of possible combinations. These, however, 
may be generalised into narrow, medium and broad crests. 
Differentiation of vegetation on the community level occurs mainly 
^ere chests become broad and drainage more moderate, but other 
factors such as annual rainfall, altitude, topographic position 
or texture of soil nay shift the limit of differentiation to medium 
crests or prevent differentiation on broad crests. On narrow 
crests - free drainage and consequent seasonal dessication may 
produce an ecological conplex similar to that of well-drained 
pediments and, thus, cause similarity of vegetation. On medium 
or broad crests more moderate drainage combined with heavier soil

J-: —
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texture and high base content may produce moisture cnn,^-;+.-i nyig 
similar to those of lie better drained valley-mouth sites 
cause similarity of vegetation*

and again

4. The higher level of correlation between vegetation and geomorphio

between differentiated eoologic elements of vegetation 
and genetic surfaces as associated wiiii specific soU types, 
controlling factors of differentiation on this level are mainly those 
associated wiih relative age of soils as reflected in measure of 
pre7«atherlng and leaching.

features occurs

The

Conseguently, the first order of correlation is twofold:

1. Between vegetation of preweathered, leached soils aid surfaces 
with Tduch such soils are associated, 
of the Bovdand Surface, developed

These occur in the older parts 
on incompetent lithology at a 

relatively early stage of the Lowland phase and are, therefore, deeply 
weathered and mature with geomorphio and pedogenetio processes 
decelerated or halted; 2. between vegetation of pedogenetioaJly 
active, base-saturated soils and surfaces which are either relatively 
young - the peripherial parts of the Lowland Surface - or are being 
actively dissected - the older upland surfaces.

Ihe second order of correlation is realized on the geomorphologically 
pedogenetioally active surfaces. It is controlled by moisture 

regime as reflected in the degree of seasonal dessioation aid produced 
% the balance of pedogenesis over erosion (expressing degree of 
dissection) and hy soil texture (expressing lithology and topography).

■; -
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Vegetation in seasonally diy haU.tata is correlated with lifter 
texture deep soils developed in the peripheral parts of the Lowland 
Surface or with heavier-textured, shallower recent soils developed on 
the more dissected parts of the V5pland surfaces; Vegetation of hahitats 
transitional to moist is correlated mainly with the heavy textured 
deeper soils on well preserved remnants of iqjland surfaces hut also 
with laterally supplied, mainly allochthonous, soils of special sites 
on foothill pediments. There is, therefore, an overlap in correlation, 
between i5)land and lowland surfaces where the properties of the 
actively pedogenetic crest soils are degraded by the stroi® dissection, 
or There the properties of the leas actively pedogenetio pediment soils 
are mitigated by lateral supply of moisture and nutrients.

more
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Appftnri-iT T

Eepresentativc Profiles of Sioiln

Hie presentation of profile descriptions is tiased on their 
association vdth different geomoipiiio levels and situations and not 
according to their catenai7 disposition, al-liiough such an anangeiaent 
lefiecta conclusions reached after the fact. Farallel profiles 
desciihed in the aenolrs of the Besearch Division of the Departaent 
of igriculture of Uganda (Series I: Soils) are presented for 
si^plesent and conpazison. I

I. Ifpland Soils

i. B32Qsr^,^oreBt_s^rface_j^on^s

1, KihungTezi-Cbewiro ildge. Eastern Ewajnpara, South of Kanywangani; 
ridge orest-slopo (5®); 5300* a.s.l.; 35^0" p.a.; under laieiaeda 
triaadra - Doiidetia kagerensia grass savanna.

OtS" Very daric-hrown (10 IE 2/2) hunoae, sandy loan

Mazy quartzite fragments. Tfeahly crumhly structure.

5-20* Dark trorm (7.5 IR 1^/2) sandy loam. Many quartzite fragments. 
Weakly compact. Structureless.

20'+ Pockets of daxkebrown (7.5 YR 3/2) sandy loam in fragmented
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quart zite«

This is, ohviouEay, a shalloir A-C profile idth a veiy buDose 
Aj-borizon. It represents a very young, almost skeletal, soil in a 
state of actiire pedogenesis with a retarded deooi^oaition of plant 
detritus, possibly due to the position on the crest slope and conse^Lvent 
free drainage. It is difficult to account for the ahallomsss and 
the youthfulness of ifae soil of the profile unless a recent exposure 
of -Uie surface is stipuJatod. Broaional activity cannot be invoked 
since more nature profiles are to be found on steeper crest slopes.

At tlie sane tine, the only laterite found in the vicinity is in tile 
form of erratic blocks and there is no indication of currently 
disintegrating sheet of laterite 
pedogmssia. It is possible that the soil represents near developaent 
foUoaing cessation of hiaan activity vfcioh forasrly accelerated 
erosional processes throng burning ani grazing. The dooinance of 
Iheaeda triandra in the grass'cover in relation to Loudetla kagerensia 
indicates the developaent of more favourable conditions and a stage 
preceding the disappearance of the latter species.

HaiR^ (i960) describes a similar profile from Bugamba (Central 
Seai^aza) representing on tgper eminent of the Bugaaba Catena, idih 
the attended difference of hijdior elevation (5,800') and rainfall 
(45-50*) and phyllite as parent-rook.

j!
-

I.

li'?t
iH:

J t

new bedrodc surface to a

13

.■■t

fif.

Profile 28 (20237-39) (ibid, p.36)

0-7* Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2) stony loam. Hapy fragaents of phyllite 

Loose crumb structure. Many roots.
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If7-18« Coiopact Taut very friable, atructurdasa. Much angular itoyllite. 
18"+^ Mainly weathered phyllite in situ with pockets of reddiah-brown 

(2.5 IE, Vt) loaa.

Conparatively this is a less sandy and more leached profile and 
despite its sooeiiiat lesser depth it represents, probably, 
advanced weathering. These characteristics any bo assigned to hi^r 
lainfhll and sonevdiat less resistent parent-rock.

It is, however, of the sane genetic nature and its general noiphology 
is similar. It appears that as long as more data on the effects of 
climate and lithology are not available, the grouping of these profiles 
in the same series is justified.

1' 
If
il
j;

jf
more i

i

fJf

■J2. Bain ridge of Eastern Bwaapata. ME orest-alppe (8°) of Mt Eagsieju.

5,700* a.s.l.; 35-40" p.a.; under Cvnbooo

tniseta post-cultivation community.

0-11" Bark reddish-brown (5 IE 3/4) clay loan; humiferous; friable, 
-nakiy subangular-blocliy structure.

11-35* Eeddish-brown (5 IH 4/3) clay loan. Moderately subangular-bdooby 
structure; more compact than the horizon aibove. Eew ochre 
(5 IE 5/6)Qoneretions and occasional laterite fragments.

35-43" Brown-red (2.5 TR k/k) clay loan. TTeU-develqped aubangular 
blocky structure. Eairly ocmpaot. Concretions mare numerous 
than in the horizon above; laterite fragments.

43*+ Hyllite rubble intermixed with clay-loam.

exi^vatua - Beoterogs^smn

■:
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u
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li'The profile represents a -nell-dereloped soil Tnrt e^pears to he ^ 

still in a state of active pedogenesis. The B-hoilzon is quite distinct 
and has the attributes of a B-struotural except -Biat no dear cla^-skins 
were found on the structural units. At the saee tiee, there is a clear 
increase of clay and of ferruginization doen the profile iiddcatiie 
a relativeJy intensive leaching. Tet, leachii* is not intense 
to differentiate an eluvial Ag^iotisen. It ia, consequently, possible 
that clay lUinrlation is lateral (the crest is about 60 ft higher 
the pit). The Inpression infartod by the pnifile is, therefore, of a 
aatuie crest soil developed in situ under a sooeidwt transitional 
oliaate, vith sufficient rainfall to allov soae degree of leaching, 
accuaulation of clay, and differentiation of a structural-Uice B-horizon, 
but not sufficient to ensure the fomation of distinct nliy-aVii..,

;■

t!

•'i
j-

!t
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Si■ u
I

2«
t
3 i;!:

2l
.22

:
22

3. Kaswba eain ridge.

(5 ); 5,300' a.s.l. (a modified remnant}; 25-30" p.a.: CvMbonogen

grass ooBnunily (poasihly post-cultivation), 
on edge of Acacia vermoeaenll - A, gerrardii voodland.

0-5" Teiydait: greyish-hroim (10 IB 3/2), heavily humose, sandy loss; 
friable; medium crumb structure

5-11" Dark greyish-hroan (10 IE J|/2) saifly loan, stained -with organic 
matter; friable, 2ireak eruii} structure. leterlte gravel 

11-28" Grey-brown (5 IB 5/3) sandy loam; somewhat compact; weakly

ahbangular; blooky structure; ochre (5 IE i|/6) patches and mmII 
iaric concretions. Laterite gravel

Cbanka Hill; a depression on the crest slops

excavmtw — Thfamgii

I -

5-'''
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28-36" Broun (10 XR 5/3) sandy loan; fine subangular - blociy atructuze; 
more coii^ct iiian the horizon ahovn; concretions none nuraerona; 
laterlte gravel

36-55" Eeddiet-hroim (5 XR VS) sandy day loan; coopact and 
stzustiireless; tuny dazis: and reddish conczetions; quarts 
ftagnents and laterite gravel 

55*+ Quartz rubhle in day loam natxix.

Ihe pzofUe differs frora the fozaer in several signtfioant respects. 
It reflects ifae arenaceous parent-rock in the lighter texture of all 
horizons. Xhe B-struotural horizon, although less distinct, is hotter 
differentiated fron the C-horizon in being both less compact and less 
dsyey. Leadiing is apparently mostly lateral as indicated by site 
position. Site position, in a sli^t depression, and dose to moodland, 
probably accounts also for the considerable amount of organic matter 
vfaich appears to be quite -veil distributed in the ig>per horisoos to a 
relatively great depth, so that'the absence of a distinct elzwial Ig 
horizon is vezy pronounced. It is, therefore, as in the fbzmer prof ile, 
a mature soil actively developing in situ, but for topographic and 
elisatlo reasons is less leached and possibly even illuviated to some 
degree.

■i
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B, Crest^urfaog profiles i:

1, Eugaga main ridgej Hugagai Iwl MU-creat (2°)} 5,100* a.o.l 
25-30" p.a.; post-cultivation Themeda trisndra - Hvrtrh.—-tMH-p—j..t- 
grass cooanmily*

i• ?I
i

n
1;>■

>;
0-8" Dark roddish-liroTO (5 3E 3A) aandy clay loan; friable; weaJdy 

subangular moclgr structure.

8-20" Bsddisb-bioan (5 TH 4/3) sandy day loan; fine sidungular blody 
structure. Laterite gravel.

20-35" Eeddiah-broim (2.5 3H 4/4-) sandy day loan; more compact than 
the horizon above, alaost structureless. Laterite gravel.

35W(6" Heddish-bronn (2.5 TH 3/4) sandy day loan; compact, strurtureless 
fine ochre (5 IH 5/6) concretions; laterite gravd,

46"+ Quartz, schistose phylliteJ, laterite rubble.

In this profile ttie differentiation of a B-struotunal JiorizQn in 
voaker ihan in the profiles of the higher surface, but it reveals a 
eharanteristio feature in being more olnyay than the uderlyii® O-horison. 
SeneraUy, the soil is heavier in texture than in the previous

!
ft

11

case^

perhaps due to lessor metamorihic grade and greater contamination of the

arenaceous perent-rogk, or to intermixture of argillaoeous parent-rook, 
but there is a definite inqxjverishoent in day in the C-horizon, idiioh is, 
however, more compact*. This observation is probably related to site 
position, at the level top of the crest and, conaeguently, to prevaleihe

o^^c^^ *hat oompaotness is not necessarily correlated vriih
Kellogg & Davol, 1949).see
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Of vertical illuviation over lateral, aa is also indioatod try -Oie 
relatively meagre amount of concretionary material. Hosever, as ulth 
the tm preceding profiles, the effect of leaching is relatively smaXL 
and the generally hrown colour of the soil hints at a relatively high base 
content, idiich is to he ejtpected under iiie stated low rainfall.

This profile is very similar to that described by Harrop (i960) 
from the Mae vicinity r^resentdng the Hngaga Seties.

S'i

Profile 30 (20957-68) Oitia. p. 37)

3 ni4.es east of Bugaga; level ridge crest. Altituds 5,200 ft (?) 
Eainfall 25-30" p.a., under Imj oylindxicA uniseiffj

i Chloris anj Melinls mimi-H-Ploxa

i'i
I 0-8" Park reddish-brown (5 IR 3/A-) sandy clay-loam. Friable wiidi 

moderately firm aubangular blooky structure. Many roots,

8-18" Eeddish-brown (5 7E l|/3) sandy clay-'loaa, subangular bloclgr 
structure.

18-it2" Eeddish-brown (2.5 JB. lt/k-) sandy clay-loaa with a weak

subangular blocky structure but more compact than horizon above, 
Occesioml laterite fragments.

42"+ Pisintegrating laterite.

1
i'

i

'5

V

The most significant difference is, obviously, the presence of 
^sintegrating laterite at the base of the profile, implying a continuous 
laterite sheet over the ridge-crest. The stated site of this profile, 
Ibhatea it at the foot of considerable 200 or 300 ft slope east of

>;
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Hyarubujii* (at what is regarded in the present work as the junction 
between the Gayaza and Sanga Surfaces). It is also, judging hy the 
grass concuniiy especially the BeckBronsis. a more humid site. It is 
conceivable then, that both laterite and soil are derived from an 
igjslope source and are not necessarily genetically related. It is also 
possible that laterite is not continuous over the vdiole crest aid 
rcpiesents only a local, perhaps thin, accumulation. As can be seen 
horizons are even more weakly differentiated and there is no definite 
clayey C-hordzon so that while undoubtedly the soil has had a long 
period of development it may have developed in transported material 
aid is younger than the higher soil but more leached.

/

i ,
i'f

2. Geyaza ridge - Qeyaza hillmaas; 1.5 m. HE of, Best-House; a level 
crest (1°), close to crest-edge quartzite sCaip. 5,050' a.s.l.; 
35-40* p.a.; Piemeda trlandra grass clearing in a dense Acacia

i.

i;:
!
I
ii:

woodland.

Bark brown (7.5 IR 3/2) sandy loam; friable czumb structure 
quartz gravel.

8pl5* large quartzite boulders in dark brown (7.5 7E k/2.) sandy loaa 
matrix;quartz gravel.

15~3£* Beddiah-brown (5 IB 4/3) sandy clay loam; moderately compact, 
structureless; laterite gravel.

0-6*

i-

ir ■' '

* It, consequently, cannot be that the stated altitude is correct.
Ihe hij^est summit of the Bugaga 'hillmass' is 5,114' a.s.l. and east 
of t^raruhuzl crest altitude drops sharply to 4,800'.

i
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36-45" Eeadish-trorm (2.5 T h/k) sandy loam; compact and struotui^leas; 
quartz and laterite gravel.

Quartz rubULe.

Except for the lighter texture due to bi^-grade quartzite parent- 
rock and tte quartzite boulders in the loizer horizon of the top-soil, 
apparently due to transport from adjacent, higher outoropt, the profile 
is fundamentally similar to the preceding one. It has the same pattern 
of increase in clsy content in -ttie ihtermediate horizon and decrease in 
-tie undarlyii* C-horizon. Jmount of clay, however, is not sufficient 
to cause a discernible structure in the B-horizon. No current 
precipitation and concretion of iron is discernible in the profile and 
drainage is excessive due to proximl'^ of the open-jointed quartzite 
scarp and the crest-top position of the site. Laterite fragmente found 
in,the loeer horizons, are as in other profiles, clearly unrelated to 
the present pedogenetio processes. It is signifixant in this connection 
that they are foud only Iwneath the quartzite-boulder horizon, 

their relatively early inclusion in the soil.

I
45’^s

,1

i

1:1

3. r««y ridge, Kaa»ba hillmass; 1 a K of Chahka Hill; level crest 
(1®); 4,900' a.8.1.j 25-30" p.a.;

■trlandra tree savanna.

0-4" Dark-greyidi-broim (10 IH 3/2) sandy loan; friable; weakly 
crumby structure

4-23" TeUowish brown (10 IH 5/4) sandy loam; compact, structureless; 

laterite gravel

under Anaoia. gerrardii - l?bemeda

I :
J
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25-36" Brown (7.5 7H 5/4) sandy clay loam; cooqpaot, struotnieiess; 
laterite and angular quartz gravel.
Quartz ruBblo.36"3

I
;Ihe nature of the soil represented in this profile appears to differ 

considerably from the above representation of lire same surface. The 
lightly coloured horizon immediately underljing the t(q? soil looks 
a leached Ig'^iorizon, an aberrant phenomenon under such a low rainfall 
and relatively low elevation. Lack of any degree of lateilzation also 
argues against possible leaching. She most acceptable explanation appears 
to rest wili the nature of the parent-rook emd in the age of the soil.

A coiq«zable sequence of profile morphology appears, from ezaaples in 
literature on African soils (Siys, 1560; Fauok, IS63), to be associated 
with sandstones, schistose sandstone and sandy deposits. It qepears 
rmder various amounts of rainfall, both as ferruginous soils and as 
fexxisola. Under higher rainfall and with longer development the 
differentiation of horizons is more pronounced and may involve' 
laterixation. Ihe Xaiya profile appears consequently to represent a 
relatively young soil, developed on comparatively incogpetent 
annaceoos, parent-naterial, and its profile morphology nflects 
liiiiologixMl oharaoterlstios and not pedogenetlo processes alone. It 
is oonceivablo that with longer development, profile morphology will 
^proaoh that of the other soils.

If this assertion is correct then the soils represented by this 
profile may be regarded as a genetic link between Barrel's (1560)

IsiagirD Catena and the Eugoga Series. The Isingiro Catena, stated

I

E
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to oooupy all the hills of that zame eio^ the highest crests, is defined 
a li-ihosol and described as being shallow, dark huaose sanfly loam, 

distinguished by a hi^ base content due to large amount of organic matter, j 
They include, however, also deeper piiaseB of itiich one is exea^jlified.

as

Profile 32 (20969-71) (ibid. p. 39)

(Kasumba 10** slope; altitude, 5,300 ft. Eainfall 25-30" p.a,, under 
Iheffiada triandia with Cvnbonogon excavatua becoming abundant after 
cultivation)*

0-9“ Black (10 IH, S/l) sandy loam, weak crumb structure and very 
friable. Numerous roots,

9-18" Very dark brown (10 TOl, 2/Z) rubbly loam containing small laterlte 
fragments. Structureless.

18-28" laterita gravel becoming cLominant. Structureless. Dark brown 
(7.5 IH 3/2) loam matrix.

This profile seems to show ii^pient similarity to the Kaiya profile 
sad possibly represents an earlier stage of profile development on 
slailar parent material. It may also represent a result of a steeper 
slope. On more resistant or more argillaceous parent materia?, the stage 
parallel to that of the Ea^ra soil on gentler slopes will probably show 
a reddish-brown colour of sub-topsoil horizons and be already more 
slailar to the Rugaga Series type of soil.

■I
f

ii

I

• Site characteristics taken by Hanx^ from his Profile 3i.

I i
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Ho soil pits were dug on ifae Sanga Stirfaoe crests irtiers soils 
appeared to 1* of two general types: sinilar to those foui^ on iiie 
Sayasa Surface or skeletal, very shalloir liiliOBols developed over thick 
laterite sheets or on a partially ferruginized argillaoeous hedrook.

I
2*

'1
I

TFoland gicee So'^'^*C.

I
aass; slope of shalloir col (3dS) on 

iddge crest, hetmen two valley heads, hreaching a aassive quartzite 
hed; 4,980 ft. a.s.l.; 35-^0” p.a,; Loudetia kagerensls - Andropogon 
duameri; sparse graasdand.

0-14* Black (10 2E 2/1) hunose, sandy loaa; friable, czuab structure.
Uuch quartz and occasional laterite gravel.

14*4' Quartz gravel and occasional laterite gravel in very dnk brown 
(10 TE 2/2) Baaisr clay loam matrix.

Vi-?n1* GayaMi ricjga; Gfcy&aa
I
[
I
St

!i

’Shin is a vezj yowag aai shellov lithosol and is vexy 
characterlstio of all skeletal soils on quartzite slopes. Tba profile is 
identical id.ih the type-profile of Harrop's Isingiro Catena {i960, p. 38).

'!
2. Ge]nm ridge; funnel-ahepod gully-head on NW slope (35°); above 
quartzite outcrop; 4,830' a.s.l.; 35-40" p.a.; Acacia hookli - Albizia 

Cwibretun 1 woodland.

0-6* Black (10 yR 2/1) hunose loaa; friable structureless matrix 
to nunmrous quartzite, phyllite and laterite fragments.

6-18" Veiy dark hiOTm (10 TR 2/2) loam; friable atruotureloss matrix 

to numerous quartzite, phyllite and laterite fiwgserts.
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18"+ DaJ* brown (7*5 IH 5/2) clay loam; moderately oooipaot matrix to 
quartzite bouldera.

The greater depth of aoil ia only partly aasignahle to donnslope 
transport. While the i5)per horizons are only very faintly 
differentiated hy amount of organic matter, the soil is apparently

situ in the underlying horizon which ia partially preserved

j;

I
■3

■(

forming

from erosion hy the superficial material.

3, Gayasa ridge; flattened crest of gully interfluve (10°) on IW
slope; 4,600* a.B.l.; 35+40" p.a,; Iioudetia kagerenais - Andronogon
dumneii grassland.

0-7" Bark brown (7.5 7H 3/2) day loam, friable crumb structure;

nuseroos small quartz, phyllite and laterite gravel.

7-24" Eeddiah-brown (6 IE 4/3) clay loam; weakly compact structureless;

luge (2-3") rounded fragments of rook and laterite.

24-32" Brown-red (2.5 IB 4/4) day loam, conipaot and atrootureless, 
■ottOsd with yellow (5 SB 8/4) and red (2.5 2R 5/6) friaUe 
patohM and streaks; angular phyllite and laterite gravel 
mostly in lower pert.

3^+ Phyllite rubble.

lieaehii«, most likely lateral, caused the differentiation of an 
lUarUl, iron-rlcb B-O-horizon. The soil appears to have developed 
primarily on transported fine material since most fragments, to the

Hi

■

iapih of 28-30", show evidence of surface wash and translocation 

(gusrtzlte from outcrop hi^, iqislcjpe).g
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H. logland Soilsf
?:

i. ^vrii mfllrt soils5

I i

1, Orichinea Valley; foot of I^birikwa ridge, KW part of -Uie Valley; 
- 10°; i(-j200’ a»a.l*; 30"35" P*a»; under .Acacia gerrardii -1 al<^

^niMidii trimara uDodland Bavami&.I ii

i
0-8* Bark greylali-'brcnm (lO IE k/z) sandy clay loan; frdatle weak 

oruab structure.

8-16* Grsy-yellarsiah biom (10 TEl|/5) clay-loaa; aoderately coopact, 
seek sobangular blocky structure.

16-19* Tellosish broim (10 IB 5/4) clay loam mottled mith yellor

(5 IE 7/6) and red (5 IH 5/5)} compact, moderately developed 
aubangiilar tdock structure.'

19-24* As atove mi-Ui ferruginized (7.5 IH 5/6; 2.5 7R 5/8) phyllite 
and quartzite gravel

24*+ Ihyllito rubble in yelloir (7.5 IE 5/6) and red (2.5 IE 5/6) clay 
loan matriz.

This is apparently a seepage-line profile. Lighter colours of brown 
and yellow are not related to parent rook but to hydration and reddish 
mottling indicates precipitation of laterally transported iron in an 
ipper pediment slope illuvial horizon, possible at -the head of a current 
laterization transect. It is also possible that the A-B horizons 
represent pedogenetic development in a footslope acoismilation of fine 
waste, although the profile appears relatively well-developed 

integrated unit despite its shallo/Tness. This is, no doubt, due ■

I

I
I
i

lil
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to the oonatant seepage under a protective cover of uDodland..

2. Masha arena; ibid, podiment slope J6°) at SB margin; 4,300' a.s.l.; j 
35-40" p.a.; Acacia Kerraidii - Theaeda trdandra tree savanna witJi 
teimite-mouirl thickets.

0-8" Very dark gr<y-hrown (10 IE 3/2) sandy loan; structureless 
(granular) few small ferruginized quartzite gravel.

8-18" Beddish hrown (5 IR 4/3) loam; weak suhangular hlocly struoturs. 
18^<^ tellowlah-red (5 IS li/6) clay loam; conqpact, suhangular hlocky 

strocturs.

,v

40-^ leUowdah-red (5 XE 5/8) clay loan; with slightly yeUow and red 
(2.5 Tr 8/6, 2.5 IS 5/8) mottling; compact and structureless. 

60^ lellai^-ied (5 IS 5/8) clay-loam; sli^tly mottled as above; 
oonpMt and atzuotureless; fragments of partially weathered 
ferruglidzed ar^lites (?) increasing in number downwards.

Jftw bottom rf the profilo has not teen Maohed at 80" but increasing

'I
I

■'r

amoBst Of mole fragments (mica-schist ?) indicates the proximity of the 
wsatlieMd bedrock.. B-struotural horizon without clay skins is quite well

diffnwntlated with, perhaps, an overlying transitional horizon. A

oerlaia aaowt of iron precipitation occurs in the subsoil, probably

liidldtea by oompaotness and texture and appears to be only incipient.

ite eonstdaibble d^th of the subsoil indicates a ralativoly active

pedogmesls of Sedentary soils on comparatively incompetent lithology

vlthottt barked interference by erosion.
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Ihe profile appears similar to the -tjype-rrofile of Harrop's (i960) 

libarara Catena and also to the "Hed" component of BadiiBnaki's (i960) Koki 
Catena. It differs from the fonner in being mors leadied aid 
feiruginized and from -Uie latter in being of lighter texture, less 
steep (probably less competent and more netamoiphosed parent material) 
blit less leached (probably loner rainfall and loner position on pediment).

Profile 1|j6 (IO363-68) (Ham^, i960, p.50)

Jf miles H of Blrembo (Cbezo Talley), Ankolo; 6° pediment slope. Altitude 
4,600 ft. Bainfall 35 in. p.a., under Ihemeda triandi.^.

i‘

0-6* Teiy dark bronn (10 IB 2/Z) loam, small subangular blocky to.

granular structure. Numerous roots.

6-15* Teiy dark grqr-bronn (lO IB 3/2) loan. Uoderately firm subangular 
blocky structure.

15-25* Dark bronn (7.5 IR k/k) loam.

25-48* XellxniUi-xed (5 IB 4/^) loam, weak subangular blocky structure.

*(s
i

:!

Profile 2 (14560-5): Koki "Bed* (Radnanski, i960, p. 34)

li adle froB Lulagala to Bugona (H. Koki); i^er pediment; altitude 
4,400 ft; rainfall 35 in. p.a., under savanna with herbs.

8-3* Dark brown (7.5 IR 4/4) stained wilfa humus, sandy clay. Crumbly 
and firm. Frequent grass roots.

3-8* Yellon-red (5 IE 5/6) slightly stained with humus, clay. Weak 
crumbs. Slightly compact. Aj.

A,.
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I8-18* Tellow-red (5 IE 5/8) very sla^tly stained idih humus, clay* 
SubangaLar hlooks. Sli^tly compact. Transition to B,

IB-Jfi* lellow-red (5 IE S/6) clay. Suhangular blocks of varying size aid. 
stability. Compact B.

36-60" Telloir-rea (5 TS. 5/S) clay. Structureless and ooiQiact. 0.

60-72" Telloir-red (5 IE 5/8) clay eith abundant fragments of meathered 
multicoloured phyllite (?). Weathered rook.

*'i ■3
:i

!
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I
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1.3. Uasba arena; depositional fan at small gully-mouth, on marginal SB 
pediment (6®); at foot of Osyaza ridge; 4,W>0 ft. a.a.l.; 35-40" 
leycia genardii - ^eaeda_trian^2j»oodland savanna.

f !i

p*a«

■'

0-3" Berk grey-bronn (10 IB li/Z) loam; makly crumb structure;

small rounded gravel (mostly quartzite).

3-16" Broen (lO IB 4/3) friable distinctly laminar loan; numerous 
rounded quarts gravel 

Ifi^" Eeddiah broen (5 IE V3) '81ay loam, couqiact and structureless.

numerous

!
!-;s

‘ This -fype of soil is characteristic of small gully-mouths on foothill 
pediments, there the volume of drainage is as yet insufficient to 
incise a drainage lino and the discharge is qpread in a fan over the 
pediaant surface. The iq>per horizon is clearly depositionBl over the 
loeer one diich la part of the pediment and poriiaps related to the sub 
i<5soll borison of a former profile.

j
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r 4. Oriohinga Vall^ (Ntogota); alluviEa fan (3°) at large gully aoulli, 
incised in pediaent on the footalope of laozi ridge; 4,150' a.3.1.;

35" p.a.; under Acacia -polyacantha eoodland.

0-13" EUok (10 TB 2/1) sandy clay, loan friable, -etak oruah atiuotuie. 
13-32" Grey-broro (10 SR 5/2) olay loan; fim -eealcly subangular blooky 

struetxiie.

32>54" Bnnm (10 SR It/}) olay loan; atruotQrelaaa, coi^aot.

54"'f Broen (7,5 IB 5/4) clay loan; atruoturUeas, canpact.

I 'll'i

_

j

a

i

Ibere is no sharp transition as between tbe depoeitional material 
and the pediment soil in the previous profile. Xhe profile represents 
a genetic unit separate fron the flanking pediments. It is probably 
cospaiabls to soils developed on aggraded valley floors though it 
differs from them significantly in standing perennially above the water- 
table. Bydromorphlo characteristics appear to be less pronounced in the 
lower horiiona airl it is possible that intermittent saturation is 
dimlniahed with d^th indicating tbe dominance of lateral moisture 
wpply. Drainage consequently is never ispeded but the profile is 
also never dried out for long periods.

I
I

,

1. Hakivali lowland; pediment slope (5°) north of Uuldstenyi; 4,250* 
a.8.1,, 25-30" p.a.; inder Themeda triandra - Cvajbon 
grassland with Grewia - Teclea thicket on old termite mounds.

&!^n3nRXcLii8

Baric reddish brown (5 IR 3/4) sandy loam, loose weakly granulor to

istructureless.

I
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Eedaish trawn (5 2H U/k) sandy loam, struotureleaa and film.6-38"

38-60" Eeddish 'bfomi (5 IH ii/j) loam; stiuctiireless and moderately flm.

Eed (2.5 IE U/8) loam; structureless and frialile.60"+

Althon^ Ijedrook has not been reached it ajjpoars that the C-horiaon 
is represented in the lower part of the profile, probably below 38" 
depth. It is, consequently, an A-C profile idioh is typical of the 
lowlaid laidscape pediments of the drier areas such as Eadwanski's 
Buruli Catena* (ISSO). It appears to differ from this soil in being 
of somewhat heavier texture and less gritiy, probably due to lesser 
anount of quartz veins in the parent material, and apparently also in 
greater amount of organic matter and leaser leaching. The Buruli Catena 
of northern Mengo also has a well defined, laterltic horizon idiioh was 
not identified in the present profile, althou^ it is possible that 
it has not been reached or that a lower site would have showi it at

i

;
!

shallower depth. This is indicated by another pit situated loror down 
the pediment slope viiicii reveals a yellowish-red horizon with occasional 
semi-hard concretions at a depth of . A hl^er pit appears to have 
a shallower profile (C-horizon at 25”) and a lighter texture throughout 
the profile. The redder colour of the sub topsoil A-horizon also 
points to greater leaching.

1

* Defined originally by langdale-Brown (1957).
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2. Nakaiita (Eastern Syatushozi); crest of long gentle pediment (5°) 
"belcw rounded hiU crest; 4f400* a.s.l*; 35^0** P»a*; degraded

Themeda triandra Cvmbopogon aTronardns grassland.

i
I
i 0-12" Veiy dark to daric T>rown (10 2E ^2 to 7.5 IE Zi/2) sandy loam

weakly granular moderately firm structure. Frequent fine quartz 
gravel and occasional quartz stones.

12-2t" Eeddish-trown (5 IE 1/4) gravelly loam; structureless and firm 
24-10" rellowish-red (5 IE 1/6) gritty olay loam, structureless and 

compact. Stone line,

40"+ Yellow (2.5 T 8/6) loamy sand; friable with traces of weathered 
rock. A quartz vein transects the profile.

The granitoid nature of the parent material is apparent in the 
large proportion of coarse sand and quartz grit. The profile is well- 
differentiated into A-Cand deeply v/eathered D horizon. O-horizon lies 
probably below the 12" depth level and is oonapiononisly more clayey 
than both ;giper and lower horizon. A parent-material poor in iron 
and an efficient internal drainage diie to lighter gravelly texture 
probably prevents any noticeable laterlzation in this profile. In 
lower slope profiles, however, a mottled horizon may appear. Another 
■type of profile from mid-lowland areas is charaoteristio of sites 
adjacent to granite tors. It is much darker in colour and less gravelly 
and light in texture, it is also shallower and more oorapaot.

This type of soil is almost identical wilii Harrop's (I960) and 
Kadwnnski's (i960) Mav.ogola Catena described in the same area.

K
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Together they recognize 3 memhers of this catena: the "tor" associate, 
the "Medium" from mid-slope, and the "Hillwash" from downslope. It also 
closely resenhles the pediment soils of the Ifyahushozi Catena -siiich 
are presumably differentiated from the Uawogola Catena not only in having 
a crest lateidte member, but also in being leas sandy.

'I'j

I
i
4 C. Valiev flat-floor soila*1si 1. Masha arena; flat valley floor of a Eugyeye tributary in -Uie SE part 

of the arena; 4,250' a.s.l.; 35-40" p.a,; under Ihemeda trlandra - 
Hvnanhenia spp. grassland ivlth scattered termite mound thickets.

a.

B
@
II

0-4" Dark grqr (51 4/1) loam, firm; weakly crumby to weakly 
subangular blooky structure,

4-20“ Grey (5 I 6/1) sandy clay; firm, weakly subangular tdoclqf 
structure,

20^“ Tellonish grey (5 T 6/3) sandy clay; compact and structureless 
cracked.

40"+ Yellowish brown (7.5 YE 5/8) sandy clay, as above but with 
quartz gravel and treathered rook (schist?).

S
St
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The profile is -typlrMl. of the flat valley floors and closely 
resembles the description ty Harrop (i960, p, 74) from Hyabushozi of the 
Bukora Series defined in Koki by Eadwanski (I96O, p.76). Differences in 
texture and differentiation of horizons between the two areas are related 
to the origin of the alluvium in -vdiioh these soils develop. ’Hhere 
they are derived from low grade argillites such as the Koki Shales

I
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and mudstones, the soils contain much silt and horizons are well 
differentiated; iidien parent-rook is acid plutonio or highly metamorphio 
such as the granitoids of the Myahushozi and the schists aid phyllites 
of the Bsampara area, the soils are sandy and the profile is -vreaiay 
differentiated. Other differences are associated mth the degree to 
vhich drainage is irpeded and the measure of aggradation. Tidiere 
drainage is constantly inpeded aid groundwater is perennially 
suh-surface, a ^ey horizon may develop. But in most cases the profile 
is only seasonally inundated to different degrees depending on the 
grade of the valley floor (on vhioh also depends the measure of 
aggradation), and the sequence of horizons as to relative thickness, 
colour and texture depends on the length and depth of inundation.

The example presented ahove shows a shallow profile, prohably deveO-oped 
in a relatively slightly aggraded alluvium. Proximity of the upland, 
however, causes a perennial saturation of the soil even if groundwater 
rises above the surface for only relatively short periods. The grassland 
connunity indicates that the profile is drained, if not dried out, to 
moderate depth.
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A'ppendix H

Vegetation ouadrates

53ie folloiiing tables present three types of data!

1. Vrsnusnoy of species or elements presence of the species or element 
la pumbers of stands ecpressed in percentage of total number of 
observed stands of the community in vihich speoies lists were prepared.

2. Quadrates! in selected stands of the community - number of individual 
plants) percentage cover of the ground area; percentage of the layer 
calculated by covered area. Qiadrates of noody communities! 30 jc 30m; 
of grass communites! 10 r 10m, in nhioh the general patch pattern 
Tdth sequence of the three most abundant species in each patch;
1 I Id - in nhioh individual plants are represented. Ground cover in 
grass comniunities is calculated by measurement of tussock diameter 
at the height of 2-3 to 4-5 inches above ground level (according to 
the size of the plantJ. Herbs are not oaloiaatad in the table. In 
coody oonnunities - shrubs or trees groning under the cover of higher 
trees are not calculated.

3. Several of the quadrates ( ) (+) are represented in plans mapped 
by the grid method.

♦ Cover-area included in mound thicket.

!

Physiognoiiiical Categories

Physiognomic types of savanna are differentiated according to 
percentage cover of the ^700dy layers*

grass savanna: <5^^ 
tree savanna: 5-15^
open flooded savanna: 15~25^ 

25-40-;5
densely rood savanna! 40-505e 
loodland*

vooded savanna !
I

>5(^
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fieq. I + q. no. 1 q. no. 2 q. no. 3 q. no. 4 a- no- 51. Aoaoia gerradii - 
hockii

$ \
^ woody

14 !no. cover layer no. cover layer
f \ f % i.!

$ woody ^ woody 
no. cover layer $ woody 

no. cover layer
$ woody j 

no. cover layer j

61100 17 9 22 17 65 28 19 73 35 30 91 60 53 96Acacia gerrardii 
A. hooJdi 
A. sieieriana 
DiclirostaoliyB cinerea 
Entada atyssinica 
Erytjirina aliysainioa 
Euplioriia oandelabrun 
Ficua ap. 
liaerua angolensis 
llaytenua senegaliinsls 
ZiziphuB abysainica

25 2100 13 i47 4 15 31 3 12 25 2 6 12 2!
35 7 5

'43 14 2 8

i22 3

35 2 2

57 4»

28

235
3

78 2 2 3 3 33 3

28

8 2 93 2100Uiicket coD^nents

3 2043Thicket clnaps

26 55352615 I
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I.I A. iintgol 
q4 no. I frtq.

I.iii A. br,»|,pl„ 
q* no. I

Verlanh of 
I. A. gtrrardtl - 

A. hecklt
thkkot 

q* "0. 2
q* no. 2 Kv A. tlobtrlenofroq. q. no. f% % q. no. 3% fr*q. q. no.1% %% woody 

covor loyor S
q» no. 2% woody

no. covor loyor no. cov
% q> no. 3% woody

>«ytr TO
% !% %% woody 

no, covor loyor
%% woody %, % woody

covor loyor no. covor loyor
%% woody

no. eovor loyor no. co?.rTo*5^'l?'no. % woody 
covor loyor

Acacia brtvi^Tco TOO TO 2 4 U 3 6

IB 14 ;0A. garrordll lOO 32 43 93 36 48 W 100 24 27 63 28 31 63 17 23 49 100 26 25 60 21 23 51 18 20 4334 3 IIA. hoaii 100 18 2 4 12 1 2 100 37 3 7 30 3 6 32 3 6 100 4S 4 10 43 4 9 47 4 93 4 14A. MAoyal

A. ilaborlano 40 5 60 B 2 12 2 100 4 • 16 2 9 20 2 9 20MdolloKlorc 2 4 20

DleltroHocIi^ elnoroo

90 17 2 5 12 2 2! 2 4Doabayodowal 60 3 2

Eftfodo ob|»InIca 3 4 20 5 6 2 2 30
2Erytblno obynlnieo

SO 3 2 5 2 40 3 2 2
£»pf«orisoco«dal«*n» 2

80 4 2 310 70 8* 9* 7»Hmh 4
40 3 6 4

l^yMflwiaii»gaUn,;( 5 SO 2 3 80 6 3 a 30
3 100 2 4 4 B 100 8 19 8 17 12 25 100 2 3 2 4Tklcbfcliw^ 3 7

80 5 8 8 8 10 too 5 10 6 13 7 1528 48 51 43 49 47 42 45 46
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2. A. 
freq.

^rrardii - A. sieberiana 
q. no. 1

2.i A. sieberiana - ihicket 
freq. + q, no. 1 3- A. gerrardii - Albizia spp. 

freq. + q. no. 1
q. no. 2

q. no. 2% q. no. 2%% $i> tree 
layer

grasB 
layer no. cover $ tree ^ tree

layer no. cover layer 5
5 $ tree 

no. cover layer
in tree 

no. cover layer
no. cover ■5 no. cover

ioaoia garrardii 
i. teokii

100 9 16 37 8 14 35 180 64 17 6 10 24 100 11 8 28 20 16 44
100 36 4 9 18 2 5 100 13 1 2 18 2 5 100 18 2 7 15 2 6

A. siebaritma 100 7 15 35 167 40 100 2 9 25 4 16 38
Albizia spp.

100 13 18 62 11 15 42
bichroBtaobys oinerea 40 6 1 3 40
Entada abysinnioa 20

Srytbrina abysinnioa 60 4 1 2 30 60
Euphorbia candelabrun 80 4 2 5 40 I
SiouB sp. 20
liaytenua senegalensis 
Eiicket ooBponenis

80 6 2 4 3 1 3 80 4 1 1 80 1 1
100 5 13 4 10 100 20 55 14 33 100 1 3 3 8

43 40 36 42 29 36
i

I
..
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&:*eq, + q, no. 1
!

all. Ojmbop^on afranardus - Hyparrfietiia filiaandula - -memeda triandra
4-6^

a. Theceda triandra 
grass cosaunity 
group

q,. no. 2 q» no. 3 q. no. 4 fteq. + q. no. 1 q. no. 2i q. no. 3.' ^ grass 
no. cover layer %7‘ grass 

no. cover layer >$ grass 
cover layer

$15 /o graSE 
cover layer

%$ grass 
no. cover layer $no. $ grass 

no. cover layer
grass 

no, cover layer
no, 8

indropogon dunnerl 
Eothrlooliloa so. 
Srachiarla brizantha

30
18 2 5 - 10

30
9 1 8 20

40
38 4 6 5070B. decuoiens 20 9 23 6 65
18 2 3 75 9 250 93. platynota 314 2 5

100 9 3 7 3 3 5 6 2Chlorla gayana 70 8 684 10 4 10 9 4 6 75 18 8 14Qjfnbopogon afronardus 
Sigltarla diagonalis

4 290 P 69 21 12 13 28
12 20 100 14 21 51 10 16 28 8 1260 3 352 3 3 2

4 2 3 60
13 6 11 2Bragrostis raceoosa • 30 3

4 3 10
^yparrhecia dissoluta 50 4 4 , 9 4 3 P 70H. fillpendula 
loadetia iagerensls 
Setaria apbacalata 
Sporolralua pyranddalis 
Thasada Mandra

2 2 6100 3 2 5 7 5 12 13 10 28 8 58 100 9 10 24 8 8 14 5 5 15 
27 3 8

50 16 2 6
24 4 30

40 3 2 33 ■18 30
12 4 730 8 3 10

100 43 19 43 38 17 41 32 14 39 50 22 36 100 12 7 18 17 11 19 6 4 12

45 42 36 62 41 57 34 ■

!
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bl trea shade bli thicket savanna bill gully mouthfre^. q. no, 1 &eq.b. Shade ooimunitles q* no. 1. q< no. 2. freq. q. no. 1.% i •h^ grass 
no. cover layer

ii grass 
no. cover layer10 igrasE 

no. cover layer5 grass 
no. cover layer5

Bectoropsis uniaita 
Iraehiaria brizantha

20 40
100 20 27 3730 28 3 

100 60 10

4 60
20

B. dscunbens 15 100 62 10 18 15 2 4 80 47 8 11B. platynota 
j Oblorla gayana

(Ipibopogon a:^narduB

20 80 10 2 4

80 7 4 6 100 18 ,8 15 11 ;6 11 60
70 40

40!
H^antenia cynbaria

f 80 3 6 8i H. filipendula 
PanicuB eailnuni 
Setaria kagorensia 
3. bpkacelata 
Theoeda triandra

60 80 3 3 6 26 27 48 60 2 2 8
100 20 26 39 100 11 14 26 3 5 10 100 14 18 25
100 90 20 30 100 36 8 15 22 3 5 100 54 12 16
60 100 15 5 9 40
70 9 4 6 80 9 4 7 28 11 20 40

67 54 56 73

1/
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e. Beckeropsis imiseta - ^yparrbenia cymbaria
_ f. Cymbopogon excavatus - Melinis: spp.

q, no, 1
freq, q« no, 1 q> no. 2■'v q^no. 3

q« no, 2 q. no> 3
^ grass 

no» cover layer
no. cover Mfer

^ grass 
no» cover layer grass 

cover layer:t; 10 grass 
ver layer

no. 7 grass 
no, cover layerno.

! Beckeropsis imiseta 
i Brechiarla deccumbens

100 14 20 30 16 23 32 11 16 24 100 7 11 19 22 32 43 5 8 11100 20 5 5 14 3 4 18 4 6 70 18 2 3 9 1 180 6Chloris gayana 5 8 8 7 10 6 5 7 40 7 4 7Cynbopogoa afronardus 30 3 64 40
C. eioavatns

60 29 22 38 23 18 24 18 12 17Bigitaria diagonalis 30
60 6 4 7 9 6 8Siotheca abyssinica
40!•f' 3 2 3; ^yparrhenla cyinbaria 

H, diplandra 
E. filipandula 
laperata cylindrifie^ 
^Ilnls spp«

Panicua.naiinun 
Sataria Itagerensis 
Satarla apbaoelata 

triandra

100 11 21 30 19 18 25 8 16 24 30
4 8 11

40 3 5 6
60 2 2 3 3 3 5 100 2 3 5 6 8 10 5 7 10

40 18 4 5
100 44 4 7 42 4 5 50 44 20

80 5 9 13 4 6 8 2 2 3 60 4 4 5 8 8 11
80 7 2 3 11 3 4 18 5 7

40
40 2 1 2 9 2 3 27 6 8

50 10 7 11 15 10 14 18 12 18 40 9 5 6

67 73 67 58 74 72

»&'■ ' .
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S. Aeactd strrardX - Aeoeia 
no. 2 ., . , , A.pot)rvcontha -

«1 A. polroceniha A.v#rB.o£».nIJ 
fteq. q.

63 AtbUirw"**
ff«q. q. no. 1

q. no. Iffoq. q. no. 3 q. no, 4 5 I froq. ♦q. „o. I% % % % % % %% weedr % woody %% woody %% woody 
eo»«f (oycf no. eovor loytr

%% woody %10 no. eevor loytr %% woodyeo»t» loytr , % woody
«o«t, loytr 7 no. tovtr lo„, j

no. cevtr loytr S * woody
no. eovtr loytr

Actcio liri»I«yieo
- 80 IS

100 5 1 0 72 14 28A. qttrordil iS 10 21 31 14 28 37 9 S 33 70 - 100 3 7 60 to 22
100 14 2 8 10 IA. kocVI! 2 8 2 IB 2 3 IS 2 40 - 100 3 - 80 8 2

100 16 S3 SI 100 10 38 3’ 100 S 16 35
A. iWbtfreno 40

2 2 20 - SO - SO

too 2A. ttmetMAi: 33 2 13 27 27 40 3 30 40 2 a 80 12 19 100 3 IS 24 IM 6 12
AlbUit lyp.

100 S 3S
OlebolttAyi 30

60 3 4 5 6

•?----------

Ihicltt rewpoatnfi 100 17 6 13 17 21 12 9 100 4 6 100 2 4
24 48 67 7S 18 60 6S 64 46

......... ^ "
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aUi/l II Ishura lowland (TQ 86O488); 4300 ft.a.s.l.; int»rfluvs 
TOoded savanna -j-ij-uve

aii/3 S Ilyabushozi lonland (TQ 723561); 4350 ft 
tree savanna.

as in 1/1

tii/l Ishura lowland (TQ 892405); 4250 ft. 
dense thicket savamia.

bii/2 ae in lv/3

biii/1 WUakivali lowland (TQ 620054); 4350 ft, 
valley; wooded savanna.

Eboro lowland (TQ 696330); 4OSO ft.a.s.l 
densley wooded savanna (cleared in 1933)

Eburo lowland (TQ 695304); 415O ft.a.s.l.; interfluve crest; 
densely wooded savanna. oiaat,

as in biii/1

as in aii/1

3 llyabushozi lowland (Tq 882569); 430O ft 
wooded savanna

lower Kabingo valley (rq 556l36); 44OO ft. 
woodlsnd.

crest;

h%
i.a.s.l.; interfluve slope; I

bi/1

ia.s.l,; interfluve crest;

1Ifa
Ia.s.l.; upper lowland a
i2/1 i.; interfluve crest;

2/2 iii2i/l Sfag21/2
savanna. a

13/1 5 ii3/2
.a.s.l.; interfluve crest;

me/1 ia.s.l.; gully moilth;

"I

I asJie/2

1Ie/3 S

m Sasunba hillnasa (TQ 724O45); 5300 
woodland.

2 Kugagi hillcaos (TQ 852O74); 485O 
troo savanna

hillr-aos ('w? 602994); 5550
o?-3n roodad

ft.a.s.l.; upland crest;

f/2
ft.a.s.l.; upland crest, r

V3 i'ft.a.s.l.; upland crast;
savanna

1
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as in e/2

Bigesha lor/land [TS 597932;; 4200 ft.a.s.l.; valley mouth, 
densely noodad savanna.

as in f/l

Kasumba hillmass {W 693920); 5200 ft.a.e.l.; unland crest- 
woodland. ■ ’

as in f/3

Oriohinga valley (TQ 537078); 4150 ft.a.a.l.; small valley mouth; 
woodland. •’ ’

in e/1

If.Koki Hills (TQ 962431); 4150 ft.a.s.l.; mid-nediment slope; 
densely wooded aavaima-

5/1

5/2

5/3

5/4

I5/5 3
6l/l Iis62/1 as

I63/1

I
Ig
1Iiiis
i
Iir'-r
ie
'g-.

is
■s
i
■S
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MaT3 4. Physiography of Southwest U,~anda!
]

Begions and Subregions

A. Lakeside Region
/i

1. Coastal plain (X a, b)

2. Hill belt (via, d, a) 
B, Satonga Plateau

3. ffamala basin (VIbi Vllldj Xa)

4. Uawogola rollins plains (VIo; Vllle)

5. NyabUshozi tor landscape (Vila, b; VIII f, h) 
C, Ankolean Upland Region

!

6. Northern downlands and outliers (lllaj IVa, b; V;
7. Koki Hills (Ills, d, e)
8. Koki foothills (llle)

9. Isingiro Bills (ll; Illb)

10. Rwampara Uountaino (la, o, d)

11. Southern doivnlande and outliers (iVb, oj Vila, o; VIIIo)

12. Kigazi Mountains (ib, o, d, e)

13. Buahenyl plateau (VIII f, g)

14. Buhnezu Highland (la, b, o, e)

15. Hift Slope (raib, g, h)

D. Toro.jlubende Uuland Region

Vila, Oj VIIIo)

I:

ii
:1
:|

16. Toro rolling plains (via, fj Vlllb)
17. Hubende tor landscape (Vila; Vlllf)
18. Hift elope (villb)

I
. »



N,

E. Sin;:o Eilla Re,"don

19. Sinoo Hillo (V)

F. irorthern Uenro Region

20. northern lionco
..i

H. Western Rift Valley ReeiPA
Lake Edv/ard plains (iXa, b) 
Ruwensori (iXc)
Lake Albert plains (iXa)

21.

22.

23.

i

i
I

*

«
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Uap A : PhyslograchT of Southwest Uganda
Geomorphic characteristlosi

s
of Ankole Surface (Jurassic) remnantsI Upland blocks with predominance 

a. Continuous upland blocks - well-preserved Ankole Surface remnants
Crest altitudes 5,000-6,300 ft a.s.l. 
bevelled-convex crests; steep slopes 
narrovsly v-shaped, ungraded, valleys 

b. Continuous upland blocks - well-preserved Ankole Surface remnants 
Orest altitude 5,500-8,300 ft a.s.l. 
bevelled-convex crests; steep slopes 
narro-.vly u-shaped, aggraded to drowned valleys 

0. Continuous upland blocks - well-preserved Ankole Surface remnants 
Orest altitude: 5,500-3,300 ft a.s.l. 
bevelled-convex crests; eteep slopes 
broadly u-shaped,• drov/ned (lacustrine) valleys

d. Discontinuous upland blooko - occasional Ankole Surface remnants 
Crest altitude: 6,000-7,500 ft a.s.l.
bevelled-convex to convex crests; steep to moderate slopes
narrowly u-shaped^ short podimonted| aggraded to padiment«4.-»«s ungraded

valleys

e. Continuous upland blocks - degraded remnants of Ankole Surface 
Orest altitude: 5,000-7,000 ft a.s.l.
Convex crests; steep to moderate slopes 
narrowly v-shaped, rejuvenated valleyo

«

i
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both Ankole and Koki (Cretaceous') Surface rsninantaII Upland blocks vAth

Crest altitude: 4,900-5,650 ft a.s.l.

bevelled-oonvex crests: steep to raoderate slopes

narrovdy to broadly v-slaped, unsraded valleys

both Kokl and Buganda t’earlv-Tertiary^ Surface1 III Upland blooka -.vlth
remnants

a. Continuous upland blocks with Koki Surface remnants and modified residuals
of Ankole Surface
Crest altitude: 4,$00-^,630 ft a.s.l.
bevelled-convei crests; steep slopes 
narrowly v-shaped ungraded valleys

b. Continuous upland blocks with well-preserved remnants of Koki and
Buganda Surfaces
Crest altitude: 4,500-5,150 ff a.s.l. 
bevolled-ccnvei crests; moderate slopes 
narrowly to broadly v-shaped, ungraded valleys

upland blocks with well-preserved Buganda Surface (lithologioalfcr 
trolled) and occasional Koki Surface remnants 

Crest altitude: 4,5C-0-5,lCC ft a.s.l. 
uevolled crests, steep to moderate slopes 
narrowly to broadly v-slaped, ungraded valleys 

d. Discontinuous upland blocks with well-preserved Buganda Surface remnants 
(lithologically controlled)
Crest altitude: 4:500-4,800 ft a.s.l.
bevelled crests; stoop to moderate slopes
narrowly to broadly u-shaoed, partially aggraded valleys

0. Continuous

con

*



a. Discontinuous upland blocks vdth modified. Buganda Surface remnants 
(litholosioally controlled)
Orest altitude: 4,300-4,500 ft a.s.l. 
bevelled crests; moderate slopes
lowland, aggraded or drowned valleys with aistinot pediments

of Ankole (lithologically controlled) orIV Residual upland '.vith remnairbs 
Zdki Surfaces

a. numerous upland residuals vdth well-preserved surface remnants 
Orest altitude: 4,900-5,200 ft a.s.l.
bevelled-oonver crests; steep slopes
broadly u-shaped and lowland, aggraded valleys; distinct pediments

b. Occasional upland residuals vdth well-preserved surface remnants 
Orest altitude: 4,900-7,200 ft a.s.l.
bevelled-oonver crests; steep to moderate slopes 
lowland valleys, aggraded vdth distinct pediments 

o. Occasional upland residuals with modified surface remnants 
Orest altitude: 900-6,000 ft a.s.l.
convex crests; moderate slopes
broadly v-shaped, ungraded to lowland of rolling interfluves and broad 
drowned valleys

V Residual upland •■■dth modified Ankole and well-preserved Koki/Buganda 
Surface pattern
Orest altitude: 4,500-5,450 ft a.s.l.
bevolled-oonver crests; steep to moderate slopes 
narrowly u-shaped, aggradod and drowned valleys

!



VI Residual upland 7d.th. Bugaada Surface reiananta in Tanganyika Surface
Landsoaue

a. tVell-preserved remnants of the Buganda Surface
Crest altitude: 4,200-4,400 or 5,3CO-5,5CO ft a.s.l.
Flat crests; moderate to gentle slopes 
Lowland; distinct pediments;
incised ungraded or flat floored aggraded valleys 

b* Occasional v/ell-preserved remnants of Buganda Surface
Crest altitude: 4,600-4,800 ft; interfluve altitude: 4,000-4,200 ft a.s.l, 
flat crests; gentle slopes or rolling interfluves vdth distinct pediments 
great proportion of flat floored, aggraded and drowned valleys.

c. As in VIb except !

fev; flat floored aggraded valleys; mostly incised ungraded
d. Few well-preserved remnants of Buganda Surface

Crest altitude: 4,200-J,400 ft; interfluve altitude: 4,000-4,200 ft a.s.l. 
flat crests; gentle slopes or gently rolling interfluves with long 
pediments

i

great proportion of flat floored, aggraded and dro;7ned valleys 
e. Occasional modified remnants of Buganda Siirface

Crest altitude: 4,200-4,300 ft; interfluve altitude: 4,000-4,200 ft a.s.l. 
convex crests; gentle slopes or gently rolling interfluves with long
pediments

f

great proportion of flat floored, aggraded and drov/nod valleys
f, Fov/ modified remnants of Buganda Surface

Crest altitude: 4,600-5,100 ft; interfluve altitude: 4,000-4,600 ft a.s.l. 
convex crests; moderate slopes; rolling interfluves vdth distinct pediments 
very small proportion of aggraded valleys; mostly inoised and ungraded

t
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VII Geologically controlled erosion surfaces
landscape and prominent quartzite ridges, partly above Buganda Surface 

altitude: 4,500-4,850 ftj interfluve altitude: 4,200-4,500 ft a.s.l.
steep slopes; rolling interfluves with distinct pediments

a. Tor
Crest

narrov; crests;
variable valleys

quartzite ridge landsoape ivith well-preserved remnants of Bugandab. Tor and
Surface

altitude: 4,600-4,800 ftj interfluve altitude: 4,200-4,600 ft a.s.l. 
flat crestsi moderate si opesj rolling interfluves with distinct pediments 
flat floored aggraded and drovmed valleys 

0, lithologically controlled lowland of the Tanganyika Surface with few 
quartzite ridges
Crest altitude: 4,400-4,500 ft or 5,000-5,100 ft, interfluve altitude: 
4,200-4,300 ft or 4,600-5,000 ft a.s.l.
Undulating interfluves
Vfide flat floored aggraded and drowned valleys

VIII Lov7land landscape
Pleistocene) Surfaces

Orest

!

•;

i

of the Tanganyika and Acholi (End Tertiary and

Surfaces in similar proportions, outliers-modifieda. Tanganyika and Acholi
Bucanda Surface
interfluve altitude: 3,500-3,000 ft, outlier crest altitude: 3,800-4,100

ft

Gently rolling interfluves with long gentle pediiaents 
.Vide, flat floored, aggraded and droiwied valleys 

b. Oegraded Tanganyika Surface
remnants and older surface residuals

Hift shoulder v/ith unitodified surfacet on

\

I
I

/
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interfluve altitude 
a.s.l.

bevelled oresta with ateep alopea; rolline interfluves 
pediments

: 4,200-4,400 ft a.s.l.j crest altitude: 4,800-6,000 ft

’.vith distinct

/'
incised, rejuvenated valleys 

o. Tanganyika Surface with small proportion 
interfluve altitude 4,000-4,400 ft 
Gently rolling interfluves; long and gentle pediments 
flat floored slightly aggraded and drovmed; or incised ungraded valleys

d. Tanganyika Surface and exhumed sub-Singo surface with 
of Acholi Surface
interfluve altitude: 4,000-4,400 ft a.s.l.

Gently rolling interfluves; long and gentle pediments 
flat floored aggraded and drowned valleys

e. Oegraded Tanganyika Surface on Hift shoulder 
Interfluve altitude: 4,000-6,000 ft a.s.l.
Sloping ridges; steep slopes or rolling interfluves with moderate slopes 
incised, ungraded rejuvenated valleys

r. otohed Tanganyika Surface - tor and/or (juartzite ridge landscape 
crest altitude: 4,600-4,300 ft or 5,40-5,7.0 ft a.s.l.; interfluve 
altitude: 4,200-4,500 ft or 5,000-5,400 ft a.s.l.

of Acholi Surface
a.s.l.

large proportion

Gently rolline interfluvoo} long and gentle pediments 
flat floored, slightly aggraded and drov.-ned, f

or incised ungraded valleys

■/i.
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g. Uodified Tanganyika Surface %7itk modified residuals of older surfaces
Crest altitude: 6,000-6,400 ft; interfluve altitude 5,200-5,600 ft a.s.l.
Gently rolling interfluves witk distinct pediments; bevelled-convex

icrests moderate slopesi

incised ungraded or slightly aggraded and drov/ned valleys

h. liodified Tanganyika Surface

interfluve altitude: 4,400-4,700 ft a.s.l.
rolling interfluves with distinct pediments
incised strearabeds below aggraded valley floors

IX Rift Valley Surfaces
a. Rift floor plains on old lacustrine sediments

interfluve altitude: 3,000-3,700 ft a.s.l.
Gently xmdulating interfluves

incised valleys or lake shore flats

b. Rift floor plains on late volcanics
i

plain and hummock altitude 3,000-4,500 ft a.s.l.
hummocky volcanics or almost flat plains 
shallov/ly incised valleys

c. Tectonically elevated Hift structure - probably multi-level
I

X. Lacustrine Surfaces
a. Lacustrine plain with isolated remnants of older surfaces

crest altitude: 4,200-4,500 ft a.s.l.; plain altitude: 3,80C-J,000 ft a.s.l 
convex crests with steep slopes; gently undulating interfluves f

flat floored aggraded shallc.v valleys and extensive flats 
b. Lacustrine plain emergent or seasonally inundated 

altitude: 3,700-3,600 ft a.s.l.

i

flats



c. Lacustrine plain - flooded
altitude: 3,700-3,800 ft a.s.l.

i
. i

i

f
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Map^ftPhysiographic Units
. -J

,- '<•'I. South Ankolean Hig^iland Subregion
A. South Ankolean Highlands

1. Bwan5)ara Mountains (I) 
la. Central

/
lb. Eastern

2. Western Isingiro (II)
2a. Ngararoa hillraass 
2b. Kasumba (Bukanga) hillmass

Kagango (Upper Bigasha) Valley (Vc)
3. Eastern Isingiro (Eugaga hillniass) (Illb)

B. Koki Hills
b. Western Koki (IIIc)
5. Karnnga Valley (IVa)
6. Northern Koki (Ille)

C. Northern downlands and outliers

2c.

I 7. Rwampara's northern fringe 
7a. Foothill spurs (Ille)
7b. Gayaza hillmass (Ilia)

8. Bihunya-Kabulangire range
Sa. Rukoroa-Bihunya hills (Ille)
8b. Kabulangire-Kinhasha hills (Illd)

9. Hshara Upland
9a. Nyamitsindo-Ihunga Hills (Illd) 
9h. Ntarwete-Kakumyu ridge (Hid)

I

1

i.



9c. Lower Huizi basin (IVd)
9d. Kakunyu Spurs and benches (iVb) 
9e. Sanga Hills (IVd)
Bugarama Hills
10a. Mpororo spurs (IVd)
10b. Bugarama ridge (IVb)

10.

Nakivali-Mburo lowland11.

11a. Eastern (Va)
11b. Western (Vc)

12. Masha arena
12a. l^stern (Vb)
12b. Western (Ve)

15. Hbarara arena
15a. Northeastern (Ve) 
13b. Southern (Vb)

D. Ihter-upland valleys
!

14. Orichinga-Muko Valley (Via)
15. Nyabubare Valley (Via)

E. Southern downlands!

Ikariro lowland (Vb)16.

Bwarkasani lowland (Vd)17.

Bi^sha lowland (VIb) 
Kagera Valley (VIc)

18.

19.

19a. Nsongezi gorge
I

19b. Kagera valley
\



II Nvabushozl subregion (Katonga Plateau Besion)
20. Mazinga Idvjland (Vllb)
21. Ishura (Kateti) lowland (Vllb)
22. East Hyabushozi lowland (¥IIc)
23. Central Kyabushozi (Vila)
24. Mbuga-Bubale lowland (Vlld)
25. Hawogola Subregion (VIIo)

i-

I
4
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Hap4a.Qeomorphic PeatOTes (based on McConnell's postulated erosion surfaces)

I Predominance of the Ankole Surface
Major, sisnple folds; an alternate, high-grade, phyllite-quartzlte 
succession

Rectilinear orographic pattern; topographic continuity along ridge-lines. 
Crest altitude: 5,000-5,900 ft a.s.l.
Crests: bevelled-convex; slopes - high (over 500 ft) and steep (over 20 ) 
Valleys: narrowly v-shaped; ungraded

II Ankole/Koki Surface mosaic
Complex, broad, synclinal structure; heterogeneous arenfioeous succession 
Radial and rectilinear orographic pattern; topographic continuity along
ridge-lines

Crest altitude: 4,800-5,600 ft a.e.l.
Crests: bevelled-convex; slopes - high and moderate to steep (over 15°) 
Valleys: broadly v-shaped; ungraded 

III Koki/Buganda surface patterns 
Ilia Predominance of Koki Surface remnants

Major, simple synclinal structure; an alternate (high grade) phyllite- 
quartzite succession
Rectilinear orographic pattern; topographic continuity along ridge-lines 
Crest altitude: 4,900-5,250 ft a.s.l.
Crests: bevelled-convex; slopes high and steep.
Valleys: narrowly v-shaped; ungraded.

«
i
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Illb Koki Surface remnants In at least half crest-area
Complex, broad, synclinal structure; consecutive arenaceous-argillaceous 
(low-grade phyllite) succession
Dendritic orographic pattern; topographic continuity along ridge-lines 
Crest altitude: 4,500-5,150 ft a.s.l.
Crests: bevelled-convex;
(10°-20°)

Valleys: shallow and u-shaped to narrowly v-shaped; ungraded

. 1
[ 1

f

;
slopes medium to low (below 500 ft), moderate

■

IIIc Few remnants of Koki Surface
structure of minor folds; predominantly argillaceous successionComplex

' grading from piiyllites to shales.

rectilinear orographic pattern; topographic discontinuityDendritic to 
along ridge-lines

Crest altitude: 4,500-5,100 ft a.s.l.
bevelled (convex crest-slopes); slopes medium to low; moderateCrests: 

to steep
Valleys: broadly v-shaped; partly graded 

Illd Koki Surface on outliers
Simple, mostly synclinal, fold structure; alternate high-grade succession
with at least one massive quartzite band 
Orographic pattern variable; topograph!^
Crest altitude: 4,900-5,600 ft a.s.l.

bevelled-convex; slopes high and steep

;

(with modified Ankole Surface residuals)

continuous to discontinuous
X

X

Crests:

Valleys: -
1
1

‘
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Ille Few isolated and modified remnants of Koki Surface 
Structure - variable; lithology - variable
Orographic pattern - variable; topographic discontinuity along ridge

lines

Crest altitude; 4,900-5,300 ft a.s.l. or 4,500-4,800 ft a.s.l.
Crests: bevelled-convex or bevelled; slopes medium to low - moderate
(io°-ao°)

Valleys: u-shaped, broad to narrow; narrow pediments; mostly graded and 
partially aggraded.

IV Predominance of the Buganda Surface 
IVa Erosionally lowered parts of the Buganda Surface 

Benches on valley sides at 4,300-4,500 ft a.s.l.
Valleys: mostly drowned or seasonally inundated 

IVb Continuous remnants of the Buganda Surface
Minor, sub-parallel, fold structure (mainly synclinal); high grade 
phyllite with minor quartzite bands.
Rectilinear pattern; topographical continuity 
Crest altitude: 4,600-4,800 ft a.s.l.
Crests: bevelled (convex crest slopes); slopes medium and moderate 
Valleys: -

IVc Strucuurally elevated Buganda Surface
Structure - undetermined; alternate quartzite-argillite succession 
Rectilinear orographic pattern; topographic continuity along ridge-lines 
Crest altitude: 4,600-5,000 ft a.s^l.
Crests: bevelled-convex; slopes: medium, moderate to steep 
Valleys: narrowly u-shaped; narrow pediments; partially graded and 
aggraded.

i
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IVd Discontinuous remnants of Euganda Surface
Structure - undetermined; phyllites variously graded 
Dendritic orographic pattern; topographic discontinuity 
Crest altitude - 4,600-4,800 ft a.s.l.
Crests: bevelled, scarpped; slopes low, moderate 
Valleys: narrowly u-shaped with short pediments, mostly ungraded.

V-VII Predominance of Ihnganyika Surface 
Arenas and arena-like lowlands 
Large proportion of Acholi Surface
limb of a broad synclinal structure; mica-schists interbedded with 
quartzites

Eectilinear pattern; prominent quartzite ridges
Interfluve altitude: 4,200-4,300 ft a.s.l.; quartzite ridge altitude: 
'>,300-4,500 ft a.s.l.
Interfluve crests: broad, bevelled; quartzite ridge crests: 
convex; elopes: short, gentle to moderate
Valleys: Mostly drowned, aggraded and intermittently flooded, shallow 
and wide, flat floored
large proportion of Acholi Surface (Flat-floored Valley Surface)
Limb of a broad synclinal struotin-e or metamorphic aureole; mica schists 
interbedded with metasediraentary quartzite or penetrated by tectonic 
quartzite

Dendritic pattern; topographical discontinuity along ridge-lines 
Interfluve altitude: 4,200-4,500 ft a.s.l.; quartzite ridge crests: 
4,400-4,700 ft a.s.l.

1
I

i

i
V

Va

narrow, .

Vb

«

Interfluve crests: broad, undulating; quartzite crests: narrow, convex;
slopes - as in Va.

j-



Valleys: vdde, flat-floored, mostly aggraded and intermittently 
flooded but not drowned; some shallowly incised.

Vo large proportion of Acholi Surface
limb of broad synclinal structure; mica schists - no quartzite 
Eectilinear pattern; topographic continuity 
Interfluve altitude: 4,200-4,500 ft a.s.l.
Interfluve crests: as in Va 
Valleys: as in Va.

Vd large proportion of Acholi Surface
undetermined; quartz schists (Toro) 

EectiUnear-dendritic pattern; topographic continuity 
Interfluve altitude: 4,300-4,450 ft a.s.l.
Interfluve crests: very 
long, gentle to moderate 
Valleys: as in Vb.

Ve Small proportion of Acholi Surface
Core of dome-like intrusion; granites
Dendritic orographic pattern; topographical continuity

Structure

broad and bevelled; laterite capped; slopes

Interfluve altitude: 4,400-4,600 ft a.s.l.
slopes - long and gentle 

flat floored but mostly incised; partially and
Interfluve crests: convex;
Valleys: wide to narrow; 
slightly aggraded

!

I
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Inter-uplami valleys and lowlands; structurally controlled; phyllitioC?) 
Via Short to medium moderate to gentle pediments; narrow, incised or narrow 

flooded or drowned stream beds 4,100-4,300 ft a.s.l.
VIb Long, gentle to moderate pediments; narrow incised and unladed 

4,000-4,200 ft a.s.l.
Vic Short, moderate pediments, ungraded valleys.
VII Undulating plains of granitoid rocks 
Vila Frequent laterite-oapped remnants of Buganda Surface

VI

■ I

4,200-4,400 ft a.s.l.

Dendritic orographic pattern; topographic discontinuity along ridge line
1.; laterite caps: 4,600-4,800Interfluve altitude: 4,400-4,600 ft a.s.

i
ft.

Interfluve crests: smoothly rounded and undulating to flat and soarpped; 
slopes long and gentle to moderate
Valleys: wide, flat-floored; shallow; thinly aggraded and seasonally 
flooded tributaries: narrow, incised.

Vllb Few remnants of Buganda Surface; 'tor' landscape and tectonic quartzite 
ridges

Orographic pattern and topography 
Interfluve altitude: 4,300-4,500; quartzite ridges and remnants: 
4,500-5,000 ft a.s.l.
Interfluve crests as in Vila; quartzite ridges - convex, steep slopes 
Valleys: as in Vila; more heavily aggraded and inundated.

VIIo Ho remnants of Buranda Surface; 'tor' landscape and tectonic quartzite; 

ridges

liirger proportion of Flat-floored Valley Surface
Interfluve altitude: 4,200-4,400 ft a.s.l.; quartzite ridges and tors: 

4,400-4,500 a.s.l.

- as in Vila

V.

.■ *. .
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heavily aggraded and at times drowned. 
Acholi Surface dissected

Valleys: as in Vila; but 
Vlld Few tors and quartzite ridges;

Interfluve altitude: 4,600-4,850 ft a.s.l.
floored, unaggraded and uninundated.. Valleys: narrow

£
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Shales and Mudstonesf

Ii

Phyllile

> Karagwe Ankolean Systemi
Quartzite:

rr ^ I (Schists t
fr
'iSchists Toro Systems

• t

Intrusive Granite
f

HJ Tectonic Quartz I

i

Gneissose GraniteI!

'll Porphyritic Granite

'> Basement Compiex liIZ2ZI IIGranodiorite
‘I

Granulites
M
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